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18 February 1982

Original: ENGLISH

UNITED - KIIJGDOhI OF - G1iEAT BRITAIN AND c;ORTHERP? IRELAND

Working Papcr on V-erification and the Monitoring of
Comnlianci? in a Ch::mical Waapons Convention

1. The United Kingdom considers that much useful work was carried out last year

in the Ad Hoc' Vilorking Group on Chemical W.,:,,apons towards elaborating the elements of

a Chemical H^^apôns Convention. Wu hope that the momentum of the work of this Group

will be maintained by a deeper examination of all the issu-s undar consideration

last year, especially the important issues of verification and monitoring of

compliance.

INTRODUCTION

2. The United Kingdom believes that, as is the case in many arms control agreements,

it is necessary for all States party to a Convention to have reasonable confidence

in the compliance of all other 'States parties, and that.the provisions of a CU

Convention would therefore need to include âdoquate measures for its verification.

The United Kingdom considers that verificâtion measures would be necessary for each

4

stage of implementation - that is for declaration and destruction of stockpiles and

production facilities - and thereaft;:r to monitor the continu;^d compliance of Statos

to the provisions of the Convention d(.-;alinJ with non-production of chemical weapons,

including the monitoring of p^rmitted uses of chemical warfar:; agents and dual-purpose

agents. It is also essential that the Convention has an effective complaints

procedure for the handling of any doubts which might aris^ about the implementation

of the Convention.

3. The verification of implemcntation must be under international control.

Thereaftcr verification of compliance could be by a mixture of bilâteral and

multilateral contacts between States parti:,s, with an international body - a

Consultative Committee - playing a decisive role.

MONITORING COMPLIANCE

(a) Voluntary Bilateral Contacts

4. Although the United Kingdom believes that implementatin should be strictly

monitored by an international body (the Consultativ;^! Committee), this period will

provide many opportunities for confidence building. In this respect voluntary

GE.82-60727
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bilateral  contacts  could play an important part. A State could invite another 

State party (or a group of other States) to visit various research facilities, 

civilian chemical production facilities, CW production facilities and CW stockpiles 

so that other States could see for themselves the progresn of implementation. 

They could also invite observers to any CW protection training exercises, thus 

helping to allay doubts about whether such training was intended for offensive 

rather than defensive purposes. 

5. Voluntary bilateral contacts would play an even more important role in 

maintàining confidence in the Convention after the implementation period. States 

could invite other States to visit civilian chemical facilities to ensure that no - 

chemical warfare agents were being produced. Similarly such contacts could be . 

used to exchange information onresearch programmes, information on protective 

measures ageinst chemical warfare agents and information on the use of permitted 

amounts of super toxins. 

(b) National Verification Measures  

.6. 	The 'United Kingdom also believes it is important that the Convention provides 

for States to use national means of verification, provided that these means fall 

within the generally recognized principles of international law- Such national 

means of verificatien could,.for example, include the surveying by  satellite of 

àreas of the earth's surface for traces of chemicals of known military; 

significance. Stations could also be set up outside the national boundaries 	• 

.in order to detect the presence of CW in air masses which had previously passed 

over_areas.suspected of,containing CW production or_testing facilities.. Details 

of such methods were contained in paiperE prepared by the Lbited .Kingdom and 

presented to.the CCD (CCD 502 and CCD 571), and more recently in the series of. 	, 

Blue Books presented to the:CD by the Government of Finland. 

7. 	If a reliable indication of a possible infringement were obtained,by some. 

such surveillance  technique, the case  for on-site inspection would be-,greatly 

strengthened. National means.of verification could not. in themselves provide 

sufficient evidence to clarifywhether an infringement of the Convention was • 

taking place, and would not therefore.in  any way be a substitute.for international 

measures of verification. Nor should it be a requirement of the Convention that a 

State should have to produce evidence from national verification techniques before 

it could :request an on-site inspection. Very few developing States have the 

technology to develop adequate national verification. measures  and:  so a verification 

system based solely on national measures would not be available.to  the. majority of 

States. Môreover, the cost of satellite or remote surveillance is extremely high 

and only a few States would be able to afford this means of verifying compliance. 
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Furthermore, such means of surveillance are not yet sufficiently developed to

allow States to.have confidence that national verification measures alone could

adequately monitor compliance. We therefore firmly believe that national

verification measures should be in addition to, not instead of, international

verification measures.

(c) Role of Consultative Co;,unittee

^3. As has been noted above, the United Kingdom considers that the verification

of implementation and of continued compliance should be under the control of an

international body -- a Consultative Committee - which would be established once the

Convention came into force. This central organization would need to be supplemented

by various means of support.

9. The United Kingdom considers that the Consultative Committee should consist

of a representative from each State party assisted by one or more advisers, and

that it should be chaired by the Depositary nominated in the Convention. The

technical advisers should draw up standard methods and routines for verification

(including standardized methods of chemical analysis) preferably before the

Convention enters into force, and should have access to sufficient equipment and

know-how to carry out these verification procedures. -

10. The Consultative Committee should have over-all responsibility to monitor

compliance with the provisions of the Convention both during and after the

implementation period, and should investigate complaints about the non-compliance

of any State party.

Activities to be monitored by the Consultative Committee

11. Verification during the period of impler. ►entation will be of particular

importance. Unless all parties can be confident that all existing stockpiles of

chemical weapons and all existing production facilities have been destroyed, there

will be no basis for confidénce in continued compliance after the implementation

period. We therefore consider it necessary that the following activities should

be monitored by the Consultative Committee.

(i) The declarationof existing stockpiles of chemical warfare agents and

munitions, chemical munition filling facilities and chemical warfare

agent production facilities

Although the Consultative Committee would not be in a position to

verify that all stockpiles, etc. had been declared, it should carry

out on-site inspections to ensure that the declarations which are

made are accurate and comprehensive. Thus Consultative Committee

experts would have to be allowed to analyse the agents,.the concentration

of the agents and the quantity of the agents kept in the stockpiles declarei
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to assess the . nunber of munitions declared; and then assess the ca7aci ty

of the chemical munition fillinG facilities and the chemical wa;rîure •

agent production facilities declared. The Consultative Cômmittee should

then compare the data collectec. from these on-site inspections with both

the declaritions of the State concerned and if e.ppropriate vith the'

estimates of tizLtState's capability provided by other States parties.

(ii) The non-;)roduction. of chemical veanons durinT the im»lenent4tien -oeriod

The. destruction of Od agent production facilities may not be comjoleted

until an to 10 years ^fter the Convention enters into force. P; ü?^li

thus be necessary to ensure that none of theae facilities are used in

this period. To this end ve consider it necessary that the Consultative

Committee should seal un such facili ti es with tamper-proof lochs Within

six months after the'Convention enters into force. The Consultative

Committee should therefore undertahe re^ular on-cite inc7ections at

these facilities until they are 'dismantled or converted to check' th&t

the seals have not.been broken.

(iii) The destruction, dismantlin[* or conversion of stocks and -orccluctiot
facilities

The United ::i nSdom consi der; i t néce: sai-y that Consultative Committee

er.!)erts should have on-si te access during the destruction of chemical

Varfare agent stocks so that they can analyse the nature of tLe agent

its concentration, and the volume destroyed. Similarly, experts should

be able to deteiznine the quantity of munitions destroyed, and that the

munitions are indeed those uhich the State said it vas aoing to destroy.

Finally, experts should have on-site access during the conversion and/or.

<<ismantlin;; of production facilities to check that these facilities are

properly converted so that they.can no lonGer be used in the production

of chemical ueapons. The Consul. w.tive Committee vould then monitor,

durin,- the 7eriod set for implementation, the estimated stocks and

production facilities of each State party with the estimated. stocks and

production..fa.cilities destroyed, dismantled or converted.

12. I'ollowing the irmplementation period, the United hin;doni beli èvés thât the

Consultative Committee should again play an important role, while the.scope for

confidence-building measures outoide the Consultative Cory-,ittee will also increase.

The Committee should be responsible for the verification of the non-production of

chemical vieapons. Mis vould 'requi re regular on-site inspections to converted

chemical production plants to ensure that they had not been reconverted to their

original use. It would also require on-site inspections to those facilities

I
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producing the lethal and tonic chemical agents permitted for research into 

defence and protection to ensure that•only permissible amounts iere being 

produced and that these amounts were, being used for the stated - purposes. . 

13. While it has been argued that to be certain of non-production, verification 

measures uould have to be highly intrusive, we consider that it should be possible 

to establish a verification procedure capable of detecting any large-scale rroduction 

which would be acceptable to all States-parties. This could be by a combination 

of near-site and on-site inspections;monitorinr- of consumption of rau material . a 

against declared chemical production; and national verification measures to 

detect stockpiles and production facilities. Dy monitoring the consumption of 

raw materials and the production of final products at selected chemical factories, 

the Consultative Committee might be able to spot any large-scale syphoning of 

. potential chemical warfare agents into military stockpiles. Similarly, national 

verification meacures should be able to spot large-scale military stockpiles. 

Regular near-site inspections in the vicinity of selected chemical factories 	- 

producing dual-purpose agents for peaceful purposes, uould allow the Consultative 

. Committee to analyse the air, vater.and soil around the factory, without intruding 

into the  factor;  premises, and thereby gain an idea of what the factory is 

producing. However, none of these measures could adequately replace on-site 

• inspections - i.e. Consultative Committee officials being alloued inside the 

factory.to  observe for themselves that no forbidden chenical warfare agent'  •  

production was taking place. These could be undertaken on challenge, or, 

preferably, regulaly on the basis of a rancio selection by the Consultative 

Committee of a certain number of factories to  'ce  visited each year. In the latter 

case the option to ask for an on-site inspection on challenge would also be 

retained as part of the complaints procedure. 

14. Confidence in compliance will of course be crec,tly enhanced if States are 

prompt in responding to requests for information or visits, and if States can . 	• 
arrange additional verification measures on a bilateral' or regional basis. As 

confidence in the effectiveness.of a Convention grows, so States will be more 

willing to take part in confidence-building measures. 

Comrlaints procedure • 

15. The United Kingdom believes that all States party dhould undertake to consult 

each other and to co-operate in solving any problems that may arise in relation 

to the implementation of the provisions of the Convention. This should be a firm 

commitment. Me believe.  that States should be obliced to provide evidence if 

their compliance is challenged by another State party. Houever, we should hope 
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that the need to reminû States of that obligations or even the need to question

any State'•s compliance, irill never arise. Our hope is that any problem that does

arise should be settled aiAcably at a bilateral level and we consider that the

compliance procedure should allou for this.

16. If, however, a problem cannot be solved at the bi lateral level, any State.

party should be able to call a meeting of the Consultative Cornittee to consider

the problem, and to ascertain the facts. The com7lainant should support his

complaint with evid.ence concerning the alleged breach or misunuer.tanding. As

already stated the challenged State should be obliv;ec' to -provide evicence in its

defence. However, we believe that the complaints procedure sl:ould protect States

party against unfounded allegations. Therefore, although States with nothing to

hide should have no worries about on-site inspecticns, ve believe that, if the

Consultative Committee ovenrhelmingly decide that the complaint is completely

unfounded, the challenged State should. not be obliged to allocr an on-site

inspection. On the other hand, if the Consultative Committee is dissatisfied with

the explanations proferred by the challenged State, and the latter is not prepared

to allôu on-site inspections; even after a further request, it vould be appropriate

for the complainants or the Consultative Committee to present their case to the

United Nations Security Council for its consideration.

Conclusions

17. To sunm,arize, the United I{inSdon believes that any C^'! convention must be

adequately verifiable. This will require the establishment of a Consultative

Committee whose role will be to ensure the full and nroper implementation of the

Convention, and thereafter to monitor continued compliance. The Cornittee lJould

also be responsible for establishing an effective complaints -procedure. The

elaboration of such a system vill require more detailed examiration once

agreement in principle has been reached.

10. In order to aid the 1Ld IIoc Worlcing Group on Chemical ;Jeapons _n their

consideration of these proposals, we set out beloti: Unitec hingdon vieus on

verification and. monitoring compliance in the forLi of a set of d,aft elements for

a convention.

I
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DRIFT ELEMENTS OF VEMIFICATION AND MONITORING OF COMPLIANCE 
FOR A CONVENTION ON CHEMICAL WEAPONS 

Destruction, diversion, dismantling and conversion  

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to: 

(a) destroy or divert for permitted purposes its stocks of chemical weapons; 

(b) destroy or dismantle its means of production of chemical weapons. 

Means-  of ptoduction of chemical weapons may be converted temporarily, before 

final destruction or dismantling, for the purpose of destroying stocks of such 

weaPOns. 

The destruction, diversion and dismantling-  stipulated in this element shall • 

be cOMPleted within ten years after the Convention has entered into force or a 

State Party, which has to fulfil - these provisions, has adhered to it. 

Matters concerning procedures,including notifications, in connection with 

what is stipulated in this element are set forth in Annex I. 

II 

Verification 

1. Each State Party to this Convention may iise national means of verification at 

its disposal, including national technical means, for the purpose of monitoring 

the implementation of and continued comPliance with the provisions of this Convention, 

in as far as it would be consistent with generally recognized principles of 

international law. 

2. A Consultative  Committee of Experts, as provided for in Element V, shall be 

responsible for monitoring the implementation of and continued compliance with the 

provisions of this Convention on behalf of the international community, and shall 

be authOrized to conduct inspections, including on-site inspections, in order to 

fulfil its responsibilities. 

3. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to impede,including through 

the use of deliberate concealment measures, either the national technical means  of 

 verification of other States Parties, operating in accordance with paragraph 1 of 

this element, or the work of the Consultative Committee of Experts. 

III 

Consultation and Co-operation 

The States Parties to this Convention undertake to consult one another and to 

co-operate in solving any problems which may arise in relation to the objectives cf, 

or in the application of the provisions of, the Convention. 	Consultation and 

co-operation pursuant to this article may also be undertaken through appropriate 
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international procedures within the framework of the United Nations and in

accordance with its Charter. These international procedures include the services

of appropriate international organizations, as well as a Consultative Committee of

Experte, as provided for in Element U.

IV

Complairts Procedure

1. Any State Party to this Convention which believes that any other State Party

is acting in breach of the obligations deriving from the provisions of the Convention,

and is.notsalisfied with the results of the consultations proviüed for under

Element III, may lodge a complaint with the Consultative Committee of Experts, as

provided for in Element V. Such a complaint should where possible include any

supporting evidence as well as a request for its cor.sidera,tion by the Cor.miittee.
.t. ^

Such a request may include a request for an on-site inspection, as set out in

Annex II sub-paragraph 4.

2. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to co-operate in carryir.g out

any investigation which the Consultative Committee may initia^-e, in accordance with

its procedures as set out in Annex II on the basis of the complaint received by the

Committee. The Committee should inform States Parties to the Convention of the

results of the Investigation.

3. If a Sta-L-e Part,., receiving a request for on-site inspection from the Committee

states that it is not prepared to allow an on-site inspection, it shall substantiate

its decision. If the Committee still considers that an on-site inspection is

warran-ced it may request additional information or a reconsideration of the decision

in the light of additional relevan-é informtion that either partNr has provided.

If the Requesting Part;r or the Committee remains ur_satisfied with the substar_tiation

for the decision it may bring the matter to the Security Council of the United Nations.

V

Consultative Committee
---- -- --------- s

1. For the purpose of providing a permanent body to ensure the availability of

international data and expert advice for assessing the implementation of and

continued compliance with the provisions of this Convena- ion a Consultative Commi:.tee

of Experts shall be established at the entry.into force of this Convention.

2. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to co-operate with the Committee

in carrying out its tasks.

3. The work of the Committee shall be organized in such a vay as to permit it to

perform the functions set forth in Annex II in an effective; fair and impartial manner.

4. The functions, organization and procedures of the Committee are set forth in

Annex II.

I
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Annex I  

Destruction, dismantlinr or diversion for permitted  
jyurmoses of declared stocks of Chemical Weapons and  

their means of production . 

1. Preparation for the destruction or diversion for permitted purposes of stocks 

of chemical weapons shall start immediately after the entry into force of the 

Convention. So—called mothballing of means of production of chemical weapons shall 

be undertaken immediately upon entering into force of the Convention and remain 

until their  destruction or dismantling or diversion for permitted purposes begins. 

2. The provisions given in Element I shall be performed in a manner alloying their 

verification through national and international means of verification. 

3. The progress of destruction or diversion of stocks of chemical weepons and 

of destruction, dismantling or conversion of thoir means of production shell be 

notified on a yearly basis to the Depositary until the State Party declares the 

final abolition of its stocks and means of production. The Depositary shell • 

distribute such notification to the other States Parties to the Convention within 

one week after having received it. 
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Annex II

Consultative Committee of î,. ) eri;:,

1. The Consultative Comnittee of E,^)erts shall be composed of the Depositiry or

his personal representative, who shall serve as President of the Committee, and

representatives of thé States Parties. Each State Part;,, to this Convention may

appoint one representative to the Committee who may be assisted by one or more

advisers.

2. The Consultative Committee of Experts shall be competent to:

(a) checl, the content of declarations made by States Parties [in compliance

with Element on -iDeclarations;' to be agreed]

(b) oversee the destniction and diversion for permitted purposes of stocks

of chemical weapons, as well as the destruction, dismantline and temporary

conversion of ineans of production of chemical wéapons [as stipulated in Elemerit I]

(c) inquire into facts concerning alleCed ambiCuities in or violations of

the compliance with the Convention;

(d) check periodically permitted production of chemicals uith respect to

amounts produced and their use;

(e) facilitate compliance uith•the Convention, e.g. by developing internationalinternational

standardization of methods and routines to be applied by national and international

vorification orr.ans;

(f ) make appropriate findings of fa ct and provide expert views relevant to

other problems raised pursuant to the provision3 of the Convention by a State Party.

3. Each representative shall have the rie.ht, through the Chairman, to request from

States Parties, and from international o-rCanizations, such information and assistance

as the representative considers decirable for the accomplishr.ient of the Committee's

work.

4. The Commit tee shall be allowed to underta.l.e on-site inspections:

(a) in order to confirm received info= tion concerninE planned, on-Coinrr or

effected mec.sures according to subpara,=phs 2(a) and (b) of this Annex;

(b) in order to inquire into facts concerni.nC alleZed ambiCuities or

violations accordinC to subparagraph 2 (c) of this Annex;

(c) in order to carry out checks according to subparaLraph 2 (d) of this.Annex.

5. The Committee shall decide procedural questions relative to the organization of

its work, where possible by consensus, but othenrise by awo. jority of those present,

and votinC. There shall be no voting on ma.tters of substance. If the Committee

is unable to provide for a unanimous report on these findings of fact or in jiving

expert vierrs, it shall present the different views of the experts involved.
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6. The full Committee shall convene at least once a year, or otherwise 

immediately upon receipt of a_request.from any State:Party to this  Convention. 

The ComMittee shall present an annual report of its activities to the States Parties 

to the Convention.. The Committee shall further, whenever it has been requested 

by a State Perty to  carry out fact—finding or provide expert views concerning 

a specific question, transmit to the Depositary a summaryof its findings or 

expert views, incorporating all views and information presented to the Committee 

during its proceedings. The Depositary shall distribute the summary to all . 

States- Ptrties. 

7. The Committee may, for specific tasks, set up sub—coMmittees and verification - 

teams which may  continue  their work between meetings of the full Committee. The 

Committee, and all bodies established by it, shall be provided with, or have 

accesa to special facilities, such as secretariat technical experts chemical 

and toxicological laboratories and remote sensing equipment. The expenses of . 

the Committee will be borne by-the United Dtions and the States Parties in Such 

manner as will be decided by the General Lssembly .  in consultation' with the 

States Parties. 

1 
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I am sending you herewith a TASS statement of 19 February 1982.

I would ask you kindly to have it circulated as an official doiament of the
Committee on Disarmament under item 4 of the agenda.

Gr:82-b0773

Si ed) V.L. IS^ T"ILYAN
Representative of the USSR
in the Committee on Disarmanent
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TASS STATEMENT 

The  Government of the United States is going still further along the dangerous 
path  of buildingup . arsenals of weapons of mass  destruction of diverse kinds. 

In August last year there was the announcement in Washington of the initiation 
of large-scale production of neutron warheads - a particularly inhuman variety of 
nuclear weapon, the very thaught of the possible use of which provokes  feelings of 
indignation amOrieallsq)éace-lotIng-peopie. . 

• • • 	 . 

Thereafter, in:October 1981 the Government of the United States announced a 
comprehensive plan, unprecedented in scope, for the development of the strategic 
nuclear arms of the United States, including the production and deployment of a new - 
generation of land- and sea-based intercontinental ballistic missiles, heavy bombers 
and long-range cruise missiles. 

And now, just recently, President Reagan proclaimed a multi-billion-dollar 
programme for the nchemical rearmament!' of the United States. The American Government, 
it seems, now finds that the huge reserves of poisonous chemical agents another-,. 
monstrous means for the mass extermination of people - which the United States already 
has at its disposal are not enough. It is now planned to equip the American armed 
forces with several millions of warheads filled with a new and even more lethal 
nerve-paralysing mixture (the so-called binary charges). 

• 

The decision to embark on the stepped-up production of chemical warfare agents 
- clearly'reVeala Why the United State s.  has for many years so adamantly resisted the 
conclusion of an international convention which would prohibit chemical weapons. 

It is now clear to everyone that Washington refused to continue the negotiations 
with the Soviet Union which were being held earlier on this subject because it was 
afraid that the prospect which had arisen in the course of the negotiations of the 
attainment of agreement on that score might hinder the execution of the plan for the 
"chemical rearmament" of the United States, which was evidently conceived a long 
time ago. 

Nor, certainly, was it fortuitous - but in fact very significant - that the 
United States was the only one of the 157 States Members of the United Nations which 
voted against the adoption by the General Assembly of the resolution calling upon all 
States to refrain from the production and deployment of new types of chemical 
weapons and from stationing them on the territories cf States where there are no such 
weapons at present. 

It is patent that it was in an attempt to prepare world public opinion for the 
announcement of its decision to embark on the large-scale production of new chemidal 
weapons, and in an endeavour somehow to justify that decision, that Washington had 
earlier resorted to its favourite trick of making slanderous assertions - in this 
case that the Soviet Union was using or was preparing to use chemical warfare agents, 
either in Afghanistan cr in the jungles of South-East Asia. 

This is a flagrant lie, hardly capable of casting a slur upon the straight-
forward and consistent policy of the Soviet Union which, unlike the United States, 
was one of the first States to adhere to the Geneva Protocol of 1925 prohibiting 
the use of chemical weapons. The Soviet Union has been and is in favour of the total 
outlawing of this criminal means of waging war and the destruction of all  stocks of.  
such weapons. And it has never and in no place used chemical warfare agents. 
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As far as the United Statesis concerned, the world has not forgotten that

during the years of the American aggression in Indo-China, tens of thousands of tons

of chemical agents were rained upon Viet Nam, Laos and Kampuchea, killing vast
numbers of people and causing irreparable damage to the natural environment in that
region. Nor is it a secret where the chemical agents being used against the peaceful
population of Afghanistan by gangs of bandits came from - these agents were

manufactured in the United States of America.

On a par with the barbarousness of these weapons, which Washington is now

engaged in modernizing and accumulating, is the perfidy of the plans being nurtured
there for their use.

The United States does not conceal the fact that in its scheme of things chemical

warfare would be conducted in the densely populated areas of Europe and other
continents. The same criminal purpose lies behind the plans under discussion in the

United States to put the new chemical charges in cruise missiles, bombs and artillery

shells, a large number of which it is intended to deploy in European countries as

part of the United States' forward-based weapons.

Speaking in the United States Congress on 15 September 1°81, the representative
of the Pentagon openly admitted that the equipment of the American army with the new

chemical warfare agents was intended to make it possible to wage a large-scale

chemical war in Europe - just one more demonstration of the "Atlantic solidarity" of
Washington with regard to its allies'.

The plans now being hatched with cold-blooded cynicism for turning entire

continents into gas chambers also show once again the real value of Washington's
hypocritical babblings about "human rights".

It is the clear duty of all,peoples, of all honest persons on the face of the

earth, not to permit the accomplishment of this monstrous crime that is being plotted
against peace and humanity.

An aggresscr, whatever weapons he may use to unleash a war - nuclear, neutron,

chemical or any other - will not escape retribution.

The reckless piling up of armaments, including chemical weapons, will bring no
dividends to its initiators and will strengthen no one's security. International

security can only be secured through negotiations, through a search for solutions

aimed at the achievement of real measures of disarmament, including the prohibition
of chemical weapons.

The Soviet Union decisively favours this course.

I
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Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic,. HungarY, 
Mongolia, Poland and Union of Soviet 3ocialist -fLepublics 

7-kine' -caner 

Binary weapons and ths Problem of effective prohibition 
of chemical weapons 

[fhe delegations of the socialist countries to the Committee on Disarmament 

deem it necessary to draw attention to a number of circumstances that are 

seriously hindering the elaboration and approval of a draft convention on the 

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of - chemical weapons 

and on their destruction. . 

What is involved here are well-7known decisions Concerning the production, 

commissioning and, ultimately,' stationing on the territories of other countries 

. of a new generation of chemical weapons-- binary weapons. Whatever reasons and • 

justifications may be adduced, it is an indisputable fact that the incorporation 

ein  arsenals of such weapons with binary charges inevitably leads -  te a further 

dangerous spiral in the chemical arms race. 

• As  is well known, the basic difficulty in solving the problem of prohibiting 

chemical weaponS stems from their particular nature: it is the difficulty of 

separating commercial chemicals  froc  those which can be used for chemical weapons. 

The•emergence• of binary weapons will considerably complicate this already difficult 

problem. 

Without claiming to give an exhaustive analysis of the negative conse.euences 

of embarking on the production of binary chemical weapons, the authors of this 

working paper would like to mention a numb= of important points of direct 

relevance to the negotiations in progress in the Committee with a view to the 

elaberation- of a multilateral convention on the complete and effective prohibition 

of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their 

destruction. Existing information concerning binary weapons leads to the conclusion 

that the following consequence's, in particular, are inevitable: 

1. 	In the long term, the range of chemicals capable cf being used as 

components in these weapons will expand considerably, with a corresponding 

expansion of the range  of binary mixtures of varying effect (not merely paralysis 

of the nervous system). While, for example, the diversity of conventional 

GE.U-61043 
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chemical munitions is limited by such factors as the stability of chemical agents

during atora;e or the.extërit to which they attack the materials of which, in

particular, the.munition.çasing or other stcrage.structures and facilities are

composed, it d-oé's' not seem that those factors--wi11 be of s-ich fundamental importance

in the case of binary weapons. This will allow the creation of mixtures with

the widest imaginable range of effects.

2. It will become pâssible-.'f-qr many. Statés, and not only States but also

individual groups of persons, to produce, acquire and stoc1cpile chemicals for new

types ofbinarÿ weapon. This'means that there would be a significant increase in

the danger of the proliferation of chemical weapons.

3. The positive results of negotiations on the prohibition of chemical

weapons, both in the Committee on Disarmament and between the USSR and the

United States of 9merica will lose much of their value, in particula=:

(a) Agreement was reached during the Soviet-United States negotiations on.

a provision concerning the scope of nrclv.bition, reproduced in the joint

Soviet-United States report to the Committee on Disarmament (CD/112 of 7 July 1980).

This provision envisages the prohibition of all types of toxic lethal chemicals,

including, of course, binary ones. The report speahs of the obligation "... never

to develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stocicpile or retain super-toxic lethal,

other lethal or other harmful chemicals, or precursors of such chemicals", and

the obligation "never to develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile or retain

munitions or devices specifically designed to cause death or other harm through

the to,cic properties of chemicals released as a result of the employment of these

munitions or devices, or equipment specifically desig??ed for use directly in

connection with the employment of such munitions or devices". These wordiri;s

thus include corresnondin; prohibitions in respect of binarf.t•reapons. The

programme of production of binary weapons now envisaged in the United States may

cancel out these positive results.

(b) The significance and effectiveness of the toxicity criteria of lethal

chemicals agreed upon between the USSR and the United States (^/112 of 7 July 1980)

will be reduced.

4. The further progress of negotiations will face serious difficulties,

in particular for the follocaing reasons:

(a) It will be more difficult to ensure the implementation by States parties

of obligations not to transfer the chemical weapons and other obligations related

thereto, because separating chemicals for commercial purposes from those designed

for weapons will become especiaïly difficult, almost impossible;

I
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(b) The question of the declaration by States of their stocl,.s of chemical

weapons and means of production of such weapons will become more complex because

a definition will have to be provided of chemicals intended for commercial pu=,oses

which may be produced for binary weapons;

(c) Problems of monitoring the implementation of the convention l.;; ll acc:uire a

qualitatively new nature if binary weapons are produced;

Control itself, both national and especially interna.tional,-rill in many cases

become extremel;j difficult, if net impossible; conditions may emer^-5e for covert

stockpiling and stora^;e of chemicals for binary weapons purposes and for develop.ing

chemical weapons under the guise of commercial.production.

The United Nations General Assembly, taking into consideration the full

danger of the development, commissioninr; and, especially, rroliferation of binary

chemical weapons, called upon all States in resolution 36/96 B"to refrain from

any action which could impede nepotiations on prohibition of chemical T.reapons

and specifically to refrain from production and deployment'of binary and other

new types of chemical weapons ... in those States where there are no such

weapons at present".

In the present situation the delegations of the socialist countries consider

the implementation of this appeal by the General Assembly to be a matter of

prime importance.

I
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Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, 
Mongolia, Poland and Union of Sovie Socialist Republics  

Working paper  

Binary weapons and the problem of effective prohibition  
of chemical weapons  

CORRIGENDUM 

On page 3, replace the penultimate paragraph by the following: 

"The United Nations General Assembly, taking into consideration the full 

danger of the development, commissioning and,. especially, -Proliferation of binary 

chemical weapons, called upon all States in resolution 36/96 B 'to  refrain  from 

any action which could impede negotiations on the prohibition of chemical weapons 

and specifically to refrain from production and deploymunt of binary and other 

new types of chemical weapons, as well as from stationing chemical weapons in 

those States where there are no such weapons at present'." 
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Working Parer  on the Relation of Verification to the-.Scooa 
of a Dan  on  Chemical Warfare Agents  

The negotiations in the CCD and the CD for banning chemical weapons will soOn ' 

have gone on for a decade and a. half resulting in no agreement. The many consultations, 

working papers, and expert meetings have, however, shed,light on the innumerable 

• problems involved and .consensus has been reaohed in several areas. 

Over the last years the . aubject:has also been.dealt with in the bilateral 

consultations between the United,L-Aates,of America and the USbR, and special 

expectations have been . placed in these negotiations. Here l 7too, the Optimism'has 

proved unfounded and the:Joint reports promise no convention in the near'future. - The 

reports, latest,(CD/112) in the,summer  of 1980, do augur some cômmon Understanding • - 

on many important points- mostly on the bais of earlier findings in'thé'CCD or ' 

CD - which will give technical preparedness for a treaty as soon  as the  political 

understanding has been:reached. , 	. 

. Firstly, it is most,satisfyingto.notethat the two sides believe that thé: 

future convention would be apomprehensive one with commitments never to develôp, • • 

Produce, otherwise acquire,stockpile or retain super-7toxic lethal or harmful chemicals, 

or precursors of such chemicals, as well as chemical munitiens or other means of 

chemical wa•fare. It also contains an undertaking td destroy all existing stock. 

Secondly, they proceed, from the premises that the scope of the prohibition in 

any future *convention would be determined on the basis of the general "plirpose criterion". 

The goal of this is to give the treaty a. fully unambigous content leaving no room for 

misinterpretation i.e. no violatoroan claim to have acted in ignoranoe. 

Unfortunately outsiders cannot easily verify the pürpose of the development  on 

production of a chemical, thus condemning it as a,chemical warfare agent On the basi-d 

of the.purpose criterion is often impossible until the chemical has been ùsed as Such, 

or at least placed in munitions or army depositories, therefore, additional definitions 

for chemical agents have been found necessary for, facilitating verification. As such 

additional definition, the two  aides have first come to see the use of the toxicity 

crue rien.  
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There seems to exist common agreement that the most dangerous super-toxic lethal 

chemicals can be defined as chemical with 1d50=0.5 mg/kg (subcUtaneCiùs) or - 

2,000 mg-min/m3 (by  inhalation).  Since the compounds in this class have not proven 

to have any non-hostile use -y outside the small amounts permitted for research and 

protection purpOses .  - they can be totally prohibited and verified as chemical agents 

on the basis of the toxicity properties alone. Thus, if the toxicity:of a chemical 

can be measured by an agreed method and it exceeds a given limit, it will be declared 

a prohibited agent. 	 • 

In reality the determinationof the toxiàity may be difficult and time consuminÈ, 

since known amounts of pure compounds are needed for reliable animal tests.: 'It could 

be easier to identify the.chemical structure of the compound in question if.a certain 

state of readiness exists. Therefore a'list'of prohibited compounds as another 	H- 

supplemental criterion'could be  ver  useful, even if it could not include all the - 

potential agents or already secretly developed ones, it could, if composed by experts 

of all countries, bé 'complete enough t&ieliably indicate , all the really  important 

ones. Furthermore, since the purpose'criterion would dominate as the priàary one, 

the absence from the list would by no means exempt a chemical.from the ban. 

We believe that such a list of prohibited chemicals could be really uséful only 

if accompanied by yet another amendment, namely information on the analytical facts 

and verification methods Of each compound. If standardized verification and 

identification system for each compound be agreed upon, their application would greatly 

facilitate national verification and chemical defence measures and consequently reduce 

the changes of a surprise attack. 

, The same evaluation is even more essential to other lethal or harmful chemicals 

as the toxicity criterion cannot be determining for these compounds. There are 	- 

numerous chemicals with ample non-hostile use with 1d50 between 0.5.1.0 Mg/kg„ 

e.g. pesticides and indus -trial intermediates. On the other hand, many known warfare 

agents, before all the binary precursors, have lower toxicity. The dual purpose 

Chemicals present a special problem. It is not possible to control the production 

or use of  such common chemicals as hydrogen cyanide or phosgen. Their ban must be 

based upon the purpose criterion. A large part of important chemical'agente e  for 

instance mustards could, however, be defined by means of chemical structuré and be • 
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totally prohibited. Concerning a. third group, e.g. a.lkylphosphonochlorida.tes

and - fluorida,tee; which are important binary precursors with rela.tively limited

civilian use, a. licence system with surveilla.nce should be esta.blisheû, and the

production and use outside this system prohibited.

The idea. of crea.ting a. consulta.tive committee with a. perma.nent secreta.ria.t for

international verifica.tion mea.sures has also ga.inedcommon ground. This committee

could also -take ca.re of the list of the prohibited dompounds in order to keep it

updated, as well a.s to control that the licence system ha.s been applied. In a.ddition,

overy pa.rty to the convention should have the right to make proposals concerning

the list.

By way of conclusion we believe, talting into a.ccount that the convention should

be comprehensive and the ba.nning of chemical agents prima.rily ba.sed on purpose

criterion, that verifica.tion would be best served if, in a.ddition to the toxicity

criterion, a. list of known or strongly suspected chemica.l agents with sta.ndardized

verifica.tion da.ta. could be ma.de a.va.ila.ble. Complete verifica.tion is not possible.

Sria.ll amounts of da.ngerous a.gents can be prepa.red in rela.tively simple la.bora.tories,

and even new extremely toxic compounds developed, often unintentionally, in connection

with other investigations. These. products may be da.ngerous e.g. in the ha.nds of

terrorists. Their large scale production and development for a. milita.rily important

wea.pons system can be disclosed by various detection mea.ns. Thus even if the list

nf prohibited agents cannot be complete in rega.rd to potentia.l or wecret toxic agents,

the amounts and significa.nce of such compounds would be limized. The sta.nda.rdized

verifica.tion methods could constitute a. good ana.lytica.l system for new not previously

mentioned compounds.

Finally, we understa.nd very well tha.t the above-mentioned suggestions do not

solve the difficult problem of verifica.tion. We believe, however, that if the

realistic possibilities and limits of verifica.tion were dia.gnosed in the context of

agreeing upon the scope of the ba.n, the relia.bility of the convention is increased.

I
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The United States Fro` a-mr:lo, 'Io Dete-r Cher,iical 'U,^rfare
- -L

Ba cl,-,,r

^
Th3 ultimate goal of the United States in the area of che-Acal warfare .̂ CT:T; is

a com-Olete and verifiable ban on the c:eveloipment, production, and stoc'_:niling of
chemical weapons. 'Ji:tiil such a ban co.-, be o1J7.ainee, our objective, consis^ent with

existing treatios and international law, i s to L'.eter the use of chemical wea ipons ,
lhe United States will not use chemical .reanons unless chemical Nrea )cr.s are first
used a;ainst us or our allies. The United States (loes not and will not 7')cssess
biolo-ical - or toxin irea -i)cn.s .

Soviet Cherical and Biol'o. ica1::'arfa-re Pro^xamr:es

Soviet military doctrine envisa,'es the use of chemical t•reapons and
aclu7owledges their value, !?ârticularly when used in massive quantities in
sur-prise attacl-s.

Of more si,,ni ficance, the oviet Union and its allies are well prepared to
w a ;6 chemical warfare and. t0 f1,,ilt in S. che^rlicall^r contaminated environment. The

U^,S'i4 nossesses L Wide ^>•ari:t.y of lethal and incapacitatinC• chemical aZents and the

means to deliver them. They have a busy and e.:;)anc.inL. chemical l)roving ground and

a large, well-trained chemical or^;ani7atloil, with over SU,JOC troops, whose status

within the ^Sov1e+ militari hle"lc^.rCh;j was e7iîcnceCi dU..r1i^^ the 1-70s. Thor have

invested heavil_r in 1nC'ivldual and collective protection and Clecoiltaminatioil

eqtL1pt11entg and tlle;^ train Trïtil actual chemical a.geï7tS.

In ad,-ition to extensive :Joviet che^ïicctl warfare pro._-raml".?e8, a -.-najor accident

in Sverdlovsk and evidence in SoutheGst .!?.sia indicate that the Soviet Union_'s
arsenal also incluri(-s tc.:ic substances sIDecifically ,?ro :ibited by the }3iological and
Toxin '1;:eay)ons Convention.

United States i_`rO,rarixrne in the 1(')_7(-'.,s

In cnntraSt with the. Soviet, Union C11liin^^ most Of the 1'^70s, the Unitedi States

alloi•red its retaliatory ca-pabilit^v to decllneg c^ici little to i-m-,prove defense against
chemicals and ne-lected relevant c:efense doctrine and training. In addition, the
United States in 11,^66j StO1J7ell the ctl.on of lethal Cr inca'-)a Cï tatin`; Cheïllcc l

agents and the filling of new munitions ?•r1i,:7 chemical agentS > r.t the same tï:?1eg trie

United States rei70:L1ce: t1ue use of biolo,;ic^.l and toxcin , eaocns, destro;red all

stoc?^rs of tYese ,rea-Dons and. convertec' its biolo: °ical :arfa.re facili ties to peaceful

pU1"p OSPs . I

_^rms C'ontro]. ':]fforts

Ili:il^ Ln11^°TCic^li', 1"3str21i1.1c'1' cc^ L'.^^111 1CS9 the U1^ï.teC' States 1-sl<a .Cie i'l^,^Or

efforts g_Yl ti7e laie 1'^•7^%S, to C11ï11nc. i,8 the C''' ci:lîCc 1?:a fa e t•.': ^E'ë.1 b^' at L8iP.7t117g

chto reach car ^e217.e:1t with the _OV1?Z U-1 0Y on a Cr,_.)r G;1Sïti'e and verifiable 'ha-

c',cnicel wea^?ons. `l.e.rificE,tio;n, of such ?, ba : is at ahc çi;fic lt ^)reblem.
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These:efforts Stalemated due principally to fundamental disagreement on the tough 
issue of the need for effective verification of a CW ban and particularly Soviet 
.intransigende on questions  relating to on-site inspections. Negotiations were 
further_pomplioated.by our weakmess in .this area compared to the Soviets, who • 
possessed a decisive military advantage and had little arms control incentive in 
the face of the large asymmetry in chemical warfare capabilities. The Soviets did, 
however, have an interest in negotiations as long as it impeded improvement of 
United States deterrentcapabilities. 

Requirements for Deterrence  

In view of the over-all military balance between the United States ad the 
Soviets, we cannot rely on other components of our military capabilities to deter 
chemical .  warfare. Consequently, to deter, we find we need to improve our CW 
capabilities sufficiently to deny the Soviets the significant military advantage 
they would gain from using chemical weapons. Improving our defences against 
chemical weapons is a necessary, but not sufficient, step to deny the Soviets such 
an advantage. 

Improved defences can save lives, reduce casualties and reduce -- but not 
 eliminate -- significant degradation of militarY performance in 'a chemically 

contaminated environment. The needed protective equipment reduces mobility, slows 
operations. and  makes many tasks difficult or impossible. Reliance solely.an improved 
defences would leave the initiators of chemical warfare largely free to operate 
without the constraints imposed by protection; thus yielding them a major advantage 
and encouraging the use of chemical weapons. 

Therefgre, in addition to improving our defences we must maintain a capability 
to retaliate-with chemical weapons, to reduce the inqentive to the enety's first 
use, since he would also have to operate with the encumbtance of protective. . 
equipment. However, our current chemical weapon stockpile (which will ultimately 
be destroyed) is inadequate to provide an effective deterrent.  Most  of the current 
stockpile is not usable because it is stored in bulk containers. Much of the 
remainder is in ammunition for weapons that have been or will be plused out of 
service. The current stockpile is also lacking in weapons that can bé Used against 
the rear echelons Of attacking forces. Finally, the current stockpile presents 
logistical problems, due to the elaborate safety precautions required  • in transport, 
which fUrther restrict its utility. 

Programme Objectives and Requirements  

It is the objective of the United States chemical warfare programme to improve 
defensive and retaliatory capabilities to deter CW attack and to provide incentivm 
and gain leverage in arms-control negotiations. 

Recent United States Government programme requests include the following: 

- The Carter A:dministration's GU programmes.increased from 2.11 million Ln 
FY 1973 to :7239 million in FY 1981, to improve defences agminst chemical warfare. 

- In 1981 the new Administration's FY 1981 Defense Supplemental request 
included 2C) million to purchase and install the equipment required to complete 
the binary production facility authorized and appropriated by the previous Congress. 

• 
- The FY 1982:Budget request included 532 million for chemical warfare 

programmes, primarily for defence, but no funds for the production of weapons. ' 
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The FY 1963 request for the chemical programme is ',705 million, with over 
70 per cent for defence  and 10 per cent for disposal of obsolete chemical weapons. 
The remainder supports the retaliatory element of the deterrence programme and 
includes 1,30 million for procurement of binary chemical munitions: the 155mm binary 
artillery projectile, and the Bigeye aerial chemical bomb. 

The defensive element of the FY 1983 programme (J08 million) will improve the 
quality and quantity of all aspects of chemical defense: training, individual and 
collective protection, detection and warning, decontamination and medical. 

The objective for the retaliatory element of the programme (: 123 million in 
FY 1983 including the funds for production) is to maintain the safest, smallest 
chemical munitions stockpile that provides the ability to deny a significant 
military advantage to any initiator of chemical warfare.  lie  need not, and will 
not, plan to match the Soviets in agent/munition quantities and types. 

The United States will continue to exercise responsible restraint in this area 
and will make only those improvements necessary to ensure that the United States 
has a credible and effective deterrent/retaliatory capability. 

The binary munitions being developed by the United States contain two non-
lethal substances which form the standard nerve gas only when mixed. The 
considerable safety, security, and logistical advantages that binary weapons offer 
during the entire life cycle from manufacturing through storage and transportation, 
to eventual disposal, make binaries the logical choice over unitary munitions for 
stockpile modernization. Transportation advantages make a strategy of centralized 
storage and crisis deployment more workable, and there is considerable flexibility 
in storage and control of the binary components. 

Conclusion  

The ultimate goal of United States Policy is to eliminate the threat of 
chemical warfare by achieving a complete and verifiable ban on chemical weapons. 
Our programme supports this goal by improving our military posture sufficiently so 
that the Soviets will perceive they have nothing to gain from such warfare. 

It is worth noting that since the end of World War I, all use of toxic 
chemical weapons has been against unprotected military forces and civilians who 
could not protect themselves and who had no ability to retaliate. Even in the 
intense European conflict of World  Jar II following D—Dey,  Hitler did not use his 
chemical arsenal. He believed the Allies'stood ready to retaliate. 

The thrust of all our efforts in this area is to deter the use of chemical 
weapons, and to give incentive to the Soviet Union to .join us in our objective of 
seeking a complete and verifiable ban on the development, production, and 
stockpiling of such weapons. If we are successful in achieving this ban, we will 
be able and eaEer to terminate the chemical weapons programme at any time. 
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1. There is general consensus that the observance of a convention prohibiting the
development, production' and stockpiling of chemical weapons and stipula-ting. the
destruction of existing stocks of. such zrc2pon^ ronuires ader. ue,té verifi cation. The
parties -to the Geneva k'rotôcol of 1925 banning the use of chemical i..'eapons did nôt
establish a verification mechanism. I-Iowever, in the event of a gross violation of
the Protocol, the general rulec. of international lav still permit retaliation since
the production and stockpiling of chemical weapons is not prohibited. This state of
affairs engendering mutual mistrust was soon seen to be unsatisfactory by the
international community. Not least as a result of this perception a comprehensive
ban on chemical weapons was called for to avert once and for all the danger of these
inhuman weapons being used.- However, such a treaty does not do full justice to the
security needs of the Contracting Parties if the problem of verifying compliance with
its provisions is not reliably resolved.

2. There is also agreement that.such verification should not be confined
exclusively to national measures but that it should be a combiriation of national
ahelinternational meastires!and mechanisms to be implemented by a special standing
international body, referred to as the consultative committee in CD/220 and as
"committee" below. The Contracting Parties must therefore undertake both to ensure
at the national level observance of the convention and to submit to the monitoring
carried out by the committee.

3. The Federal Republic of Germany, which renounced the production of chemical
weapons.as early as 1954. and agreed.to international verification of its non-production

of these weapons, is the only country with long-standing experience in international

co-operation in this field. It presented this experience in a workshop in 1979,and

recorded the results in- CD/37.> Its intention is not to recommend the procedure

atiplied to the Federal ]lepublic as a model, but to prove that international
verification measures, including on--site inspections of chemical plants, are feasible
without harming the Con tracting Parties' legitimate interest in. safegLu^,rding business
and production secrets.

4. The Federal Republic of Germany realizes that permanent and full•-scale monitoringq
by means of on-site inspections of all military and non-military plants for the
manufacture, stockpiling and destruction of chemical weapons and agents covered by a
convention is not practicablé since the necessary effort in terms of staff and finance
would be excessive. It therefore advocates regular on--site inspections of all declared
plants suited for the production of supertoxic chemical warfare agents, using a
procedure by ^.rhich the committee selects, by casting lots, a specific number of such
plants every year for monitoring.
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5. 	In addition, it must remain possible to effect examinations and on-site 
inspections on challenge in the event of particular.incidents. Such a procedure 
would not, however, be suffibiént on its own for reliably verifying compliance 	. 
with the convention, especially with regard to thé obligation to destroy chemical 
weapons stocks and production plants and not to manufacture chemical weapons. 

6. This paper is based on elements of previous papers presented to the Committee 
on Disarmament on the subject of a chemical weapons convention which met with a 
large measure of agreement and have been summarized in CD/220 as a result of the 
last session. Tt proceeds on the assumption that it is not practicable to sUbject to 
regular inspections all military and non-military plants for the manufacture, 
stockpiling and destruction of'chemical Weapons and agents covered by a convention.. 
With regard to regular checks, the paper therefore concentrates on a procedure for 
inspecting plants suited for the manufacture of supertoxic chemical agents.  The 

 advantage  of this type of regular procedure is that it can take place in a business-
like atmosphere. The paper is based on the concepts outlined in CD/37, which have at 
the same time been developed further by subjecting binary chemical weapons to the 
rules. In part B below, the essential principles which a convention must contain are 
set out. 

B. Essential principles of verification 

. 	 (i) 

1. Purpose of verification and obligations Of the Contracting Parties  

The purpose of verification is -to ensure confidence in the observance of a 
convention and safeguard the security interests of the Contracting States. To this 
end, the Contracting Parties commit themselves, by treaty, to national statutory 
measures precluding a violation of the convention and to agreed international 
measures,.  The latter consist of regular checks on a precisely defined scale and of 
checks on speciai grounds (suspicion of the convention being violated). The Commitee 
is responSible for carrying out the international verification measures. The 
Contracting  Parties  undertake to submit to the committee, within a specified brief 
period after the entry into force of the convention or, if it is ratified at a later 
date, when depositing their instrument of ratification, their declaration together 
with the data needed for regular checks and also to assist the committee by word and 
deed. 

2. Explanations  

In view of the different political, economic and technological conditions in 
the individual Contracting States, the type and scope of the national measures for 
verifying observance of the convention are subject to the Authority and procedUres 
of each individual State. For the purpose of evaluating statistical data, the 
committee will therefore recommend standardized methods and procedures and reach 
agreement on them with the Contracting Parties. Of central importance for verification 
are the regular checks described in section (ii) below. For the purposeof the 
special checks it is necessary from the point of view  of  the joint interest of 
completely dispelling any suspicions to use a method which may.deviate from and even 
exceed the scope and procedure defined . in section (ii) below. 
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1. Scope of regular checks

At the start and end of the period envisaged in the convention the committee
carries out inspections with regard -6o all declared chemical agent stocks and
production plants to be destroyed and monitors on a continuous basis their
destruction by means of suitable technical devices (e.g. flot-r-meters). For the
duration of the destruction measures and for.the regular monitoring to verify
observance of the convention the committee will carry out on-site inspections of
production and storage fc,cilities, the percentage being determined annually by
casting lots. These regular checks will cover the following:

- the destruction of stocks of supertoxic chemical weapons, including their
binary components,, . I

--the destruction of facilities for manufacturing supertoxic chemical warfare
agents and munitions,

- checks of current industrial production of organo-phosphorus substances to

ensure that supertoxic warfare agents or their binary components are not
produced for hostile purposes,

- checks to ensure that the quantity of supertoxic chemical warfare agents
permitted by the convention and manufactured and.stored-in the declared
plants is not exceeded.

I

2. Explanations

(a) The procedure whereby the committee establishes each year by casting lots
the number of plants to be examined offers the following advantages:

- each Contracting State is given equal treatment, wh.ich in turn contributes
to a business-like and co-operative atmosphere.

- verification is set on an appropriate basis in terms of expenditure and
manpower.

- no Contracting Party lrnows until shortly before the inspection is to take

place which objects and facilities in its territory are to be examined.

This means a high risk for any party intending to violate the convention.

N When the convention comes into force, a declaration is made of existing
stocks of chemical weapons by type and quantity as well as of manufacturing and
munitions-producing facilities. The possibility of submitting a complete declaration
as a confidence-building measure already when signing the convention might be
considered. The declaration marks the beginning of preparations for destroying all
chemical warfare agents prohibited by the convention. Verification by the committee
of the destruction of munitions and non-munitions stocks is restricted to the
supertoxic chemical agents (CD/220) and their binary components defined by
toxicity criteria in the convention. In view of the military significance and the
effort required in terms of equipment and manpower, it is acceptable to forgo
verifying the destruction of all chemical warfare agents prohibited by the convention.
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(c) Pursuant to the provisions of`the convention, its entry into force is

accompanied by the commencement of preparations for dismantling all declared

manufacturing and munitions-producing facilitieq. Verific.ation bÿy...t11e commit.toe

in this respect means monitoring -- for the period envisaged in the convention -- the
destruction, dismantling, sealing or the hand-over within a defined period of stocks

for disposal.

(d) Effective verification of the non-production of supertoxic chemical

warfare agents, inçlûdïrig tlieir binary components, for hostile purposes is not
possible without incltiding chemical plants'producing organo-phosphorus compounds
on an industrial scale. Binary chemical warfare agents, i.e. supertoxic chemical

warfare agentc, which, unti.l their military use, exist in the form of usually two

components of lower toxicity, are, by virtue of their final toxicity, to be grouped

together with supertoxic chemical warfare agents since they are of equal military

significance. They must therefore be included in the convention and be subject to.

verification. After the convention has enteredinto force the Contracting Parties

also declare their stocks of binary chemical warfare'agents by type and quantity as

well as the production facilities and the enterprises manufacturing and processing

organo-phosphorus compounds on an industrial scale. Adequate verification by the

committee is necessary to ensure that

existing stocks of supertoxic chemical warfare agents, including binary
components, in munitions or non-munitions form are destroyed, and

essential componénts'of binaries are' not produced on an industrial scale if
they are not used for civilian purposes on such a scale or, if used on an
industrial scale for civilian purposes, are not diverted and stockpiled for

hostile purposes.

1. Verification procedures

Verification by the committeé on a cale defined in the convention reauires

that the Contracting Parties permit the following procedures:

on-site inspections involving sampling and toxicological or -- for
components of binaries -- chemico-physical determination of samples,

near-sitè inspections involving chérnico-physical analyses of effluent air
and watér at a distance from the production plant permitting reliable

measurement,

off=site inspections invôlving.céntralized monitoring orith'the aid of
sensor=transmittéd data, and

sta.tistical evllûâtion of production, supply and reprocessing sheets.

I

I

I
r^; .mple ° The es.,ential cotïipojle^j^ of sarin i;; ^^etüylphosp' oric id

d.ic1J_cridc w;,i.(:h is not renui.r.ed for ci-ili.axl'purpoc;es anc?., tloerefore:, need noL

be produced on an i:ldur^trie.7. sc<,.le.
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2. Explanations

Depending on the nature of the plants involved, different methods and procedures

are needed for effective verification by the committee. The procedures to be

permitted are not intended as alternatives but are to supplement one another, as
required. The details will be established in collaboration with the appropriate
national authority. The determining criteria will lie. concentration on the information

actually needed and cost-effectiveness as regards equipment and manpower. In order to

establish the absence of certain substances without simultaneously ascertaining the

actual composition of the samp],e,.merel^r toxicological tests or the determination of
functional groups of chomical...compouzcls are nec,essary. This ensures that production
secrets are not revealed by the regular checks.. ^

(iv)

1. Special checks

Every Contracting Party is entitled, if it has concrete grounds for suspecting
that another party is violating the convention, to demand a special check by the
committee. Such a check serves to establish the facts, if necessary by means of an
on-site inspection by the committee. The findings must be set out in a report. If

the matter cannot be clarified satisfactorily in this manner or if the State affected

refuses verification without giving good reasons, every Contracting State is entitled
to appeal to the United Nations. It may also withdraw from the convention in
accordance with its provisions.

2. E:21o.nc^,t.7.oïls

Speciel. checks are a necessary supplement of reaular checLs. The scope of a
r,peci,^l check will therefore be determined by the n,..-,.Lure ^.nc^. ;ubstance of the suspic:iof,
and by the de,-ree of irjutu<..1 co-operation in clarifying the matterY it cannot therefore
be def_ined in dntail. Its success is dependent on a p^rty e,c!reeinc- to the demanded
clarification and raelcirlg the rlece, s..r,,r declaration. It pre-supposeç; a large de,,-ree
of tri.lliiltmess to co-operate. "r a result of the reeular cl-;c1>s c!eÛcribéd in t1Lis
paper, the occ^l sion on which special c'_?eA_s become aeces,:;:!Sy \'lill, incidentally, be
few in nur,iber.

C. Conclud inr • I'Leuiarlcs

This pi-per presents <^ verific.<^.tion arrangement ia.'iicli must forr.i an inte[;-ral port
of ,: conpre'_lelisive convention bo.nnin-- c;he:':71C -._1 [T.^^,2.por1: . The pP.per .13 therefore
i ntentle(l to colltribute tow:rds I'eo.chtnc agreement on the minimum security I'eQuiI'ements
that have to be uiet ond on hov to secure wo.:imwa confidence in the convention bei;at;:.•
colm-ilied tr.itll.

The c,rrr n^er.ient clescr.ibed iD.'oove i; -^ccepto.ble, effective and neces;.e:ry.

It ic ,>c elto.ble becauÛe

- it is non-Ji sc-rirninc,.tory,

I
- i t is c.orlf_i.;led to the most importent and most hazardouo types of cheniccil

WC r-Po i111_11

- it neccr, îitc.i;e s r.r l tivel;r limited menporrcr ^.nd. e_.pendi Lure, end

- i t enr:ures t11o,t production secrets are not reveo.led.
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It is effective because . 	 • 

- it means à high risk for any party intending to violate the convention, and 

- includes binary chebical weapons. 

It  is necàssary because 

_ experience'has Shown that conventions without reliable'verification 
arrangements (Geneva Protocol of 1925, Bacteriological Weapons  Convention 
of 1972) are'Unsatisfactcry, since existing doubtàand  accusations  cannot 
be clarified. This impairs mutual trust and hence the conditions for 
further progress in international efforts for disarmament and arms control. 
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-Binary, weapons and the  problem  of their definition 
and verification 

The binary (separation) principle in the storage and use of different chemioni 

compounds for military purposes has been known since the beginning of this century 

Nevertheless, it seems that no great progress in the . obtaining of binary ammunitions 

had been achieved before the sixties, primarily because of technical and 

technological deficiencies. As is known, this principle is today based on two 

(or more) chemical compounds - components with relatively low degree of toxicity are 

stored and transported separately and are then introduced into corresponding 

ammunition or equipment for • the  dispersion Of _chemical warfare agents. These 

components are not mixed until the shell or rocket is .fired, when the mixing  of,  
components takes place, and by reaohing the target it creates highly toxic chemica 

warfare agents. Chemical_compounds - components which are indispensable for the 

creation of binary chemical munitions have been called 'precursors" in a . large 

number of working-papers.submitted to the CD during  the  past years and this year as 

well, with the basic aim that, according to the criterion for toxicity, they are 

or could be far less•toxic than  the final product which is generated by their mut-1:2;.1 

chemical reaction. 

Today there is a. trend (CD/CW/CRP.31 and CD/CW/CÏC/13) for the term "precursor" 

to be applicable regardless of the process by which the agent is produced... All 

things considered, this means that the term "precursors" refers not only to binary 

chemical munitions but also to chemicals used  in  the production of chemical warfare 

agents in chemical plants. 

The fact that the problem of binary weapons has been approached in this manner 

speaks about the complexity of this matter, both with regard to definition and  with  

regard to verification. 

The definitions of "precursors" as cited in CD/CW/CTC/4 of 16 March 1982 and 

in CD/CW/CRP.31 and CD/C1/CTC/13 of 18 March 1982 can, in our opinion, serve as a. 

GE-82-61728 
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ba.sis for further talks on the ban of CW. The future Convention on the ban of CW

must encompa.ss at lea.st a. part of the "other ha.rmful chemica.ls". In that case,

it seems logical to us that the definition of "precursors" must also encompa.ss those

chemicâl compounds . which are. àSso. a. component part of this group of chemical wa.rfare

agents.

Technological progress'will in the future surely make.it possible for a la.rger

number of chemical compounds to be used as "precursors", which will, of course, :

present a da.nger of the emergence of new "binary mixtures" with different toxic

effects. Theoretically, it is possible for chemica.l compounds of lesser toxicity.

to ca.use, in conta.ct with 'the environment (wa.ter, air and other) the crea.tion of

poisonous ma.teria.ls of higher toxicity, which in itself renders the defining of

"precursors" more complex.

In view of toda.y's achievements in this a.rea., for the purpose of definition

and verifica.tion, "precursors" should be divided in rela.tion to the. alrea.dy known

division of chemical wa.rfa.re: a.gents (see: CD/112). We thus suggest:

(a.) Key "Precursors" for obtaining super-toxic lethal CWA,

(b) '-Key "Precursors". for obtaining other lethal CWA, and

(c) Key "Precursors" for obta.ining other harmful CWA.

As concerns "precursor(s)" for obta.ining. super-toxic letha.l -CWA (nerve .. avent s)

in our opinion, the important. bina.ry precursors (i.e. a1kylphosphonochlorida.tes and

-fluoridatas) have a rela.tivelf limited nse in ti.mes of_ peace. It therefore seems

to us tha.t it would not constitute any serious obsta.cle to trea.t these "precursors"

as super-toxic lethal chemicals and to subject them to the same verifica.tion

procedure. :In our opinion a. license system with surveillance should be established

and the' production and use outside this system prohibited.

It is certain that this division will also encompa.ss a. whole series of chemical

compounds which.serve a. non-hostile purpose, especially if one bears in mind that

evén CWA frdm the group "other let-hall' and "other harmful" serve, dual purpose use.

This is why dual purpose chemicals present a. special problem. It is ha.rdly possible

to control the production or use of such common chemiça.ls a.s.,hydrogen cya.nide. or

phosgén. *Therefore, their ban must be based on the purpose criterion., A.large

part of importa.nt chemical warfa.re agents, for instance mustards, could, however,

be defined by mea.ns of chemica:l structure and be totally prohibited.

I
I
^
t

I
I

I

J
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Based on the above, the definition of "precursor(s)" could, in our opinion, 

look as follows: 

"Precursor(s)" are chemical compounds whose final chemical reactions enable the 

creation of chemical warfare agents of different toxicity levels: super—toxic 

lethal or lethal and other harmful chemical; regardless: of whether this reaction 

is taking place during production (chemical plant), during use  (binary chemical 

munitions) or at the site of use. 

Apart from what we have said for the verification of "precursors" which enter 

into the denomination of super—toxic lethal chemical agents, we think that all three 

categories of chemical warfare agents should focus their attention on the so—called 

"main", "key" or "basic" precursors.  For  this reason, a. list of "precursors" should 

be compiled which would serve as a. basis for agreement on which chemical compounds 

should be the subject of only national verification and those which should be the 

subject of both national and international verification. 

If there is no ban cf CIJ within a. reasonable amount of time, it can be expected 

that the number cf chemical compounds that can be used as "precursors" will be 

extended. 
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• DESTRUCTITION or ADour 45 -  TOITS 0F I•USTAIM  AI 
AT DATUJAJAP., WEST 	II1D0IMSIL 

I. BACKGROUND 

1 0 In the period betWeen 1940 and 1941 the -GOvernment Of the then "Netherlands 
East Indies" manufactured several tens of tons Of mustard agent - using the 
thiodiglycol method - in a plant at an army site at Batujajar near the city of 
Bandung, West-Java, Indonesia. Irlais stockpile Was intended as a.deterrent against 
the possible initiationf chemiCal warfare'in an eventual War in the region. When 
the war broke out, chemical weapons were nOt used. The stockpile of mustard agents 
remained at the site during the Japanese occupation period. In the period between 
1949 and -the beginning of 1950, the plant was dismantled. However, the mustard 
agent,. stored in sealed tanks in underground shelters was not destroyed. .Nàtional 
authoritiee -of the -two countries did not knOW of the existence of mustard'agent and 
only a limited number of poeple were aware of this situation. 

2. 	Tot  until the second half of the seventies was attention drawn to this.matter. 
by one of the persons . Who.had 5éen inVolvéd in thédismantling of the plant. The 
Indonesian Government, which -Wanted to eliminate this dangerous heritage, requested 
technical assistance from the Netherlands Government, being responsible  for the . 
matter. For this purpose, it was agreed that the Netherlands Government would 
provide technical assistance, including technical experts, whiTP the Indonesian 
Government would provide security and logistics during the operation. The 
Netherlands Government charged the Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO to provide such a 
assistance. 

3. Accordingly,...the Netherlands Government sent a fact-finding mission in April 1978. 
The fact-finding  mission  located five steel tanks of lOcubic metres in stone shelters 
halffilled with water at a terrain adjacent to an artillery shooting range and in 
close proximity of an inhabited area. One of the tanks had corroded to the extent 
that the contents had apparently leaked out. Water and soil samples were taken from 
within the remains of the tank, from within the shelter and from the soil just 
outside and underneath the shelter at various depths. No mv9tard  agent  could be 
detected in these samples but decomposition products were preJent and the evil smell 
of polysulphide containing hydrolysis products was clearly  perceptible.  The other 
four tanks were found to contain sulphur mustard in an estimated total amount of 
35,000 litres with a purity of 95 per cent. 

4. The presence of this large amount of mustard in close proximity to populated 
areas and the possibility that the tanks could begin to leak were a point of great 
concern to the Indonesian Government and it was decided that the mustard should be 
disposed of as soon as possible. 

II. CONSIDERATIONS RELATIVE TO THE CHOICE CF TEE METHCD OF DESTRUCTION 

5. Possible methods for destruction or disposal of mustard are reviewed in the 
Canadian Paper (1/173 of 3 April 198122) and in Canadian and United States C .5CD 
Pepers (CCD 434 2 and 436 ./). 

6. initially, incineration of the mustard on board the MiT Vulcanus, which is owned 
by Ocean Combustion Services N.V., Rotterdam, was considered. This ship is equipped 
with two large incinerators and is frequently used for the destruction of industrial 
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wastes, e.g. Organoàhlorine waste, 4/ by incineration at high sea. The Vulcanus was 
e=pedted to be near Java in the beginning of 1979. However,  the transport of the 
mustard from Datujajar over a distance of about 200 km through the densely populated 
areas of Wst-Java to the Tanjung Prick Harbour of Jakarta was considered to be too 
•great a:risk. This precluded also ocean dumping, which is generally considered 
unacceptable for several other reasons as well. 1/ On-site destruction waà 
therefore necessary. 

7. The following criteria were used in determining the method of destruction. 

•(a) the. process must be effective in destroying the mustard completely; 

(h) the process must bé safe to operate and present no danger  to the population 
in the vicinity; 

(c) the process must be environmentally acceptable; 

(d) the process must be able to operate under the Datujajar circumstances, 
e.g. restrictions on energy, water and materials supplies; availability of a large 
flat non-populated artillery shooting range, surrounded by settlements and adjacent 
to the storage site. 

O. Open pit burning was environmentally unacceptable because of the resulting air 
pollution and would have presented an unacceptable risk to the neighbouring 
population. 

9. Decontamination by reaction with Standard Tropical Bleach or the 
decontaminant DS-2 was considered impracticable inter alia  because of the enormous 
amounts of decontaminants involved and the resulting disposal problem. 

10. Miscellaneous methods described in the literature like reaction with sodium 
sulphide to an insoluble product  5/ or reaction with monoethanolamine (MEA). 6/ were 
only briefly considered and soon rejected. The first mainly because of  the 

 rossibility of mustard beinG trapped in the solid and the disposal problem Qf the 
solid, the second because of the large amounts of .1-11P. required (about 350 m)) and 
the .  necessity to dispose of the reaction products by incineration. 

11. Destruction  by hydrolysis in the manner described by Canada, 1/, 1/ was studied 
and ulso rejected. Reasons for this were that it would reouire large amounts of 
water and neutralizing agent, large heating capacity, Good analytical-instrumentation 
for process control, which would all be very difficult to realise undo ,- the 
Datujajar circumstances, but the main reason was the large volume of hydrolysate 
(estimated at 120 m3) that would have to be dispoSed of. 	Eventually the latter 
Problem was solved in Canada by incineration of the hydrolysate, but in this case 
it seemed more Practical to proceed directly to incineration of the mustard. 

12. An incineration process has been used in the United States Chemical Agent and 
Uunitions Disrosal Syste9 (CAUDS). Details of C21DS have been presented at the 
el:perts seminar held by the Ad hoc Woring Croup on Chemical Woapens in June 1900. 
Hore -details on mustard destruction are contained in the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement for Project Eagle p./ und in a laboratory report. (./2/ 
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13. For the destruction of the rn:stard in i,atujajzr the incineration method was
finall., chosen. -'or the design of the incineration process the necessart,,r basic
data were ta::en from the above-cicntioned United States renorts.

14. The effluent ^a: e's from the incineration of cnzsta.rd t:.ll^ contain fairlVr large
amounts of the corrosive and to:cic Cases ^ulphur di.n:cide and hydrochloric acid.

..In the United States C:.iu7S the effluent -ases arc cooled and scrubbed with
all:alirie solution and the resulti-rC brine spray is dried so that the residue is
a mi.::ture of hasrm].es s inort;o.ni c salts. I!s:uminG an incineration rate of 100 litres
per hour ccrubbinG of the effluent ;,ae,e:: would have required for the mustard in
Batujajar 15 - 30 m` of trater per^. hotu, at least 150 tons of sodium hfdro.cide and
would have created a disnohal problem of about 10,000 n3 of brine. It i*ould have -
méan.t a teéhri.call,-,r much more complicated installation and would have reruired
sophisticated proces., control enuipnent with addi.tional chances of nalfunctionina.
If no accentable solution for tl^e disposal of the bri.ne could be found, a spray
d2yin,er installation would have to be installed with coiTZ; noridinG costs and
difficulties with the provision of the required er.ormous amounts of enerrr.
Instead, to cope with the problem of to::ic r-ases in the effluent _ the concept of
controlled incinere:tinii'wex developed for the Batujajar situation.

I II. (,1OITCP.^^I' OP TIL 0P^RfiT I01!

15. The concept of controlled incineration, which was to be applied in the
destruction of mustard at .Iatujujar, was based on the disnersion of the effluent
cases in the atmosphere without purification. IIolrever, the burninG rate of'
tae mustard had to be adjusted to meteorolo.-ical conditi.ons in such a way that:

(a) outside the artillery shootin0 ranCe, which is rou0hly rectanGr.llur with
dimen.,ion., of 4.5 x 1.5 km and irhere the incineration rroul.d telce place, the Naÿ:irmxm
Immi. si.on Concentratione, (I°I.I.C .) for sulnhur di.o.cide and hydrochloric acid irould
never be e:.ceeded . The IIIC values are -,enerally accepted r+.:..i.enzzi allowable
concentrations at Grcund level which will not produce effects durin^; indefinite
ewpo sure ç

(b) inside the oxtillery shooti.nC range the Maximum 1!llo1-rable Concentrations
(Ii1:C values) for ^ulphur dio_:ide and l^;yrdrochlori.c acid would nover be exce-eded.
The .IL1C (or j^.LV) values are considered to be the maximum allowable values for the
ti.me-weiChted average concentrations dtlrinC a normal uorl:in,- day, uhi•^h will not
produce adverse nffects when t1?e e::po^ure period is defined as a normal worlcinG
wee., durin;; indefinite ti.ne.

16. The first condition would safeCuard the heal.th of the population living-
adjacent to the oxtillery eaiootinC. rGn;;e, whereas the second condition would
so>feGaaxd the health of the people involved in the dentruction of the mustard.

17. In usi.r.,; dispersion models, the burni nG rates that trould en.,uxc the fulfi lment
of tlie above-nentioned conditions (allowable burninr, rates) had been calculated
in dcnendence of the st«bi.l?.ty of the atnosphero, uind :peeds and wind direction.
The wind direction in relation to the chape of the terrain determined the distance
over irhi ch s;zfficiont dilution of the cloud ^houlr. tal,e place. The effluent r-ases
would leawre the chimney of the incinerator at a -iven speed and at en elevated
teetneratuïe and the plume ris o cau.ceC': by these effect.n would have a nositive influence
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on the allowable burning rate. 	or entra nafety, however, plume rise was not 
accounted for eventually in the tables resulting from the calculations. 

10. These tables were to be used for the determination of the•allowable burning 
•rate.during incineration upon indication of measured wind spee4• ..wind direction . 
and. turbulence of the .atmosphere. rurthermorc, using portable:Measuring devices . 

 for sulphur dionide and hydrochloric acid, .it would be checked regularly whether 
the concentration of these gases at ground level was indeed below the standards 
set by their MIC and • AC values. 

19 An incinerator should thun be denigned and constructed that would enable 
the burning of mustard to be varied between zero and, according to the calculations, 
a mànimum of 200 litres of mustard per hour. 

20. The mustard would be pumped from the ntorage tanks into a transport tank 
of 2000 litres (for greater fleribility two such tanks would be made available) 
using a pump unit, which would be designed to minimize the DeSsibilities for 
contamination of personnel and surroundingo. The full  transport tank  would 
then be moved toWards the incinerator, which would be constructed some 4.5 km 
from the storage site on the artillery shooting range. 

IV. DESMIPTIOIT Or TiE EQUIPMEIIT 

21. The incinerator ras denigned and built by the Central Technical Institute TEO. 
It eel-II-listed of a central chimney and two identical furnaces. Each furnace 
iras equ:ipped with a modified Oertly OE 5 two stage burner, which allowed burning 
of oil, of mustard and of mustard and oil simultaneously. The modification 
implied a separate mustard pump for which a one stage oilburner Dump was chosen,' . 
Each furnace  iras alno equipped with a ventilator which supplied air to the top of 
the furnace in order tn cool the effluent gases, to maintain an underpressure in the 
furnace preventingleahagen .and to dilute the effluent gases, initially. Thé:burning 
rate could be caried from 0 - 200 litres per hour by adjustment. of the liquid 
pressure  on the  nozzle and by changing the'nozzle. The incinerator was provided • • 
with a number of . automactic control devices, i.e.: 

(a) an infra red flame safety device monitoring the enistence of a proper 
flame inside the furnace; 

(h) aütematic 5witches monitoring the availability of nufficient  combustion 
and dilution air (with  combustion  air shortage unburnt mustard might leave , the . 
furnace, with dilution air shortage the temperature of the effluent  cases  might 
increase to such  an entent that the chimney's mechanical stability would be 
endangered); 	. 

(c) 'minimum and me.nimum temperature controls respectively ensuring that the 
furnace temPerature was alwayn above 000°C (and therefore the combustion efficiency 
of mustard was at least 99.99 )4 per cent) and that the furnace température could 
not rise above 1000°C. 

22. .If eitherene of theSe devices would be unnet, the . procens would be stopped 
automatically. When changing nozzles of the burner, the dilution air ventilator 
had to be switched off and the furnace was shut off from the Chimney. A safety 
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device prevented the • ntimely switching on of the dilution air ventilator. A flame 
ionization 'detector was used to check if unburnt mustard was leaving the chimney. A 
paramagnetic oxygen analyser measured the oxygen content of the effluent cases  to check 
the combustion process. The temperature of the effluent cases  was also measured 
continuously, because if the temperature would become too low, thé upper part of the 
chimney might be attacked by the corrosive action of sulphur dioxide and hydrochloric 
acid whereas too high a.temperature would be detrimental to the chimney's mechanical 
stability. . 

23. The power for the installation was provided by two sets of 10 KVA electricity 
Generators. The whole-installation  iras  controlled from within a Portakabir4 which 
housed the control panels and the measuring instruments. 

24. The portable pump unit ras  designed and built at the Prins Maurits Laboratory. The 
pump itself  ras an air-driven membrane pump with Viton membranes and teflon valves. A 
diesel.engine air compressor supplied the pressurized'air. Filters were installed to 
prevent clogging of the nozzles of the burner by particulate material. The system 
offered the following possibilities: 

(a) pumping of mustard from the storage tanks into the transport tanks; 	- 

(b) backflushing of the suction line with oil to decontaminate the suction part; 

(c) flushing of the pressure Iine with oil for decontamination and emptying this 
line by blowing some air through it. This procedure assured that virtually no mustard 
ras  spilled when disconnecting the transport tank from the pump unit. 

25. The different functions were obtained by opening and closing valves according to a 
strict procedure. 

26 . ,  A meteomast  was  erected and the wind speed and wind direction were measured 
continuously at a height of 10 metres. The variations in wind direction were used to 
estimate the stability of the atmosphere. A portable measuring instrument for sulphur 
dioxide and semi-continuous measuring instruments for sulphur dioxide and hydrogen 
chloride were used to check the concentrations of these gases on and outside the 
artillery shooting range. The incinerator was  constructed on a concrete foundation and 
ras  provided with lightning conductors. 

27. A safety manual  was written and strictly adhered to. During pumping, full 
protective gear consisting of mask, permeable protective clothing, boots and gloves were 
worn. This outfit was also worn when connecting the transport tank to the incinerator. 
Under the circumstances of high temperature and high humidity this put a large 	.• 
physiological burden on the personnel and could only be sustained for relatively short 
periods. In other situations as mentioned above, therefore, a partial protected posture 
'Tas adopted which was changed to full protection only whenever liquid mustard was 
suspected to be present. Means for detection of mustard in liquid or gaseous- form were 
available. 

28. Decontamination and cleansing stations  were set up near the incinerator and on the 
storage site. First aid means were available and medical assistance was assured by the 
presence of a medical doctor and an ambulance for transport to the Cimahi Hospital  during 
the incineration phase. 
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THG CO"JRSE OF THE OPERATIOlr

29. The concept of the operation was developed shortly after the return of the
fûct-fir_di.ng, mission to the Netherlands; it was worked out in detail in the months
that followed. At the end of October ::.970),, after the Indonesian authorities hàd
consented to the plan, work on the design and the construction of the incitierator,
- 1uM10 unit and auxiliary equipment as well as on the 'provision of protective and
c?etection equipment, etc. was started. By mid-Pëbruary 1979 the incinerator could
be téssted for proper functioning and beginning of March 1979, 22 tons of equipment
and materials were shippëd to Indonesia to arrivé in Jakarta or_ 28 April 1979.

30; In the meantime, the PUSNiTBL'LAD (I^TBC - Corps) of the Indonesian Army had made
the necessary, aarrangements and preparations in Batujajar, such as construction of
the foundation of the incinerator, ir!provéments in road conditions on storage site
and artillery s.zooting ranCe, provision of domestic oil for heating the furnaces,
organizatiori of the transport of materials and equipment from Tanjung Priok Harbour
to Batujajar, etc. The security and logistics of the ope-ration were taken care of
by the Indonesian Army. Personnel to assist in the construction of the equipment
,wasalso provided, and a team of officials from PUStNBIhAD and other competent
services of the army joined the Netherlands' team in the execution of the task.

31. The construction phase was started immediately after the arrival of the

materials and equipment at Batujajar on 2 1,Zay 1979. This phase which included the
final testing of the equipment and the adjustment of the various controls of the
incinerator lasted until 23 I`lay 1979.

32. The incineration phase commenced on 1 June 1979. In the period that followed

until 2 Jûly 1979, 32,290 litres of mustard were destroyed on the iverage of
1,000 litres pér day. '

33. Incineration took place only in daytima, from about half an hour after sur_rise
tï11 half an hour before sunset. At night meteorological conditions were found to rn
:.iot suitable for meeting the requirements of the controlled incineration concept.
In daytime the meteorological condition,- were more favourable than expected, in
o^:_ticular the wind direction, which at thé beginning of the dry season was
°edominantly along the axis of the terrain. In combination with the eîîect of plume

which was considerable, this made ,it possible to attain the maximum burning rat-
cf 160 litres per hour throughout almost the whole period. The concen-L,of

sulphur dioxide and hydrochloric acid were never found to exceed the P-IAC or HIC values
reFpectively on and outside the terrain.

3z?-. Two problems were ericountered during the incineration period. First, the
magnetic valves in the mustard circuit gôt stuck on several occasions, due to

polymeric substances being present in minute amounts in the mustard, and had to be
replaced. This was, however, a minor problem conmared to difficulties encountered
because of corrosion of the mustard pvmps. This corrosion was caused by stror_g
acidic constituents resulting from partial hydrolysis in the storage tanLs (a.o. ferric,
chloride was present as â^result of reaction of acid with the storage tank wall.l.
The presence of these acidic constituents was in contrast with the results of the

analysis of the samples taken in 1973. No acidic constituents were found and the

purity was estimated at about 95 per cent. This might be the resuït of penetrat.J.on

of rain water into the storage tanks in the year that elapsed after sampling, or more

ihely of superficial sa*zpling by the fact-finding rlission in the previous year>
The corrosion problems were encountered throughout the whole incineration period<
These were solved by replacin; the simple pulmTls when they did not function anymore.
The proble^u became only serious when the replacement of the pur-s of the fourth tank
became so frequent that the stock of pumps became exhausted and incineration had to
be interrv_pted from 26 - 20 June 1979.
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35. In this situation, on 2 July 1979, the decision had to be taken to stop burning 
the last 2,710 litres remaining in the fourth tank. This amount was strongly acidic 
and contained about 20 per cent-ferric chloride. The disposal of these 2,710 litres 
of mustard was eventually carried out by the Indonesian team using the method of , 
hydrolysis.- Porsafety purposes, the bunker was sealed off completely and the only 
way for the air to escape from the bunker.was through a hardened plastic tube which 
penetrated into  the. bunker and which was erected vertically to a,height of 3 metres 
from the surface of the 'bunker's cover. .The mustard agent was destroyed by hydrolysis 
through addition of smaliquantities of sodium hydroxide solution and by mixing the 
contents of the storage tank, using the pu mp unit and some improvised - heating. The 
addition of sodium hydroxide had to be stopped mhen detection made at a distance of 
5 metres  froc the edge.of the hardened plastic tube showed a positive reaction (heat 
produced during the hydrolysis enhanced the evaporation of the mustard). The 
addition of sodium hydroxide was continued uhen.the detection proved to be negative. 
The work was completed in one and a half mOnths during which chemical and 	. 
toxicological.analysis of the samples taken at regular intervals indicated that 
hydrolysis was complete. 

36. After the .pumping, a.few tens of litres of mustard remained in the• storage tanks. 
These were decontaminated by the addition of about 200 kilogramMes of standard 
tropical bleach as a slurry in water. Mixing was done with air from the air 
'compressor and the:air escaping from the tank was analysed from mustard vapour with 
the available méans.for mustard vanour detection. It took about three days befOre 
the mustard detection reaction became negative. The tanks were then filled with 
water completély. Later on the shelters were filled with soil. The decontamination 

- of the transport tanks was carried out in a similar way using standard  tropical 
bleach.- The decontamination of the mustard circuit at the incinerator was done by 
first passing oil through this circuit into the incinerator for some time and later 
on possibly réMaining mustard was destroyed by fire after taking it apart. 

VI. CONCLUDING RDIARKS 

37. The described project (named OBONG, meaning "to burn" in Sundanese language) 
has demonstrated that for quantities of mustard and under the conditions as 
indicated', the destruction of the mustard can be safely carried out in a reasor able 
period of time, using the controlled incineration concept and the relatively  simple 
equipment as described. 

38. The technical difficulties encountered could have been avoided if the possible 
occurrence of acidic and polymeric products in stocks of mustard of about 40 years 
old had been taken into account. The existence of inorganic compounds and polymer 
products in the liquid had caused difficulties- in its incineration. However, when a 
very good quality of detection equipment and analytical-chemical facilities are 
available, the elimination of limited quantities of such liquid can be carried out 
successfully by a simple method of hydrolysis. 

39. The experience gained during this operation confirmed that on-site inspection 
during the destruction is the only effective means of verification of actual 
destruction. 	 • 

40. The fact that the destruction was carried.but before the conclusion of the 
Chemical Weapons Convention has also demonstrated the Sincere will of the two 
countries effectively to promote the cause of disarmament. 
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While the "recover" system is being•dovelored for nuclear safeguards purroses, 

.the concepts  and technology involved may have utility for verification in cher  . 

situations as well. 

Outline of possible project 

CO-operative international technical'evaluption of "recover". 

Agreement could be sought for a cooperative technical evaluation, conducted 

under the aegis of the CD, of use of "recover" techniques to aid  CT  verification. A 

technical panel open to all interested States -- including non-CD members -- could be 

established for this purpose. The panel could: 

- explore possible specific applications for "recover" (for example, for assisting 

in the monitoring of mothballed  CT  facilities); 

- promote co-operation in identification of suitable sensors and in development 

of new sensors which are compatible with the "recover" system; and 

- sponsor an international demonstration project in which sensors would be 

installed in a fer  selected facilities to provide a realistic test of the 

monitoring system. (The cost for one facility mielt be roughly 20,000.) 

Two years are likely to be needed to accomplish these tasks. Of course, if it ' 

appeared useful to continue, such tasks as sensor development could be extended. 

The panel would forward to the CD periodic  reports  which outlined the panel's 

technical findings. It would be up to individual States to decide whether to support 

the use of "recover" as one component of a CW verification system. 

Such an effort would be analogous to the IAEA technical evaluation effort 

outlined above. It could assist in resolving verification issues. It could be a 

confidence-building activity in which States co-Operate to develop and evaluate 

improved monitoring arranc'ements. 
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- While the "recover" system is being develoned for nuclear saferuards purposes, 

.the concepts and technology involved may have utility for verification in other_ 

situations as well. 

Outline of possible project 	 . 
Co-operat ive  international technical  evaluat  ion of "recover" 

Agreement could be sought for a cooperative technical evaluation, conducted 

under the aegis of the CD, of use of "recover" techniques to aid GU verification. A 

technical panel open to all interested States -- including non-CD members -- could be 

established for this purpose. The panel could; 

- explore possible specific applications for "recover" (for example, for assisting 

in the monitoring of mothballed  CT  facilities); 

- promote co-operation in identification Of suitable sensors and in development 

of new sensors which are compatible with the "recover" system; and 

snansor an international demonstration project in which sensors would be 

installed in a few selected facilities to provide a realistic test of the 

monitoring system. (The cost for one facility mizht - be roughly Z20,000.) 

• 	Two years are likely to be needed to accomplish these tasks. Of course, if it 

appeared useful  ta continue, such tasks as sensor development could be extended. 

The panel would forward to the CD periodic reports which outlined the panel's 

technical findingm. It would be up to individual States to decide whether to support 

the use of "recover" as one cocronent of a Ci  verification system. 

Such an effort would be analogous to the IATA technical evaluation effort 

outlined above. It could assist in resolving verification issues. It could be a 

coaidence-building activity in Irhich, States cooperate to develop and evaluate 

improved monitoring arrangements. 
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SWEDEN 

Working Paper 

The concept precursor" and a suggestion for definition for the purpose  
of a Chemical Weapons Convention 

Introduction 

During the consultations with delegations, assisted by experts, by the 
Chairman of the Working Group for Chemical Weapons regarding standardized toxicity 
determinations, the Swedish delegation presented a Working Paper, CD/CW/CTC/4. 
In respOnseto the ensuing . discussions on the matter the Swedish delegation now 
wants to submit a revised version taking into account points of views which were 
then raised by other delegations. 

Several working papers have been submitted.on the subject during the spring 
session 1982. Some of them are summarized and Commented upon . in 
Working Paper CD/266, 24 March 1982, presented by Yugoslavia, entitled Binary weapons 
and the problem of their definition and verification. 

The main reason why the concept of "precursors" has a particular importance in_ 
connection with the Chemical Weapons  Convention relates to the question of 
"binary chemical weapons". The idea of binary weapons, described below, is not , 
new. It has for a long time been realized that thes e .  types of veapons have to be 
provided for under a (7J-convention. The discussions on the matter in the Committee 
on Disarmament and its Predecessors have been relatively vague until the imminence 
of production of such weapons spurred the discussion. 

. However, as a matter of fact precursors will have tO be provided for under the 
convention also in order to monitor non-production of some chemical warfare agents. 
These relations are discussed below. 

Binary and "classical"'chemical weapons 

• The term "binary chemical weapon" should be used to denote the complete 
warhead or other disseminating device, which includes two more or less toxic . 
chemicals, and which is constructed to let a chemical reaction take place between 

• these chemicals to form a (super-)toxic chemical warfare agent immediately before 
and in connection with delivery to the target. The term should not be used to 
describe the (main) chemical end product, i.e.,the chemical warfare agent itself, 
which is produced within the warhead. This production technique may be called the 
"binary technique", and the term be res.erved for this purpOse, 

I .  
I.  
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The Same chemical warfare agent might also  'ce  produced from the same or other 
chemicals by means cf other techniques, e.g.  on a laboratory scale or in a large 
scale production - of:the warfare agent aimed at stookpiling-thevarfare agent in 
"bulk" stocks, or for charging "classical" chemical warheads. 

Reactants, precursors and "key (CV) precursors" 

In the science of chemistry the starting chemicals in a chemical reaction 
forming a particular chemical . compound are usually caIled ."reactants". In  the case  
of production of chemical warfare agents the starting chÏr-nicals or "reactantsn'are 
sometimes called "precursors". Any unequivocal definition of this expression seems 
not to have been established. Sometimes both the reactants in a chemical reaction, 
forming the chemical warfare agent, are called precursors, but often only One Cf 
In the latter case, one usually chooses to denotu the reactant "precursor" which in 
some:respects Is more unique than the others, i.e. it may be more difficult to • 
produce, orIt may not be readily available from.commercial sources (usually • 

. because theie is no peaceful use for the compound), or, in some cases e.g. regarding 
nerve agents,'it mainly determines which class of compounds the final product will 
belong to. 

In the case of  the  nerve agents, it is natural to denote the organophosphorus 
reactants "precursors'''. The other component in a reaction, which usually is a 
'cOmmon  commercial  Chemical, which need not concern us here, is then called 	• 
"reactant". There can also be more than One such "other reactant". 

It is suggested that this latter approach is followed when defining. . 
"precursor" for the'purpose of a chemical weapons convention. The term "precursor" 
could also .be made still more specialized for the purpose of a CV-convention by 
additional Words, e.g. "key CW precursor", which has been proposed in the 
discussions during the consultations. 	 • 

This approach could apply not only to the "binary technique" for production of... 
chemical warfare agents, but also to other production processes. It would then refer 
tà the "key Cd predursor", which is uàed in the final step, or in starting the final 
consecutive steps ine. "one pot synthesis" for the production cf the chemical 
warfare agent, irrespective of the possibility that intermediate products may still .  
be  formed during the reaction process. 

Obviously, there must exist "precnrsors":t. e the "key  CM  precursor". EVen if  it 
 would be desirable to "catch" such "pre"-key Cd precursors, with no peaceful Uses, 

in an early part of the production chain, this seems to  'ce impossible from a 
practical -pcint of view.: 

Further, it is clear that in different types of production processes, different 
"key:Cd precursors" (as well as different "reactants") may be used to form the same 
chebical warfare  agent. The  method_of definition suggested here . would_impIy that • 

 they would be defined as "key Cd - precursors" irrespective of the method of production, 
i.e. irrespective of whether different precursors were used to obtain the same 
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Suggestion for definition of "key CW precursors"

A tentative suggestion for a definition of "key CW precursors" follows below.

The Swedish delegation is open for comments and suggestions to improve the

definition, which reads as follows:

"Key W precursor" is the starting reactant in a one pot chemical synthesis

forming a super-toxic lethal, other lethal, or other harmful chemical, which

determines the main characteristics (class of compound, toxicity etc.) of the

chemical formed, when the reaction is taking place:

1. in a chemical weapon warhead or other disseminating device for chemical

weapons, immediately before the dissemination of the final, toxic product,

i.e. the chemical warfare agent,

2. in a production facility producing super-toxic lethal, other lethal, or

other harmful chemicals.

Pur-pose and quantity criteria

It is clear that one wrould also in the case of "key C`r1 precursors" have to

resort to the "purpose criterion", possibly together with the "quantity criterion"

insofar as occasionally some "key CG; precursor(s)" might fir_d use for "peaceful

purposes". To our knowledge, this is very rare with respect to organophosporus

compounds, i.e. "key CW precursors" of nerve agents. It would thus not constitute

any serious obstacle to treat the "key C'V precursors" to super-toxic lethal

chemicals in the same way as these chemicals to be subject to the same

verification provisions under a convention.

The purpose and quantity criteria should, of course, in the same way apply

also to such "key CW precursors" as could form "dual-purpose"chemicals.

Toxicity criterion

With respect to the applicability of the toxicity criterion to "key (V
precursors" this should not be applied to these chemicals themselves, since there is
no correlation to their toxicities and those of the-final products. One could
choose to let the toxicity criterion relate to the mixture containing the chemical

warfare agent as an end product of the "one pot synthesis". One would then have to

consider the fact that this final mixture would contain less of the warfare agent
because of the presence of some other chemicals also formed during the reaction,
which should lessen the toxicity as compared with the pure agent. On the other hand,

the mere presence of other chemicals than the warfare agent in the final mixture

might either enhance or diminish the toxicity. In the case of nerve agents the

toxicity range would, however, refer these mixtures to super-toxic lethal or other

lethal chemicals. It is sometimes presented as an unacceptable difficulty that

toxicity tests on reaction mixtures, -vrn.ether emanating from the "binàry technique"

cr from an ordinary production process, would not result in sufficiently exact results

to allow a clear cut dedication of the reaction mixture to one or another of the

types of chemicals, (super-toxic lethal, other lethal and cther harmful chemicals)
to which the toxicity criterion applies. The technical solution to that problem is

of course to analyse chemically the reaction mixture containing the formed chemicals.

Once these formed chemicals are identified, samples of them could be tested

for their toxicity, if such values had not already been established by agreéd

standardized toxicity tests. Such tests would lead to sufficiently exact results.
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One ,uggnt also apply a rule that when the -te$ted toxicity Nf the reaction mixTurr^c

falls within the category of super-toxic lethal chemicals, the mixture itself as
well as the identified "key C`rl précursor(s)" be referred to this grcup of chemicals.

If the toxicity was already Irnewn, the categorization of the formed chemical
would already be clear, and the established presence of it in the reaction mixture
by means of chemical analysis.woûld make further toxicity tests unnecessary.

Conclusions

The consequence of this reasoning is that also the "key CG1 prec•arsor",.which

took part in the reaction and ,•rhich decided the character of the toxic chemical,
i.e. the chemical'warfare agent, can be related, even if indirectly to the texicity

criterion. Thus, if a "key OW precursor" bÿ means of a chemical reacticn with other

raactants gives.rise to e.g. a super-toxic lethal chemical, the precursor itself

should be subject to the same provisions under the convention as the super-toxic

lethal chemical.

tlnother conclusion is that this reasoning applies also in the case of unlmowii-
and undeclared chemical warfare agents. (Since they should be declared under a

convention, we are here talking about a possible violation of the convention).
If a binary chemical warhead, containing different precursors and reactants, was
found, it would be possible first to identify the precursors chemically, then to
let them react with each other and analyse chemically the formed chemicals,' and,
finally, if necessary, isolate them (if unknown) from the reaction mixture and
test their toxicities. It would then be possible to decide which one '(or more)
of the precursors would be characterized as the "key Od precursor" to be subject
to the provisions of the convention.
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SWEDEN 

Working Papér  

Suggestions for measures to enhance confidence between the  
'Parties negotiating a comprehensive 'tan on chemical weapons . 

In all disarmament negotiations à 'certain.degree of trust between the Parties .  
concerned is an important prerequisite for results. This seems to be particularly 
true with respect to the efforts to  negotiate a .  comprehensiveban on chemical 
weapons.  'One of the characteristics of . the negOtiations to prohibit these weapons 
is the difficulty to obtain an effective verification system. Any agreement 	':' 
banning chemical weapons must, therefore, to some extent rely on mutual confidence. 

Recent developments have caused increased distrust and a generally deteriorated 
atmosphere, particularly between  th 2 military powers possessing the largest quantities 
of chemical weapons. In order to improve prospects of ongoing negotiations on 
chemical weapons there is, therefore, an obvious need to take measures intended to 
enhance mutual confidence between the countries concerned already during the 
negotiating stage. Such "preconvention measures" would facilitate and shorten the 
time needed for negotiations. 

It should be noted that some countries have already undertaken such measures in 
connection with the CD negotiations on chemical weapons. 

Having in mind what has previously been undertaken and in order to go forward 
and intensify these efforts the Swedish delegation considers that it would be useful 
to discuss the matter in the framework of the CW negotiations in the CD. By way of 
examples the following preconvention measures could be considered. 

1. Declaration of possession or non-possession of chemical weapons. 

2. Visits to destruction plants and exchange of information regarding methods for 
destruction of chemical weapons. 

3. Co-operation between States regarding protection of civilian and military 
personnel against chemical warfare. 

4. Exchange of information on methods for monitoring scientific and technical 
development relevant to chemical weapons. 

The declarations mentioned under point I have been called for virtually since 
the beginning of the negotiations on biological and chemical weapons in the late 
sixties. 

Such declarations would in principle put all negotiating Parties whether they 
possess weapons or not on an equal footing with regard to the availability of relevant 
information about each other and demonstrate the commitment by possessing Parties to 
serious negotiations. Such declarations have already been made by many negotiating 
Parties. 

GE.82-62150 
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The kind of visits and information exchange suggested under point 2, have 
already been organized both within and outside the CD context. The Swedish 
delegation considers that efforts to show that preparations already are under way 
to destroy chemical weapons, even if so far only with regard to obsolete and aging 
munition, would enhance the confidence in the ongoing negotiation. It is important 
that all possessing States contribute to these efforts. This would particularly be 
the case in relation to the destruction of chemical weapons, which is a problem that 
will have to be dealt with already during the negotiating phase. 

The question of cooperation-régarding:protection_referred,tO.under point 3 has 
already been ràiéed éeverelLtiMes _y.megotiatingL-Parties—Discilésions about possible 
concrete measures to be taken should, therefore, be encouraged. 

The item listed under point 4 has been subject to some preliminary  discussions 
dating back to 1968. Further technical discussions on this issue should be initiated , 	. 
with a broad and comprèhensive participation of the negotiating delegations. 

' It is the opinion of the Swedish delegation that a suitable starting point 	- 
would be an exchange of views of the versatility of the suggested measures. - 
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I. Introduction

I. Taking into consideration parac;ap'_1 75 of the Final Document of the first
special session of the General Assem'aly of the United Nations devoted to disarmament
which, while noting that negotiations had 'oeeLi.proceeding for several years sts;ted
that the conclusion of a convention on chemical weapons was one of the most ur^- ,ent
tasks of multïlateral neeotiations, the Committee on Disarmament has consistently
included the item "chemical t-Teapons" on its agenda since 197;'. In 1979, before the
establishment of the ad hoc Working Group on ChemicalWec,pons, the item was dealt
with in plenary meetinGs. In considering this item on its agenda, the Committee has
been taking into account the provisions of e„istinC international instruments on the
subject as well as all proposals and documents, including draft te,_ts of chemical
weapons conventions and joint United States-USSR reports on progress in the bilateral
negotiati ons on the prohibition of chemical weapons, presented within the framework
of the Conference of the Comn:ittee ôn.Disarmament (CCD) and the Committee on
Disarmament (CD), the single multilateral disarmament neCotiatinc forum.

II. Mandate and substantive cor.si derations of the 1lorlcill^ GrouI in U80 and 1;'31

2. In 1980, the Committee on Disarmament established an ad hoc Working Group on
Chemical Weapons by the following decision:

"In discharging.its responsibility for the ne^gotiation and elaboratioLz
as a matter of high priority, of a multilateral convention on the complete
and effective prohibition of the development, production and stocl:piling of
chemical weapons and on -^heir dostrtrcti on, the Committee on Disa-rmapnent
decides to establisil, for the duration of ita 11,'30 session, an ad hoc
working group of. the Conanit-cee to define, throu.nlz substantive e, amination,
issues to be dealt with in the negotia-ti on on such a convention, -tal>ing into
account all e:cis-tinn pronosals and future initiatives."

j. Under its 1930 mandate;, the t-1or:>inC Group, }:avinj <^greed to structure its tror1C

under the three general headinCs of "scope", "•;erification" and "other matters",
undertook a substantive e;omination of the issues to be deal-t with in the
ne?otiations on a convention on the ? -̂prohibition of chemical i^J32,17ons . On the basis
Of this examination, the iÛÛueS on whicil con-t;ereence Of viet•TS o1i7oni7 partlClpa'GlnV

delegations emerged and those rrhere no convergence of views e;.isted were ascer-tai-ned
(document CD 1131/Rev.1) .

GL.82-&2130
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4. The Worl.ing Group was re-established by the Committee in 1981, to continue its
work on the basis of its former mandate.

I
I

. e aarman revise e
draft Elements on the basis of statements as well as of that of oral and written
comments of delegations. These Elements, as revised by the Chairman, did not, however,
reflect all the views which emerged on certain issues. The revised text of the
Chairman's Elements, together with comments reflecting views put f ortrard by delegations,
were attached'to the Group's 1981 report to the Committee (document CD/220).

5. In 1981, the Working Group carried out a detailed examination of draft Elements
of a chemical weapons convention, as proposed by the.Chairman. These draft Elements
covered the following'issues: generalprrovision; general definition of chemical
weapons; prohibition of transfer; declarations; destruction, diversion, dismantling
and conversion; super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile military purposes;
relationship with other treaties; international co-operation; general provision on
verification; national legislation and verification measures; national technical
means of verification; consultation and co-operation; consultative committee;
amendments; review conference; duration and withdrawals; signature, ratification,
accession; and the distribution of the convention. The questions^related to
def.initions and criteria, declara;Clion of possession of stocks of chemical weapons
and means of production of chemical weapons, plans for their destruction or
diversion for permitted purposes in time frames as well as forms of making such
declarations were dealt with in annexes to the Elements. The same approach was
suggested by the Chairman with respect to the destruction, dismantling or diversion
for permitted purposes of declared stocks of chemical weapons and their means of
production., the recommendations and guidelines concerning the functions and
organization of the national verification system, as well as the details of the
organization and procedures of the consultative committee Th Ch ' d th

III. Present state in the elaboration of a convention

6. In 1982, the Committee on Disarmament decided on the following mandate for the
ad hoc Worlcing Group on Chemical hleapons :

... "In discharbing its responsibility for the negotiation and elaboration as
a matter of high priority, of a multilateral convention on the complete and
effective prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of
chemical weapons and on their destruction, the Committee.on Disarmament decides
to establish, for the duration of its 1982 session, an ad hoc working group of
the Committee to elaborate such a convention, ta1-irig into account all
e,:isting proposals and future initiative with a view to enabling the Committee
to achieve agreement at the earliest date." ...

7. The Group, during the first paz^t of its 1932 session, began the elaboration of
the provisions of a convention. At the suggestion of the Chairman, it carried out
anotherdetailed e„âmination of the revised Elements and of the Comments thereto,
with a view.to elaborating alternative and supplementary formulations in particular
corresponding tothe views originally e:;pressed in the Comments. These considerations
of the revised Elements were grouped under the three previously agreed headings of
"scope", "verification" and "other matters". A number of delegations submitted
conference room papers containing newwording corresponding to their views ori.e.inally
reflected in the Comments. In addition, some delegations submitted related proposals
in plenary statements and CD documents. Wording was also proposed for certain
Elements and Annexes which had not been dealt with during the 1981 session. The
Chairman submitted a proposal for the Preamble to a future convention.

1
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8. The process of resolving differences ofviews continued. There was common 
understanding that the scope of the Prohibition should include all existing and 
possible types of chemical weapons. , The ad hoc  Working Group examined in creator 
detail the major outstanding problems of the scope of the prohibition and of 
questions related to verification. The main differences regarding the scope concern 
the inclusion of provisions in the convention prohibiting the use of chemical weapons, 
provisions regarding the applicability of the convention with respect to animals and 
plants, and whether it should inClude the prohibition of  -planning, organization and 
trainine for the purpese of utilizing the toxic properties of chemicals in combat. 
Questions regarding the balance between national and international verification, the 
appropriateness of the inclusion of a provision on the use of national means of 
verification, the organization and functions of the Consultative Committee and the 
national verification or implementation system, as well as the issues of when on-site 
inspection shall take place and how a rrohibition of binary chemical weapons should 
be verified remain to be agreed upon. A better understanding was reached of the 
need to ensure that verification of compliance with the convention be based on an 
adequate combination of national and international means. Measures relating to 
the implementation of the convention, such as declarations, were examined in more 
detail. Specific proposals were also put forward by a number of delegations with a 
view to improving the possible structure of a future convention. The revised Elements 
and Comments included in the 1931 report of the yorking Group to the CD as well 
as the proposals and suggested texts submitted during'the first part of the - 
Committee's 1902 session will constitute  a  valuable basis for the Group's future work. 

9. Following the practice introduced in 1901 by the Chairman to hold consultations 
on certain technical questions relevant to the  future convention, the Chairman, at 
the Group's 1902 session, convened consultations on issues recommended for further 
examination in the Group's 1901 report. The 1902 consultations dealt specifically 
with methods to ,be agreed upon for tonicity determinations in connection with a 
chemical weapons convention. The Chairman reported to the Working Group that the 
participants in these consultations unanimously recommended standardized operatinc 
procedures for two specific  to  of tonicity determinations. Tho Working Group took 
note of the Chairman's report on the. consultations and of the recommendations for 
standardized operating procedures. The Group agreed ,on the desirability of 
continuing consultations to allow for the enamination of additional technical questions 
including some outstanding tonicological issues in relation to a chemical weapons 
convention. 

10. The urgency of achieving real progress to • ards the conclusion of a convention 
on chemical weapons was unanimously recognized by the Working Group especially in 
the lieht of the second snecial session of the General Assembly - devoted to disarmament. 
Accordingly, the Working Group endorsed the appeal of its Chairman for even more 
substantive contributions to advance the process of elaborating provisions of the 
convention at the earliest possible date. 
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In my capacity as Clïairman of the Working Group on Chemical Weapons, I have the

honour to introduce a special report of this Group to the Committee on Diszarm=,ent

prepared in view of the Second Special Session of the United Nations General assem'aly
devoted to disarmament. The text of the report is contained in the document CD,•'2C1
which, I hope, is available to all the distinguished representatives to this Committee.

I would lil:e to be as brief as possible, as I have always been during our
meetings. First of all, I wish to.st4-te, that in accordance with opera-Live
paragraph 5 of the United Nations General Assembly resolution, number 36/92F, this
Committee has been"requested to submit-to the second SSOD, "a special report on the
state of negotiations on various. quésti.ons under consideration by the Committee."
In a similar way, a specific xeauiremerit, by the General Assembly has been stated in
paragraph 4 of the United Nations Gene.ral Assembl.% resoliztion number _3619611, as far
as chemical weapons are concerned. I hôpe.that the report as contained in
document CD/281, does reflect the'present state of negotiations in the Committee's
Working Group on the prohibition of chemical weapons.

The report itself being self-explanatory, I would like to share briefly with
the Co.nmlittee some important points of the discussion in the Working Group which led
to the elaboration and adoption of this report. Thus, in its.introductory part, the
Group wished to refer directly to the paragraph 75 of the Final Document of the first
special:session devoted to disarmament which, let me recall, stresses the importance
and urgency of negotiations on the complete and effective prohibition of the
development, production and stocl.-piling of all chemical weapons and their destruction.
On the other hand, the Group wished to refer, rather.generally,*to all other proposals
and documents on the prohibition of chemical weapons which in the past had been
presented within the framework of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
and the Committee itself, assuming that merely listing them all would be a spâce

taking and not very productive taslc, especially in view of the second special session.

The same approach has been displayed by the Group in elabôrating the other parts
of the report. Without going into details of its discussions in 1980 and in 1981,
under its previous mandate, the Group emphasized the most sigtiificant points discussed
in those two years as they, indéed,_marh very important stages of negotiations on the
prohibition of chemical weapôns. .As far as the present state of the work is
concerned, the Group has underlined the importance of a new mandate ^-7hich allows the
elaboration of a convention and succinctly described the topics of discussions for
the first half of its 1982 session and the main differences of.:,,views and problems
which emerged in the discussion in the past.two months or.so.

There is one thing I would like to make as clear as possible: the Group wishéd
to avoid repeating in this report, all over again, all the various views of

particular delegations or groups of delegations on countless smaller and/or bigger
problems that emerged during the over three-year long discussions. These are
sufficiently reflected in the Working Group's report of 1980 contained in

document CDj131/Rev.1, and of 1981 in the document CD/220. Both latter reports are
specifically mentioned in the present report of the Group.
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In my concluding statement to the Group, I described in considerable detail a
possible course of action for the Group during the second half of the 1982 session.
In this_,conpection,_I apPealed_to the..members of the Group asking them to do_
speci.fic preparatory work for the summer session if we are to approach as close as
pôssible thé -stage.of .drafting the provisions of the convention. -I do not want to
repe-at tysélf because-that statement, inLview_'of the interest shown by members of
the Group, has been circulated by the Secretariat as a Working Paner of the Group
on Chemical Weapons. But, with your permission, I would like to appeal again for
displaying serious efforts by alldelegations during the summer session so that we
could translate as many,dissenting views as possible into the alternative elements
and then elaborate compromise elements. -A compilation of draft elements and proposed
new texts has also been made available toall delegations to facilitate.the l:ind of
_exerc.ise I am appez.ling--for.

I would --like to apologize :to my predecessors:. A.,*^bassador -Okawa and
Ambassador Lidgard, for not mentioning.their.names as :chairmen of the Group in 1980
and.:-in 1981 respectively, inthe.introductorypart of--the report. I personally was
of the ôpiniôn that that kind of introduction should not contain all the details I
have noticed in the reports of other working grotips. ,But certainly I am for
uniformity of.reports of all working groups in-_this,respect anu I hope that the
Committee will.agree.to.cover thesepro:ol,ems.in:paragraphs 61 and 62 of its own
report. The same.proceedings.:could be also applied as.to the participation of
non--member - States in the work. of, the Working Group. --

Finally, let me refer to some recent discussions in the CD-drafting group. I.15r

reply is brief: -the Working Group, indeed,. has not been directly reflecting in its

activities the Committee's plenary disci;ssions. - It-has conducted its work on the.

basis of.a new, I repeat, new mandate which was adopted izith_the con3ent.of.all

dél'égatiôns. On the basis of that.mandate and the progranmeof work, also ad-opted

by 'ëotisérisus, the group has açted and its activities.have been reflected in this
report. Let me also say _that, exactly, this is the principal aim of the Committee's

repôr`t^:tô ^réf'lect the course . and trends of discussions that have been taking place
in.plenariës: The Group's report, in ny. view, had to be limited to the discussions

in the..Working Group itself., Ref.erences to-the discussions, in plenary have.been, of
course,.,:reflected in, the-. Group' s wor1k, when such discussions contained specific

proposals relevant.-tothe:subjects of negotiations in the Group.

As the distinguished members of the Committee are well aware, the Working Group
on Chemical Weapons, has entered,,.with-a newmandate, another, sensitive phase
of its. work. .We have held-. another series of thorough; examinations and co^nplex
problems.-,I- wish:to emphasize, as chairman-of this Group, ths,t-,-despité the whole_
sensitivity:and complexitST.,of our negotiations,,the wqrk has been conducted in_a
spirit of mutual understanding.,respect.and co-operation. For this understanding
mutual:.respeçt:and co-operation I.thank;atthis moment.cordially once more allthe
members:Af,the Group.

_....,. . . : , ._ ,.. . . ; . . .
I would like to ask.that this,statement bedistributed as an official document

of the Committee, as document CD/ 286 of the distinguished Chairman of the CPD
Working Group, Ambassador Garcia Robles..
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Proposal of the USSrt

Cnemica2 weapons are a barbaric means of destruction Those

toC,qj .cle5.

the: very possibility of the use of cJie,ni.caZ weapons should be ivled
.,out by proh.:ibiting their production and by destroyit ► S accuriulated

. ave.r ^r,ankind,

eoPles are demanding that this should be nrevented and that

beiaF.$ and have maim, ed r.ullions of people. At present, t;ie threat of
?taSs3,vf' tue of rwch more horrible types of chemical weapons as- looming

kéapoAS have already talcen the lives of dozens of thousands of human

to , anyone.. .
use^. ç21etr1ca7 weapons anywhere, just as it lias never transfen•ed them

,-^^tE PuxPoses of the Geneva Frotocô .l of 1925 the USSR1 ►ss never
The Soviet Union is stro c►1 in favour of thi S Trie to the

bâsIC provisions of a convention on -the subject.

effictive Prohibition of chemical weanons the Soviet Union is
Sl1^L'Littirt2 to UN Member States for t>>eir consideration the fo11owinr

Motivated by the desire to achieve a co rehensJve and

7. SCAP$ OF pRpN,IBITI014

General Provision:

I

1

^ Each State Party th 'the Convention should undertake nrver
er►d L11dEr no . titciarlstar,ces to develop produce otherwise ac()uire

for perrutted purposes acctrm►lated stoc}.-piles of such ►"leai^ons and to
;destruy or disnLantle: facilities which orovicir: capac.itieS for production
, of cheu►i.cal weapons, '

:^Stock,-llP,, retain, trans£er chemical weapons,and to destroy or divert
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) super-toxic lethal chemicals, other lethal and harmful Chemicals - 
( 2i H, ,-e,j.e. ,:eiLSWell as their precursors except those amon  g them which are intended 

fer non-hostile purposes or military pUrposes -nOt involving the use of 
chemical weapons and of types and in quantities which are consistent 
with such purposes; 

b) munitions or devices, specifically designed to cause death 
;, orother harm through the toxic preperties of the chcmjcâls released 

as a result of -the employment of these' munitions or cleviCes, including thos •. 

, 

_ 
ofignary or multiComponent filling; . - 	• 

. 	. 	. 
c) equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection 

i•rith the employment of such munitions or devices. 

. s  ' 	Other definitions • 

1 1, 	 ' 	 ' • 	
• 

' 

- Definition of chemical weapens  

For  the purposes of the Convention "chemical weapons" means: 

- 	, •For the purposes of the Convention: 
_ 

• Definition of the terns "a super-toxic lethal cherical", "other 
•, ,,71..ethal chemical",ma harmful chemical" will be made on the basis 

of.specific criteria of toxicity (letha)ity and/or harmfulness)  for 
ach Of these categories of chemicals (dill be set in the Convention 
the.basis of the levels aareed upon in the Committee on Disarmament). 

• ' 2. "Permitted purposes" mean'non-hostile purposes and military 
.. ,,,urposes.which are not connected with the use of chemical weapons. 

3.-"Non-hostile purposes" - mean industrial, agricultural, 
s-arch, medical or other peacefe purposes, law enforcement purposes 

or purposes 'directly'related to protection against chemical weapons. 

. 	4. Subject to definition in thé Convention are also such r 
as "a chemical", "an incapacitent", "an irritant", "a precursor", 

"capacity", "a facility". 	. 	. ,-;., , , 	, 	 . 
Prohibition of transfer : 

. Each State Party to the Convention should undertee:' 

- 	a) not to transfer to anyone, directly or indirectly, any 
' 	chemical weapons; 

h) not to transfer to anyone, directly or indirectly, except to 
..,. a StateTarty, any super-toxic lethal chemicals, incapacitants, 

irritants or ther prec-uniore.cven for permitted purposes; 



3 	1')  

; 

c) not to assist anyone, . or ta cmcouraf - e or :induce nnyore 
.directly or indirectly to onmee in activities ..t -cYtbitt(1 u;der the . 	. 	. 

, . 	. 	. 
,• 	• 

• 

192.:_s_t211.princi 
• 

Each State Party  tQ the Convention should undertake not to station 
chenacal :weapons :including binary and multiCdmponent .weapons on the 

, 	•,..,territones oi other States and 	.to recall'all its chemical - „ ig 	 :Wea;lns from territories of foreign States if they were 'stationed there 
111 * 	Qarller 	(dates 	for the fulfilment of this obligation shall be 

Set in the Convention). 

II Destructien or divei.'Sien  of stocks of chemicul weapons  
• . 	. 

Each State  Party  to the  Conventionshould undertake to 
:4«é#Tey or divert for non-hostile purposes acceulated  stocks  of chemical 
4apons in the volume consistent with such purposes. 

	

Il i.^ 	, 2. Destruction or div'erSion ofstoCks of cheMital weapons is 
started by each State Party not later than 2 years land is to be 
EOrPleted not later than 10 years,after, 	a State has:become Party to 
the Convention. . 

, 

_ 
1( - 	.., 	/• 	Initial operations of destruction could be, as a display of good 
, . : ' , will', carried out by each State Party possessint chemical weapons 
- . 	. - 

, 	 , 
already at . the initial stage of the functioning of the Convention. ' 

 

1.EaCh Stee*Pa--- 1-‘y should undertake to eliminate or dismantle 
failitiei  which  provide capacities for production of cherdcal weapons. 

2.
• 

,. 	• 
DPerâtiOns of eliminnting'ordisMantling'facilities which 

proVide Capacities for production Of chemical weapons are to be 
started not later than 8 years,and are, to be completed  nt  later tban 
1,2:years,after  the date  when a State p , 	

ecome5 ! 	ne ,arty tryt 	Lonvntion. 
• 

	

. 	. 
3. Any State Party to the Convention flas the right, for the 

pua-poses of destroying stocks of chemical weapons, to convert temporarily 
' facilities previously used for production'of such weapons as  tell  

carry out destruction of stocks .of chemical weapons at a 
- .Specialized facility or facilities built for sUch Purposes; 

	

* 	• Permitted activities  . • . 
• 

' • 

niniination or te ora conversion bf facilities 
Iprovise.capacities or ptoeuction o - 	mica' 	.« 

weapOTI.S  

8 i 
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2. The acgmate quantity of supor-toxic lethal chedcalS for 
frrinï.tted purposes which are produced, ddverted frai stocks or 

otherwise acquired annually .or are available, should at any time be 
and in any case should not exceed one metric ton for any 

tate Party to the Convention. 
• . 	• 

3. Eath State Party which produces super-toxic lethal chemicals for 
, permitted purposes concentrates such production at a.sincle specialized 

fagtlity of corresponding capacity subject to special aueement. 

Protection of Épulation and environment  

nen fulfilling obligations connected with destruction or 	• 
diversion of stocks of chemical weapons and elimination of means of . 

 their production 	Y St t Party '11 h v t take all the necessary , eaci a e ar wi 	a e o 
ecutions for protection of population and onvironment: 

,;•. 	The Convention should facilitate creation of favourable prerequisites 
'for.economic and technical developffient of the Parties and for 
ntgrnational cooperation  in the  field of peaceful chemical.activities. 

7, )',-àd a possibility of intrusion  in the areas of activities unrelated 
purposes of the Convention should be precluded. 

II. DECLARATIONS AND CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES 

1.Each State Party to the Convention should undertake to declare 
hot later than 30 days after the Convention has entereeinto force or the  
Siate Party  ha  s adhered to it: 

, --its possession or non-possession of chemical weapons and 
acities for their production; 

;.--the volume of accumulated stocks of Chemical weapons and 
acities for their production; 

• 
.•--the volume of transfers to anyone of chemical weapons, 	• 

te.e2inoldgical equipment for.their production and relevant technical 
4OCeentation,‘ihich took place after 1 January 1946; 

• 
.--the presence or absence on the territory of each State Party 

.,Tofstocks of chamical weapons and their volume, facilities for 
4bduction of chemical.weapons and their capacities which are under 
'Control of, or left over by, any other State, any group of States, 
,anY organisation or a private person. 

2.Bach  State Party, not later than 30 days after the Convention 
has entered into force or the State Party•has adhered  toit,  should 
'declare that it has ceased all.activities to produce chemical weapons and 
.to_transfer to anyone these weapons as well as technoloecal equipment 
,..fOr:t hair production and relovant technical docuoentation. ,,- 	• 



:'s^f•facj!i.tzes whici^ pirovà.de capacities for producin^ tl^emicaX vier7ponsr i.ts

;, Each State FartY ti*idertakes to deciare , nat 1atE^r

I

I

I

laier....tIuci one year :,e'ore the comrr,encem!^nt of destruction or riismant ing
petnitted purposes of stocks of che:mical weapon_ as* wé17.'' as to decl.are^ not
Pàity`has adhered TO it, its plan for destruction or diversion for
than: E` mAnth.s after the Convgntion has *entc-r(-,d i'.tc; fnrr,e: rr the Sta te

..plans £or thei.•r dast'ruction and'dismantlir^g stzjtinq T"F '
1QGâ:ticui of the. £acà.lities.

lethal cY ►emi.cals for permittéd puij}oses 'ât a specialized facilitÿ, should
Each State Party which ca1Tiey out the production of s^.roer-toxic

for in the pia;l of destrilction of ^these stocks:'

- 5

4'. Each State Party which cârries. out the destruction of stocks
of clIe.̂ *dcal weapons at a facility (facilities) temporarily converted
for zh^se purgoses or at a*specialited facility, should declare the
•Zôcation of the* said facility (facilities) within the time period provided

declar:iÏ. its location by the date, of the crnTunencEment of operation of this
: fa^'xty.

of.,faci.lities which provide capacï.ties for production of chemical weapons.
of Ciemical weapons as well as of the plan for der^tniction or d.ismantlinr^

Each Staté Party should undertake:
. .. ..

;:a) to notify periodically on the impléu:entation of the plan for
destruction or diversion for pernrAtted purposes of the available stocks

tft4n5uch operations are carried out earlier than provided for
iti'. 1the pla.n, the State Party makes an appropriate notificâtiân;,

whiçh'provide c.apacities for production of chemicdl weapons; the
:-lar•3ti,on of the facility to be cibstroÿed or dismantled is dzdj:e^d it1
an'Eppz•capriate notification;

Or,,, each stage of the plan for destruotion or dismantlinr, of facilities

on o Ili, s a_e o p ^
: ar°"diversion for permitted purposes of stocks of chemical weapons and

. . ^ ^ , .

b) to make appropriate notifications three months prior to the
i.ra.i.tiation of the urf,lementati f ch t î the ln" for destru-tion

c) to make, not later than 30-days' after the destruction or

•puxposes not conriected with the use of criemtca1 ^^r^,^pbrts;
medical. or other peaceful purposes as.weJ.3:fas for n ►ilitary

--super-to)dc lethal' chemicals for ind LIS trial;' a ffricultura 1,

•d.i,re'Ctiy co;rrtected with the protection against chemical. weaporis;
;.-•-super-toxic lethal, other lethal and harmful chemicals for purposes

.otj,;th,6 produeed,. •dive•rted from the st9eks, acr}uired or used:

- . , • . . .

7. Each State -Party 'should imclertake to make aruiua7: declaratians

chVna.cal weapons, approprzate statements to this effect.
- clismari^lina of faczlities which provide capacities for Production Of
diVel-siOn Of stocks-of chémical weapon.s ûnd after thé dastructtotl or

i



chemir-RIS and precursors produced, arquired, retained and u.Sed: for per-,nitted
PurPases- in cases when they represent a special cunçer from the tiiewpoint.
o;E their possible diversion for purposes connected "Y" I-1) the ^, se of 1

,,;.. . weapons, are to be inciuded in apprc^riate ^ists. Each State

I
8. States Parties should procepd fror^ the âssu)^^tion that ^

end precursors of c}-,enûca].s included in these lisCs,^^ ^
Party sRoLud undertake to present annually information on the chemicals

of; its transfers to any other State Party,, when this is ot P r6hihitect under
t^he Convention, of super-•toxic lethal chemicals, incapacitants ;nnd irritants

:V . as , w.'11
weaposls or binary or rrnrlticomponent fi.Iling. ^

^o ther chemical,s wh.ieh eould be used as coMDonents for -che,nical

il C: ts are t b

::^-other lethal a.ul harmful chemicals for industrial, anrictiltural0
T`Dssarch, ttedica2 or othrrr peaceful purposes as well as irritar..ts for
PûiPOses of law enforcasnent.

9. Each State Party should 1-de-1-taler to make notificatians a^aut oac}i

in` ba sent t th
, 11';;,;10. The above-mentioned âeclarations plans -notifications and statements

V e Consultative Cornnuttee of States Parties to the ^
Cdnveation, neà.r contents as we11 as the procedure of drar-ring treouired

YII. ENSÜAING MPLIMCE A'ZTN T}-Ig COiJUTNrI0A1

General provisions on verification
1

_•^ Yr `. ; • States Parties to the Convention base their activities in ver? i»y

e derined in the Convention.

- ^ • ^2^^'^=,t*mu^R#N^TinrLa r•nm},inntinn
of nstâonal and international, mcasures,

2. Each State Party tri the Convention undertakes tri take any
internsl rrreasures it considers necessary in accordance with its
cau,stltütional processes, to prbhibit and prevent any activity in violation
Of'the. provisions of the Convention anywhere under its jurisdiction or control.

-s" arï.^z'd-V-ce with its cors titution<<I norms.
workshould be determined by the State Party to the Convention in
neçessa.iy juri.dica ri ts; its composition, fi=ctions and mathods of
Verifieation (a national.verification or anisation) vested with the

=% - 3. To monitor the fulfilment of obligations provided for in the
E'A7!%'er1tion arty State. Party may establish *a Commi•ttee of National

con.sâ,scent with genernlly i•ecognized principlcs of international law.

Converttion by other States Parties, any State Party ha`ç the riOht to
use;national technical means of verification At its disposal in a marmer

A. For the p=ose of ensurinfi corrrpliance with the provisions of the

States Parties whlch T ►osSess nati nn.-tl t arhni r.a l Tr:EariG nf v,-ri Fi rr t; n

-may'ïncases of necrssity .p18ce . the information wh.ich they obtained
throug,h those.nlean.s and which is important for the purposes of the
Convention, at thtz d.i -sivcal of other Parties.
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51.  Each State-Party -should undertee not to LInede;. dncloding 
_thioimh the use of deliberate concealment 'measures;  the  natio121 • 
,ÇÇ41#cal means ou" verification of other States Parties. 

o  	International 	reasures  of  verification will be 'carried •out through 
:::', , , l-n-4exnational procedures within the framework of theUbited Nations in 

accordance.with•its Charter and through consultations and cooperation , 
..bet:/een Staues.Parties as well as through the Services of the 
.Cbrisultative'Committee of StateS Parties  to the Convention. 

• • 	 • 
' , 	Consultation and cooperation 

-1. :lie States Parties  undertake to consult one another end cooperate 
solving any problers•which may arise in relation to the objectives of 

the..',C,Onvention or in: the application of its provisions. 
. 	. 

.:k',...1*,g#IS 3n4 in accordarice with its Charter. These ..procedures can include the 
7. ,; ..: 	'. 	 ' se 	the services  cf  appropriate internationnl ercznizatior5 in additinn 

.-.,,:...: 	.-:: t.o.;#asp of the Consultative Comrdttee. • - ,i- ' 	• .... 	. 

4 ..-- In the  interests of •enhanoing the effectiveness of the Convention .i.- 
ire .;,,i:..- . . - ,r41 oztates Partiez should agree in a due  .form on the prevention of any / 

,':.:', - .• actions aimed at deliberately falsifyinz the actual state of affairs with 

. 	

,,,,- , , o, regar • o the compliance with the Convention by other States Parties. .. 	. 
-4..,.P , , 	.: 	•' 	: ;,:z , ; . • o 	- 	- 	- 	•• 

	

: ::*. ,.o 	, - 	: f:onsultative  Conrittee- 

 

Of  States Partdes to the  Convention  . . •:. 
. 	• 	. 	o::., 	. 	 •; 	• 	, 	• 	- 	. 	•• 	 . 

_ 	. 	. 	•••• 	• 	• 	 • 	• 
H"'''i..2':-',1'1-'.. For the  pose  of carrying out broader international consultation 

..1:ti 	a:nie6&peration, information exchange and promoting verification in 
,7 , .,.., :.s .  •.: tht!,,iet-o,r4J4,-S- E-reeRip-If.É4g w1th the pre 

if ol"rtieS establish a Consultative Committee within 30 days after the 	. 

	

'.:«o 	Convention has entered into -Ibree. Any  State Party hp theright to appoint 
its representative to the Committee. - 	 1• ,' • ;',.• 	 . 

. . 	o 	, 
: , 	 - 	•,.•..,•• 	. 	 . • • 	, 	• . . . . 

'''J* -.:AZ. The Consultative Committee is convened as necessary, as well as 
';i;'.'.',,!:,.,,.i. -,:,,,',upOrurequest of any State Party to the Convention within 30 days after the 

:requestois. received. - - 	- • • 

	

- 	- 	. „ 	.. • 

	

. 	 - ,!.;• 	; 	, 	. 	 . 	. 	.., 	, 	. 
...,,o,.1,. ,:(. o.,-,.4,-3.7 Other questions relating to the organization and:proceaures of the  

Con.su1taive Conmdttee,.its  possible subsidiary bodies, their functions, 
,:,., 2., , 	r., rets, d.uties, methods of work, its role in  on-site inspection,  forms of 
P,...,.. , ,..:; . .400peration with  natiortal verifiration orranizations mnd,others are to be 
•O•' .:- ;  :.,, 	» ': elera ot-ed. 	. . 

 
b , •,...., , 	:. 	. 	• 

7 , 	 L. 	 " 

• 

• 

, 2.The States Parties will exchange, bilaterally or through the 
- 	Consultative Committee i " information which they consider necessary 

tmeovide . assurance of fulfilment of the -obligations teder the Convention. 
. 	• ,. 	• 

, 3. Consultation and cooperation can also be undertaken through 
•,.attiTopriate international procedures•within the framework of the United _ 	 . 	_ 
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Fact-findin 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

_ t 

rocedure regarding compliance with 

I 	 1. Each State,.Partylas the richt to request, bilaterally or through 
; 	 ..:the Consultative CoMm#tee, , from another Party which is suspected of 
: 	 Conventibfl;einformation on the actual state of affairs. The 

'State'to which this reqUest is sent, providea to the requestin State' 
, 	 :Tarty information in connection with such request. 

 2. Each State Party nay, bilaterally or through the Consultative 
Wirrittee, send to another  Ste Party which is suspected of violating 

„• 	 wrequest for an on-site inspection. Such request may be :,.. 	• 	. • A; sent afterthe possibilities of fact—finding within the frafflework of 
par4 , 1yof this section have been exhausted and should contain all relevant•

as well as all possible evidence supporting the validity of 
H - 	the request; : 

.• 	• 	• • 
pertioularrecruests . rmay be' sent in connection with notifications 

HH - Tiegarding the destruction of accumulated stocks of chemical weapons as 
- 11e11 as the destruction.and dismantling  of  facilities which provide 

.:±CePagities for chemical weapons production. The State Party to which 
4.;. › th .:•request is_sent rgwtreat_this_request  favourably or decide otherwise. 

7ïàiiiUld inform in time the requesting State Party about its decision 
:'11.1>rin case it is not prepared:to agree to an inspection, it should give 

. 	SuffiCiently convincing appropriate explanations. • 

r' ,  3. Within the period of -destruction or diversion for permitted 
*purrpOSes of the stocks ofachemdcal weapons a possibility of carryinz  

s. 	out systematic international on-site inspections (on the basis of 
.ian.,./greed quota, for example) of the destruction of stocks at a converted 

' orSpecialized facility (facilities) should be provided for. 

4. The Convention should provide for a  possibility of carrying out 
international on-site inspections (on the basis ot an agreed quota, for 
exampli) of the production of super-toxic lethal chemicals for permitted 
purposes at a specialized facility. 

r • ; • 

Procedure of  lodpiu complaints with the UN Security Council. 
Provision  of assf7ŒFae  

tTie Cot fon,  

• 

1. Any State Party which has reason to believe that any other 
, State Party has acted or may be acting in breach of obligations 

deriving from the provisions of the Convention has the right to lodge 
:•:,.;.:acortmlaint with the Security Council of the Uniyed Nations. Such 

“oMplaint should include all relevant information as well as all 
.. possible  evidence supporting the validity of the complaint. 

•. 

Each State Party undertakes to cooperate in carryin out 
.eirïnvestigation which the Security Council may initiate, in 
,94cordance with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, on the 

b4sis of the complaint received by the Security Council. The Security 
• 'I '11 ' wi Inform the States Parties of the results of the investigation. 
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1 - • - . 

k,4 
Each State Party io the ConVention undertakes to provide or back 1:4 

as5iStance, in accordance with the provisions of the Charter of the 
ljnitediNations, to any State Party which so requests if the Security 
'>;1-1 c.11 :decides that such'Party has been exposed to  dan' or, peihaps, 
.:1..s;_oeing exposed to-danger as a result of violation by another State Party 
,of obligations aesumed under this Convention. 

. 	• 
7:Re1at1onshin  with the Geneva Protocol  of 1925 

:::,),Iothingin,this Convention should be interpreted as ln any way 
dètracting from,the obligationiassumed bY any State under 

Jthe , PrOtacol  for the Prohibition of the Use,in War of Asphyxiating, 
•,:kioilous* or  Othe'  Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, 
.-:,sie104.at Geneva on 17 June 1925, under the Convention °T the Prohibition 
oethe • Develeprment, Production and Stocl,Tiling of Bacteriological 
(Biblogioal) and , Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction,  as well as 
un4er -r4.Convention on the Prohibition of Military  Q J. .gly Other Hostile 
Useo .EnviToneental ModificationiTechniques. 	 • 

CONMEDING  PROVISIONS  OF THE'  CONVENTION 
• • • 	• 

procedure for the signing of the Convention, its ratification 
Y.:.ancÉentry into  force, provisions  concerning the pepositary,pnocedure for 

•actession of States to the Convention and %,iithdrawal from it) a mechanism 
'forprKienting amendments to the Convention, dates for holdinfl review 
c4ferences and the status of such conferences shouad be provided for. 

• 

- 	. ) 1 	• 

• 

1 

1 

1 

:••„. 

.e ,••••• 

; 

; 
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WORKING PAPER

Seine aspects of verification in a chemical weapons convention

During the negotiations held so far in the CCD and CD as'well as in the

working papers of some de).egations it has been emphasized that verification is the

basis for reaching an agreement in the elaboration of a convention on the ban of

chemical weapons. Objective considerations of the verification procedure have

indicated the complexity of this problem, both from its technical and political

aspects. However, it'can be concluded that there exists an agreement in principle

on most of the technical issues of verification.

As is known, the Geneva Protocol of•1925 prohibits the use in war of chemical

weapons. Since the Protocol of 1925 does not specifically prohibit the developmant,

production and stockpiling of CWA, this was taken by some major military powers as a

justification for intensive research to obtain new types of chemica.l weapons. Other

industrialized countries also have experience in research and development of CWA, of

types and quantities of CWA!s which are used for the purpose of technical and medical

,protection (the developing of protective equipment, detection, decontamination, medical.

treatment and other).

At the me;:tings of the Committee on Disarm,^mznt and the group of experts held

during 1.980, 1981. and 1982, there was a harmonization of views rega.rding a sertes of

very important issues such as: the scope of the future convention, definitions of

chemical weapons and toxicity criteria, as well as on the need for States to declare

their chemical weapon stocks and production units and agre^, to a fixed time-table for

their destruction. However, the appearance of binary weapons has introduced new

el.eme:nts, even in cases when agreement had, in principle, bet--n reached. Thus, for

instance, the components of relatively low toxicity and non-toxic components

(precursors) which are an integral part of binary weapons cannot be categorized

according to the already adopted toxicity criteria of CWA. The fact that binary

weapons contain "non-toxic" substances is of importance only to those who produce and

possess such weapons and this primarily when it concerns their production, stockpilin;

1nd destruction. However, if one bears in mind the purpose of binary weapons, there

GE.82-65014
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is then no difference from CWA which are today classified, in ter ni s of toxicity, as 

supertoxic lethal chemicals. These data point to the indispensability of applying 

chemical, physical and biological methods of detection and identification for the 

purpose of verifying binary weapons in • the course of production and stockpiling. The 

application of the cited methods is also very important when monitoring and provine 

the existence. of activities linked with the verification of possible use of chemical 

weapons as well as for the monitoring of.the destruction of CWA stocks in,general. 

On the other hand, the.combining of chemical, physical and biological methods creates 

theeconditions for a.credible verification of the existence or use of chemical 

weapons. The•implementation •  of verification will be .facilitated if agreement•is 

reached with regard to...the standardization of methods because results from several 

laboratories could then be compared-and reproduced. 	 • 

The verification of chemical weapons should,• in our opinion, be implemented on 

the basis of a national and international procedure, where we consider that national 

verification does not epreclude international verification but rather that  they 

 complement each.other.e In . order to increase confidence among countries, it is 

.possible  that both national and international verification be based  on an agreed, 

generally  acceptable and unified identification system methods that would be 

estandardized for particular •OWA categories. This, of. course, does  not  preclude a e 

: . separate national approach especially when a country has qualified personnel, equipment 

and oranization in the gathering of samples, data processing and other.  The  ' • 

standardizing of the methods of international verification.can. greatly facilitate the 

national verification system and chemical defense measures, in those countries as well 

which have no experience in developing their own verification methods. The 

standardizing of verification methods presupposes their periodical modification in 

aceordance with scientific and technological progress. - It is understandable that the 

introduction of new methods and procedures should be subject to agreement and 

acceptance on the part of an international ordan created by the States Parties of the 

Chemical Weapons Convention. In our view the arms reduction and disarmament 

agreements must be founded on reasonable•confidence, as is the case With  saine  • • 

existing agreements. If there is a decrease in confidence or if there is doubt 

concerning the violation of agreements, then only verification measures can restore 

confidence among. States Parties to the agreements. This is particularly true for the 

countries which possess production facilities gnd stockpiles of chemical weapons 

because the arms race, which is usually motivated by acquiring arms advantaee or is 

justified by the need to not lag behind in the creation of new weapons, is most often 

initiated by these countries. 
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Although it may appear at a glance that the term verification is clear and that 

it is understood what it encompaéses, there have so far•been different opinions 

and explanations, which is confirmed by a number of working papers devoted to this 

issue. Bearing in mind the specific characteristics that CdA possess, the proposed 

international verification procedures reflect either political or technical 

difficulties. On the basis of negotiations held and working papers tabled thus far, 

it seems, in our opinion, that three fundamental categories of international' 

1 
verification appear: 

(a) comprehensive (absolute) verification 

(h) essential (necessary) verification • • 

(c) limited (insufficient) verification 

(a) Comprehensive (absolute) verification presupposes the voluntary acceptance 

of international inspection .and a maximum of openness regarding the obtaining and 

gathering of necessary data•in all stages of the verification procedure. In such a 

case, the State on whose territory verification is made gives the necessary technical, 

professional and other assistance according to ne::(1 and is ready to co-operate. The 

time-frame for carrying out this verification should not,  in  principle, be defined, 

and depends on its scope.  This  verification comprises: 'on-site inspection; sampling 

and determination.of samples by using standardized CheMical, physical or biological 

methods. These analyses can be performed in the laboratories of the country in which 

inspection is being carried out, samples can be sent to the so-called reference 

laboratories, with regard to which there is agreement on part of the signatory 

countries to the effect that trustworthy analysis  can  be performed there, or both 

possibilities can be used at the same time. Within the scope of this inspection 

there can also be a medical check-up with the taking of samples (blood, urine, etc.);- 

near-site inspection: sampling and determination of samples by using chemical, 

physical or biological methods. These samples could represent contaminated air, 

effluent water etc. at a distance from the production plant permitting reliable 

mesaurements. 

(b)• Essential (necessary) verification presupposes a mutually agreed acceptance 

of international inspection which is in accordance with the conditions stipulated 

in the Convention. It can be carried out periodically (once or several times in a 

year) or when the need arises. The State on whose territory the inspection is carried 

out should secure unhindered work for the international commission. The particip:ition 
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of the eountry in which the inspection is being carried out in offering technical

and professional assistance depends on its readiness for co-op,:'ration. In principle,

the time.naeded to compl te the verification should be defin.:d but also depends on

the scope of the verification. This verification comprises,

- On-site inspection: sampling,and sending of samples to reference

laboratories outside the country where the verification is being performed.

- Near-site inspection: sampling of contaminated air, effluent watar, etc. at
. .

a distance from the production plant permittine-reliable measurements. Samples are

sent to reference laboratories outside the country in which inspection is carried. out.

- On-site and near-site inspection should also include.medical exzsninations of

people, with the taking,.of samples (blood, urine,and other), who are employed in the

plants as well. as of ,people living in, the nearest vicinity.

(c,) Limited verification does;not include the international verification

procedure. The results and data of national;v,erificationl^ are mostly used for the

purpose of.controlling.violations of the Convention which, for understandable reasons,

have a limited validity and utility,. Limited verification can also use other sources

of information which indirectly indicate a possible violation of the Chemical.Weapons

Convention. Under certain conditioris, this verification can also encompass off-site

inspection.

In,case:of suspicion of use,. of chemical weapons it.,is possible. to.use, thethre:^

mentioned forms of verification (a, b, and c). We would like to underline.that

reUardless of which,type of verification is in question, what is essential is that it

be performed on time. Thus, for exampl.e, when ;there is a suspicion that persistent

CWA are b: ine, used, the time nec:ded for taking sampl^^s for chemical. and physics.l-

chemical. dèt.rmination cannot be longer than two to thre. weeks, (dependine.- on

meteorolbrical conditions). For non-persistent CW^,, this timc is far shorter and

amounts, under the most favourabl,2 meteorological conditions to a couple of days.

The classification of international verification in this working paper is

considered conditional. and we propose it as working material for the considering of

different l.evel.s of international verification.

l/. The. national verification system in -this workinq pdp.er is undc;rstood to
comprise the 'use of personnel and resources linked to one's own territory and
differ.s from natioric,l technical verification which encompasses tI te monitoring of
foreien territory from satellites.
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I have the honour to transmit to you a document entitled "Systematic
Identification of Chemical Wa-rfare Agents; Identification of I'Tor.-Phosnïzorus ZJa.rfare
Agents". This study represents a further contribution of the Government of Finland
to the work of the Committee. on Disarmament on chemical weapons.

I would appreciate if the study would be circulated as an official CD document.

^ti;igned) Arto Isurittu
Chargé d'Affaires a.i.

.L/ A limited distribution of this document in English has been made to the
members of the Committee on Disarmament. Additional copies are available from the
TZinistry of Foreign Affairs of Finland, Helsinki.
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Memorandum on monitoring of the prohibition of the use in combat  
of chemical and bacteriological (biological) or toxin weapons  

The 1925 Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of 
Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases; and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, 
is one of the most important international instruments in the field of arms control. 

Its importance was formally recognized in the Final Document of the first 
special session, paragraph 72 of which declares that all States should adhere to 
the Protocol. 

It should perhaps, however, be pointed out that the international community 
had taken the view that prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling 
of chemical and bacteriological agents, and the destruction of such agents, whose 
use in war is prohibited by the Geneva Protocol, constituted a significant 

. contribution to the achievement of disarmament under strict and effective 
international control. 

The negotiations on this question resulted in the conclusion in 1972 of a 
first agreement on the prohibition of bacteriological (biological) weapons and 
toxin weapons and on their destruction. The CoMmittee on Disarmament is at present 
elaborating a convention prohibiting chemical weapons, taking into'account 
paragraph 75 of the Final Document, which describes this as one of the most urgent 
tasks of multilateral negotiations. 

After the 1972 treaty, and taking into account the ongoing negotiation in the 
Committee on Disarmament, it becomes apparent that the international community 
cannot ignore another aspect of the process of reinforcing the Geneva Protocol: 
deciding on arrangements for monitoring compliance with the prohibition of the use 
in combat of chemical and bacteriological weapons. In its report to the 
thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly, the Committee on Disarmament made 
reference to this point. 

There is more than one reason why compliance with the Geneva Protocol needs to 
be ensured: 

(a). Every aspect of the undertaking begun in 1925 would then be completed, 
and the international régime concerning bacteriological (biological) and chemical 
weapons would thus be consolidated; 

(b) Monitoring ccmpliance.with the prohibition of use in combat would meet a 
need that has been expressed on several occasions during the last few decades; 

(c) An agreement on this question would create confidence and have a 
beneficial effect on the climate of international relations. 

E.82-65336 
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Moreover, the monitoring of compliance with the prohibition of the use in - 
combat of chemical and bacteriological weapons can be effected only through an 
ad hoc instrument, in view of: 

(a) The scope of the prohibition under the Geneva Protocol, which has 
customarily been regarded as being the broadest possible, including both 
bacteriological (biological) weapons and chemical weapons; 

(b) The special procedures required for verification of compliance with'the 
prohibition of. the use in combat of chemical and bacteriological weapons. 

The Committee on Disarmament, which is the only multilateral forum for 

disarmament negotiations, could be given the task of elaborating such an 
instrument, making whatever procedural arrangements it deemed appropriate, such as 
having the drafting done in its Ad Hoc  Working Group on Chemical Weapons in view of 
the interrelatedness of the problems for purely practical reasons... 

The elements of such an instrument, which might be entitled "Protocol on the 

monitoring of the prohibition of the use in combat of chemical and bacteriological 
(biological) or toxin weapons", could be structured as follows: 

I. Preamble  

Establishing the link between thiS Protocol, the Geneva Protocol of 1925, the 

1972 Convention on the prohibition of biological weapons and the ongoing 
negotiations concerning the prohibition of chemical weapons; 

Expressing the hope that States will agree among themselves, at the regional 
level, on measures stricter than those referred to in this Protocol. 

II. Scope  

Organization of the monitoring of the prohibition of the use in combat of the 

agents referred to in the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and of chemical and 
bacteriological (biological) or toxin weapons generally. 

III. Activities and obligations 

1. A firm commitment by States parties to consult one another and to 

co-operate in solving any problems which may arise in relation to compliance with 
the prohibition of the use of chemical and bacteriological (biological) or toxin 
weapons. 

2. Such consultation and co-operation may also be undertaken through 

appropriate international procedures within the framework of the United Nations and 

in accordance with its Charter. 

• 
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11I ( Such international procedures may involve the services of appropriate
\._. international organizations (e.g., WHO), as well as the services of the Advisory

Committee established under this Protocol.

IV. Advisory Committee

1. An Advisory Committee shall be established as soon as this protocol

enters into force. Its composition shall-be as follows:

(a) Institutional arrangements

1
1
I

The Advisory Committee shall be composed of States parties to this Protocol,

as well as States parties to the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and the 1972 Convention on
biological weapons.

It shall be presided over by the depositary of this Protocol.

It shall meet every four years to define and assess its methods of work and to
discuss technical and budgetary questions.

It may meet at other times, if special circumstances so warrant.

(b) Permanent Committee

^ Upon the entry into force of this Protocol, questions relating to its

application shall be dealt with, between sessions of the Advisory Committee, by a

Permanent Committee, which shall act on behalf of the Advisory Committee and

subject to its approval.

^
The Permanent Committee shall have 10 members, appointed for a renewable

four-year term by the depositary of this Protocol in consultation with the members
of the Advisory Committee, taking into account the principle of equitable

geographical distribution.

I
0
I
1

The chairmanship of the Permanent Committee shall rotate among its members,

who must be nationals of States members of the Advisory Committee.

The members of the Permanent Committee may be assisted by experts.

A State member of the Advisory Committee which files a complaint or against
which a complaint is filed shall be entitled, upon simply notifying the Chairman of

the Permanent Committee, to designate a representative to sit on the Permanent

Committee when the complaint is before it, if the membership of the Permanent-
Committee does not include a national of that member State.

The Permanent Committee shall have its seat in (New York) (Geneva).

/...
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(c) Technical Secretariat

The Advisory Committee and the Permanent Committee shall be assisted by a

small Technical Secretariat, which shall be responsible for maintaining contacts
with the members of the Advisory Committee and the Permanent Committee, for

facilitating contacts between them and for assisting them in the performance of

their duties.

The Technical Secretariat shall be responsible for, inter alia, designing and

improving monitoring procedures (fact-finding and collection and impartial analysis
of samplea), in close consultation with the Advisory Committee, the Permanent

Committee, national monitoring agencies and appropriate international organizations.

The Technical Secretariat shall be established as soon as this Protocol is

opened for signature. '

It shall be under the jurisdiction of the Advisory Committee,and the Permanent

Cosmittee and shall report to them on its activities.

The depositary shall attend to the material organization of the Technical

Secretariat.

The Technical Secretariat shall have its seat in (New York) (Geneva).

2. National monitoring agencies

The States members of the Advisory Committee shall endeavour to establish

national monitoring agencies, with which the Advisory Committee and its organs

shall maintain contact.

The national monitoring agencies shall assist the Advisory Committee and its

organs in the performance of their duties.

3. Procedures

(a) A complaint may be brought before the Permanent Committee by one or more

members of the Advisory Committee, by the depositary or by the Director of the

Technical Secretariat if they have serious reasons to believe that the prohibition

of the use in combat of chemical or bacteriological weapons has been violated.

The complaint must be set forth in detail and substantiated with evidence

relating to the acts that are alleged.

(b) The Permanent Committee shall be converied by its Chairman immediately, or

in any evtnt not later than five days, after the complaint has been brought before

it in accordance with paragraph 3 (a) above.

(c) The Committee shall first investigate whether a bilateral solution to the

dispute is possiblé and shall offer it good offices for that purpose.

I
I
1
I

I
I
I
^
1
I
I
I
I
I
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(d) If such a solution is not possible and the nature of the complaint so 
requires, the Permanent Committee.may decide to dispatch a fact-finding mission to 

the area. The decision to dispatch a mission shall be regarded au being of.a 
procedural nature. The State party against which the çcmplaint has been Made may 
itself'request the Permanent Committee to dispatch a tact -finding mission to its 
territory. Where necessary, and after expeditiously consulting its members by any 
suitable procedure, the Chairman of the Permanent Committee may make all necessary 
arrangements for the dispatch of the mission, if possible within 48 hours'of the 
event to which the complaint refers. 

The Permanent Committee shall arrange for samples collected on the spot to be 
analysed by at least two laboratories selected, by agreement among its members, 
from a list of establishments proposed by tne States members of the Advisory 
Committee. 

(e) The Permanent Committee shall have the right to request, through its 
Chairman, to request States and international organizations to provide such 
information and assistance as it deems desirable to enable it to fulfil its task. 

(f) If the State party in whose territory the events are alleged to have 
taken place refuses to admit the mission, it must furnish the Permanent Committee 
with appropriate explanations showing that the dispatch of such a mission to the 
area at that particular time would jeopardize its higher interests. 

If the Permanent Committee is not satisfied with the explanations furnished by 
the State in question, it may, should it deem necessary, make a new request. 

In case of a further refusal, it shall report the matter to the depositary, 
who shall in turn inform the competent United Nations bodies to which a complaint 
relating to the same events may have been brought. 

(g) Whenever a State member of the Advisory Committee requests a 
determination of the facts in a specific case or the provision of an authoritative 
Opinion, the Permanent Committee shall transmit to the depositary a summary of its 
findings or its authoritative opinion, in which all the views and information 
presented to it shall be set forth. The depositary shall circulate the summary to 
all States members of the Advisory Committee. 

(h) The Advisory Committee and the Permanent Committee shall take all 
procedural decisions relating to the organization of their work by consensus where 
possible, or otherwise by a majority of the members present and voting. 
Substantive matters shall not be put to the vote. If the Advisory Committee and 
the Permanent Committee are unable to reach a unanimous decision with respect to 
determinations of facts or authoritative opinions which they have been requested to 
provide, they should render an. account of the different views that have  been  taken. 
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V. Final provisions

1. The Protocol would be open for signature by all States. Any State which

had not signed the Protocol before its entry into force could accede to it at any

time.

2. The Protocol would be subject to ratification by the signatory States.

The instruments of ratification or accession would be deposited with the

Secretary-General of the United Nations.

3. The Protocol would enter into force when instruments of ratification had

been deposited by two Governments.

4. The Protocol would enter into force for States whose instruments of

ratification or accession were deposited after its entry into force on the date of

deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession.

5. The depositary'would promptly inform all States which had signed or

acceded to the Protocol of the date of each signature, the date of deposit of each
instrument of ratification or accession, the date of entry into force and the

receipt of any other communication.

6. The Protocol would be registered by the depositary in accordance with

Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

7. The Protocol could provide for a review procedure so that, when the

Convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons was concluded, the terms of the

Protocol could be amended accordingly and use could be made of the Advisory
Committee infrastructure to be established under the Convention, while ensuring

that the special machinery for monitoring compliance with the prohibition covered

by the Protocol was retained.

I
I
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Working paper ooncerning the verification of the presence of 
nerve agents, their decomposition products or starting. 
materials downstream,of chemical production plants  

1.1. A NON—INUUSIVE METHOD TO VERIFY A BAN ON THE PRODUCTION OP - NERVE AGENTS 

One of the functions of an effective verification system with respect to a ban on 

the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons is to deter the 

production of chemical weapons, in particular the very dangerous nerve agents. To 

achieve adequate deterrence, procedures are necessary to ensure that a sufficient chance 

existe  that clandestine Production of nerve agents will be detected. On the other hand, 

one always strives for verification methods which are as non—intrusive as possible. 

As a contribution to solve part of the problems involved, a highly sensitive method 

will be described to analyse waste water downstream of chemical production plants and to 

compare this with an upstream sample with the purpose of detecting the presence therein 

of  nerve agents, their decomposition products or starting materials. The analytical 

II ( :ocedure maY be carried out in every laboratory equipped with a gas chromotograph and 

the method is sufficiently sensitive to give a positive indication even after extensive 

water purification. 

From the results it may be concluded that the reported procedure gives a 

practically unambiguous and simple yes or no answer to the question whether nerve 

agents, their decomposition products or starting materials are present or not. After 

a positive detection -- which would only make the plant suspected -- a visit to the 

plant could be made to reveal the identity of the product manufactured. 

1.2. BASIS OF THE METHOD 

The nerve agents are organophosphorus compounds and structurally related to 

pesticides. Generally both types of compounds mayl)e prepared in similar production 

11  plants. However, an important structural difference between both types of compounds 

' exists. The majority of the nerve agents is related to methylphosphonic acid (I), 



I
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whereas most of the commercially available o:ganophosphorus pesticides have phosphoric

acid ( II) as their basicst cture apar- from a few pesticides 11)ased on-I which generall;

have an.experimental atatus'' S).

HO

H3C

0

'0H

I II

The Japanese delegation to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament drew

attention to the fact that the phosphurus-carbon bond is not cleaved under mild

decomposing conditions. Besides gas chromatography in combination with a specific

detection was mentioned as a suitable method to detect organophosphorus compounds at

very low concentrations Ç6)

A verif,ication procedure, based on the 2.bove-mentioned considerations, is presented

in this report. Samples from the Rhine and Meuse, both considered as heavily polluted

rivers, wereused as models for substantially diluted waste water downstream of chemical

production plants.. As such the procedure provides a rather non-intrusive inspection

method. Ethyl. S-2-di-isopropylaminoethyl methylphosphonotioate (VX).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

was used as a representative of the nerve agents.

After a discussion of the investigations concerning the different aspects of

the procedure in part 2 the ultimate procedure is described in part 3.- Part 4 comprises

some results obtained on application of the ultimate verification procedure on Rhine and

Meuse river water samples. Some directions for future work conclude the report as

part 5.

I
I

I
^
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by -" ^ Dune Water Works of the Hague. The Muse river was sampled at K^izerzveer and

,i1a.l,:s?d by thn Drinking Water Works of Rotterdam. The samples were stored in a

2. iVALL'ATIOPi OF THE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE

`.l, I•:aterials

:tnir.c river water samples were collected from the Lek at Bergambacht and analy5ed

rafricerating room. The chemical analyses of the water samples are listed in Table 1.

component

Table 1

Chemical analyses of Rhine and Meuse river samples

Rhine Meuse 1
12-12-173;12-8-174I20-11-'74i8-1-'75 25-8-'75 3-3-'76'23-2-176

chloride
sulphate
b ica.rbona.te
nit.ra.te
Kjeldahl nitrogen
ortaophosphate

unfiltered
total organic carbon
silt
choliMsterase

140 196
70 94

149 193
12.7 17.6
1.0 , 2.6
o.98! 0.97!

5.5 , 8.2

37

1.6l^. 1.92

4
134
17.0
1.9

i.436.9
26

(mg/1): 230 175 168 8311 89 86 85 59
140 146 156 146
11.5 10.8 12.2 14.0

4.4 1.7 2.2 1.5
0.62 i o.55; 0.75 0.41!
1.95 1.27i 1.70 1.10!
6.2 7.8 5.9 8.0

64 10 19 46

_:ih;.bition in 1 1

33 23

parathion eq. 0.17 0.25' 0.24 0.04! 0. 06, 0.13
H 7•55 ; 7.60' 7.50 ! 7.651 7.70 7.50^ 7.6

--j ilo^, (m /sec) '2572* . 1648* 2870* 3497* 1964 1329*

^ Lobith..
Lith.

35CIII

For each experiment new glassware was used to preclude cross-contamination.

J2P-labelled methylphosphonic acid (specific activity 1 mCi/g) and 32P-labelled VX

(specific activity 20 mCi/g) as well as the corresponding unlabelled compounds were

synthesized in this laboratory. Diazometha.ne was prepared and used in diethyl ether

sol::i;i0ri(7).

2.2. H_,,d-zrolysis

As stated in Chapter 1 gas chromatography in combination with a. specific phosphorus

detection is a. suitable technique for the tracing of nerve agents in water at very low

concentrations. To make the gas chromatographic picture as simple as possible

(!:e-tion 2.6) a complete hydrolysis should be carri-:d out after which most
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phosphorus-containing nerve agents will present themselves as methylphospbonic - acid 

(equation 1), where-s organophosphorus pesticides will g ive  rise to phosphoric acid 

(equation 2). ' 

RO 	0- 	RO 	9 	 HO 	.0 
/... 	 \ 	,;, . ; 	 \ / 

P 	fast, 	.P P 	slow 
' 	

___......) 	.P 	 . 

OH 	 H_C 	OH 

Example of III: _VX, in which R = C 2H5  and X = SCH2CH2N 

Sarin, in whia R = i.0
3
H
7 

and X = F. 

RO 	_OW 	R-0 	0 	 HO 	0 
. \ .. i . 

	

fast, 	P 	slow. -___..4 	. 

	

, 	,. \_ 

	

, 	. 	
/ 	' • 

	

RO 	X. 	11.;0 	OH 	 HO 	OH 	• 

V 	 V I 

Example of V: Parathion, in Which R = C2H5 , and X = 0C 6H4NO2-p and 

P(s) 

P . 	= 	. 

' A strong aCidic MediuM is à prerequisite to  ensui e à complete hydrolysis of both 

chemical wafare agents and pesticides with chemical formulae represented in 

equations 1 and 2 reepectively. Moreover the process of hydrolysis should take place 

in a reasonable period of tune.  •  In order to establish optimum conditione, hydrolytic 

data of a number of organophosphorus compounds were collected. 

In'addition to some hydrolytic half-life values derived from literature a number of 

model compounds has been selected todetermine their rates of hydrolysis. Experiments 

weXe carried out in 1 ml sealed glase ampoules containing 0.5 ml of 0.05 M sodium citrate/ 

citric acid buffer at pH 3.. The concentration of the different model compounds was 

0.02 M. The ampoules Were heated in an oil-bath at 130°C. 	From the quantitative 

analysis of the reactiOn mixture using high-voltage paper electrophoresis, paper 

'chromatography,  as  chromatography:and ultraviolet spectroscopy the respective hydrolytic 
Ei) half-life values were determined 1  ç 	Table 2 comprises hydrolytic data of a , 

representative of the nerve agents (VX), of some pesticides (Parathion, Disyston and 

DDVP) and of intermediates that might appear during hydrolysis. 	To motivate the 

presence of some of these intermediates it is to be remarked that in the acid hydrolysie 

of nerve'agents (equation 1) and Pesticides (equation 2) to I and II respectively, the 

II  
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11ydroty4tc hait-lia vntj.s u( euu. cuapvnd* r.I+ted to ;cos^h^nu-tonta(niny
nerve si•nt. and p..licid.e at pM ]

co&pound
ayat.o.tic

or
hy,lraty-

t^^p. (
h)

r.t.
trtvi.l n.w CJ

I C2HS0\ 0 V1 I]0 0.26' -
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01
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hydrolysis of the intermediately formed alkyl hydrogen methylphosphonate (IV) and dialkyl

hydrogen phosphate ("I) is the rate determiiiing step. Theref^re hydrolytic data on

these compounds are included.

The rates of hydrolysis of phosphates and phosphonates are known to be

pH-dependent. The hydrolysis of alkyl dihydrogen phosphates9)generally shows a maximum

rate at pH 4; the hydrolysis rates of dialkyl hydrogen phosphate^l0) and phosphonate^l1)

rise progressively when lowering the pH-value. Thiophosphate(d12)show a maximum rate at

pH 3. As a compromise and for practical reasons a pH 3 was selected for all hydrolysis

experiments: acidic solutions below pH 3 may affect the performances (e.g. -the capacity)

of the anion-exchange column in the second step of the procedure (section 2.3).

A temperature of 130°C was selected to obtain measurable rates of hydrolysis in a

four-days period.

From Table 2 it may be concluded that nerve agents, pesticides and their

decomposition products hydrolyse to I and II respectively in a reasonable period of time

at pH 3 and 130°C. In the ultimate procedure the temperature was increased to 160°C to

obtain a complete hydrolysis of orga.nophosphorus esters in 24 hours.

2.3. Isolation and concentration

After the hydrclysis the water samples of the Rhine and the Meuse river are passed

through glass-fibre papers to remove solid particles (silt) preceding the use of the

anion-exchange column. In this way the resin could be reused by means of a
^«

regeneration process-J and a possible disturbance of the sample flow through the column

was excluded. The adsorption of Z onto the solid particles in the river samples is

negligible as was determined by means of 32P-labelled I. After filtration through

the filter paper ng quantities of I were recovered_quantitatively in the eluate.

A strong anion-exchange resin [type O--N(CIi3)3±' ] is used to adsorb the methyl-

phosphonate anion from the hydrolysed water samples. A simultaneous adsorption of

other anions occurs e.g. chloride, sulphate and phosphate, which are generally present

in excess when compared with the amount of compound I. The bicarbonate ion and other

anions or weak acids are not adsorbed. A 2-3 fold excess in adsorption capacity of

the anion-exchange column is used which is based on the average amount (3-5 meq.) of

anions present in 0.5 litre of Rhine water in addition to the methylphosphonate ion and

the added amount (about 3 meq.) of hydrochloric acid used to adjust the pli to 3. The

first experiments were carried out with the commercially available anion-exchange resin

J -According to BIO-RAD: (step 1) resin-C1"^ + P1a0H y resin-OH` ;(step 2)

resin-OH . + formic acid -i resin-formate

I
I
1 1

I
I
I
I

I .

I
I
I
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ber1ite IRA-400 in the chloride (01' -  )  fort. 	On a column packed with this resin a 
,Uantity of 0.1 meq. of the methylphosphonate anion proved to be adsorbed incompletely 

from one litre of the water sample. 	50-60 per cent of the added amount of I was . nat 

retained on the column. A quantitative adsorption of I was obtained when the resin was 

converted into the formate (HCOO -') form. 	Afterwards a commercially'available resin, 

type BIO-RAD AG 1-X8 HCOO'—'was used. By  mens of a breakthrough chromatogram using a 
0.5 litre sample containing 315 mg of chloride or 1200 mg of sulphate and 225 	of 
32
P-labelled I it was found that during the isolation I moved as a narrow band on the 

column in front of the chloride and the sulphate ions. 	Compound I eluted from the 

column only when the anion-content in the water sample surpassed the anion-exchange 

capacity of the column. 	. 

After the passage of the water sample the resin is washed with methanol to remove 

the interstitial water together with some neutral and basic compounds present in the 

original water sample. 	It is important that the hydrochloric acid-methanol solution,• 

which is then used to .elute the methylphosphonate anion, is dry because the subsequent 

evaporation of this solution in the presence of water g ives  rise to considerable losses 
of compound I. 

/‘. recovery of compound I amounting to 75-100 per cent was found after evaporation 
32 s was checked by experiments with ,P-labelled I. 

Dei:ivatization  

Compound I itself cannot be gas chromatographed but has to be converted into a 

volatile derivative tb achieve a:sensitive g ai  chromatographic detection and separation. 

The compound was transformed into dimethyl methylphosphonate using diazomethanè in 

diethyl ether solutior(7 ? The yield of the esterification was  nearly quantitative 

(95 per cent) as determined by 'gas chromatograph (Chapter 3). . 	Other aClds su'ch  as  

phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid are methylated simultaneously. 	These acids may be 

pre-âëht - in the ion-exchange column eluate coming from the original ater sample and 

trapped on the resin together with compound I. 

2.5. Claanun  

This part of the complete verification procedure was introduced to obtain a proper 

as  chromatographic analysis of . dimethyl methylphosphonate as outlined in section 2.6. 

Ether as well as methcnol are removed  frets the sterified sample (sectton 2.4) by 

means of boiline under reflux in r,  Vireux  column until a residual volume of 3-4  ml 

persiste. 	This conoentration step was checked by;mpans of . a number of experiments w-ith 

mixtures containing 10 ml of benzene, 10 ml of ether, 1 ml of Methanol and 3:,g of 

imethyl methylphosphonate. 	A recovery of 90-100  per cent of the phosphonate was found 

_es determined by cas chromatographic analysis. 



CH
3  
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n.0
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Table 3 

Resolution and retention times relative to dimethyl methylphosphonatel/  
of a number of methylphosnhonates  and phosphates  

(RO) 2
P(0)CH 	

i 	relative 
R = 	 retention 

(R0) 3P(0) 

R = 
relative 
retention 

resolution 

CH3 
C
2
H
5 

n.0
3
H
7  

1.00 

1.29 

2.57 

i.0
3
H
7  1 .0 

** 

2. 1  

4. 0 

 4.1 

2.9 

1.33 

2.07 

5.53 

1.58 
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The procedure according to reference 16 using a small silica gel column removes 

the majority of trimethyl phosphate and dimethyl sulphate from he methylated sample 

solution. Details of the gas chromatographic interferences of dimethyl sulphate are 

given in section 4. 	The silica gel column is successively eluted with benzene, ethyl 

acetate, and methanol. 	It was found that the benzene fraction contains mainly dimethyl 

sulphate, the ethyl acetate fraction trimethyl phosphate and the first ml of the methanol 

fraction about 80 per cent of the added amount of dimethyl methylphosphonate. 

2.6. Gas chromatographic analysis  

For the separation of dimethyl methylphosphonate and trimethyl phosphate the 

performances (e.g. resolution and peak symmetry) of a number of different stationary 

phases such as SE-30, QF-1, PFAP, OV-225, DEGS and Triton X-505 weraevaluated. 	Triton 

X-505 turned out to be the best: 

The optimum column temperature was found to be 140-150°C. Due to an increased 

column bleeding at higher temperatures the column-life decreased considerably whereas 

an increase in detector noise . and detector contamination occurred. 

Besides the use of diazomethane for the esterification of methylphosphonic acid 

and phosphoric acid it is possible to use other diazoalkanes. The resolution ,of the 

resulting trialkyl phosphates and dialkyl methylphosphonates may be expressed by: 

tr(trialkyl phosphate)-t r
(dialkyl methylphosphonate) 

R  =2 
s 	- y (trialkyl phosphate)+y(dialkyl methylphosphonate) 

where R
s 

stands for the resolution, t r for tit ,  retention time and y for the peak width 

àt the base. 	The results together . with the retention time relative to dimethyl 

methylphosphonate are given in Table 3. 

/ 	time is 200 sec, column temperature 14(1°C, for further gas 
chromatographic conditions s:2e Chapter 3. 

Tailing peak. 

(3) 
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From the results given in Table 3 it might be concluded that it is advisable to

,repare either the ethyl or the n.propyl esters instead of tha methyl esters.

Nevertheless the use of the methyl esters is to be preferred for the following reasons:

(a) Dimethyl methylphosphonate is detected at least two times'more sensitive

than diethyl methylphosphonate and dipropyl methylphosphonate.

(b) When using the ethyl esters or n. propyl esters the analysis time will be

increased two or four times respectively in comparison with that needed for

the methyl esters.

(c) Methanol is used as a main component of the eluent system to.desorb

methylphosphonic acid from the anion-exchange column. In that case the

use of diazomethane(17)is recommended.

Owing to its specificity for organophosphorus 'compounds the thermionic detector

was the detector of choice. The mean lowest detectable amount of dimethyl

methyiphosphonate proved to be 0.23 ng (range 0.15-0.30 ng). The maximum injection

volume was found to be 5;j1. More solvent volume caused an extinction of the

detector flame.

Dimethyl methylphoephonate can be identified by means of its retention index

according to KovàJ18. The index amounts to 1427 when determined at 170°C on

Triton-X-305 as'a stationary phase. Under these conditions trimethyl phosphate, which

dill be detected as well, has a retention index of 1483.

To prove unambiguously that the peak ascribed to dimethyl methylphocnhonate is not

due to the presence of a non-phosphorus compound in relatively high concentrlticr_, the

thezmionic detector was used in combination with a flame ionization detector. In case ol

a non-phosphorus compound ^he last mentioned detector will give a relatively high pressur.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE VERII'ICATION PROCEDURE

From the results outlined in the preceding Chapter the following method was

selected to verify the presence of nerve agents or their decomposition products in

waste water.

Hydrolysis: The hydrolysis is carried out in sealed 750 ml Carius tubes containing

500 ml water samples adjusted to pH 3 using 0.5 N hydrochloric acid. The tubes are

heated in an oil-bath at 160°C during 24 hours.

II
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vol. 100 ml

Figure 1. Pear-shaped flask to concentrate the column eluate.
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r_isolation  and concentration: After filtration through glass-fibre paper (Whatman, GF/A). 

le hydrolyzed sample is passed through an anion-exchange column (length 20 cm, Ld. llmm) 

packed with AG 1-X8 (formate form, BIO-RAD) at a flow rate of 1-2 ml/min. 	After the 

• passage . ef the sample the exchange column is washed with 30 ml of methanol. 	Methyl- 

poaphonic acid and other acids adsorbed on the resin are eluted at a flow rate of 

0.5-1 ml/min with 20 ml of acidified (with gaseous hydrochloric acid up to 3N) methanol. 

The cluate, collected in a pear-sheped flask (Fig. 1), is concentrated to a volume of less 

than 1 mlly evaporation in a water-bath maintained at 50°C, using a geritle stream of air. 
Derivation 	A solution of diazomethane, generated from U-methyl-N-nitrosO-p-toluene- 

sulphonamide and potassium hydroxide (7) , in ether is added to the residue of the eluate 

•ntil a yellow colour persists. . •The mixture is allowed to stand for 15-20 minutes. 

rhe excess of diazomethane is removed by meane of a few droplets of acetic acid. 

Clean-up procedure: After the addition of 10 ml of benzene the methylated solution is 

concentrated by boiling under reflux using a Vigreux column (length 19 cm, i.d. 11 mm) 

until a residual volume of 3-4 ml. 	To prevent bumping of the boiling liquid use is 
made of a device consisting of a glass bar bent in a U-form (7) . 	During boiling the 

Pear-shaped part of the reaction flask (Fig. 1) is immersed in an oil-bath, which is 

gentlY heated from room temperature up. to 160°C in the course of 45 minutes. 
Silica gel, after pretreatment by heating for 46 hours at 135°C, is partially 

ç, ss  :eactivated by shaking with 3 per cent (w/w) distilled water. 	After four hours the gel 

is ready for use. 	To a column (length 19 cm, i.d. 8 mm) plugged with glass wool 1 g of 
the silica gel is add'1, followed by 2 g of a hydrous sodium suhate (16) . 	The column 

.is pre•ashed with 10 ml of hexane. The sample solution is transferred to the silica 

gel column which is successively rinsed vith 16 ml of benzene, 24 ml of ethyl acetate 

and 6 ml of methanol at a flow rate of 0.2-0.4 ml/min. The eluates of benzene, ethyl 
acetate and the initial 1 ml of methanol are collected separately. 	The methanol 

fraction is set aside for further use. 

Cas  cb7cmatography:  The gas chromatographic analyses are carried out on a• Becker gas 

chrcmatograph, type 409, equipped with a thermionic detector (TID), tybe 712. 	The 

coiled glass column (length 2 m, i.d. 1.5 mm) is packed with Chromosorb W-AW/DMCS 80-100 

mesh coated with Triton X-305 (25 per cent w/w) after sieving in the particle range 

from 149-177 um. 	The column, injector and detector nre maintained  nt  150, 200 and 

200°C respectively. 	Cas flow rates are 40 ml/min for nitrogen, 65 ml/min for hydrogen 

cnd 250 ml/Mdn for air. 	Because of the use of a splitter at the end of the.column. . 

[ratio (3:1)] only 20 ml of nitrogen pro minute reached the TID detector. 	The remaining 

'ar.is led to a flame ionization detector. 	Maximum sample volumes of 5 ul-can be 

_njected. 	Reference samples of comparable concentration ore used for quantitative • 

asurements. 
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G. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION

Once developed Vie complete verificatior procedure was che-ked by adding varying

quantities (0.1 }ig -. 1 mg) of VX to 1 litre of d,-m.ineralized wat,^_r and Rhine river water.

Based on dimethyl methylphosphonate a mean r^covery of 73 11 per cent was obtained

in demineralized water. The clean-up part of the procedure was omitted in this case.

Considerable concentrations of phosnhoric acid (apnroximatel;r 0.2 mg/litre) were found

which were detected as trimethyl phosphate by gas chromatogrophy. Phosphoric acid is

probably released from the wall of the glasswarc during hydrolysis.

Szmples obtained after the addition of a relatively high quantity (1 mg). of VX to

1 litre of Rhine river water were analysed similarly. A clean-up of the sample before

the gas chromatographic analysis proved to be unnecessary because no interfering

substances were present at that concentration level and the comparable amounts of

dimethyl methylphosphonate• and trimethyl phosphate could be sufficiently separated by-

gas chromatography. Based on dimethyl methylphosphonate a recovery of 78 10% (n=6)

was obtained.

In the analytical procedure carried out with small quantities of VX (0.1-1 ug)

added to 1 litre of•Rhine river water the clean-up method had to be introduced because of

interferences in the gas chromatographic analysis. First of all separation of small'

amounts of dimethyl methylphosphonate from a 1000 fold excess of trimethyl phosphate

proved to be insufficient because of overlapping of the peaks. Moreover dimethyl

sulphate interfered seriously in the detection of dimethyl methylphosphonate. Depending

on the hydrogen flow the thermionic detector gave negative or positive peaks for dimethyl

sulphate which influenced the response of dimethyl methyJphosphonate, because of peak

overlap. Dimethyl sulphate was identified by the combination of gas chromatography and

mass spectrometry (type JEOL•JMS-01-SG). It is most probably formed by methylation of

sulphuric acid present in the Rhine river samples (concentration level of sulphate

= 80 mg/litre). The interferences of excess trimethyl phosphate and dimethyl sulphate

could be overcome when using a clean-up of the methylated sample before the gas -

chromatographic analysis. In this way it proved to be possible to analyse concentra ti6ns

of VX added to Rhine river water samples down to 250 ng/litre. Based on dimethyl

methylph6sphonate a recovery of 80-90 per cent was found in Rhine river samples taken

25 August 1975•

These recoveries were corrected for an amount of dimethyl methylphosphonate

( 0.7-0.8 )ag/litre) detected in the same Rhine river samples to which no VX was added.

The identity of •this.compound was approved by mass fragmentogra.phy on a Finnigan

quadrupole gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer, type 3100-003D. The peak was scanned a

three characteristic m/e values: 79, 94 and 109 uhich correspond with (CH30)P(0)H(I,

(CH 0)P(0)R(CH3) ).and ( CHi)2P(0) The peak intensity ratio was 6:4.4:1 which
3
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II #.7,-equa1s the result obtained with a reference sample of dimethyl methylphosphonate.pwing . 

(

J the small amount the intensity of the molecular ion was too small for scanning. 

1 
II 
II 

II 
II 

IL 
II 

Later . on the same compound was detected in the Rhine river samples of 3 Wrch 1976 

(conc. 760 ng/litre) and in the Meuse river sample of 23 F bruary 1976 (180 ng/litre). . 

Obvioimly one or more emission sources in or at both rivers give rise to the presence 

of a compound containing a PCH
3 
group in the molecule. 	Literature gives no indication 

that such compounds occur in nature. 	It is known that a number of insecticides 

containing a P-C bond are commercially availab.le e.g. Dyfonate (ethyl S-phenyl 

ethylphosphonodithioate). As a result of the described analytical procedure dimethyl 

ethylphosphonate will result. According to its retention index (1468) this compound 

will not interfere in the gas chromatographic analysis of dimethyl methylphosphonate 

(retention index 1427, see section 2.6). 	However, Mécarphon (5) to our knowledge the 

only commercially available pesticide containing a PCH
3 
group will give rise to dimethyl 

methylphosphonate on application of the amllytical procedure and will thus interfere in 

the verification process. 

As stated in section 2.6 the mean lowest amount of dimethyl methylphosphonate 

detectable by gas chromatography (section 2.6) is 0.23 ng of dimethyl methylphosphonate 

or 250 ng of VX per litre of Water, being corrected for 3. mean recovery of 80 per cent 

•nd an original water sample volume of 0.5 litre, which w as  concentrated to a volume of 

ml. 	This means that if a plant carries off at least 5 kg of VX or an equivalent 

quanti-ty of its decomposition products or starting materials in 24 hours into a river 
/ with a flow of 250 m 3/sec it will be dotectee 	A survey of ad ,. , anced waste treatment 

technology has revealed.that carbon adsorption processes would be capable of reducing 

a concentration of 1 mg/litre_of phosphorus containing insecticides in a waste stream 
(4) to less than 1 ug/litre 	This concentration lies well above the detection limit of 

thé procedure described. 

As to the possible presence of pm 3 _containing compounds may also . be  due to a 

naturalor industrial background a reference sample  upstream of the chemical production 

plant has - to be analysed in addition to a downstream sample. 

5. FUTURE WORK 	 • 

Further research is needed to get  acquainted with the natural or industrial 

occurrence  of compounds which will deliver dimethyl mothylphosphonate after application 

of the described procedure. 

Experiments will be carried out .to investigate the applicability of the procedure in 

case of binary nerve agent systems in which thn nerve agent is formnd by mixing two 

.Dmpounds during the delivery of the projectil to its taret. 

II  
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WORKING PAPER CONCERNING THE VERIFICATION OF THE PRESENCE OF NERVE AGENTS,
THEIR DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS OR STAItTING MATERIALS DOWNSTREAM OF CHEMICAL

PRODUCTION PL1NTS

INTRODUCTION

In 1977 the Netherlands tabled a. document (CCD/533 dated 22 April 1977, now

reissued as document CD/306) describing a. relatively non-intrusive method to

determine the presence of nerve agents, their decomposition products or starting

materials downstream of chemica,l production plants. The ra.tionale behind this

method is that most.of.the super-toxic nerve agents conta.in a. phosphorusmethyl (P Mo)

bond which is very stable towards chemical rea.ctions and can be used a.s a. kind of

"f ingerprint" .

In the last paragraph of the aforementioned document two subjects for'further

studies were announced, viz. an investigation into the applicability of the method

with regard to precursors for binary nerve agents and a.study into the background

of P-Me compounds present in severa.l types of water. This document addresses both

problems.

A part of this work has been reported in references 1-4.

THE METHOD

Since the appearance of CCD/533 the verification procedure has been slightly

modified. Details of this modifica.tion are given in Annex I.

BINARY NERVE 1.GENTS

As has been mentioned above, the P -Me bond occurring in the most toxic nerve

agents is chemically very stable. It is also relatively difficult to produce.

Thus it is highly improbable that this chemica.l bond is formed during the short

period in which the chemical precursors are in contact with each other in a. binary

(a multicomponent for that matter) weapon. So one has to assume that one of the

precursors does already contain the P -Me bond and as a. consequence will be liable

to the fingerprinting method. Two types of P-Me precursors can be distinguished.

The first type is represented by methylphosphonic difluoride (I) which has been

GE.e2-65589
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mentioned as. a precursor for the., production .of the so7called G-agents 	This  

compound is very reactive and hydrolyses in water very rapidly while forming 

methylphosphonic acid. 	Consequently the verification procedure can be applied 

without any change. 

In case of the'so-called.V-agents, methylphosphonites may be used as precursors. 

A representative of these compounds is ethyl diisopropylaminoethyl methylphosphonite, 

better known by its code name QL (III), which is a precursor of the nerve 

agent yx (Iv) (5), 	In water . QL decomposes completely and very rapidly into 

methylphosphinic acid (V). Dy using the : verification procedure only a small amount of 

methylphosphonic acid (VI) is formed. 	On methylation with diazomethane the 

aforementioned compounds  are  converted into methyl hydrogen methylphosphinate (VII) and 

dimethyl methYlphosphonate (VIII) respectively. Application of the clean-up procedure - 

a necessity for the proper analysis of the phosphonate was not very satisfactory as 

the phosphinate eluted only partially. However, by means of gas chromatographic 

analysis carried out before the clean-up procedure the phosphinate was identified 

on basis.  of its retention index. e  

In conclusion  it may be stated that binary precursors like QL are detected by 

means of the verification procedure and moreover may be distinguished from other 

compounds originating frem nerve agents and starting materials. 

I 	CH
3
P(0)F

2
'V 	CH

3 
 P(0)H(OH) 

	

• 	• 	 . 	•  
II ..(110)CHP(0)Ii. 	 VI 	.

3
P(0)(011)

2 
III = (C 2

H
5
0)CH3  POCH 2  CH2 N(iC 3H7 ) 2 	 VII = CH'P(0)H(OCH

3
),  

Iv  -. CC 2H5
0)CH3P(0)SCH CH N(iC,H ) 	 VIII = CH P(0)(OCH3 )

2 2 	2 	. 	7.2 	 . 	3 
ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND LEVELS OP COMPOUNDS CONTAINING THE P-ME BOND 

A search was carried out to get acquainted with the occurrence of P-Me Containing 

compounds in water from'natural or induStrial origin as these will also give rise to 

dimethyl methylphosphonate on application of the verification procedure. 	The 

concentration of P-Me containing compounds was determined in several surface waters 

sampled in a. number of countries in Europe and North-America. (2,3). 	According to the 

grades of pollution as indicated by the sampling authorities the water samples were 

divided into four distinct groups. The results are summarized in Table 1. 	The 

Mean Values of the dimethyl methylphosphonate coneentration of the different groups 

increase in accordance with their grade of pollution. 	This suggests that the 

background of P-Me containing pompounds is due to industrial sources. 
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Table I: The concentration of P-Me containing compounds (determined as
dimethyl methylphosphona.te) of the surface water samples arranged

in accordance with the different pollution grades

I Classification d.ir.iethyl met::ylpnosphona.te
conc. (}ig/l)*

t
I

1
II

very clean

clean

industrially polluted

wastc water

0.2

0.5

13

mean value

-= nothing or bèlow detection limit of 0.14 }4V1

The commercially available P-Me containing flame retardants (3) or thé

corresponding starting materials and decompôsition products will give rise to

dimethyl methylphosphonate on application of the verification procedure. Another

source for the background may be methylphospholane dichloride (CH3PC12) which.is

commeroially available and is a starting material for many other products (3). Many

of these products will be hydrolysed to methylphosphinic acid [CH3PH(0)(OH)] which is

usceptible to oxidation and will be detected as dimethyl methylphosphonate by moans

I ^_bf the vj fi t' th d Th

II
e
1
a
.1
II

er_ ca ion mc o. ese commercially available, industrially produced P-Me

containing compounds may be sources of the background a.s mentioned in Table I.

What are the consequences of these background values of P-Me containing compounds

for the applicabili.t.y 'of verification methc:;^^ ?

For economic, environmental and security reasons it is rea.sonable to exnect that.

the amount of nerve agents or their decomposition products in the discharge will not

exceod 0.01 per mil of the agents produced (4). This means that a nerve agent

production facility designed to produce 12 tons per day, as mentioned in a publication

of the United States llxms Control and Disarnament i:.;;ency (ô), may carry off 120 of ?.

nerve agent (or more probably an equivalcnt a:.ciant of its decomposition ,.)rod-..tcts) per

(1ay into a waste stream with a flow rate of 7 litre soc -1 (q.); this results in a.

concentration of about 200,u--; litre 1, which far exceeds the detection limit of the

verification procedure (0.14 }ifi litro -1). Ultimately, the waste stream may flow

into a river. In the case of a river flow below 2000 m3 soc -1 the concentration of

the nerve agent (or the P->>Ie containing decomposition compounds) ori^inating from the

rasta stream will be above the detection limit within a few hundred meters do^,mstream

^ the waste outlet (4). To establish if a certain plant carries off compounds
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containing the P-Me linkage andto correct for a background of these compounds it is

necessary to compare a.downstream sample with an upstream sample. The size of-both

samples must- be such- that a, specified differenc.e in terms• of standard devia,tion will

be found statistically significant according to the t-test with a. chosen level of

significance in a specified percentage of cases. With. a. -level- of si,-nificance of 0.05,

a difference of two standard deviations will be found with a probability of 0.95 if

both sample sizes are chosen to be seven or more In our measurements we found

that the standard devia.tion was about 12 per cent of the determined value-.

Consequently with a. background of 0.5,ug litre -1 (the mean value of industria.lly
.... . . . ...

polluted surface waters, see Table I^ a. downstream concentration originating from the

waste stream of 0.12Jig litre -1 would be detected. ^^s this concentration is

comparable with the detection limit of 0.1<<}za it may be concluded that the

above-mentioned background does not affect the maximum distance of a few hundred meters

downstream where samples could be taken.

I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I

.FUTURE WORK

The P-Me verification procedure is sensitive even in heavily polluted wa.ter. It

gives a.simple yes or no.answer to the question of whether compounds related to

chemical warfare nerve gases containing the P-Me linkage are presént or not.

Nevertheless the methods lacks specifity. The intact P-Me containing chemical

warfare agents or their decomposition products are all transformed into the same

compound: dimethyl methylphosphona.te. Experiments are now started to concentrate '

trace amounts of chemical warefare agents from water using adsorption tubes packed

with the porous polymers :v'iD or TEN11X as adsorbent. After a, thorough remova.l of the

water adhered onto the adsorption material the isolated chemical warfare agent will

be desorbed thermally from the tubes and analysed on-line in a qualitative and

quantitative way by capillary gas chromatography combined with a phosnhorus-speçific

detector or a. mass spectrometer. It may be expected that relatively high volumes of

water samples can be handled, thus ensuring high sensitivity. This will be necessary

because generally, after a natural or manua.l-induced decomposition or after adsorption

processes only trace amounts of the original, intact chemical warfare agents will be

present in the wa.ter samples.

I
1

I
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ANNEX 

In this annex a summary of the verification procedure is given including - the 

' modification. 

The water samples are hydrolysed at pH 3 dûring 24 hours. The resulting acids 

' are concentrated on an ion—exchanger and after elution converted into methyl esters by 

means of diazomethane. Methyl hydrogen methylphosphinate [CH
3
P(0)H(OCH

3
)] and 

dimethyl methylphosphonate [CH7P(0)(00H3
)
2
] are analysed by gas dilromatography on a. 

wide—bore capillary column coated with Carbowax 20 M. 	The analysis of these 

compounds is performed respectively before and after the application of the 

silica gel clean—up column. 	The Kovats retention indices are 1645 and 1659 

respectively at 11000 . 	The  detection was carried  out  by a. thermionic, 

phosphorua—specific detector. Further details are given in ref. 1-4. 
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Introduction

This document supersedes and elaborates upon the set of questions -put fon-tard
by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany in the meeting of the Ld. Hoc
llorlcing Group on Chemical lleapons of 22 July 1932 (doc. CD/CGT/CFtI'.63) and is
submitted with a view to facilitate the clarification which the delegation of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Pepublics.undertook to submit in due course.
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I .  

Preliminarestions concerning CD/294 submitted by the  Soviet Union . • 
' Bas i c  Provisions of a Convention on the Prohibition of the Develonment,' 
Production and Stockigling of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction". 

Non-stationing (I) 

(1) Why is a specific provision for 'non-stationing" provided? To what period 
.after entry into force of the Convention would this provision apply? Eow is it 
envisioned that this provision would be verified? 

Promotion  of development goals (I) 

(2) What precise activities (examples) are understood by "international 
co-operation in the field of peaceful chemical activities"? 

Declarations Of harmful chemicals (II.7) 

(3) How could declaration of harmful chemicals be realized without interfering 
with the operation of a large section of the commercial chemical and pharmaceutical 
industry? 

(II.8) 

(4) What substances (examples) are envisaged to be included in the list suggested 
in paragraph 0? 

General Provisions on Verification.(III) 

(5) What specific procedures are referred to in the phrase "international measures 
of verification shall be carried out through international procedures within the 
framework of the United Nations"? 

CConsultative Committee, paragraph 2) 

(6) How is it to be decided when convening -the Consultative Committee is 
"necessary"? 

Fact -findingjprocedure relating  to comsliance with  the Convention.  On-site 
inspection ,.; 

(7) (paragraph 1) What information is the State which receives a reeuest 
obligated to provide? 

(8) (paragraph 2) What procedure applies after a challenged. S tete  Party refuses 
a request for an on-site inspection? Who will decide whether erplanations are 
"appropriate and sufficiently convincing"? 

(9) (paragraPh 2 bis) Under this approach is it necessary to have suspicion 
of a violation ber67ë submitting any request for an on-site visit in connection 
with a notification concerning the destruction and dismantling of a chemical 
weapons production facility? 
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(10) (Fact-finding procedure, etc., paragTaphs D and. 4) Would. international 
on-site inspection•be agreed in advance in the 'Convention? T rhat  does the 
word 'possibility' refer? 

(11) Would the international on-site inspections referred to in parac:rapho 3 and 4 
be conducted  un or the aegis of the Consultative Committee? 

• 
(12) (paragrre 3) In its working paper of 3 iuist  1577 (CCD/539) the Soviet Union 
state s.  that verification of the destruction of MI stockpiles serves the following 

\ main purposes .  

"To establish 

(a) the fact of the destruction of on agent of a certain type, 

(b) the quantity of the agent destroyed, and 

(c) the quality of this agent, 

and •to produce appropriately documented results of the verification". 

Are the 'systematic international on-site inspections' pronosed by the 
Soviet Union designed to achieve these goals? 

(13) What ip meant in this connection by an "agreed quota"? •What does the cuota 
refer to (number of stockpiles, amount of weapons, total number of visits, total 
number of man-days, number of visits per site, etc.)? Hou io the quota to be 
agreed. upon? (In the Consultative Committee?) ". 

(14.) On what principle would the quota be based? 
• 

(15)If question (12) were, in principle, to bc answered in the affirmative: 	• 

Uould this require a detailpd account of the  Teapons, stockpiles and 
production  facilities within the framework. of the deciaration - to be provided 
according. to II, 1 and 5? . 

(16)Do the "international on-site inspections include the possibility of 
near-site use or -;och.rric. ,,IL means of verification of the destruction process of • 
chemical weapon ntockpiles? 	 . 

(17)Why are "systematic international on-site inspections" requested only for 
the destruction of stockpiles, but -.1.6t for "the destruction and dismontling of 
facilities'? Is there a difference betwoen 'destruction" and "dismantline of 
production facilities? 

(1C) As the destruction of production facilities is tO be comoleted only 10 years 
after the State concerned becomes a Party to the CW convention (3ce I item 7 

... of fo,cilities") . Mow is non-production to be verified in the 
meantime in production facilities uhich have been mothballed or in which  OU  
stockpiles are being destroyed? 
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(19)Under naragraph 4, why is the word "systematic" not used? In other word2, 
what is the difference between "systematic international on-site inspection' 
(paragraph 3) and 'international on-site inspection" .  (paragraph 4)? 

(20)Do we understand the provision in paragraph 4 correctly as intending to 
guarantee that the manimum amount of supertomic agents permitted (1 t) is not 
surpassed? What is meant in this connection by "quota'? How is it to be 
ascertained that the upper limit is not em..ceeded? 

(21) If the interpretation given in question (20) above in correct 

How is international verification of the permitted quantities to be ensured 
if international on-site inspections are limited to special production 
facilities which may produce permitted quantitites of supertonic agents, 
while verification through international on-site inspections of the production 
of other chemical plants producing precursors for supertomic substances can 
only talze place if the State concerned agrees? 

I. 
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Working Paper on verification of a Chemical Weapons Convention -
sampling and analysis of chemical warfare agents under winter
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Background

In connection with the Norwegian participation in the ad hoc Working Group

on Chemical Weapons and as a Norwegian contribution to the work of this group, a

research programme, sponsored by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs was

initiated in 1981 on the sampling and identification of chëmical warfare agents

under winter conditioris.

A primary objective of the research programme was to focus on some of the

verification problems the Consultative Committee will have to solve. Methods for

verification of the convention, including methods for sampling and analysis should

be outlined preferably before the Convention enters into force. This would better

enable the Committee to take immediate action on an investigation of an alleged

breach of the convention.

Unless chemical weapons are used on a massive scale, definitive evidence

will prove difficult to obtain due to the large number of different agents which

may be selected and because military objectives may be achieved with limited

amounts of agents. Further, many compounds may be highly volatile or be rapidly

degraded, leaving only trace amounts at the sitc..

The procedures selected for sampling and analysis of residual amounts of

chemical agents, must take into considaration climatic conditions and the terrain

of the contaminated area. Because of Norway's geographical location and

meteorological conditions, the programme was concentrated on sampling and

identification of chemical warfare agents used under winter conditions, i.e. snow

or ice-covered ground at subzero temperature.

1/ A limited distribution of a research report on sampling and analysis of

chemical warfare agents under winter conditions, in English only, has been annexed

to this document. Furth^r copies can be obtained from the secretariat of the
CommitteE; on Disarmament.

GE.II2-65665
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ThEse conditions are found in a large part of the: world for more than

four months of the year. Particular attention has been paid to carrying out the

experiments under field conditions, and as far as possible to avoid the artificial

conditions of a laboratory set up. The investigation has been baaed on a scenario

in which chemical agents, nerve or mustard 1gent.3,,, have been used at .low level.. . .
. , ... . ...

(0,25 gm/m") against unprotoçtéd .^r.oops and civilians.. The programnie is aimed

at outlining procedures to be used by an international group of exp(-,rts uihich

^arrives at the scene for taking samples between one day and four weeks aftér an

allegad attack, and éxamining the pôssibility they have for making a fïrm

conclusion.

Results of the re:^^*ear'ch p'rog'ramme

The anâlytical methods used and the results of'thé research programme' are

explained in the annex to this working paper. In summary, the ëxpërimentshâvO
, ., . .

shown that if a chemicâl âtt«ck with nerve agéntsor mustârd occùrs undér winter

conditions, the âmount of agent presënt'will rap'idTy `decréése'^^ith tïmc: 1d'épënding

on the wéathcr conditiôns. 'Par't of the 'agent i•rill be 1-os' byevnporatiôn'from

the ground and part by decomposition in contact with'snôw. The 'dôiuïndtirig

meterôiogical factôr' ^ûnder wiriterconditions detérmininf; the" rate of lôss of ngcnt

is the wind speed. The loss of a nerve agent, like yarin, at loeï'windspeed such
. , . , . , , . . ,,

as in a'fôrest (1-2 rnPtres per second) will be three timés less ttizn the loss. at

high wind spe;ed (10 metres per second ) ofton found in an open ârëa.' Another, but

less important factor is the temperature. It was a surprise to learn that the
. . •,

decomposition Qf an agent in snow is much faster than in water. 'The decomposition

of an agent like sarin will be five times faster at .-1°C than at -10°C and

20 times faste;r at".-1°C than at '--20°C.

The possibility of drawing firm conclusions regarding'identity of an agent

is therefore highly dependent upon the time factor and the weather condition in

the area. Pr3cticâl field experiments showed that identification can be msdebÿ

analysisof snôw samples taken as long as two weeks after the attack, in some

cases even more than four weeks after the attack. Identification of'nerve agent

such as Vx and soman can be achieved over a much longer period after an attack

than for sarin and tabun. The verification of mustard under winter conditions is

highly depéndent on'ibs original purity and whether it*is mixed with other chemical

agents.

I
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Particular attention has.been paid to sampiing:procedures. Experiments

showed.,that some agents are, rapidly lost from thç.enow, surface,. but. may be

recovered in deeper snow layers. None of the agents did,, however, penetrate.

deep into the snow.,.even.after a long,time.. Samples should;theref.ore.be collected

from the top 10 cm layer,below.the original snow surface. Newly fallen snow

covering the ground after an attack will preyent,evaporation and.increase.the,

length of time chemical warfare agents may be,reliably,.,detected. ..

In a.real situation the time between sampling and analysis of an agent will:

be of importance. The agent is.s.tableafter extraction.into a dry organiç,solvent.

The agent will,,also be preserved.for a long period if.transported in•a..closed

vessel below -20°C. In both.;forms it.,is possible to store the.samples for.:more

than twoweeks.before-analysis. Other means of. preserving the .sample willdepend

upon the chemical and physical properties of the agent.and this..needs further

investigation. . :

Some of the decomposition products.of the chemical warfare agents may be

recovered.fr.om,the environment a long,time-,after the actual agents have disappeared.

Typical examples.are the hydrogen methyl.phosphonates whiçh are.derived from

nerve agent, .G-type. Dueto the physipal properties of these decomposition

produpts, identification of these compounds may,beextended for a,c.onsiderable ..:

length of.time,after an attack and thereby greatly enhance the chances for

positive verification. .

Concluding, remarks

The Chemical Weapons Convention must contain adequate verification provisions.

The verification measures should be two-fold, measures taken by states themselves

and international measures. These two types of verification complement each

other.

The Consultative Committee should be established at the entry into force of

the convention. It should be a permanent body for the.monitoring of the

implementation of and compliance with the provisions of the convention. All

State Parties to the convention should be represented in the Committee.

The Committee should be authorized to conduct on-site inspections, in order

to fulfil its responsibilities. For this reason, it must be able to draw on the

necessary technical expertise. The Consultative Committee should establish a

pool of well qualified international experts from which a multilateral team of

experts could be seleoted in each case.
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The; Ponsultative -Committee should:-also  as  soon as possible after- 	• 

establishment, adopt,comprehensive verification procedures. The prOcedureS'shOuld 

be flexiblgenough ,  totake,into  accourt any.newscientific'achieVementsin•this 

field,, The regularupdating , of the procedure should be:the'responSibility ::Of› 

the Consultative:Committee. :Zach:phase of , theYimplémentationof the Convention 

might require s:SeParateverification.procedure. 	' • 	- • • 

It is equally important thateach representatiVe to theCdensultative dâminittét:: 

has : the right through•the bhairmantô.request , from States Tarties - SüchinfOrmation 

and assistance•as,are necessary:for..effective•Verificatïon.• 

In. élaboratingthe-procedures , for on-site inspectiop-it fs.  necessary .  tà'take': 

into accOunt•the time •element.'llstheNorwegian-researchprogramMe shows, the'' 

possibiIity'tO determine-  the:presence oe , chemicarweapons detreaSes . rapidly,With' 

time, evenunder •winter;:conditions 

In the second phase of the Norwegian research programme which wil-rtakdPârt 

during the winter1985 i  problems , rélated• to-preparation- of SaMples in'the field, 

s,tOrageofsamples,until analyzed•byaninternationallyre'cogniZed làbOratory' Hand•' 

the behaviour ofother agents such ea.irritantsmillihVeStigated. 'Efforts 

will also,bedevoted to thepossibility of using•the 'decoMposition productsof 

chemicalagentsunder ! winter. conditions asadditional'evidence;for identificatiOn .  • 

since this,may-significantly » extendthepossibility:for - making firM'conchisions 
. 	. for a long period after an attack. 
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FOR A CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION
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I; , INTRODUCTION

CD/313
16 August 1982

Original: ENGLISH

1. The second United Nations Special:Session on Disarmament (UNSSOD II) succeeded
in reaffirming the.urgency of dealing effectively with the Chemical Weapons (CW)
problem and in recognizing the application of international verification -techniques
as the critical issue in CW,negotiations. Several potentially significant
-initiatives announcediduring the Special Session could serve to reinfôrce the
mandate of the CD in coming to grips with the issue.

2. First, the Soviet Union in its memorandum concerning curbing the arms race,.

urged intensification of "joint efforts by States.of the Committee on Disarmament to

draft an international convention on the prohibition and elimination of Chemical

Weapons". It recognized "international procedure.s including on-site verification on

an agreed basis" as an essential element of the verification process. Acceptance of

the principle of on-site inspectiôn after having "taken into account other States'

wishes", was assessed by Foreign Minister Gromyko as a basis for a breakthrough in

reaching an international agreement. This assessment has generally been accepted as

a positive approach to the development of an acceptable international verification

procedure in the negotiation of a CW convention.

3. The principle of on-site verification in'the context of a Chemical Weapons
Convention has been of particular concern to the Federal Republic of Germany. As
the only country to have renounced the production of chemical weapons and to have
accepted international controls including on-site inspection to this effect, the
Federal Republic of Germany has unique and valuable experience which it has shared

with the CD in a number of working papers. The invitation issued by
Chancellor Schmidt on 14 June during his address at UNSSOD II, to organize a
symposium on'the'sûbject in 1983 is therefore of special significance. Since the
establishment of the CW ad hoc working group extremely useful work under the
Chairmanships of Ambassadors Okawa, Lidgard and Sujka has been accomplished in the
technically demanding areas of toxicity.

4. There now appears to be a requirement to develop in more concrete -terms the
structure of a CW verification organization taking into consideration the verification
aspects of the proposals by the USSR on basic provisions of a convention as well as
the submission by the Federal Republic of Germany concerning principles and rules for
verifying compliance with a Chemical Weapons Convention, both of which were tabled
at UNSSOD II. The proposed organization in this paper has been developed using those
submissions as well as the working papers already available to the CD as background.

GE.82-65787
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II. BACKGROUND 

5. Between 1970 and 1978 there were a number of working papers submitted to the 
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (COD) proposing , rording for a draft 
convention on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of 
chemical weapons and on their  destruction. The  last of .these-(CCD/512) was submitted 
by the United Kingdom on 6 August 1976 and . contained  provisions  which seemed to 
summarize much of the thought expressed by delegations up to that time, particularly 
as it pertained to possible verification of such a convention. In 1979 and in 1980, 
the United States * and the Soviet Union tabled with the Committee. on Disarmament (CD) 
joint reports (CD/48 and CD/112) which helped to define-areas o'f.common agreement. 

• 
6. During  the 1980 and 1981 sessions of the CD, Canada.submitted working:papers 
(CD/113 and CD/167) which served to develop further : some : of thayerification.and 
control requirements for a chemical weapon treaty based on an:analysisof activities. 
CD/167 was seen as a very•useful guide outlining what . needed tO be Verified and 
possible minimum approaches which might.be made. : Subsequently the Netherlands in 
CD/203 developed some thoughts on certain aspects of possible  verification PrOcedures 
and the Chemical Weapons Working droup,in its'final report (CD/220) of 	 „ 
1981 session  summarized progress made in this area., 	. . , . 	, . 	 • 
7. These papers placed before  the CD a framework within which to consider  in .more 
concrete terms the structure of a verification organization.. In this regard 	- 
working papers of'. -the United Kingdom (CD/244) and the Federal Republic of Germany 
(CD/265) contribUted useful guidance on principles'and rules  for  verifying compliance 
with a chemical weapons convention. This Canadian working paper proposes an • 
organization which combines the national and international aspects of CW verification 
in a manner of application which:is fair, simple reciprocal and non-discriminatory in 
nature. 

III. VERIFICATION, SCOPE AND STRUCTURE 	* . 	, 

8. Each State party to the convention would be expected to Provide implementation 
within its territàry through a national iplementing authority in accordance with 
its constitutional processes. Implementation provisions and.suchnational involVement 
in verification  as  is required would be undertaken under international direction to 
ensure equitable implementation within all national territories . . The national 
authority would provide assistance to the internatiOnal committees and wàuld support .  
international verification measures in order to provide adequate assurance of 
compliance by and to all States. 

9. For the purpose of ensuring compliance with the provisions of the Convention by 
other States Parties, any State Party  would have the right to use national technical 
means of verification at its disposal.in  a manner consistent With generally 
recognized principles of international law. 

10. States Parties which possess national technical means of verification would 
in cases of necessity place the information which they obtained through those means 
and which is important for the purposes of the Convention, at the disposal of other 
Parties. 
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II.  Each State Party would undertake not to impede, including through the use of 
deliberate concealment measures, -  the national technical means of verirication of 
other States Parties. 

12. International measures of verification would be carried out through international 
procedures in a manner consistent with the United Nations Charter and through 
consultations and co—operation between States Parties as well as through the services 
of the International Consultative Committee of States Parties to the Convention. 

t3. To verify compliance with the terms of the convention dealing with the initial 
declaration and destruction of chemical stocks and production facilities and with 
the total and.general prohibition of development, production and stockpiling of such 
weapons three levels of responsibility comprising international and national elements 
would be required. Theàe elements would, of course, be considered complementary to 
each other. The structure would include all States parties to the convention and 
would be set up upon signing of the treaty in - order to commence operation upon the 
entry into force. The structure.referred to in this paragraph would consist of the 

 following three elements: 	. 

(a) International Consultative Committee 

:(b) international Verification Organization . _ 

(c) National Authorities. 

IV. INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATIVE COMMITTPR  

14. The International Consultative Committee of States Parties to the Convention 
(ICC) referred to in CD/220 as "the committee", would consist of representatives . 
from all States parties of the Convention. It would be expected.to  hold regular_ 
sessions at least once per year and be prepared to meet at the request of any 
State party with a view to considering matters connected with the implementation of 
this convention  on  verification of compliance with its provisions. 

15. Such a Committee would undertake to: 

(a) ensure compliance with the obligations undertaken by States parties to the 
convention by verifying -the execution of measures agreed upon and detailed 
in the convention and its annexes; 

(b) assist States in developing the details of agreed implementation and 
verification procedures; 

(c) report to the appropriate body of the United Nations to periodically 
inform it of the progress achieved in the implementation of the provisions 
of the convention and promptly notify it of any failure in compliance by 
States parties with their obligations under the convention; 
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(d) provide for the establishment of such advisory bodies as may be necessary
• for working out the details of further verification measures which will be

required as the programme of destruction of stocks and f:acil:i.ties. end of

the implementation of the other provisions (vis-à-vis chemical weapons

production, stockpiling and use) progresses;

(e) provide for other expert study groups as may be required to j,,;ive study to

the elaboration of the verification process as it applies to chemical

weapons and to unforeseen proble.ms;

(f) receive reports on the progress of the implementation of the programme
through approved information exchange and verif icâ.tion arrangements; and

(g) recruit staff for the Secretariat on an equitable international and
geographic basis.

16. The Consultative Cômmittee would he assisted by a small permanent secretariat
which would act on behalf of the Committee in the administration and. implementation;
of the verification processes. The secretariat would develop and maintain,a system,
available to the Committee and to States parties to the Cônv.ention,'whi.ch would
-document the destruction of declared stockpile and production facilities in the
initial phases and the assurances of non-development, production and stockpiling in
follow-on stages. The actual verification process, using a number of methods
including periodic on-site inspections, as required and.agreed upon, would be

j omplished by the International Verification Agency.

rr. INTERNATIONAL VLRIFICATION AGENCY

The'International Verification Agency (1VA) would act on behalf of the .
International Consultative Committee in the verification process and would continue

to evolve as its responsibilities developed.

17. It would be supplemented by technical and non-technical experts nominated by

States parties. Siome experts would be on staff while others would be provided
temporarily when required. During the period:of destruction of declared stocks and,

facilities, methods of verification and the number of inspectiorm might vary from that
required for the longer-term aspects of the convention. The IVA would be expected to:

(a) apply a combination of verification methods (remote sensing, on-site

inspection, data analysis) to ensure that States parties are adhering to
the convention;

P

I

(b) offer support to the national authorities to fulfil their mandates;

(c) develop a capability to evaluate submissions of national azthorities;

(d) be responsible for the co-ordination of inspections with national authorities;

(e) receive and validate complaints from member States as dirécted by the
Consultative Committee.

I
I

I
1

I
I
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1
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. VII. NATIONAL IMPLEPTNTATION AUTPHORITIES

18. Each signatory to this convention would be required to maintain a
National Implementation Authority (NIA) for implementation and verification of the
provisions of the convention. It would be appropriate for each State party to
identify a national point of contact for the IVA. For most, however, this national
responsibility could probably be met -through the use of existing government agencies.
In any event these authorities would be expected to:

(a) have access to a selection of inspection personnel both technical and
non-technical;

(b) be prepared to maintain documentation of the type required to satisfy
international.verification requirements;

1

I
I

I

(c) be responsible for routine monitoring required by the convention;

(d) receive and assist international inspections determined by the IVA
according to the direction of the International Consultative Committee on

the provisions of the convention for those activities requiring routine
inspections;

(e) provide data and other relevant information to the IVA for exchange;

(f) co-operate in.providing expertise to the IVA; and

(g) ensure prompt and effective reception and co-operation if required to
host an IVA inspection directed by the International Consultative Committee
under complaints- procedures.

VIII. CONCLUSION

19. The verification organization proposed in this paper is based on the four

principles of equity, non-discrimination, reciprocity and the preservation of

national soverei,^,_rnty. It should be possible therefore to adopt provisions which will

provide adequate security for all States in,the conclusion of a chemical weapons

treaty.
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FRANCE , 	. 

;Morking .'oaPee .  

Monitoring  of  the  destruction of Stocks of cheMical weapons _ 	. 
The destruction of stocks of chemical weapons is one of the basic elements of 

any convention on the.total,prohibition of chemiceljleapons.. Effective monitoring 

of destruction and the confidence which can be placed in the relevant verification 

procedures ara of paramount importance, since th en ey must able evnry country 	. . 	. 
possessing chemical weapons.tdensure that it has,-not:allowed itself to be tricked 

into a situation where a multilateral treaty becomes. a.unilateral renunciation. 

Reliable monitoring'iso made.particularly necessary by.the fact that,. for 

technical reasons, the stock destruction process necessarily extends over several 

years.. 	 . 	- 	, •  :. 	. . 	. 	_ 	. 	. 
The monitoring procedure to be instituteddepends on a number of parameters. 

Three of these appear . to  be essential; 	 . 	 . 	_ 

declarations; 	. 	. 	. 	, 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	 . 

the elements to be destroyed; and 	, 	. 	. 

thc: methods of destruction. 	 . 	• 

1. Declarations 	 . 	. 	., 	 . . 	. 	 . 
From the point of view of destruction techniques, the content of declarations 

can be reduced to two possibilities:. 	 . 	. . 	•... 
either stocks are declared by elements and class of toxicity 	. . • 

(super -toxic lethal chemical, toxic lethal chemical, harmful chemical); . 	. 

or stocks are declared in detail by elements and by type of toxic substance 

...(exact name .of the toxicochemical). 	, . 	 . 	• 	 . 

2. The elements to he destroyed 	 . 	' 

F!QM the point of view of the destruction techniques-to he applied to them, 
,. 	stocks of chemical weapons may be classified in.three categories: 	. 

• chemical agents in bulk; 	 • 	_ . 	. 	. 	. 

1 
 - 	
munitions or containers without their explosive devices or which can.be:,• :  

.- , 
safely dismantled; 	,. 	.• . 	 . . 	. 	. 	- 	• 

munitions.or-containers with their explosive devices which.cannot  0  be safely 

- dismantled. 	0 	. 	.• 	. 	, 	 - . 	- . 	. 	 . 
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3, . The methods of destruction 	, . 

Various methods for the destruction of chemical agents and munitions have 

been suggested or described in a number of working papers. 

In the specific situation where the'agent is a dual-purpose chemical, which 

can be used in the chemical industry for non-military purposes, it could be 

transferred to that industry under supervision and in aceordance with approved 

procedures. Only munitions containing the chemical in question would then have 

to  be destroyed. 
. 	. 

France itself carried  out an  operation of this kind in the 1950s at 

Pont-de-Claix (Isère). It invOlVed the destruction of phosgene shells. The 

toxic substance was extracted from the munitions in a specially equipped plant, 

where they arrived defused:. The chemical was then stored in special  containers 

for resale to : the Private chemical:industry.:  The bodies of munitions, after  • 

decontamination, Were then destroyed and the metal content recovered. 

After this operatiOn, the site of the plant'at PontLde-Claix waà leased bY 

the Ministry of Defence to the private sector after the site as a whole had been 

made free'Of toxic substances and chemicals. 

The destruction of a number of chemical agents'in bulk has already been 
-- 

carried out in various countries as part of the elimination of outdated stocks: 

incineration of mustard gas with scrubbing of gaseous effluents by a sodium 

solution (United States, CCD/436); 

hydrolysis of mustard gas, followed by incineration of the hycrolysate and 

—.scrubbing of gaseous effluents (Canada, CCD/434); 

chemical neutralization of Sarin (United States, CCD/367); 

incineration of muStard'gas (Indonesia, Netherlands, CD/270);' 

United States' experts have propOsed a Pilot plant for the destruction of 

ObsClot munitions. 

Other procedures have been proposed. The German Democratic Republic proposed, 

forexample, the use of catalytic procedures:  S- 

Scatalysis by hydroperoxide, hypochlorite, and Copper complexes (CCD/506). 

These methods have apparently not been thoroughly.  tested. 

Although the disposal of chemical munitions at sea, às practised by a number 

of countries since the end of the Second World War, seemed at the time to be both 

the mot  economical solution and the easiest from the technical point of view, 

it entails a risk of intolerable  pollution of the marine environment and could be 

considered a violation of the Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear 

Weaeons and 0 thr,  Weannns nf Mn ,z1 neetr.lInrinn 	 n--,- 
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weapons on the sea-bed. This procedure .al.s.o presents the. problem. of-the monitoring,

of the transport of toxic lethal substances over long distances.

Disposal at sea will not be taken into account. Nor will disposal in

underground cavities which, while it gives rise to none of the above-mentioned

problems, constitutes a.temporary storage, rather than a destructioh, procedure.

With regard to methods of destruction, the following possibilities cxist:

1. Neutralization or chemical hydrolysis;

2. Incineration;

3. A combination of the chemical neutralization and incineration procedures.

4. Specific points to be monitored •- verification methods to be applied

The specific points to be verified should be chosen in such a way that:

the accuracy of declarations can be verified;

destruction can be shown to have actually taken place;

I
I
I .

I

the impossibility of reconversion or diversion of residues can be verified.

In the tables below, an attempt is made to.defj.ne these specific points

within the context of the destruction of toxic-chemicals in bulk and chemical

munitions.

In .the case of destruction of munitions, the question of defusing of munitions

is not taken into account, since the procedures used do not call for verification

under convention on chemical weapons.

1 `01



Specific Uoints.to- be monitored

Possible methods

1. Toyic chemicals 'in bulY.

}

Chemical r;athod: of destruction Incineration Chemical methoc'-s -,- Incineration

Veri_y: citl;er the "ide;ltity" of the to:-ic substance to be destroveci_: by simple laboratory methods -"or

e^;eElï,le -cl.^roms,to^ral^hy i n the case of l,noim chemicals

or the c_eclared toxi city of the cher!i cal: by methods recommended by the convention.

be s^jSt^.̂ me.tic, involving the ch2clallg of each container of aoxic cheTi cal, or byT1_,i..̂  ver_;îrcation r.a.y
samplin-, in which case the pcrcentage of samples to be taken should be determin6c: in Gdvzricee

V.erifTr that the entire declared çuantity has actually been u.estroyed.`

The destruction ?p-cocëc_ur e must be ï_2;^inec- and the possible diversion "points!' carefullp identified and
nla.ced un?er obGcrvation, either witl: the ai d of blUcl_- boxes, or using remote: surveillance method:.

The exact tonnage of chemical destroyed should be verified by automati.c or other quantitative

1'_ rify th a.ualit^^^ of t17e final -product

The product must be c'ti_:mir-ally neutral,
non-toxic and non-roconver^ible.

Ver^fi cation may be eiither syste*ic.ti c

us-ire automated or other laboratory

methods, or by s^.mplir_g, in trhich case
the anrcentz.ge of samples to be ta?:en
must be 6etermined in a.cIvance.

The Guantit^r of fin?l pro^!uct must be

a.^-..`.'.'ss:.'d and compared with the initial

in^.ot of tol:ic cherical to be

0 est?"oyeQ..

Veri -_V the total destruction by

incineration ôf the salts produced

The toxici ty of sz,lts produced Should be
evaluated using the ?rieti1ods rzcomr,ended

'-by`the convention. -

The incineration procedure must be
e:^amined, - esd the. specific. points

affording possihilities for diversion

identifiéé_ and placed under observation

using the methods referred to above.

' 7 ere the sait s to be destroyed can be
classified in the third category of
chemicals, only the el:act tonna>,e
destroyed will be verifi.ed.

M r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M M M M M- M s MM- M M M
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Chemical  d e struction  methods 	 Incineration Chemical methods plus incineràtion 

Verify the "identity" and the Quantity-  of munitions to be destroyed 	„ -- 

This verification can be carried out by visual methods and/or by weighinir. 
_ 

il.!stimate the ouantity of  toxic substance contained in the munition  

CI 'C 	the possessor country. 	 ..This estimate may be based on the 	 • - 

Verification of these declarations by sampling will be carried. out at the time:of reCovery. of _ - 	- 
the toxic substance. 	

_ 
 

Verify that all the toxic substance contained in the munitions is actually >subjected to', 
 .the destruction Procedure _ 

In the toxic substances recovery plant, the possibilities of diversion will be in-Vestigated and - 
key points placed under surveillance either using black boxes, or by 'Means of remote 
surveillance.

• Inspectiomby sampling must be made of munitions bodies leaving the plant, with a view to - 
verifyinp- that all the toxic substance has actually been recovered. 	 • 	. 

- 7 

	

Verify that the munitionsbodies have been destroyed or  Dut  permanently out Of commission 	- 	. 

This verification may be either systematic or by sampling. In the latter case, -  samples:muSt be 
selectPd at random and in accordance with the wishes of the inspector. :- 

Verification of the destruction of the toxic substance will be effected in accordance with -  : • , 
table 1. id 	c-D 

C.1" 	\.1.1 
H 

\J1 	Cr 

K.) 

all MN BM MI MI 	 • MI MIN 	 _ • 

9 . 	Destruction of Munitions 
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The specific points to be monitored referred toabove are the points to

be verified by international inspection. Such international monitoring,

however restrictive this solution may be, can be made fully effective only

through the permanent physical presence of international inspectors, the number

of whom must be consistent with the importance and duration of the destruction

process to be used and the chosen destruction methods.

Where a sound and reliable technology makes it possible to dispense with

the permanent presence of an inspector in certain specific cases, it should be

given preference.

Security and environmental problems do not, a priori and with the exception

of international arrangements, fall within the purview of international

verification.

I
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Original: ENGLISH 

Sweden 

Working paper on toxicity criteria for "Key CW precursors' 

The posàible future production Of chemical weapons by the "binary technique" 
will make it - necessary to clarify and define some concepts . e.g. "precürsor". 	It 
will also be necessary to find toxicity criteria for "binary chemical weapons" and 
for their main constituents in order to classify and include them in a future 
convention for prohibition of .Cd-agents. 

During the consultations with delegations, assisted by expettà, held by the 
Chairman of the Working Group for Chemical Weapons regarding standardized toxicity 
determinations during the CD spring. session 1982, the Swedish delegation presented 
a paper entitled: The concept "precursor" and a suggestion for definition for the 
Purpose of a Chemical Weapons Convention (GD/CW/CTC/4). A revised version of this 
working paper in which points of view raised by other delegations during the spring-
session 1982 have been taken into accOunt, was presented later  (CD/277,  7 April 1982). 

Some chemicals used in a chemical synthesis of a CW-agent are More important 
than others for the result of the synthesis. For such a chemical  the  term "key CW 
precursors" was suggested and defined as follows (GD/277). 

"Key CW precursor" is the starting reactant in a one pot chemical synthesis 
forming a super-toxic lethal, other lethal, or other harmful chemical, which 
determines the main characteristics (class of compound, toxicity etc.) of the 
chemical formed when the reaction is taking place: 

1. In a chemical weapon warhead or other disseminating device for Chemical 
weapons, immediately before the dissemination of the final, toxic product, i.e. the 
chemical warfare agent; 

2. In a production facility producing super-toxic lethal, other lethal, or 
other harmful chemicals. 

It appears not to be very useful to apply toxicity criteria to "key CW 
precursors" themselves in a future CW convention. 	Preferably purpose and quantity 
criteria could be used to classify 'key Cd precursors" as suggested in  CD/277.  
The nature of the "key CW precursor' is decisive for the resulting CW end product(s) 
of a certain chemical reaction. . Hnwever, the toxicity of the "key CW precursor" 
need not be related to the toxicity of the end product(s) in that chemical reaction. 
Therefore, the toxicity criteria will have to be applied to the main end products of 
the "one pot synthesis" and - in order to detect any case of synergism - to mixtures 
of these end products. 
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A. For the classification of a chemical compound, suspected to be a "key CW

precursor", we suggest the following test procedure.

The suspected "key Ml-pr-ecursor" is allowed to react with o.ther.chemical
compounds, which from a theoretical point of view may give rise to a CW-agent. The

(main) end products formed in this chemical reaction should be subject to qualitative

as well as quantitative chemical analysis. Each of the identified (main) end

products should be tested for their individual toxicity, with the exception of

C. If-the mixture is less toxic, the most toxic end product should be tested for

chemicals with a toxicity already known and documented.

The methods used to test the toxicity should be those agreed upon for ÇW-agents.
If the result of,-the toxicity test shows that the toxicity of one chemical end
product in the chemical reaction is such that the end product will.be classified as
a "super-toxic lethal chemical" (CD/220), no further toxicity test is needed.

B. However, if the toxicity test-shows that the end products are less toxic, the
-end products will have to be tested for toxicity in a mixture. In this mixture,

the quantitative proportion between the various chemicals in the mixture must be the-
same as the one obtained in the chemical reaction during a certain ,set of conditions.
If the mixture, when tested for toxicity, will be classified as "super-toxic lethal

chemical" no further toxicity test is needed.

its toxicity mixed with each separate end product of the chemical reaction.

In a future convention against production, storing etc. of CW-agents, a "key
CW precursor" should be treated as a "super-toxic lethal chemical", if any 6f 'the
chemical end products, or if the mixture of the main end products or if the most
toxic end product combined with any other less important end product(s) has a
LD 50-value less than 0.5 mg/kg and/or a LCt50-value less than 2,000 mg.min/m3.

If by means of any of the three methods mentioned above a chemical compound is
found to give rise to compounds or mixtures with a higher LD50 and/or LCt^O it
should be treated as "other lethal chemicals" or "other harmful chemicals'

as defined in CD/112.
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Original  : rrnisH 

1- 

Sweder 

Working parer or monitoring der. truction of stockpiles of 
chemical weapons and chemical warfare amnts 

Introductior. 

A critical issue for the trust; which  States  will rut in a future chemical 
weapons convention prohibiting the aceuisition and retention of. chemical weapons.- 
ard prescribing their destruction, will no doubt be the destruction of the weapons 
and the possibilities . the convention will provide for verifying Compliencewith this 
provision. It therefore seems tls,.-.1-112. to . 3,50n particularly at these issues - as *Soon 
as possible and as detailed as neceSsary during the negetiations. This :jorking Paper 
concentrates on vérification  problems in relation to.the destruction of,Chemical 
munition and bulk stockpiles of chemical warfare agents. The available literature is 
rather extensive, see e.g. references 1-13, and canno t.  be  fully accounted for . in this 
preliminary analysis of the principles: 

-- It concentrates on two types of chemical weapons (agents); mustard  sand 
nerve gas. Two rather different destruction rrocedures have  been chosen and the 
process flows have been . simplified in order to highlight particularly those points, 
which are. of.principal.j,nterest for a.discussion on vprifying - destruction. 
basis for the models we have used the destruction of mustard gas, as descrrbed by 
the Fetherlands and Indonesia in reference 7 ana the destruction of nerve gases  in 
the United States of America as described in reference 11. This does not mean that 
the Swedish delegation in any way regards these two Particular methods as preferable 
to others. Defore a future, practical appliçation many more detailed problems will • 
remain to be slved, and probably local conditions will have a strong influence on 
the choice of method and type of verification. 

The local conditions will probably have a particular influence in the case 
of destruction of old stocks of chemical weapons, which were hidden in the earth . 
or in th_sea many years ago, after World liars  I and II. Such rediscovered. . 
stockpiles . have .  now and then already been taken care of in different countriee. f 
See e.g. Kurata Lessons learned from the destruction of the chemical weapons of 
the Japanese Imperial forces, p. 77 in reference 10. It seems necessary to have 
particular provisions for the purpose, when a future convention comes into  force,• 
in order to clarify ambiguities about the sources of munitions to be destroyed. 
Destruction of such old munition should rot need to be verified. On the other 
hand, there seems to be no reasons gzgainst on-site verification  of such activities. 

I.32-66333  
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The aim of'a comprehensive study would be to try and identify any information
about the destruction proccss which could be:

-(1) critical to obta;_n assurance that the chemical weapons (agents) are
actually being destroyed -- with or without on-site inspection,

(2) possible to obtain in an as nor_-intrusive way as poscible but at the
same time being safeguarded aga.inst attempts to menipulate the information
gathering, ..

(3) possible to transmit in achéap and safe form from the monitoring
instrument to a central decision-maker at another location.

The present Working Paper constitutes a preliminary approach in this direction.

Experiences of similar problems.made in other contexts, i.,,hich are relevant also
for the design of. the verification process of a chemical weapons convention, should
be utilized in this process. This is the reason for referring to the study on
transmission of monitoring information from-verification sta-Gions in the nuclear
energy industry (RECOVEt ref. 14) as one aspect in this ?•lorling Paper. See also
reference 8. It is, however, clear that this system constitutes only one of the
components of a verification structure. Its main initial interest may be to point
to the availability of such transmission systems. The following account of the
RECOVER-system therefore limits itself to a factual summary of a preliminary evaluation
of the results obtained so far during the development o,f;the system according to the
draft report.in reference 14.

Principal aspects of destruction of chemical weapons and its verification under a
chemical weapons convention

The purpose of verifying the destruction of chemical weapons or bull, stockpiles
of chemical warfare agents is to ensure that at least those ouanti ties of the weapons
and bulk stockpiles, which a Party has declared as being under its jurisdiction, are
being destroyed, i.e. transformed into products which cannot again be converted back
into chemicâl weapons or warfare agents.

A schematic description of adestrntction process can be made in the following way:

Chemical Munition
Chemical jJarfare ' agents
(bulk) :: .

Other reactants,
water, energy, etc.

Destruction process

Gaseous products Solid and liquid
products

With regard to the marked processes (1-5) the following comments can be made:
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of different processes. 
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(1) The ametnt ofragert intredteed:into the destruction procebs should be Carefully 
mOnitored in order to - avoid overestimates of the acttal chantities destroyed and 

- thereby eliminating the'possibility - of Clandestine withholding of.the declared stocks. 
This problem- Vas addressedie.g. in rérerence .  5. This principle, recuire knouledge 
Of the chemical content Of the munitiOn and bulk stockpiles. If stch kneuledge 
cannot be'obtained, continuous toxicity tests on the material introduCed into the 
destruction process, as 'described in Uorking Parer CD/4C5, reference 3, are necessary. 
In such a case automation would not be possible and accordingly  inspection personnel 
Veuid have  to carry out the texieity . determihatiens:at thé site of  the  destruction. 

(.2) Theuni-directional floV' and amount of reactants, as vell,as their  carry-throughs 
into  the destruction confinement have to be ohecked initially and also periodically. 
by Visual on-site monitoring. 

(3) It may not be necessary to follow in detail the destruction process itself 
provided (a)  achat the flow direction of the process can be folloved, (b) that there 
is no unknown in- or ottflow. of materials to or from the confined destruction 
facility,  'and (c) that there is only limited space within the destruction facility 
to stockpile products. - Hoover,  from a practical point of view, some of the 
monitoring measures applied to follow the ongoing destruction as a chemicalprocess 
might be-of use, e.g. fer following the direction of the flow of the process. ID , 

any case, 'so many parameters have to be folloved during the deStrUstion process that 
they should .be utilizedalso for verification purposes. 

(4) Menitering.gaseous products emitted into the atmosphere is net necessary from 
the disarmament point of view. Stieh ?products cannot be collected again and converted 
into'chemfcal warfare. agents. Monitoring of these products may hovever be necessary 
vith reerd to safety of workers and neighbouring popultion. Harmless concentrations 
of degradation products or of the agents themselves, vhich so far seems to have 
occurred in closed off areas of the CA•MS.  facility (ref. 11), can be monitored 
continuously.Étd-be.telated to other.parameters . folloving-the-destruction proc.eed..• 
Thus, even such monitoring may contribute to increase -the confidence ii the proper. 
performance of the destruction over the time. 

(5) The solid  and  fluid vaste products resulting from the proceSs have to be 
monitored in several respects. Thus, the ouantity has to be established,. the 
toxicity -- or rather absence of toxicity -- has to be stated.  The occurrence cf 
typical degradation products cduld be followed continuously, i.e. if the destrtction 
process gives 'rise to such products. The possibility for the waste produets tà be 
reconverted into chemical warfare agents has . to be investigated. If economy •or  other 
factors speak for a destruction process that produces-réconVertible-vaste - products,. 
measures must be taken to dispose of them in a way which makes reconversion 
uneconoMical. 

Some details of the described process have to be discuàsed further. 

Under (1) ,. •• o possibilities can be foreseenr 

(a) the destruCtion is performed  on the vhoie piece of 
container without separating the components (metallic parts, 
warfare agent), 

CO the components are separated and destroyed by means 
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(a) would recuire met.zod.^ li'_;e (very hot) thermal destruction, déstruction by
means of nuclear explosions, or ~i^iply s-^oT:ring away the stockpiles in inaccessible
parts of the earth such as the de: p ocean trenches. These methods have all met. with
objections in different respects, althoaglr they certainly have some technical

advantages. The^: will thus not. he discussed f. ^ther in thi s 1•;orking Fapér. The
process discussed her_ t-^ill involve the technical proces-^ of. separatinU the munition
parts. from the ügentz, and the bull: containers from the a;cnt.

In both cases i t is r_ececsary to ascertain the amount of agents and its toxicity
or chemical ider_tit;;•. Since this may in some ca^ec be difficult or even impossible
with, respect to the method used for the destr=tior_, some soré. of statistical r2.»dom
sampling of the muni 'ion or b:ll: containers subject to destructi ori ha-- to be applied.
This would comprise,.

- observation of the number of ur_its to be destroyed,

random sampling of the containcrs, the, sampléc to be subject to measure*ient
of volume or weight of the agent content, as well as toxi c i ty. or chemical
identity to be checked agair_ct declared informa^^ion.

Such a random saxrpling with accempan^ving measurements may technically be
difficult to perfcrm. However, *a detection probâ.bility (to find out v;hether serious
cheating occurs , i.e. efforts to try. and wi thliold more than 10 per cent of existing
stoc'cpiles) of 75-90 per cent seems to be sufficient for a deterring effect against
cheating. That t•;ould imply that for a lot of 100,000 pieces of munition, only
13 randomly chosen pieces need to be checl.ed. However, this approach weuld also
rèquire monitoring of the flow of the agent into the destruction f acility . Some of
these problems have already been discussed in aifferent connections, sec e.g.
reference 10.

Description of two models for des t_ucti c!^ of chemical weapons and chemical
warfare arzer_ts

Both n.erve gases and mus éard gas can be destroyed by means of chemical reactions
or by incineration. These netiiodc are used in the ,7.!o models described belov.

The destruction proce,scs for the two agents. are described by means of two

simplified flow chartc. The aim is to di,splay the flo•.r of material and to identify

pos.sible check-points for verification purposes. See Fir,;jxes 1 and. 2.

I. Model for destruction of r^crve Qaaes

The model is based on the United States facility for destruction of r.erve gases
in Utah, United States of lmerica (Chemical Agent Munitions Disposal Sy :-tem, CA1MS,
Tooele Army Depot, Utah, see ref. 11).

At one part of the facility munition is ta1:en apart. The agent (GB or VX) is
collected and pumped to storage ta1:s, and from there to the reaction vessels. In
these the agents are destroyed by hydrolysis (GB) or acid chlorinolysis (V):)
respectively. The reaction mixtuses are evaporated and the residuing salt mixtures
transported to separate deposit areas (see Flow chart 1).

I
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t• The-separated•explosives_are - burnt in a . furnace. 

The remainder of the munition and the bulk containers are heated in another 
furnace, vhereby residues of the agents are destroyed thermally. 

For verification purposes, the most important partc  are the pipelines leading 
from the storage tanks to the 7-eaction vessels. They are marked by an (X) in the 
chart. Types and quantities of agents can be measured and registered at these  points. 
Data resulting from them could conceivably be compared with figures.concerning the 
amounts used of the reactants, sodium hydroxide, hydrochloric acid and chlorine, 
which are added as marked.  by (T) ir  the chart. Finally, the amounts of salt residues 
can be meanured and their contents of methyl-phosphonates be determined.. 

It should be pointed out here, that the actual CLEM facility in Utah does not 
ssem to be constructed vith regard to verification purposes for the actual processes. 
Thus, that particular facility in itn present forn can only serve as a model for 
verifying destruction by on-site inspection.  

Taking into account the details described above, it is obvious that the procens 
could•easily be,monitore6„by continuously attending verification personnel . -- in -fr--  
addition to the processing personnel. "Iowever, given the possible restriction . that 
such personnel can attend only occasionally or only uhen specifically called for, 
the ouestion arises which of the available data can be zelected as particularly .- 
important for assessing the progress of the process. Given the choice, how can the 
data be.acc,uired•and distributed in a pee may? .For. the-present model,.the following 
suggestions can be pade: - 

. Random samples for -checking the type of agent might be taken from the Items  to be 
processed.• This-can be done.by  means of an automated process. The type of agent 
might be checked by gas chromatography, if the agent iS known. The amount  of  agent 
might e.g. be registered as the volume of agent filling the storage tank, from which 
the agent is then pumped into the destruction process. Also samples for confirming 
the presence of the agent in the storage tank can be taken, and, by the same means, 
the presence of the agent in the pipeline. The flou cf the agent might be followed 
by a flowmeter in the pipeline. 

As mentioned above, the salt residues can be menitored, probably in batches. 

All data could then be correlated to each other as a final check. 

It is, of course, conceivable that all these arrangements could be circumvented. 
They certainly would be cf no use if they vere installed vithout any outside checks 
•of the facilities. The verification authority would have to inspect their 
installation and function, and also periodically and randomly the performance of the 
destruction procenS. At such occasions, the process could be checked at the facility 
and comparisons be made with the data provided through the monitoring instruments. 
In this way one would also obtain a 'signature' for the process, which might serve 
as a basis for evaluating incoming.data to the verification authority •during periods 
when no inspection personnel iras .precent at the facility.- •: . 

Such an approach might serve to obtain a reasonably high degree of probability 
that the destruction is really carried through. 
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The presented discussion on dectruction of nerve gas munition is far from
complete. it is only intended to serve as a basis for discussion. It should be
observed that the cuggested model presupposes several forma of on-site inspection,
but it is also to a large extent non-intrusive. Data, resulting from the mezsurementÛ
can e.g. be distributed internationally, and every party to a convention cdr_
investigate and evaltti..te. them, as long as confidence prevails that the datâ• are
authentic.

II. riodel for destruction of rTustc.rd gas

The model is based ôn-the method described i r CD/270, 31 IIaxch 1962 (ref. . 7).
The method was utilized for destruction of about 45 tons of ï•iustard 1-gent at
Batujajar, West-ic.va; Indonesia, drring 197;.

The mustard agent was :toc'_^iled in storage tenl_s from i,hich i t?ras pampcd into
a furnace, the temperatti.lre of irhich was hept at a suitablc level by means of oil
burning. The gaseoi:c t-raste products from the incineration were lot out through a
smoke-stack, without Ceparation of toxic products like sulpht^,r-dioxide or
hydrogenchloride. See I'lo?r chart 2.

out;
With respect to the verification of this process, two factors should be pointed

It was a question of destruction of only about 45 tons of agent, not
several thousands of tons.

Although-being the result of careful désign, the facility was extremely simple
and was built at the site of the stochnilc. Ii;t•ras also easily removed from the
site after completion of the destruction, which lasted only a couple of months.

These two factors both facilita te and malce difficult a verification of the
destruction.

Again, inspection on si te during the time of destrt.ction, perhaps with the aid
of. some ver^^ simple identification metnods, ^:rould constitute a reliable and cheap
verification.

On the other har_d, if some form of remote monitoring of the kind discussed above
for nerve gas destruction, had to be applied, such an elaborate set. up ^^oo1d probably
not be economical. :lso or_l^^ one point is ac -uall^T useful for monitoring devices,
i.e. the pipeline bet!reen the storage tai-d: and the furnace, where a floirméter and a
device for identification of the agent niCht be situated. :iowever, only one such
device could e2si1-v be tampered rrith, and *nighi. th-Lis not be reliable. The,only,
correlation-rrould be age.in.st the volume of the store.ge tar':. This volume must be
measured on the site and its content verified. An independent level indicator r,iight
verify that the content di^appears ât the same rate and at the 3a-me time as the
flowmeters in the pipelines show d.uring the proce ;s.

Some assistance might also result from correlating the oil burning rate and
the emission data for e.g.sulphurdioxide, such data being evidence of.the ongoing
process. Still, the small size of the facility ,^cems to he an important arc-! mnr..t
against remote verification, since possible evasive measures migat more easily be
undertaken. This same conclusion was dravn by the authors of the Working Paper CD/270,
albeit without giving an;partici,lar reasons for thâ.-c opinion.
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• One Should alno remember that the mustard gas iS not as toxic as the nerve 
gases: 'Confinement and safety precautions - thus may not need to be ecually Stringent. 
It would be more difficult to instal monitoring equipment and at the same time 	• 
secure their independent function. Perhans a fool-nrcof instrument can be developed 
that can at least•monitor the flow and the type of agent in the pipeline, and • 
disseminate its results to a remote'verification authority. 

- The situation uould perhane be more similar to the nerve gas destruction if 
a1so munitions and not only bulk stockpiles had to be taken care of. • If should be 
noted that the CAIlDS facility can handle also the destruction of mustard agent 
munitions. 

Comments on 11ÇOWP  a 	hais  for n discussion on its possible  application in the  
verification_ of a chemical weapons convention  

The following comments refer to a draft evaluation of the experimental 
RECOVER syetem ref. 14) and are made in order to stimulate the discussion on 
the possible application of RECOVER in the verification of a chemical weapons 
convention. The following issues are considered: 

• For  rhat particular purposes has R:COVER ben  found reasonably well 
applicable? 

What restrictions influence the cost-benefit of the system? 

- What amount of information can thesystem handle? 

- What seems to be the prosert state of development of the syetem? 

RECOVER was developed as a secure system for remote verification of the 'status 
of containment and surveillance instruments employed at different types of nuclear 
facilities. Those coneidered were light-water reactors, pressurized heavy- rater  
power reactors, fast critical facilities, mixed-oxide fuel fabrication plants, 
spent-fuel.reprocessing plants, centrifuge enrichment plants and inactive stores of . 
plutonium. or  highly enriched uranium. 	 • 

It IJas found that RECOVM could be beneficial and cost-effective in the 
safeguarding of pressurized heavy-uater pol:er reactors, fast critical facilities 
and inactive stores of plutonium or highly enriched uranium. In all these cases 
RECOVER could reduce the inspection frequencies by at least a factor 2, which would 
result in a net saving of the order of '1OO,000 per year and facility. In the case 
of plutonium or high enriched uranium torage facilities the conditions fôr this . 
would be (1).the store is relatively inactive, which mcnns that nuclear material 
is neither added to, nor removed from the store more often than once Der month, 
(2) maintenance on the store can by synchronized with the inspections, and (3) false 
alarme and failures resulting in a loss of continuity of knowledge for a time long 
enough for the removal of a signifiennt.quantity of ruclenr material do not occur 
more frequently  than  roughly once every two months. 

In all other . of•the above-mentioned facilities RECOVER was found not to be 
cost-effective. The main negative factor is the necessity for inspectors to be 
present frequently to verify material flows, regnrdless of whether RECOVER is 
employed or not. 
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It should be pointed out that interest on the capital costs of r.LCOVhCt enuipMen-L.
has been neglected in the evaluation. Taking this into account would substantially
increase the costs of the s^^ctem and reduce the net savings.

The PrCOVII't system consists of four major components; a monitoring unit (11II), an
on-site multiplexer ( OSIi), a portable verification unit (PViT), and a resident
verification unit (IIVli). The IN ( of which there night be several) 1Tould be attached
to a containment and curveillance device. This device or sensor could be a film
camera, a fibre -optics Ceal, or any of a host of other devices that are capable of
being.monitored electronicMy.

The IN would register the statias of various parameters, monitor its orrr_ status,
store the information, and, on demand, transmit it to the OSIi. Present design for
the ITÙ Mows for the storage of up to eight bits of information. The MU updates
itself approximately 100 times per second.

The OSI^I interrogates all IN's attached to it, stores data on their status, and,
on demand, transmits the .data to the 11W over the international telephone system. It
also monitors and stores data on its otim status and on ta:^znering attcmpts. 'Today up
to 30 MU's may be attached to it and its ctorage capacity i^ 2,000 characters. The
frequency at which it interrogates the HT's may vary, but every hour or half hour
would be typical.

The PVU is a portable device with a kefboard and a display that enables the
inspector to provide the IIJ's and the OS11 with the proper values of certain parameters.
On command it can display the cusrent status and operating parameters of the OSI.I and
its PiL1"s, as well as its oirn operating pc.ran:eterc. One PVU can service up to
eight OSII's.

The RVU is a microprocessor-baséd device attached to the telephone system. It

interrogates the OSI-I's, receives the coded transmissions, decodes them, stores them,
detects whether any predefined "alert^' status exists, and activates audio-visual

alarms in response to such alerts. The information stored may be displayed on a
colour-graphics screen or printed out as ha.rd copy. The fre^iuency at which the RVU

interrogates an eSli will vary be tzieer. once per day to once per week, depending on the

sensitivity of the site. A':t present, the RVU is capable of monitoring 40 devices
(IrIU's plus OSM's). Iiowever, changes have been proposed that would enable it to sustain
a networ1, of 100-500 facilities.

Conclusions

The present preliminary analysis allous the following tentative conclusions
with regard to the verification of destruction of chemical weapons:

1. On-site inspection trovld be necessar^J at least during the construction of a
destruction facility, in order to assure the confinement of the facility with respect
to out- and in-leto to the destruction space.

2. Occasional on-site inspections would be necessary during the destruction period

in order to check the process followed in situ by means of monitoring eq.uipment

providing data for transmission to a distant receiver.
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3. Destruction at small and technologically simple destruction facilities 
processing a limited amount of chemical weapons may have to be followed continually 
by on-site inspection. 

4. There might exist possibilities to monitor particular events during the 
destructor process and correlate monitoring data with each other to give a reliable 
picture of the ongoing process also when transmitted to a distant location. As 
mentioned under paragraph 2 checks have to be made occasionally on cite in order to 
sustain the reliability of the monitoring. 

5. Some further technical work may still have to be performed in order to develop 
suitable tamper-proof monitoring ecluipment. 

6. The type of information that may have to be transmitted from the destruction  
site to a distant verification authority may range from television pictures and 
chromatograms to simple numerical information. 

7. The experience with RECOVIM makes it probable that such information can be 
transmitted safely over unlimied distances. However, these experiences also show 
that the need for on-site inspection may differ for different processes, and thereby 
influence the cost benefit of the transmission system. A corresponding situation 
would probably apply to the verification of destruction of stockpiles of chemical 
weapons, as evident from paragraphs l-3 above. 

S. It is necessary and seems possible to work out the technical solutions, which 
still do not exist, on the assumption that the destruction of chemical wearons would 
have to be followed and registered in an unambiguous way, irrespective of whether the 
verification will be carried out finally by national or by international verification 
authorities. 
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Fig. 1

Simplified flow chart for'destruction of nerve gas munition at

CAMDS, USA
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Fig. 2 

Simplified flow chart for destruction of mustard gas in  

Batujajar  
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC (7:!' GERmAn 

Chemicaleapons Convention  

Uorking Paper;  Proposals.on '.Declaration'', "Verification" 
and the "Consultative •.Cocm.:littac"  

A. 	Introduction  

1 . 	Supplementary to Uorking Paper 	65 CD/2 	on "Principles and rulee for:verifying . 	, 

compliance with a chemical Weapons convention", the followin proposals develop and 

specify the concept of adequate verification of compliance with a Ci  conventibn as 

- outlined in the previous document. 

?. 	It was pointed out in CD/265 that international ,ferification measures-are 

indispensable in monitoring compliance with a convention. It was  explained that such 

measures should consist in regular checks and in checks on sbeclal grounds. Both 

measures include on-site inspections and involve sampling and to4icolosical or 

chemico-physical determination of samples as well as the evaluation of statistical 

The concept explaine(J in CD/265 is based upon limiting the scope of regular 

inspections to an essential .minimum. The specific elient  of the.proposal contained 

therein lies in the division of verification_measures into "on-challengei' inspections, 

which comprise all ayeas covered by the ban, 71nd regular inspection'measures, which 

are aimed at particularly sensitive ares covered by the ban. The aliffl of this concept 

is to make the risk of detection for a potential violator of the convention as high as 

possiele while minimizing the numbe'- of inspections required. To attain this objective, 

a lot-casting .  procedure is proposed to cover certain arzas thereby rducing the nutaber 

• of regular .-  inspections. 

4. In addition to the proposals contained in Yorkin:2; Paper ,Cb/265, the followin 

proposals also cover the pt of the convention entitled "Declarations". Arrangement 

for the operation of the Consultative: Coffli,littee aro only dealt with. insofar as.they 

are relevant to .the parts of the convention whicn cover declarations and verification. 

5. The proposals outlined in ï)art L.;  1 1 (d) on declaratiop:i concerninz. the civilian 

industrial secto relate to the nuD:Ibr and location of all. industrial facilities f: or 

the production of organo-pnosehorous su'etanc•s, since particularly this area of 

civilian .  production, •as it cmi h .rouce 	precursors',...constitutes a ootential 

source of danger. 

S. 	ThL: proposals cutlineci in 	XI 5 - 7 on reula. -. inctions include 'Ineasures 

,.ïhose chronolon:ical sequence ,Inthr 	àe continueus or p ,7criodic has ye'; to 'oe 

ar.,:reed upon. 

n , n, 
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B. 	Prôposals  

-- I. 	Declarations  

1. Each State Party to the Convention undertakes to declare within 

30 days after the Convention has entered into force or the State Party 

has acceded to it: 

(a) its possession.or non-possession of chemical weapons. 

(h) its stocks of chemical weapons and its production and filling 

facilities of such weapons. Theideclaration shall specify the amount of 

chemical agents, including CV precursors, by chemical name and sùbdivided 

in  bulk  and munitions and equipment specially designed for cheMical weapons 

purposes. 

The declaration shall also include the stockpile location and the ' 

location of facilities far the production and filling of' chemical weapons. -  

(c) the location of the facility for small-scale production of 

super-toxic lethal substances for purposes permitted under the convention. 

:(d) the number and location of all industrial facilities for thé 

. production of organophosphorous substances. 

(e) its plans for the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons or 

. for their diversion to permitted purposes. 

(f) its plans for the destruction or dismantling of facilities fôr 

producing and filling chémical weapons as well as for the temporary  conversion  

under the terMa of the convention. 

2; 	Each State Party undertakes to declare annually: 

'(a) the progress of the destruction or diVersion of stocks of chemical 

Y 	weapons and of the destruction or dismantling of its respective production 

and filling facilities. Annual progress reports shall contain the sanie 

 details as specified in article 1 (b); 

(h) its production for protective purposes of super-toxic lethal 

substances; 

(c-) -  any changes in thé number and/or location of the industrial 

facilities for producing organophosphorous substances. 

-3. 	Not later than 30 days after expiration of thé agreed period- for the 

destruction of stocka and production and filling facilities each 

State Party shall declare whether it has fully carried out its obligation 

regarding the complete elimination of chemical weapons and the respective 

production and  fillina facilities. 
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L.I. Verif ication and domestic _neasures

1. Each State Party undertakes to carry out any measures it considers

necessary in accordance :aith its constitutional processes to prohibit and

prevent any activity in violation of the provisions of the Convention

anywhere under its jurisdiction or control.

2. The Contracting Parties undertaice to consult one another and to

co-operate in any question regardin,_ tüe ii.lplementation of the Convention.

^. The Contracting Parties are entitled to use national means of

verification at their disposal, includin.^; national technical means, for the

purpose of ensuring compliance u.rith the orovisions of the Convention, in a

manner consistent with generally recognized principles of international law.

4. The Contracting Parties undertake to ensure observance of the

Convention by acceptins international measures of verification. Such

measures shall consist of re.gular checks as defined in articles 5 7 of

the Convention and of chec!ts on special Srounds accordin^ to article G.

!nternatlonai i?leasuk^i?s of verification °i1al^ be executed under the

autizority of a Standing Consultative Coitmiiittee.

Each State Party underta!.es not to impede, including throuGh the use

of deliberate concealment ï.iea•sures, either the national tect:nical :neans of

verification of other States Parties or international neasures of

verification.

The Contractin? Parties undertake to assist the Consultative Committee

in the fulfilment of its task::, and to accept its decisions, including on-site

inspections.

5. itemular chacks shall cover;

(a) the destruction of stocks of chemical caeapons including-

01 precursoro,

(b) the destruction or disnzntlin,, of produccion and fillinr'; facilities

of chemical weapons,

(c) the allowed ma.riinur arnount of super-to::ic lethal substancas for

protective purposes,

(û) the industrial production of or;anopnosphorous sucstances.

6. Re;ular ciiecics snall be c:rried out in a way tilrat, safeguards the

1eF•ltl^,ate 1ntt:^reSL3 of the :'art:LZF, in business and production secrets.

Regular checks stl_^1l include on^sice inspections involvin^ samplin^

and tO;;icolo'r^ic3l or cheïillco-pi7VsiÇal det2rininatiOn of scÛlplüs and

statistical evaluation,

Further methoùs of verif ica•cio7 and the p rocedures to be followed will

be contained in a separute ,.ocui:;ent ;aiiicl: ïrill becolne oart of the Convention.
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7. On-site inspections shali take place:

(a) periodically at declared storage facilities of chemical weapons

and at declared production and fillin; facilities - where :honitoring is

continuo us - startinjS with the declaration and ending with the complete

destruction of such facilities;

(b) annually for the production facilities mentioned under

lots on a percentage5. (c)_and (d) above through determination by castin,-

basis.

8. Each Contractin._, Party is antitled, if it has concrete grounds for

suspecting that another Party is violating the Convention, to de:nand a

special check by the Consultative Comnitt_e. The Cocunittee shall

investigate the facts, if necessary by means of an on-site inspection.

Each State Party undartaices to co-opcrate in ca:•ryinF out any

investigation wt:icn the Consultative Committee may'initiate and ab.^ees to

all :neasures ne-2ded 'co clarify t:-i^^ facts. ,1 party may reject a request

for a special check only if the ov=ralhelmi ng :;ia jority of the members of

the Consultativ3 Cemmittee consider the request in question to be totally

unfounded.

III. The Standin;; Consultative Ccruaittee

1. (a) The Consultative Co;amit,,.ee shall i)e established w'r.en the

Convention enters into force. Each State Party is _r,titled to appoint a

representative to the Committee.

(b) The •Consultativs Co;r.:aittee shall be presided over by the

Depositary and have a permanent Secretariat.

2. The Consultative Comlaittee shall be responsible for:

(a) all questions relating to the execution of international measures

of verification as defined in the Convention,

(b) ascertaining the facts and providing expert opinions (`rith regard

to problsins raised pursuant tc the provisions of the Convention by a

State Party, in par*icular concerning alla;ations by a State Party oî

ambiguities in or violations of corapliance with thF: Convention,

(c) facilitatin.^ co,npliance ;•rit:-, the Convention, e.zr. by developin,:

standard international diet.zocis and routines to be applied by national and

intarnational or;ana,

(d) receivin.; and distributln':, any data relevant to the provisions

of thls Convention idn'.ch are :,1a13 available by national or-,ans,
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(e) co-operating closely in other respects with national organs 

and providing them with n2cessary assistance. 

3. 	Details of the organization and work of the Consultative Committee 

and of the procedures for regular checks under article B. II. 5 and for 

checks on special grounds according to articles D. II. 3 are dealt with 

in a separate Protocol which forms an integral part of the Convention. 
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States Parties to this Cohvention,
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1^C:<^affllil71i2^;' their adherence to the objectives of general and complete Ci152.rr.]ci7ent5

including the prohibition and eliriinatio.;1.. of all types of .1•iewpons...of mass destruction,

Convince^^d that the prohibition of the OevelopL?ent, proC^:UCtion and stockpiling cf

chemical ueapons and their destruction represent a necessary step towards the

achicver:]ent of general and complete disar_Marlent under effective international control,

Determined, for the sake of all aaankind to exclude completely the possibility of
cher.iicc,ls bein^ used as rreapons,

Convinced that such use i•!ould be repugnant to the conscience of raankind and that
no effort should be :,pared to eii minate this risk,

Considering that peaceful co-opera.tion ar]cng States should strenjthen international
co-operation in scientific fields, especially in that chel_]istry,

In ccnfore>lttr with the undertakinE, contained in the Conventior on the Prohibition

of the Develop7ent, Production and Stoclcpiling of BacterioloC^ico,l (Biological) and

Toxin Weapons and on their 17e8tructi.,n; to continue neLOtiati C^ils in ^ood faith 1;Jith P
vie^-i to reaching e,-:rly agreement on effective !ie?sures for the prohibition of the
Cïe ;re10 pl_7Cnt, production and StoC_^pi linf? of Cher!]1C8.l ':lea i7CnS and. on their destruction,

i^eCO^?i71Z1n(;' t:;: import nt Sl, nlfïC 1nCE' of the GCnCV Pr .LC^COl for the Prohibition

of the Use in Uar of «snh^rciati.^^5 P^Disoi7ous or Other Gaszs..a_r of..Bacteriolo`ical

I^'iethodÜ of Warf,^re, siemeü at Genevr-; on 17 juae 1925 azlid als(, of the Convention on the

P1^.^.IL b1 t,1on o1. th 3 I)c VelGp eii ^, Production and StoCkpil1_7C-- cf Bc? Ctt r'_OlOr^l
(?3iclc-ic^,l) <..nd n i^/e:pons ;,,n; on tiu;ir Destruction, in force since 26 March 1975j
and c^,lling7 upon all Stat:^s, to c:)c,pl,r strictlr i-lith the s^iû ^reer]ent;.

13ccoLnlzln,r,tile l-mncrtant contrl^oa^ion that the Convention can L;ake throua'h its
1L7plGr]entatlc:n to the social and econOÜ713 develr.Ur.7eni, Of St2t'.°.S, particularly

`leJelOI7i:1Fc countries,

DeSlrln^ also to contribute to the re^l1z^t1^Jn :-_^f the purposes ailc prlnclples of
t'^:. ^^ t he_ n arter of ^United ?'T-^ticr. s .

G.C2-66562
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Element I: General Provisions  

1. Each State Party to.this,Convention undertakes.never, under any circumstances, 
to develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockmile, retain, transfer directly or 
indirectly,.chemical weauons aedefined in Element_II and to destroy.or divert to 
permitted Purposes the stocks of such weapons  and to destroy or dismantlefacilities 
of the production of chemical weapons. 

2. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to assist, encourage or 
induce anyone, directly or indirectly, to engage in activities prohibited in this 
Convention. 

Element II: General Definition of Chemical Wearons  

1. 	"Chemical Weapons", as referred to in Element I, are defined as the aggregate of 
the. means of chemical warfare comprising: 

(a) Super-toxic lethal chemicals and their precursors r/ of special 
significance for the formation of such chemicals, including binary or multicomponent 
munitions or similar devices, other lethal and other harmful chemicals, except those 
intended for Permitted purposes in types and quantities consistent with such purroses; 

. 	. 
(b) Any munitions or devices, including binary or multicomponent munitions and 

devices specifically designed to cause death or other harM through the toxic 
properties of the chemicals released as a result of the employment of such munitions 
or devices; 

(c) Equirment specifically designed for use directly in connection with the 
employment of such munitions or devices. 

2. For the purposes of this•Convention any element of the aggregate of the means of 
chemical Warfare mentioned in paragraph 1 of this Element, is conSidered as a chemical 
weapon. 

Element III: Other Definitions  

For the purposes of this Convention: 

1. A "Super-toxic lethal chemical" is any chemical with a median lethal dosé which 
is less than or equal to 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 2,000 mg-min/m3 
(by inhalation), when measured by the methods set forth in CD/CW/WP.50 Annexes .  III 
and Iv. 

2. An "Other lethal chemical" is any chemical with a median lethal dose which is 
greater than 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 2,000 mg-min/m3 (by inhalation) 
when measured by the methods set forth in CD/COP.50 Annexes III and IV. 

3. An "Other harmful chemical" is any chemical with a median lethal dose which is 
greater than 10 mgAg (subcutaneous administration) or 20,000 mg-min/m3 (by inhalation) 
when measured by the methods set forth in CD/CeP.30 Annexes III and IV. 

4. A 'Precursor of special significance for the formation cf super-toxic lethal 
chemicals" is a reactant which predetermines the main characteristics of the 
mentioned chemical formed in a one pot synthesis: 

..,/ 	see page 1 of Annex to document CD/354. 

11/ Concept of precursors is to be further elaborated. 
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— in a binary or multicomronent munition or in similar device; 

— at a facility of production of super—toxic lethal chemicals. . 

5. A 'Tacility" means a plant or part of plant, specifically designed for the 
production of chemical weapons (as defined in Element II), destruction of such 
weapons, as well as for production of super—toxic lethal chemicals for permitted 
purposes. 

6. "Capacity" means capacity of a facility to produce or destroy a certain amount of 
chemical weapons or to produce a certain amount of super—toxic lethal chemicals for 
permitted purposes during a given period of time. 

7. "Permitted rurposes" means non—hostile purposes and military purposes not 
connected with the use of chemical weapons. 

S. 	"Non—hostile purposes" means industrial, agricultural, research, medical or other 
peaceful purposes, law—enforcement purposes or purposes directly connected with 
protection against chemical weapons. 

9. 	"Destruction/diversion" means 

(a) with regard to .chemicals — their change into products which cannot be 
re—utilized for the purroses of chemical weapons, including their change both into 
degradation products . and into rroducts which can be used for permitted purposes; 

(b) with regard  to  munitions and devices as well as equipment specifically 
designed for use directly in connection with the'employment of such munitions or 
devices, making them unserviceable for the .purposes..of chemical weapons. 

10. "Destruction/dismantling" with regard to facilities means rhysically taking arart 
or disintegration of the facilities with the removal of all parts of the facilities 
in an unserviceable state for the use for the purposes of chemical weapons, or rartial 
dispersed employment for permitted purposes of some or ail parts  of the facilities 
in a serviceable state. 

11. An "incapacitant" 2./ 

12. An "irritant" fi 

Element IV: Prohibition of transfer and non—stationinr; 

1. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes 

(a)  Not  to transfer to anyone, directly or indirectly, any chemical wearons, 
as defined in Element II. 

• 	(b) Not to transfer to anyone, directly Or indirectly, even for permitted 
Purposes, except to another State Party, of any super—toxic lethal chemicals or 
their precursors, incapacitants or irritants. 

2. Each  State Party to this Convention undertakes not to station chemical weapons, 
including binary and multicomponent weapons, in the territories of other States and 
also undertakes to withdraw all its chemical wearons, including binary and 
multicomponent weapons, from the territories of other States if they were stationed 
there earlier, not later than .,.../ after this Convention comes into force for 
this Party. 

*/ To be eialorated. 

14.2 To be agreed upon. 
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Element V: Destruction. Diversion of Stocks of Chemical :dearons

1. Each State Party to the Convention undertakes to destroy its stocks of chemical
weapons as defined for the purposes of the Convention or divert them for permitted
•purposés in quantities consistent with such purposes. •

2. Each State Party to the Convention undertakes to begin destruction or diversion
for permitted purposes of its stocks of chemical weapons not later than
.... months/years,.!/ and complete it not later than 10 years after the Convention
comes for it into force.

3. For the purposes of destruction of stocks of chemical weapons each State Party
to the Convention shall have the right to convert tempora.rily facilities previously•
used for the production of such weapons or construct a specialized facïlity or
facilities for such purposes.

4. Procedures related to the measures to be taken during the fulfilment of the
obligations under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Element should ensure that these measures
are interrelated and co-ordinated in scone, sequence and timing. Other matters
concerning procedures and conditions are set forth in Annex to this Element.

Element V

(dnne x )

Destruction, Diversion of Stocks of Chémical GTeaaons

Procedures and onerations
chemical weaoor_s:

At-initial stage : ^

used for destruction or diversion of stocks of

Submission of plans for destruction
of chemical weapons, which shall include

(a) quantities of chemical weapons
destroyed; =/

or diversion for permitted purposes of stocks
indications of:

(quantities and types o^ chemicals) to be

(b) time schedule for the stages of the process of destruction for specific types
of chemicals;

(c) methods of destruction excluding the possibility of the re-utilization of
final products for the ?=poses of chemical weapons;

(d) location of facility or facilities used for destruction of stocks;

(e) quantities and types of chemicals which will be diverted for nermitted
pur-poses; '

J Alternatives see pa,;e 19 of Annex to document CD/334.

^Alternatives see page 20 of Annex to document CD/334.
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(f) time schedule far the stages of the process of diversion for ?.ermitt^d
purposes for specific types. of chemicals:

pu=,oses of diversion.

At destruction_ stahe: y^

(To be elaborated in connection ?•rit h the declara.tions reauired from Parties
relating to destruction or diversion of stocks.)

Element VI: Destruction, dismantlin:- or temporary conversion of facilities

for the ^roduction of ï,emical ?Te2.pOns

1. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to destroy or dismantle

facilities for the production of chemical weapons and not to build new facilities for
these purposes.

2. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to cease all activities relating
to the production of chemical weapons as well as to the transfer directly or
indirectly to anyone of such weapon:; and technological equipment for their
production and relevant technical documentation.

3. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to lie,--in the destruction or
disma.ntlin^• of the facility (facili ties j tcmpora.ril,y- converted in accordance ^rith
paragraph 3 of Element V for the destruction of the stocks of chemical -vlea.nons aftzr
the conclusion of the destruction of such stocks.

4. Operations for destruçtion or disruantling of facilities for the r•roduction

of chemical ?aeapons shall be,,;in not later than ... months/years, *4` and be completed
not later than 10 years after a State becomes. a Party to the Convention.

Hatters relating to ?_^rocedùres and conditions are set forth in the 1`.nneX to
this Element.

E lemen TVI

(t'.nne x ^

Destruction. dismantli?'1:r or tcePlnorary conversion of
faCilltlG's for the Û"rodl:ctlon or Cher^i ca.l wearons

Procedures and o;)erations used for destruction. disma.ntlin,- or te=orary
conversion of facilities:

At the stac^e before the be-:.nnin, of " actuaï destrc. ic cior_: ^

Declarations of plans for de^G.C_lctlon, dismantling or temporary conversion
of facilities rroducing chemical >•rca.pons, cor.ta.ininj indication of,

(a) time frames for destruction or r;_ismani.lin-^D 9

Alternatives see ?I...^° i7 of r'_nn^^;: to document ^'T/-, -,

Alternatives see 21 of :`_r-re.^_ to document CD/334•

aternat iv- --ce 29 +s a^ --- of o_n? ,_.. document CD/33r?

I
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(b) location of facilities;

(c) information concerning the use of individual elements of the dismantled
equipment:

(i) names and quantities of such equipment; -

*(ii) ways of using the dismantled equipment for peaceful purposes;

(d) location of facility/facilities temporarily converted for destroying the
stocks of chemical weapons....:.._...

At destruction sta.-e:.!/

Notifications made ... =/ months before the commencement of implementation of
each stage of the plans for destruction, dismantling or temporary conversion of
facility/facilities with the indication of the location of the facility/facilities.

Periodic notifications of the process of the implementation of the plans for
destruction, dismantling or temporary conversion of such facilities. =!/

Element VII: Permitted activities

1. Each State Party to the Convention has the right to retain, produce, acquire
or use for permitted purposes any toxic chemicals and their precursors, in types
and quantities consistent with such purposes.

2. The aggregate quantity of super-toxic lethal chemicals for permitted purposès
which are produced, diverted from stocks or otherwise acquired annually or are
available shall at any time be minimal and shall not, in any case, exceed one metric
ton for any State Party to the Convention. =2

3. Each State Party which produces super-toxic lethal chemicals for oermitted
purposes shall concentrate such production at a single specialized facility of
appropriate capacity. ^n-/

J Alternatives, see page 22 of Annex to document. CD/334.

^ To be agreed upon.

^ Other procedures and operations are to be elaborated in connection with the
declarations which would be made by the Parties concerning destruction, dismantling

or temporary conversion offacilities.

^ Alternatives see page 20 of Annex to document CD/334.
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Element VIII: Protection of the Populations and the. Environment  

Each State Party to this Convention in the course of the destruction or 
diversion of the stocks of chemical weapons and destruction, dismantling or 
temporary conversion for the purposes of destruction of chemical weapons of_the 
facilities for the production  of  chemical weapons shall take all necessary 
precautions and utilize safe methods of destruction so as to avoid harm to 
populations and to the environment. 

Element IX: y- International Co7oPeraticen  

1. This Convention should,be implemented in a manner to avoid hampering the 
economic or technological development of States Parties or international 
co-operation in the field of peaceful chemical activities, including the 
international-exchange of chemicals and equipmentfor production, processing or 
use of chemicals-for peaceful purposes in accordance with  the provisions of the 
Convention. -- - 	• • 

• - 	• - , 
2. Each State Party to this Convention.snall L undertake, to facilitate the fullest 
possible exchange of equipment, materials and scientific and technological 
information-forthe-ime of chemicals  for peaceful purposes consonant,withthe aims 
of this Convention. 	 • 

3. Each State Party to this Convention shall undertake.to allocate a.substantial 
part of possible savings in military expenditures as a result of disarmament 
measures agreed upon in this Convention to. economic andsocial development, 
particularly of the developing countries. 	. 	_ , 	 . 

Any  State Party to this Convention withan,aim of itsimplementationS.hal],,,,, 
have the right to transfer chemical weaponsta:another-,State Party for the purpoSe 
of destruction of those weapons in accordance with the provisions of this " 
Convention. 	 • ..  

Element X: Declarations  

1. 	Each State Party 'to this Convention shall,undertakgas,soon as possible after 
the Convention's entry into force or the State Party's adherence to it and in any 
case nOt later thàn 30-days thereafter: 

f" 	(a) to declare Whether or notit possesses chemical weapons as they are 
defined in paragraphs 1 and 2 of Element II, of their production, regardless of 

- - -their - being employed-at the entry of the Convention : into force for it, counting 
all»facilities'providing such Capacities which it possesses on .its own national 
territory or beyond its boundaries, or it has on its national territory under 
ownership of another State including those whose ownership is not defined; 

(b) to déclare that it hàs ceased all activities relating to the production 
of chemical weapons or»thetransfer to anyone of ,such weapons, of technological 
equipment for their production and of relevant technical documentation. 

2. 	Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not later than 30 days...after_ 
the Convention comes for it into force to declare: 
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- the magnitilde.Of the stocks. of chemical_meapOns4 as defined in 	' >- 
Element II of this Convention, in accordance with the provisions 
set:forth in-Annex III to this Convention; 

- 'radii/ties/aggregate -capacities  for the production of chemical weapons, 
- as defined in Element II of this Convention, in accordance with the 

proVisiOns set forth in Annex III to this Convention;- 

- the volume of transfers to anyone of chemical weapons, as defined in 
Element II of this Convention, of technological equipment for their 
production, and of relevant technical documentation which took place 

> after 1 January 1946, in accordance with the provisions set forth 
in'Àqnnex.   

.. 	 • 

- .whether  or  not there exiàt  in  its tereitdestocks or Chemical weapone,i 
aatheY are defined in'Elérdent'II, and  with whàt capaCities, which are , ' 
under control of, or have been left by, any other State, group ,of - 
States, oeganization or private person, in accordance with the _ • 

 

provisions set fOrth .  in . AnneX >  : 
3.. EachState Party undertakes not later than ... days/months **/ after the 
Convention comes into force or the State Party's adherence to it its plan for 
the destruction or diversion to permitted purposes of stocks of chemical weapons, 
in'jàddOrdance with the provisions set forthin Annex .... */ _ 
4. Each State'Party to this Convention Undertakes 
... days/months/one year before the commencement of 
of facilities of production of chemical weapons, to 
destruction'or disMantling, stating  the 'location of _ 
with the provisions set forth ïn ..Annex 

5. Each State Party undertakes: 

not later than 
the destruction or  dismantling 
declare its plans for their 
the facilities, in accordance 

(a) (i) to submit > annual periodical notifications cOncerningthe 
implementation of the plan for the destruction or diversion 

..•., 	for permitted- purposes of the stocks of chemical weabons; 	• 

(ii) to submit notifications concerningéach ConsecutiVe stage of 
destruction or diversion to permitted purposes of stocks of 

> Chemical weabons . three Months befdre'the beginning of each such stage; 

(/): to - submit anntial/periodic notifications concerning  the implementation 
- Of the plan for  destruction or dismàhtling of facilities  of the 

- production of chemidaI Weapons; 

(ii) to submit notifications concerning each consecutive stage of 
• dastrUCtion or disMantling of- facilities of production of chemical 

> 	Weapons three *Months befOre the beginning Of each such stage; . 

*/ To be elaborated. 

**/ To be agreed. 
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(c) to submit, not later than 30 days after the destruction or diversion 
of stocks of chemical weapons and not later than 30 days after the destruction or 
dismantling of facilities of the production of chemical weapons, appropriate 
statements to that effect. 

	

6. 	Each State Party to this Convention which carries out the production of 
super-toxic lethal chemicals for permitted pUrposeaffCr . pbrposes diregtly-.cOnnected 
with the protection against chemical weapons */ at a specialized facility shall declare 
its location before the date of the commencement of the facility's operatiOn. 

	

7. 	Each State"Party to thià  Convention undertakeS to submit annual declarations 
concerning the following substances produced, diverted from stocks, acquired or 
used: 

(a)" (i) stiper-toxic lethal, other lethal and harmful chemicals for 
purposes directly connected with protection against chemical 
weapons; 

(ii) super-toxic lethal chemicals for industrial, agricultural, 
research, medical or other peaceful purposes and for military 

-purposes not connected with the use of .chemical weapons; 

(iii) other lethal and harmful chemicals for industrial, agricultural, 
• research, medicalor other.peaceful purposes and irritants for 
purposes of law enforcement; 

(b) the chemicals mentioned above as well as the precursors produced, 
acquired, retained and used for permitted purposes, when they represent a special 
danger from the viewpoint of their possible utilizatidn"for purposes of chemical 
.weaponsi must be included in appropriate :  lists, Each„State Party to the Convention 
undertakes to present annually infOrMatibn bb  the cheMiCals - and precursors of 
chemicals included in those lists. **/ 

8. 	Each State-Tarty to this Convention undertakes to submit notifiCations 
concerning each e its transfers to any other State Party, where : not prohibited by 
the Convention, of super-toxic lethal chemicals, incapacitants and irritants and 
of other chemicals which could be used as components for : chemical weapons with 
binary or multicomponent charges,.includingythe names of recipient States. 

9. 	The above-mentioned declarations, plans, notifications and statements shall 
be submitted to the Consultative Committee which informs about these declarations, 
plans, notifications and statements the States Parties to this Convention. 

*/ See alternatives, pages 16 and 17, paras.7 and 8 of Annex to 
document  CD/334. 

. 	. 
**/ The Annex, which contains lists and other relevant provisions, is to be 

agreed upon and elaborated. 
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Element.X
(Annex).

Declarations

Declaration of stocks of Chemical Weanons

Will er.co:npass

(a): quantity (in metric tons). of.the stocks of_chemicals in.bulk and in
munitions in accordance with to::icity categories;

(b) quantity (in metric tons) of precursors, as defined in Element III of
this Convention, in accordance with toxicity categories separately as designed
for:

- binary or multicomponent munitions or devices;

- unitary munitions or devices; '

(c) quantity of munitions or devices ***/ as defined in subparagraph (b) of
paragraph 1 of Element II;

(d')' quantity of equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection
with the employment of the munitions and devices **#1 as defined in subparagraph (b)
of paragraph 1 of Element II;

Ce) other questions.

Declâration of Facilities/PsF-gregate Capacities for the Production of Chemical Weapons

Will encompass

(a) 'faciTities/aggregate capacities for the production of chemicals designed
for the purposes of chemical weapons by the categories of such chemicals;

(b)- facilities/aggregate capacities for the production of precursors, as
defined irr Element III of this Convention, separately as designed for:

binary or multicomponent weapons;

- unita-ry. weapons-;

(c) timing of declarations of the locations of facilities and other
questions. ^***/

See alternatives, p. 12 of Annex to document CD/334.

See alt2rnatives, p. 13 of Annex to document CD/334.

To be agreed upon and elaborated.

To be agreed.

I
^

^
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Element XI: General Provision on Verification  

States Parties to this Convention shall base their activities relating to the 
verification of compliance with the provisions of the Convention on a combination 
of national and international measures. 

Element  XII: ,.National Implementation Measures  

1. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to take any measures it 
considers, necessary-in accordance with its constitutional process to implement the 
Convention and, in particular, to prohibit and 'prevent any activity in violation 
of the provisions of the Convention anywhere under its jurisdiction or control. 

2. Each State Party to this Convention shall inform the Consultative Committee 
of the legislative and executive measures it has taken with respect to the 
implementation of the Convention. 

3. Each State Party to this Convention shall, in accordance with its constitutional 
process, designate an authority which shall be charged with the,primary 
responsibility with regard to overseeing the implementation and to co-operating 
with the Consultative Committee and the authorities carrying out similar functions 
in other States Parties. 	. 	 . 

4. Recommendations and guidelines on the functions of such an'authority are set 
forth in the.Annex IV to this Element. • . 

Element XII 
. (Annex) 

National Implementation Measures  */ 
• 

Recommendations and guidelines on the functions of a National Implementation 
Authority: 

• In national aspect: 

(a) To 6versee the implementation of the obligations undertaken by a State 
Party under this Convention within its national territory or under its jurisdiction 
or its control anywhere. - • 	. 

(h) To implement effectively its functions the Authority shall have the right: 

- to receive relevant:infOrmation from the executive organs:on the actual 
state of affairs concerning the implementation of the Convention; 

- to be acquainted with the relevant information concerning the research and 
development as well as production and commercial activities of enterprises 
of the chemical industry and related branches, including production and' 
commercial documentation of the industrial firms engaged in manufacturing 
chemical and other products which may be related to the scope of the 
Convention; 

*/ See alternatives, p. 33 of Annex to document CD/334. 
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- to ha,re access to facil?_tiesprcducirg super-toxic lethal chemicals,
har^iful chemicals and prccursors which fall under the scope of the
Co::vr;nt_on; : : . .

- to have access to facilities being dismantled or already dismantled•, or =

tamrorari?y converted to the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons and
to the specialized facility designed for the production of .the 3ilper-i-toxic
le'.haJ. chemicals for permitted purposes;

^' i;o tisve acccs."to ôensiüg-devices and instruments in the above-mentioned
facilities'and to .takc • necessary mè3surecnents;

to have financial resources• necessary for tli^ implementation of it°s
,. ; .fUnc ^_ons.;

- to submit to the governr.,er.t reports on its•activities which mary be made
public.

In Intzrnatioral•-AspeLG

(a) To:.provide the Consultative Committee with the necessary information ori
carryirg out its tasks in connection with the verification of the compliance with
the Convention.

(b) To provide all necessary assistance-In on-site inspections, including•
technical assistance.

(c) To participate in the selection of both technical and other personnel
for on-site inspections.

(d) To co-operate with the Consultative Committee, appropriate international
organizations and national authorities charged with the supervision of.'the`
implementation of the Convention in other States Parties.

Element XIII: National Technical Means of Cerificacion */

I

i

1. Each Stat.s Party to this Convention ::iay use national technical' means of ^
vrrificattion a:: its disposal for the purpose of providing assurance of compliance.
with the provi:,ior.s of the Convention in a manner consistent with!generally
recognized prir.ziples of international laT•;. /

2. Monitoring in accoriar_ce with paragraph 1 of this Element may be carried out
by each^-Statn 'Party to this Convention by the employment of its own national
technical means of verificat?o:i or with full or partial:assistance on the:part
of any other State Party.

3. Each•State Party'to this Convention shall not impede, including."through the
use of deliberate concealment maasures the national technical means of verification
of ather States Parties operating in accordance with paragraph 1 of this`Element.

:,ee alternative, p. 36 of Annex to document CD/334.

See alternatives, p. 3` of Annex to document .CD/334.

I
^
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Element XIV: Consultations and Co-operation 

1. The States parties to this „Convention undertake tO .consult one another and -• 
co-operate -in sôlving any;:problem which may arise in relation to the objectives of 
the • Convention or in  connection with the 'application of-its provisions. 

2. The States parties to this Convention shall exchange, bilaterally, multilaterally 
cr through the Consultative Committee, information which they consider necessary to - 
provide  assurance .of fulfilment of the obligations assumed under the Convention. 

3 • 	Consultationeandoo-operation shall also be undertaken through appropriate 
international procedures within the framework of the United Nations, -. in accordance 
withits-Charter • Such procedures may include the use of the services of appropriate 
international .organizations'in addition to those of the Consultative Committee. - 	• 

4. 	In the interests of enhancing the effectiveness of this Convention the States . 
parties of this Convention shall not take any actions aimed at deliberately falsifying 
the actual state of affairs with regard to compliance with the Convention by other 

• States parties. 

Element XV: Consultative Committee  

1. 	For the purpose of carrying.out broader international  consultation,  co-operation 
and exchanging necessary  information amona States parties, providing expert opinion 
and promoting  in  other fashions the verification of the compliance with the 
provisions of the -Convention the States parties shall establish a Consultative. 
Committee Within 30 days. after the Conventions  entry into force. Any State party 
shall F.:aye the right to appoint its representative to the Committee. 

.Consultative Committee shall be convened as necessary and also at the request 
of any State party to the :Convention (within 30 days after the request has been -- 

- received. :*/ 	• 	. . 	• 

3 Other questions relating to the organization and procedures of the Consultative 
Committee, its subsidiary bodies, their functions, rights, duties and methods of work, 
its role in on-site-  inspections, forms Of Co-operation With national implementation 
authorities, funding of its activities and other matters.  are set fôrth in Annex .. **/ 

4. 	In order to ensure  the establishmentof the Consultative Committee at the time 
given in paragraph 1 of this Element, after—the signature of the Convention by .. ***/ 
States there shalI be established a Preparatory. Committee open for all signatory ,  
States. 

	

*/ 	See Options, p.41 of. Annex to document CD/334. 

	

**/ 	To be elaborated. . 

	

***/ 	To be agreed. 
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Element XVI: Fact-finding procedure  

1. Each State party shall  have the  right to.request, bilaterallY or through the 
Consultative Committee, from another Party which is suspected of violating the 
Convention information on the actual state of affairs. The State-  to which the request 
is sent shall provide the requesting State party with information  in connection' with 
the request. 

2. Each State party,  may, bilaterally or through the Consultative Committee, send to 
another State party which is suspected of violating the Convention a request for an 
on-site inspection. Such request may be sent  fter the possibilities of fact-finding 
within the framework of paragraph 1 of this element have been exhausted and shall 
contain all relevant information and all possible evidence supporting the validity of 
the request. The State party to which such a reque'st is sent may treat the request 
favourably or decide otherwise. It shall inform the requesting State party in good 
time about its decision, and if it is not prepared to agree to an  inspection,  it shall 
give appropriate explanations. 

3. Each State party, which is suspected of violating the Convention, shall have 
right to request an on-site inspection on its territory or anywhere under its 
jurisdiction or control. 

Element XVII: On-site Inspection  

1. The States parties to this Convention shall verify the destruction of stocks of 
chemical weapons at a converted or specialized facility (facilities) within a period 
of time envisaged for these purposes pursuant to provision's of Element V of this 
Convention through carrying out international on-site inspections on the basis to be ' 
agreed upon. */ 

2. The States parties to this Convention shall verify the production of super-toxic 
lethal chemicals for permitted purposes at a specialized facility (facilities) 
through carrying out international on-site inspections on the basis to be agreed 
upon. */• 

Element XVIII: Procedures with regard to possible violations of obligations  
under the Convention  • 

1. Any State partY which has reason to believe that any other State party has acted 
or may be acting in violation of obligations deriving from the provisions of the 
Convention shall have the right to lodge a complaint with the United Nations Security 
Council. Such complaint shall include all relevant information and all possible 
evidence supporting the validity of the complaint. 

2. Each State party undertakes to co-operate in carrying out any investigation which, 
the Security Council may initiate in accordance with the provisions of the Charter of 

See alternatives, pages 42 and 43 of Annex to document CD/334. 
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the United Nations, on the basis of the complaint received by the Security Council.

The Security Council shall inform the States parties of the results of the investigation.

3. Each State party to the Convention undertakes to provide assistance or support
assistance being provided, in accordance.with the provisions of the Charter of the

United Nations, to any State party which requests it if the Security Council decides
that such party has been exposed to danger as a result of the violation by anôther
State party of obligations assumed under this Convention.

Element XIX: Relationship with Other Treaties

Nothing in this Convention shall be interpreted as in any way limiting or
detracting from the obligations assumed by any State under the Protocol for the

Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of
Racteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925, the Convention on

the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
iEiologicali and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction, and the Convention on

Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification
Techniques.

Element XX: Amendments

1. Any State party to this Convention may propose amendments to the Convention. The
text of any proposed âmendment shall be submitted to the Depositary, who shall
promptly circulate it to all States parties.

2. An amendment shall enter into force for all States parties to this Convention
which have accepted it, upon the deposit with the Depositary of instruments of

acceptance by a majority of States parties. Thereafter it shal.l enter into force for
any remaining State party on the date of deposit of its instrument.of acceptance.

Ele.,ment XXI: Review Conference

1. .... years '`/ after the entry into force of this Convention, or earlier if it is
requested by a majority of parties to the Convention by submitting a proposal to this
effect to the Depositary, a conference of States parties to the Convention shall be
held at Geneva, Switzerland, to review the operation of the Convention, with a view
to assuring that the purposes of the Convention are being realized. Such review

shoul.d take into account any new scientific and technological developments relevant
to the Convention.

2. l{urther review conferences shall be held at intervals of .. years #/ thereafter,
and at other times if requested by a majority of the States parties to the
Convention.

To be agreed.

1
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Element XXII: Duration and Withdrawals  

1. This Convention is of unlimited duration. 

.2. Each State Party to this Convention in exercising its national sovereignty 
has the,right to withdrawfrom the Convention, if it decides that extraordinary•events 
related to the ,subject matter of the Convention,, have jeopardized its supreme - 
interests, It Shall  ive notice  of such withdrawal to the Depositary three-months . 
in advance. Such notice shall include a statement of extraordinarY events it regards 
as having jeopardized its supreme interests. 

3. 	The Depositary on its part shall ibmédiately - infôrt the Sédûï.;ity Council of 
the United Nations of the submission of a notice of withdrawal from a State Party to the 
Convention. 

7-ement XXIII: Signature, Ratification, Accession 	 • 	. 
•• 	 . 	 . • • . 	 . 	 . 

1. This COnventionehall be open . to  all States for signature. Lny...Statewhidh: • 
does not sign the  Convention  before its eùtry into force in accordance witn  
paragraph 3 of thia Element can accede to it at any time. 	 .- 

2. This Convention is subject to ratification by signatory,States, Instruments 
of ratification or accession shall. be  deposited with the Secretary-General of the 
United g:7tions. 

3. This Convention enters into force upon the deposit Of instruments of 
ratification by ...I/ Governments, in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Element. II/ 

4. For  those  States  whoee instruments of ratification or accession are dePosited 
after the entry into force of ',this Convention, it .  enters into force on the date of  
the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession. 	 - 

5. The Depositary shall promptly inform all signatory States and States Parties 
of the date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument - of ratification 
or accession and the date of entry into force of this  Convention and. of any amendmenta 
thereto, as well as of the receipt of other notices. 	. 

6. This Convention  shall be registered by the Depositary inaccordance with .. 
Lrticle 102 of the Charter of the,  United Nations.  

7, '1.-.nnexe's to the Convention shall be considered an integral part of this 
Convention. 

Element XXIV: Distribution of the Convention  . 

This Convention of which the Lrabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish 
texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations, who shall send duly certified copies thereof to the Governments .of the 
States Parties to. the Convention and to Specialized and 2,ssociated Agencies of the _ 
United Nations system. 

I/ To be agreed. 

II/ See options p.31 of Lnnex to document CD/334. 
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Original: ENGLISH

Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons to
the Committée on Disarmament

I. INTRODUCTION

1. A review of the work of the Committee on Disarmament on the question of chemical
weapons during the first part of its 1982 session is contained in the special report
presented to the Second Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmament(document CD/292), which also covers the work of.the Committae on
Disarmament on this subject since 1979.

II. ORGANIZATION OF WORK AND DOCUMENTATION

2. In accordance with the decision taken by the Committc:e on Disarmament at its
174th plenary meeting held on 23 April 1982, the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical
Weapons resumed its work on 20 July 1982 under the Chairmanship of

Ambassador Bogumil Sujka of Poland. Mr. A. Bensmail, Senior Political Affairs
Officer, United Nations Centre fôr Disarmament, served as Sacratary of the Ad Hoc
Working Group.

3. It should be recallad that the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons was
re-establishcd for 19U2 at the 156th pl^^^nary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament
held on 18 February 1982, with the following mandaté:

"... In discharging its responsibility for the negotiation and elaboration as.
a matter of high priority, of a multilateral convention on the complute and

effective prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical
weapons and on their destruction, the Committee on Disarmament di;cidas to
Lstablish, for the duration of its 1982 session, an ad hoc working group of the
Committee to ^;laborate such a convention, taking into account all axisting
proposals and future initiatives with a view to enabling the Committee to

achieve agreement at the earliest dat^:. ...".

4. The Ad Hoc Working Group hald 26 meetings from 20 July to 15 September 1982.
In addition, the Chairman htld a number of informal consultations with delegations.

5. At the 177th pl%;;nary meeting of the CommittcQ on Disarmament, the Chairman
rc:ported on the progress of work of the Ad Hoc Working Group.

6. The representatives of the following States not meuibc:rs of the Committee on
Disarmament participated in the work of the Ad Hoc Ulorking Group on Chemical Weapons:

Austria, Denmark, Finland, Greec^, Ireland, Norway, Spain and Switzerland.

GE.82--66568
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7. During the second part of its 1982 session the fcllowing official documents
dealing with Chemical 'sveapons were presented to the Committee on Disarmament:

Document CD/294, dated 21 Jûly 1932, submitted by the deleo3tion of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, entitled "Basic provisions of a convention on the
prohibition of the:^dE.vélopment, pr.oduction..,and. stockpilir.o..of_. chemical weapons and
on their destruction"

- Document CD/298, dated 26 July 1982, submitted by Yugoslavia, entitled "Working
paper on some aspects of verification in a chemical weapons convention"

= Dôcüment CDf299, d?ted ,29 July 1982, submitted by Finlând, entitled "Letter
dated 27 July 1982, add"ressecï +b' the ChaiTMnan of the Cormittee on Disdrmamérit from
the Chargé d':Lffâir2s ^. i. of''tYie Pe_ ma nent rY•issicn of Finland, transt:ittin,^- a
document entitled 'Systematic identificaticn of chemical warfare agents; idenbification
of non-phosphorus warfare agents"

- Document CD/301, dated 4 :iugust 1982, submitted by Belgium, entitled "Memorandum
on moriitâring of the prohibition of the use in combat Of chemical and bacteriological
(biolôg!.;câl) or tôxin t•reapons"

- Dcc=ért CD/306,'dated 10 August 1982, submitted by the Netherlands, entitled

"Woriting.::paper conC'èrnin;; the verification cf"thé presencA of nerve aJénts, their
decomposition products or starting materials downstream of chemical production
plants"

Document CD/301, dated 1C August 1982, submitted by t. ,.e ldétnerlànds, érititled
'^aorking paper concerning the verification of thë presencé of nerve agents, their
decomposition products or starting materials downstream of chemical production
plants"

Document i;D/308-,-dated 10 August 1982, submitted by the rederal Répub2lié of
Germany and the King^Iom of the ITetherlânds, entitled "Letter dated 9 zu^ast 1982
from the Heads of the 'Deleg^.tions of the Federal Republ•ic éf ^ Germany and 'of the
Kingdom of the T1e£herlands to the -Cha.irû.an of the Committee -on -Dis2.:rmament
transmittin„ document contâ.ining preliminary questions concerning CD/294"

- Document CD/311, dated 11 ^'.ugust 1982, submitted by 1?on•ra.y, entitled, '74orking
paper•on verification of a che,nical "^réanons convention = samnling and analy.sis of
chemical warfa-re agents under -rinter conditions"

- Document CD/313, dated 16 August 1982, submitted by Canada, entitled "A proposed

verification organization fnr a chemical.creapons convention"

-Dôcument CD/316, dated 19 August 1982, submitted by France, entitled "Working
.piper on the monitoring of the destruction of stocks of chérMical weapons"

- Document CD/324, dateà 6 SeTtember 1982, sub^.itted by S*.•eden, entitled '^orl^ing
paper on toxicity criteria fOr 'key Cld precursors"

- Document CD/325, dated 4 Septe!^ber 1582, subm:.ttecl by ÛL^:'eden, ertltle: "^^or{i::g
paper on monitoring destruction of stockniles of c:,_emical ^:ieapcns and chemical

warfare agents"

I
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- Document CD/326, dated E September 1982, submitted by the Federal RerubliG 
of Germany, entitled "Chemical Weapons - Workinz paper: Proposals on !Declaration!. 
'Verification', and the !Consultative Committee!" 

- Document CD/333, dated 14 September 1962, submitted by Poland, entitled 
mfiews  of the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Groun on Chetical Weapons on possible 
compromise wordings of the elements of a future convention" 

8. •.• During the second part of its 1982 session, the folloWing working papers were 
circulated to the Worki%. Group: 

CD/CM:P.35 submitted by the Union of Soviet Socialist. Republics, entitled 
"Basic provisions of a convention on the prohibition of the develoPment, production 
and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction" (also issued as CD/294) 

- CD/CW/W.P.36 entitled "Consultations with delegations, assisted by experts, by 
the Chairman of the Working Group on Chemical Weapons" 

- GD/Ce.P.33/Corr1 entitled "Corrigendum to the Compilation .of revised 
Elements and Comments.thereto (CD/220), proposed new texts and alternative wordings 
as well as comments on new texts" 

CD/CW/WP.37 submitted by YUgoslavia, entitled "Working paper on some aspects 
of verification in a chemical weapons convention" (alsO issued as GD/298) .  • 

- CD/CW/WP.38 submitted by Yugoslavia, entitled "Suggested alterhative 
definition of Chemical Weapons" 

• • 
--CD/CeP.39 submitted by Belgium,• entitled 'Uemorandum on monitOring of the 

prohibition  of the use in combat of chemical and bacteriological (biological) or 
toxin weapons" (also issued as CD/301)• 

- CD/CWA1P.40 submitted by the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands, entitled "Letter dated 9 August from the Heads of the 
Delegations.of the Federal Republic of Germany and of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
addressed to the Chairman  of 	Committee on Disarmament transmitting a document 
containing preliminary questions concerning CD/294" . (also issued as CD/306) 	- 

-- CD/Gil/VE.41 and Corr.1 entitled "Report of the Chairman to the Working 'Group 
on Chemical Weapons on the consultations held with experts on technical issues" 

- CD/CW/W.P.42 submitted by France,.entitled "forking paper on the Monitoring of 
the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons" (also issued as GD/316) 

- CD/CW/WP.43 entitled 'Traft Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical 
Weapons to the Committee on Disarmament" 	 • 

V' 	- CD/CUMP.44 submitted by Poland, entitled "Views of the Chairman of the 
Ad Hoc Working Group on possible compromise wordings of the eleMents of a future 
convention" (also- issued as CD/333) 

I  
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9. The following Conference Room Pape^:s were also submitted to the Z,!orking Group

during the second part of its 1982 session:

- CD/MI/CRP.60 entitled "Summary by the Chairman of initial comments made with
respect.to thesuggested wording for ar.nex IV: recom.mendations and guidelines
concerning the functions and organization of the national verification system

"CD/CGd/CRP .42)

- CD/CG7/CRF.61. entitled "0penin3 statement by the Chairman of the j•Iorking Grqup
on Chemical Weapons on 20 July 1982"

- CD/C4I/CRP.62 submitted by China, entitled "Suggested alternative wording

for Element II and ünr.ex I"

- CD/C41/CRP.63 submitted by the Federal Republic of Germany, entitled "List of
questions addressed to the delegation of the USSR on 22 July 1982 by the delegation
of the Federal Republic of Germany with respect to document CD/294 (CD/CIVATP.35)"

- CD/CV/CRP.64 entitled "Timetable for the Chairman's qonsultations with
experts on technical issues as presented in document CD/C[fAIP.36 on 23 July 1982,.
to be held 2-6 August 1982"

- CD/C4I/CRP.65 submitted by China, entitled "Suggested alternative wording
for Element IX, 2(a) and (d)"

III. CHAIr2MAPT ► S CONSULTATIONS jJ'ITH DEIEGATIOt:S ON TLCHNICAL ISSUES

10. Following the practice introduced in 1981 by the Chairman to hold consultations

on certain technical questions relevant to the future Convention, the Chairman,
during the second nart of the 1982 session of the Group, convened consultations with
delegations on issues recommended for further examination and in his previous renort
contained in document CD/C7,,,A:tP.30 of 22 Harch 1982. These consultations were held

from 2 to 6 I',ugust 1982 and dealt specificaliy with the following issues:

(a) With regard to scope, possible standardized physical, chemical or
biological methods enabling determination of the toxicity of "other harmful

chemicals" and products formed in different kinds of production processes ( including

the binary technique) for chemical warfare agents, particularly those belonging to
super-toxic lethal chemicals;

(b) With regard to verification, possible technical methods to monitor
destruction of chemical weapons, inter alia, by means of s>>ecialized. information
gathering "black: boxes", including the means for transmission and rrocessir,9 of such
information.

11. At its ôth meeting, held on 11 tsuoust 1982, the Chairman of the Ad ':oc ?•!orki.ng
Group presented the report on his consultations as contained in
document CDI(MTAiP.41 and Corr.l. The Workir.j- Croup devoted its 8th meeting to
an in-depth discussion of this report; The Croup took note of this report. While
the usefulness of these consultations was unanimously recognized, the need to

structure them accordino to the requirements of the future convention was emphasized,
bearing in mind the close link between its tec)rica.l and rolitical aspects.

I
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It was felt that the consultations with delegatione on techniôal issues should be 
clearly relevant to the work of the Working Group.. It was agreed that in the future 
the report should duly reflect the differing views.expressed in these consultations .. 
Some delegations emphasized that Chairman's consultations with delegations On 
technical issues can play a useful role only when they can contribute to the • 
clarification of technical issues for such provisions of the future convention on 
which agreement in Principle- has been achieved. Other delegations held the view that 
these consultations Could also help to 'provide a •concrete basis for the-consideration 
of key-issues on which no ai reement•has yet been •reached. 

12. It was agreed that Chairman's  consultations on  technical issues should focus on 
the questions listed below. It was further agreed that during the time devoted to 
these consultations, between six and eight meetings should be devoted to each item, 
two meetings to the presentation of other technical issues of direct relevance to 
the work of the Working Group, aimed at facilitating the,negotiating Process, and 
four meetings for discussion of the report on the consultations. 

TODiCS to be discussed: 

A. On the basis of the working hypothesis on the definition of chemical weapons 
(see Annex, pages 3-10) including the concepts of Precursors  and key precursors, it 
is suggested that the following questions may be directed to the technical expertise 
of delegations: . 

(a) what are the views on the "working hypothesis" on definition of these 
Concerts? 

(b) to what extent - and by which method - would it  'ce possible to compose lists 
of key precursors? 	 . . 

. 	. 
B. With respect to destruction of stockpiles of chemical weapons, verification 
procedures should 

(i) verify the types and quantities of chemicals to be destroyed; 

(ii) ensurà thatthey have : been .destroyed. 	. 

In this connection technicalexperts of delegations may be asked to address the 
following questions: 

• 
(a) what technical procedures could be suggested in order to monitor 

destruction of stockpiles of chemical weapons? 

(b) •whàt,srecific elements needto be included in declarations made by State 
Parties,• in order to meet the-requirements mentioned above? 

(c) do methods of destruction  of.stockpiles need:ta•be specified; and in what_ 
detail, it .order to assure State Parties that  stocks have been .destroyed and . are not 
capable of being diverted again to . use as chemical weapons?. -T 
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IV. SUBSTANTIVE CONSIDERATIONS DURING THE SECOND PART OF THE 1982 SESSION 

13. During the second part of its 1982 session, the Group at the suggestion of the 
Chairman, proceeded to another detailed examination of the Revised Elements and of 
f.he CoMments Thereto, contained ill document CD/CW/WP.33 and Corr.1 with a view to 
elaborating the provisions of the . futtire convention. 

14. As a result of the consideration of the Revised Elements and of the 
:Comments Thereto, and after extensive informal consultations in the Working Group, 
the Working Group accepted the Chairmants suggestion  • o establish nine open-ended 
contact groups in order to advance the process Of elaboration of the convention. 
These informal contact groups, which are listed below, dealt with the following 
spheres of the convention: 

(a) Element I: scope of the chemical weapons convention; 
(Co-ordinator: Mr. T. Melescanu, Romania) 

(b) Element II: definitions; 
(Co-ordinator: Dr. J. Lundin, Sweden) 

(c) Element IV: declarations; 
(Co-ordinator: Mr. T. Altaf, Pakistan) 

(d) Element V: destruction, diversion, dismantling and conversion; 
(Co-ordinator: Mr. S. Duarte, Brazil) 

(e) Element IX: general provisions on verification; 
(Co-ordinator: Mr. G. Skinner, Canada) 

(f) Preamble and Final Clauses of the future chemical weapons convention; 
(Co-ordinator: Mr. R. Steele, Australia) 

(g) Element X: national implementation measures 
(Co-ordinator: Dr. H. Thielicke, German Democratic Republic) 

(h) Element XI: national technical means of verification 
(Co-ordinator: Dr. H. Thielicke, German Democratic Republic) 

:(i) Elements XII and XIII: . consultation and co-operation; 
consultative committee. 
(Co,ordinator: Miss N. Mascimbene, Argentina) 

15. The results of the work of these Contact Groups were reflected in the reports of 
the Co-ordinators which were discussed in-depth in the Working Group and 
subsequently revised by the co-ordinators. 	These reports are attached in-extenso 
in the Annex. The method of work adopted by the.Working Group in the second part 
of its 1982 session, and in particular the functioning of open-ended contact groups, 
was recognised by all delegations as fully appropriate for the present stage. 
Delegations paid tribute to the Chairman, Ambassador Sujka., for his imaginative 
proposals in this regard. 
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16. The Chairman, having taken into accour_t;

- the views expressed by different delegations at the plenary meetings of
the Committee devoted to Chemical Weapons;

- the extensive discussions during the meetings of the Working Group;

- the equally extensive discussion in the contact groups;

- the thorough examination of and discussion on the report of each of the
contact groups;

- and the consultations with numerous delegations,

1
1
1
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presented his views on possible compromise wordings of the elements of the future
convention. These views are contained in document CD/333(CD/Cti•1/,dP.44). The
Working Group appreciated the Chairman's contribution and recommended to take
it into consideration along with the reports of the contact groups in its
deliberations during 1983.

17. The Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons has agreed to recommend to the
Committee on Disarmament that the Group should resume its work on 17 January 1983.
It has further agreed that it should start its 1983 session with the Chairman's
consultations with delegations on technical issues.

18. The Ad Hoc 'aorxing Group on Chemical Weapons has agreed to recommend to the
Committee on Disarmament that the Group should continue its work under the present
Chairman between 17,and 28 January 1983, taking into account all existing proposals
and future initiatives. During this period the Group will continue the work
carried out in 1982, including through meetings of the contact groups established
in 1982, and through the Chairman's consultations on technical issues envisaged

in paragraph 12 above. It also agreed to recommend that the consultations on
technical issues should continue to the end of the first week of the Committee's
1983 session, and that the 1982 Chairman of the Working Group should prepare a report
on the basis of his consultations. It was further agreed that the work of the
Working Group itself during the period 17-28 January should be reported as part of
the 1983 report.

^
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AiMTEX

REPORT OF TIE] CO-G üIMATCB OF Tb^ CONTACT C^CtTP ON TBr SCCPE OF TIIû
CBM1ICAI, I-I"EkPOITS CONVENTION

I. Basic positions:

1. Text without a nrohibition of use:

"Each State Party to this Convention undertakes, under no circumstances, to

develop, produce, other^.^rise acquire, stoc:çpile, retain or transfer chemical

i•reapons, and to destroy or dispose for permitted nurposes of e.,istinE; stocks,

of such weapons, and also to destroy or dismantle facilities and means of

production of such weapons."

2. Direct inclusion of a prohibition of the use of chemical wea•oons in

Element I:

"Each State Party to this Convention undertakes never in any circumstances

to develop, produce, othertrise acquire, stockpile, retain, transfer or use

chemical weapons and to destroy or otherwise dispose of existing stocks of

chemical areapons end means of nroduction of such weapons."

H. Proposals for optional alternatives concerning- the reaff-irmation of the
"non-use" ré-gi.me orovided for in the 1925 Geneva Protocol, and its
reinforcement th-rouzh one or more of the f ollowi n,7:

(a) a preambular provision recalling the 1925 Geneva Protocol and reaffirming

the prohibition of use;

(b) a snecific provision nrohibitinb use in situations not covered by the

1925 Geneva Protocol;

(c) a provision stating that CW convention should not be interpreted as

in any way limiting or detracting from the oblilations assumed by any State

under the Geneva Protocol of 1925 (alonj the lines of existino Element VII);

(d) a specific article in the body of the future convention reconmizing

that any use of chemical sreapons will constitute a violation of the chemical

weanons convention and stipulating that as a consequence tulle-provisions on

verification included in Ct1 convention will al,ply to such situations 'as well,

(e) a specific provision should be included in the section dealing with the

"complaints procedure" of the future Convention. f3uch a provision shculd

recognize that any use of chemical :•rea_oons by a State Party or with tiie

assistance of a State Party would indicate a violation of one or more of

tlze obligations assumed under the scope of the Convention. The competence

of the Consultative Committee would consequently be =Ytended to the alle,-a.tions

of use.

t
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(f) -•:Droisions for .,ho orific.?.ticn in 7U-Conention will include methods • 

and mechanisms fer tho verification of the prohibition to use chemical 

weapons. 

(g) semarate mechanism for investigating suspected use cf chemical weapons 

and biological weapons in combat; 

(h) includinL the prohibition of use in the definitions cf the chemical 

•eapons convention: 	• 

(i) in the interests of enhancing the effectiveness of the Convention, 

the States Parties shall agree in due form to rrevent any actions aimed 

at deliberately falsifying the actual state of affairs with regard to 

compliance with the Convention by other States Parties. 

III. Co-ordinator's proposals for "a working h7pothesis": 

In the event that consensus is reached that Element I of the future convention 

may not include a reference to  the • prohibition of use, this question Mould be handled 

as follows: 

In the preamble of the Convention, a Paragraph will recall the 

1925 Geneva Protocol  and • reaffirm the prohibition to use chemical weamens; 

E1eent  VII will.also_oOrtain_a•refersnce,to_the_Geneva.Protocol-stating - 

that  the Convention  should not - be inteî.préted In-any'wej- a IiMitifig or 

affecting the obligations assumed by.States on the basis of the 

1925 Protocol; 

In addition, a.new article_ will be included in th p Convention 

recognizing that any use f chemical weapons will ipso jure  constitute an 

evidence . of a violation of the CW Convention and, accordinizly, the premisions 

on verification included in CU Convention •ill apply to such situations 

as well. 

Prohibition of tho Planning, oreanization and training in chemical  
warfare canability 

In the last meetine of the Group, a short exchange ef views  on the possible 

inclusion of the prohibition of the planning, organization and training into.a 

G• convention toek place. It =reared that th= ,  basic positions expressed en this 

subject remàin the same. It  ras  conseeuently agrsed to postpone a discussion on 

this item till after further discussions on other preblems like verification or 

non-use. 
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REPORT OF TEE CO-ORDINATOR OF THE - CONTACT GROUP ON DEFINITIONS . 

1. The Contact Grcup has considered basic definitions for the lourrose of the 

convention of "chemical weapone, "precursors" and toxicity criteria, and of 

"permitted purposes".' Disdussions have also been held on the possible meaning of 

expressions concerni4E other  aspects of the convention as "Production camability/ 

capacity" and "destruction". 

2. In its work, the Contact Group has recognized that the possible  outcome of its 

deliberation could not be perceived as in any way binding for the delegations, who 

took part,' or for any other delegations. The basic positions cf delegations still 

are those reflected in CD/220 and WP.33 1  both in the "elements" and in the comments 

to them, and also in CD/294. 

3. The co-ordinator feels, however, that he was supported by the Contact  Group 

in his endeavours to present"wOrking hypothesis" regarding the possible content 

of the definitions mentioned, at the same time accounting for the main divergent 

or optional views on the suggested content. The-report, therefore, presents such 

working hypothesis and comments on them, and, when necessarY, preceded by an 	. 

introduction to the subject. The introduction contains points of view which were 

offered by delegations as explanations for suggested parts of definitions. 

4. Even if it is the hope that the working hypotheses might serve delegations in 

their work to narrow differences of views on definitions, they should be considered 

to be only basic approaches. Thus they are not intended to reflect all the 

controversial issues which are discussed to be included in the al:ope l  eVen if 

occasionally somé reference may be made to that. 

5. Before starting the work on definitions, the Contact Group discusSed the 

"purpose criterion". It was aaréed that this concept need not be defined for the 

purmose of the convention. However, the followine tentative  description seemed 

to be generally acceptable: 

(1) It allows a State to deterbine What it is allbwed to do and 

• what it must not do. 

(2) It provides a guideline for one State to evaluate another State's 

activities. 

(3) It provides, together with the auantity criterion, a starting point ' 

for elaborating more specific criteria (e.g. toxicity, lists). Such 

criteria can serve as a guide to selection and application of 

specific verification measures. 
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6. 1,-,'Crk,i=g hjpÇ theS13 : agard-ii S a . Das1C d2:^=r:1 tl^.. L.'eanCris .

(a) The definition should comprisé only such concepts which are necessary•

for the purpose of the convention.

(b) The definition should express the typical effects of ch-emical weapons,

i.e. that their effects are due to the utilization of the tcxic properties

of chemicals to cause death or other harm.

Comments:

Weapons utilizing other pronerties of chemicals, e.g. radioaCtivity..

or their content of energy, are not to be considered as chemical

weapons even if such chemicals happen to be more or less toxic.

It may be a question of presentation where in the definition this

idea should be expressed, whether in an int3zoductory part of the

definition or in the body of the definition.

Suggestions have been made that reference has to be made to the use

in war, armed cor,flict•or combat in this connection.

The formulation suggested about toxic properties of chemicals could

imply a reference to to.:ic effects of chemical weapons to all living

organisms.

(c) The term "chemical weapons" should be applied to each of three different

categories of items:.

(i) Toxic chemicals which meet certain criterial and their precursors.

(ii) Munitions and devices Lrhich meet certain criteria. This category

includes binary end,other multi-compener.t munitions or devices.

(iii) Equipment specifically desiEned for use directly in connection

with the employment of such munitions or devices.

Comment,,:

The above mentioned part of the definiticn that chemical weapons utilize

the toxic properties of chemicals could as well appear in the body,

(i)-(iii), of the definition.

Another approach mijht be to define "chemical warfare aCent" and apply

the criteria referred to under (a) to such chemical warfare agents.

I

A

1

^
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(d) The general undertakings in ax _xticle I of a future convention shall

not apply to chemicals, which can be showm to be produced etc. for certain

permitted purposes,in quantities appronriate for such purposes. However,

such chemicals may have to be subject to certain clarificaticn'procedures

concerning the provisions in article I, as may be expressed in appropriate

future articles on verification.

Comment:

The way to express this in the convention is not agreed upon yet.

(e) The criteria for placing chemicals in te:cicity categories as super-toxiç
lethal chemicals, other lethal chemicals, and other harmful .:'iemicals, could
be expressed as follows:

(i) A"super-to:;ic lethal chemical" is any toxic chemi al with

a median lethal dose which is less than or equal to 0.5 mg/kg

(subcutaneous administration) or 2,000 mg-min/m3 (by inhalation),

when measured by the methods set forth in

Any "other lethal chemical" is any toxic chemical with a median

lethal dose which is greater than 0.5 mg/ke- (subcutaneous

administration) or 2,00v^ ik---min/m3 (by inhalation) and which is

less.than or equal to 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or

20,000 mt^-min/m3 (by inhalation) when measured by the rr.ethods

set.forth in

(iii) Any "other harmful chemical" is any toxic chemical with a median

lethal dose irhich is greater than 10 m^^kg (subcutaneous administration)

or 20,000 mg-min/m3 (by inhalation) when measured by the methods

set îorth in

Comments:

Preliminary agreed protocols for toxicity determinations by subcutaneous

administrations and by inhalation have been worked out during technical

consultations.

The category "other harmful chemical" might be subdivided into catercries,

which referred to other toxic effects than lethal effects. •i"i swould

presume agreements. on methods to measure such other harmful effects

as sensory irritant effects,mentally and physically incape^itatin^

effects, skin lesion effects etc.

1
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(b) For.the purpose,of the convention a general a.^d broad definition

of "precursor" could contain the following:

(i) Precursors as mentioned in , are chemicals, T,jhich,

when made to react chemically form chemicals as are mentioned

in (reference to the place where supq-r-toxic lethal, other

lethal, and other harmful chemicals first are mentioned in

the..definition of chemical weapons).

Comment:
T .:

An alternative formulation might be.

"Precursor" means any chemical, which may be used as a reactant

in production of a super-toxic lethal chemical, other lethal

chemical, or other harmful chemical.

(ii) It would be.prohibited tmder the convention to develop, produce,

stockpile, otherc•rise acquire, retain_or transfer precursors

as defined above other than for permittedpurposes.

.(c) A defir_itior...of "key precursor" could contain the fcllowine:

(i) A key precursor would be the reactant(s).in one or in a

few consecutive chemical.syntheses leading to the formation of

a super-toxic lethal, other lethal, or other harmful chemical,

which determines the class of chemical (expressed in the

chemical structure) of the toxic chemical(s) formed when the

reaction(s) is taking place

- in a production facility producing super-toxic lethal,

other lethal or other'harmful.chemicals,

- in a cheumical weapon warhead or other dissenir.atinE

device for chemical weapons, before the dissemination

of the intended final, toxic product(s); or outside

the dissemination device during or after dissemination.

(ii) Key precursors would have to be destroyed i.e.. transformed into

chemicals without significance themselves for production of

toxic chemicals. Such destruction as well as non-production

of key precursors should be subject to verification as set

out in

C omment s :

r"_ definition of key precursors thus could contain the fcllowirg

characteristics:

The key precursor would

- be a precursor in the final stages cf the nroducticn process,
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- . be particularly important in determining the end product, 

- be of relatively little use for non-hostile purmoses, 

.- pose a serious - risk from the standpoint of Li effective ban 

and therefore'require particular attention with respect tc 

verification. 

A definition of key precursor may also serve State Parties to a 

convention as a guide for evaluation cf future developments with 

respect to key precursors Jicich have not previously been generally . 

 kno•n or were discovered in the future. 

For the latter purmose, alleged key predursors, and for which data 

proving this were lacking, côüld be related to any of the three 

tymes of toxic chemicals.Iy means  of  toxicity determinations on 

their end products formed in their reactions with other precursors. 

The existence of the definition would also serve as a guideline 

when chemicals falline under the general definition of precursors 

above may not need to be destroyed or could  'ce  diverted or produced 

for permitted purposes. 

Optional to having an exPlicit definition cf key precursors, it 

might be possible to have. only a list.  of key precursors. Such -

a list could be established and revised as necessary by the 

Consultative Committee on the basis of agreed criteria similar 

to those discussed above. This mieht make it possible tc have a 

simple-definition like e.g.: 

"Key precursor" means a Imecursor which has been identified by 

the Consultative Committee, on the basis of agreed criteria, as 

requiring particular attention from the point of view of 

destruction.. 

A list of key 'precursors could also be made up in addition to a 

définition. of key precursors. 

The question of lists of key precursors was not thoroughly 

discussed during the consultations but seems to be favourable to 

most delegations. Nor was  it discussed as to which extent they 

mieht be reviàed. 
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9. A preliminary discussion was held with resmebt to possibly needed 

definitions, for the purpose cf  the convention, of. "production facility", 

"production.capacity" .  and of "destruction".. The background.material presented 

as a basis for the discussions by the co—ordinator are presented below, amended 

in accordance with the few points of view there was time to obtain on these 

matters during the consultations. 

(a) "Production facility" could mean the plant or part of plant, 

• here chemical weapons be produced. 

(h) "Production capacity" could mean the amount of chemical weapons that 

might be produced during a given period of time under agreed assumption, 

and/or 

the number of production facilities, which might produce chemical weapons 

and their combined output durinf one year under agreed assumptions. 

Comment: 

Instead of their combined output, the output of each  production 

. 	facility might be given. 

(c) "Destruction" could mean one or more of the following activities to 

eliminate chemical weapons and production facilities. 

(i) With regard to chemical weapons 

Chemicals: 

Change of the chemical into degradation mroducts, which may be uneconomical 

to utilize for repeated production of the same chemical. The process Should 

.be performed in a way that is not detrimental to the environment. 

This might include utilization of the chemical directly in a (irreversible) 

production process leading to other chemicals, which could not economically. 

be  utilized for production of the same chemical or facilitate production of 

such chemicals. Such a change of the chemical may be referred to as diversion 

or conversion instead of destruction, and would have to be declared and 

performed according to agreed procedures, and be subject to marticular 

verification measures. 

Munitions and devices: 

Make such munitions or devices unserviceable for chemical weapons rurroses, 

preferably by crushing them into pieces. 
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S,ec_*"icz.11;- desirncd eçuirmer_t:

,Lake such ecraipmer_t unserviceable and removed from weapons systems• etc.

(ii) 1.1ith retard to -oroducti,;n facilities

physically take apart or disintegrate the facility and rer,ove all

parts in an unserviceable state f rom the facility, leaving the site

emptyt -

- disnantle.and disperse for other purpcses some or all' of tne parts

of a nroduction fzcilit-y. Removed parts and the purposes cf their

utilization should be declared and verified.

1

1
I
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APPENDIX

Reference material:

Document CD/112, 7 July 1980, p. 2-3, entitled

"Letter dated 7 July 1980 addressed to the Chairman of the Committee on

Disarmament from the representàtives of the USSR and the United States to

the Committee on Disarmament."

Document CD/220, 17 August 1981, entitled

"Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons to the Committée on

Disarmament."
... : ..... ..

Document WP.33, 28 April 1982, p. 5-11, entitled

"Compilâtion of revised Elements and Comments thereto (CD/220), proposzd new

texts and alternative wordings as well as comments on new texts.';

Document CD/266, 24 March 1982, submitted by Yugoslavia, entitled

"Working paper, Binary weapons and the problem of their definition and

verification."

Document CD/294, 21 July 1982, submitted by the USSR, entitled

"Basic provisions of a convention on the prohibition of the development, production

and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction, Proposal of the

USSR."

Document CD/CW/CRP.62, 26 July 1982, submitted by China, entitled

"Suggested alternative wording for Element II and Annex I."

Document CD/CW/WP.30, 22 March 1982, Annexes III and IV, entitled

"Report of the Chairman to the Working Group on Chemical Weapons on the

consultations held on issues relating to toxicity determinations."

Document CD/CW/WP.38, 28 July 1982, submitted by Yugoslavia, entitled

"Suggested alternative definitions of Chemical Weapons."

Document CD/CW/CRP.31, CD/CW/CTC/13, 19 March 1982, submitted by United States of

America, entitled

"Precursors."

Document CD/CW/CTC/15, 26 July 1982, submitted by Sweden, entitled...... .

"Chairman's Consultations on Toxicity Criteria." ;...

Document CD/CW/CTC/1;', 5 August 1982, submitted by Chin_,entitled

"Chairnr.n's Consultations on Toxicity Criteri^.° .-- -

D::cuG.c:nt C7/ C1•1/CTC/2%, 9::ugust 1982, sub:7itted by USSR, entitled

"Soïae .rcblams assxiat;:d with the pt•ohibiti^^.. of binary w^;^a;.ns and the

verification of compliance wit:1 such prchibition. ^'

A numôer of written suggestions from delePations, as well as many earlier

contributions to the Working Group, have not been listed here.

I
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REPORT  OF THE CO-ORDINATJR OF THE  CONTACT GROUP O LEMENT IV (DECUiRATIONS) 

1. 	POSSESSION OR NON-POSSESSION 

Possession or non-possession of eChcmical Weapons" (az defined in the relevant 

element of CW Convention including all components) and production facilities in use 

or inoperative whether on States  own property or abroad or belonging to other 

State(s) on one's own property including those whose ownership is not well defined. 

Timings: 	Not later than 30 days after the . ConVentio&s entry 

into force or the State Party's adherence to it. 

(A) "Chemical Weapons" Stocks  

(a) Agents: 	Description by weight in metric tons- inelUding quantiïies 

in bulk and filled into munitions and 

Alternative I  Description by toxicity category: 

	

_ 	 _ 
- SuPertéXic lethalnerve gases  (G-gazes,  1/-gases); - . 
- Supertoxic lethal blister gases (H-gases); 

- Other supertoxic lethal chemicals; 

	

_ 	. 
- OtilinTlethal- Ofie-miéalà; 

- Other.  harmful chemicals including incapacitants, 

psychotropic chemicals, Convulsants and disabling 

chemicals; irritants including those meant for . law 

enfOrcement . puï'-po.Ses. 

AlternativeII  Descriptionby toxicitycatagcry(supertoxic lethal, other 

lethal ànd other -hàrinful) and"6y chemical names. 

(b) Precursors: 

Alternative I  Precursors including those of binary type and individual 
_ 	. 	. 

chemiéals in accOrdànce with the categories mentioned in 

(a) Alternative I above. 

- Aitèrhati'Ve II  Deà-cription by Weight in metric tons filled and . unfilled 

and by chemical names. 

(c) Munitions and devices  _ 
Alternative I  As desdribed through toxicity categories quantities of agents 

and precursors: _ 	. _ , 
Alternative II  (i) Types, weight and number of unfilled. 

(ii) Types, weight and number of filled. 

I  

•1 
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(d) "Equipment specifically designed for use in CW"

Alternative I As described through toxicity categories quantities of

agents and precursors.

Alternative II Types and number including of auxiliary filling equipment.

Location:

Alternative I No declarations.

Alternative II Exact description of location by precise geographic co-ordinates.

Timing: Not later than 30 days after the convention's entry into

force or the State Party's adherence to it.

(B) Production Facilities:

(a) Type

Alternative I Declaration for purposes of destruction

(i) Agent production and key precursor production

facilities including types of products.

(ii) Filling facilities.

(iii) Key precursor production facilities.

Alternative II Declaration for purposes of destruction as well as
Confidence Building Measures

(i) Agent production and key precursor production

facilities including types of products.

(ii) Filling facilities.

(iii) Key precursor production facilities.

(iv) Munitions and devices production facilities which

are èxclusively or partially designed or used for

this purpose.

$!ai (b) Capacity of Production Facilities

Alternative I Types, weight and/or quantity in terms of time as follows:

(i) Capacities for production of chemicals are

declared directly in units of chemicals weight.

(ii) Capacities for filling of munitions are declared

in units of chemical weights.

(iii) Capacities for production of filled munitions of

binary or multicomponent charges are declared in

units of chemicals' weight as applied to the chemicals

of a specific type which could be formed in combat use.

(iv) Capacities for production of unfilled munition of

binary or multicomponent charges are declared in units

of weight of the chemicals which could be formed after

filling the munitions.
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Location: 

Alternative I  

Alternative II  

Alternative III  

Alternative IV  

Alternative I  
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Location: 

Uternative II  

*weilt - zrdler qunntit7 4 n . terms 

Exact geographical ideation of facilitieswill be declared 

in degrees, minutes and seconds. 	 • 

Declarations will also include description of following 

types of facilities: 

(i) Existing facilities: Last data of oPeration: 

(ii) Converted; present use; last date .  useefer . CW. 

(iii) Dual purpose facilites: 

No declaration of dual purpose facilites. 

Dual purpose facilities which are specifically designed or 

used in part for production of any chemical which is 

priffiarily Used for,CW:' 

Dual purpose facilities which are capable of conversion to 

prcper CW facilities. 

The number and location of all industrial facilities for 

the production of organophosphorous substances. 

(i) Possession of facilities 30 days after the Conventions 

 entry into force or the State Party's adherence to it. 

(ii) Capacity of facilities not later than 30 days after 

the Conventions  entry into force or the State Party's 

adherence to it. 

Not later than one year before destruction. 

All declarations regarding possession, capacity and 

location of .facilities be made not later than 30 days 

.after the Convention's entry into force or the State 

1 

Party's adherence to it. . 

Stocks and production facilities belonging to ,otner States  

(a) Total quantity . [in units of weight] according to each 

type of chemical [super—toxic lethal, other lethal and other 

harmful chemicals] . ; 

(b) Facilities for the production of chemical weapons cr 

any of their elements, controlled by any other State, greup 

cf States, organization or private individual [indication of 

capacity of such facilities]. 

Possible need for declaration of findings of old stocks  

of chemical weapons, which were not known to a.Party itself, 

when the convention entered into force, and of plans for the 

destruction of such stocks. 
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2. PLANS FOR DESTRUCTION OF STOCKS

Declarations regarding plans and time frames for destruction of stocks will

cover °'Chemical Weapons" as defined in tiie relevant element of the Convention.

Description of destruction process will cover the following:

(i) Type of operation.

(ii) Time schedule including percentage quantities planned

for destruction in specific time frames.

(iii) What is being destroyed and at what location.

(iv) Ail:,ed at end production.

Alternative I Not later than 30 days after the Convention's entry

into force or the State Party's adherence to it.

Alternative II Within 30 days after the Conventions entry into force

or the State Party's adherence to it.

Alternative III 'Within six months after the Convention's entry into"

force or the State Party's adherence to it.

PLANS FOR ELIMINATION OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Declarations regarding plans and time frames for elimination of production

facilities will cover the following:
-0-

W Location of facilities.

.(ii) Plans for (a) dismantling; and (b) destruction.

(iii) Time frames for completion of separate stages of elimination

(if necessary)

Description of destruction process will.cover the following:

(i) Type of operation.

(ii) Time schedule.

(iii) What is being destroyed and at what location.

(iv) Aimed at end product (if any including description of equipment

elements for peaceful,purposes).

Timings:

Alternative I Within 30 days after the Convention's entry into force

or the State Party's adherence to it.

Alternative ïI Within six months after the Conventions entry into force

or the State Party's adherence to it.

Alternative III Within seven years after the-Conventionis entry into force

or the State Party's adherence to it.

t
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4. :IMPLEMENTATION OF THE  PLANS FOR DESTRUCTION OF STOCKS 

(i) Progress report of stocs destroyed during last year/period 

including details of types, quantities and.deStruction metnOes. 

(11) Plans for destruction during next year/period including details 

of types, quantities and. destruction methods. 

	

5. 	IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLANS FOR DISMANTLING/DESTRUCTION OF PRODUCTION 
FACILITIES 

(i) Progress report of faCilities dismantled/destroyed during 

last year/period including type and location and elimination 

method. 

(ii) Plans for dismantling/destruction of facilities during next year 

period including location, type and elimination method; 	- 

Timings: 	Annual/Periodical.' 

6. COMPLETION OF ELIMINATIONACTIVITIES 

Declaration of completion of elimination activities of all ', 1 Chemical Weapons 

and production facilities. 

Timings: 	 Not later than 10 years. 

	

7. 	STOCKS OF SUPER-TOXIC LETHAL CHEMICALS FOR PERMITTED PURPOSES AND 
THE FACILITIES FOR PRODUCTION OF SUCH CHEMICALS' 

(a) Super-toxic lethal chemicals produced, diverted from stocks, acqUired 

or used: 

Alternative I  (i) For purposes directly connected with protection 

against chemical wepons; 

(ii) For industrial, agricultueal, research, medical 

or other peaceful purposes and for military 

purposes not connected with the use of chemical 

weapons. 

Alternative II 	(i) For purposes directly connected with protection 

against chemical weapons. 	 . 

(b) Location and capacity of the specialized facility for 

the production of super-toxic lethal chemical for 

protective/permitted purposee. 

Timings: 	 Within 30 days - (for stocks held at entry into force) 

Annual/Periodic - (subsequently). 
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S. 	Alternative I 	Production und use of other lethal chemicals 	••' 

for permitted purposes:. 	• H. 	. 

Alternative II 	Production and use of commercial chemicals which pose. 

• .a special  ris<. 

Alternative III 	Production of orsanophosphorous substances. 

Other lethal chemicals and precursors produced:, acqUired retained or used for 

permitted-purposes includingtheirquantities, total production, chemical names, 

uses and location and capacity of faCilities where produced. 

Timings: U)  Within  30 days - (for stocks held) 

(ii) Annual/Pàriodic - (subségilently).. 

9. 	TRANSFERS 	 _ 

:Alternative 	.(i) Volume of transfers since 1 January 1946. 

(a) Quantities of chemicalS_transferred/super•toxic, 

. 	• 	. - 	 lethal, other lethal and other harmful chemicals.  _ 

(b) -Quantities of transferred munitions and other 

_ 	 means of combat use/weisht of the chemicals filled 

in:those  munitions; 

• (c) Technological equipment for the production of 

	

, 	 chemical weapons and eôrresponding technical 

• 

	

_ 	 documentation/in units of weight of the chemicals 

• . 	- which could have been produced as a result of .  

- - 	 . 	 such  transfers. 

(ii) Declare type and quantity of super-toxiC lethal 

chemicals transferred for permitted purposes Snd 

names of recipient State(s). 

Alternative II 	Declare type and quantity of super-toxic lethal chemicals 

	

. 	transferred for protective purposes and names of recipient 

State(s). 

Timings: 	For Alternative I (i) 

Mot  later than 30 days after the Convention's entry into 

force or the State Party's adherence to it. 

For Alternative I (ii) and Alternative II  

30 days in advance of transfer. 



10. DIVERSION OF STOCKS

Details of types, quantity and intended use.

Timing3: Alternative I

Along with/as part of the declaration of plans for

destruction of the stocks.

Alternative 11

tilong with/as part of the declaration of implementation

of destruction of stocks.

11. CONVERSION OF PRODUCTION FÿCILITIES TO DESTRUCTION FACILITIE's

Details including location, type, capacity.

Timings: Alternative I

Along with/as part of plans for elimination of facilities.

Alternative II

at the time of declaration of plans for destruction of stocks.

12. CESSATION OF ACTIVITIES RELt1TED TO POSSIBLE USE OF CE:Ei9ICAL WEAPONS

(a). Issue an open general order to the effect that planning, organization

and training intended to enable the utilization of toxic properties

of chemicals as weapon in combat should not take place;

(b) Ascertain that all organization charts, plans, manuals etc. containing

provisions intended to enable the utilization of toxic properties of

chemicals as weapon in combat, are withdrawn or revised;

(c) Declare the composition of equipment intended to protect against

chemical weapons.

Timings: Not later than 10 years.

OPTIOPI: No such declaration.

SUBMISSION OF DECL ^RaTIONS

All declarations will be submitted to the Consultative Committee who will

inform all States Parties.

I
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REPORT OF THE CO-ORDINATOR OF THE CONTACT GROUP ON-ELEMENT V 
(DESTRUCTION, DIVERSION, DISMANTLING AND CONVERSION) 

A - DESTRUCTION OF STOCKS: 

I -  ARTICLE:  Agreed subelements to be included 

(a) general obligation to destroy all existing stocks of chemical 
*/ 

:weapons ; — 	 • 

(h) possibility of,diversion of stocks for peaceful purposes, subject 

, to conditions and circumstances eet forth in the Annex; 

(c) obligation to utilize sage methods of destruction that will avoid 

harm to the environment and to populations; — 

(d) provision on international co-operation to facilitate implementation 
***/ 

of the Convention,— including the possibility of transfer of 

chemical weapons to another State Party for the purpose of destruction; 

• (e) indication of the over-all duration of the process of destruction, to 

be counted from theitime the Convention enters into force for each 

State Party (suggestion: 10 years): 

- timeof start of actual destruction (alternatives): 

(i) not  later than six months after the Convention enters 

into force for each State Party; 

(ii) not later than two years after the Convention enters 

into force for each State Party. 

Other sub-elements proposed by some Delegations: 
*/ 

(e) obligation to destroy precursors that may be used for binary weapons; — 

(h) placement of all stocks under international supervision at the time 

the Convention enters into force for each State Party; 

(c) obligation to utilize methods of destruction that permit adequate 

'verification. 

*/ Suggested addition: "This includes all items defined as 'chemical weapons', 
incluZing all types of precursors". If under the Element "Definitions", all 
precursors fall within the definition of . "chemical weapons", this addition would 
render unneCessary the proposed sub-element (a) for the Article. 

**/ This obligation could be stated in a separate Article applying to the -- 
destruction of both stocks and facilities. 

*"/ This provision could be stated in an appropriate place so as to apply 
both to the destruction of stocks and of facilities. 
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II - ANNEX: Agreed sub-elements to be included;

(a) conditions and circumstances for parmittcd diversion of stocks for

peaceful purposes (to be further elaborated);

(b) procedures and operations to be accomplished during the over-all

period of-destruction:

- initial stage ( from the time the Convention enters into force

for each State Party to th, time of start of actual destruction ):

- submission of-plans for destruction of stocks; such plans

should 'ïnClude ;

+ quantities and types of agents to be destroy'---;d;

r'timz scheduled for:thr: process of dzsrruction;:-

+ description, in general terms, of Mzthod(s) to be employed

Tor destruction;

+ indication of place(s) of facility(ies) used'forlâestruction.

= destruction stage (from the st3rt of actual destruction to the

end of over-all period of destruction):

+ (to be seen in connection with thé declarations required from

Parties relating to destruction of stocks).

Other sub-elaments proposed by some Delegations:

(a) provisions for ensuring adequate balance during destruction stagi

so as to avoid the acquisition of military advantage by one

State Party over another (p.ex., agreed'ratcs of destruction);

(b) provisions for ensuring minimization df`iconômic damag-a 3nd•for

avoiding unnecessary or'burdensome intarfarenc^ with peac3ful

chemical industry.

*/ Suggested conditions and circumstancc:s: (a) list of agents the diversion

of which would be permittf?d; (b) intarnational supervision of diversion;
(c) diversion to be carried out in an irr.virsible manner, so as to pravent the
re-utilization of component agerits as weapons.

I
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B - DESTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 

I - ARTICLE: Agreed sub-elements to be included: 

(a) general obligation to destroy  and  dismantle facilities,
*/ 
 and not 

to construct new ones; 

(b) :obligation to -Close down such facilities.at thertime the Convention 

enters into force for each State Party, and to cease production of 

- chemiCal weaponseat 	 • that.  time; 	• 

(c) provision for temporary conversion of production facilities into 

• facilities'for the purpose of destruction of stocks; 

(d) obligation not to reconvert such converted facilities, and to dastroy 

or dismantle them as soon •as:thdy ara no longer needed for the 

• , purpose of destruction cf stocks;  

(a)  indication of over-all maximum duration of the tpocess of destruction, 

to be counted from the time• the -Convention enters into force for each 

•State Party (suggestion: - 10 years) 

• time  of start of actual destruction: 

(alternative suggestions) 

(i) six months after the Convention enters into force for 

• each•State Party; 

(ii) not- later than eight years aftdr the Convention enters 

• into force for each State Party. 

Other sub-elements proposed by some Delegations: 

(a) provision for the - possibility of building special facilities for 

the purpose of destruction • of  stocks: :  

(h) provision for the  possibility,of re-utilization in pcac.eful industry 

of certain, types and categories of equipment, according to 

specification to be sat forth in the Annex. 

(c) obligation to utilize methods of destruction that permit adequate 

verification. • 

e/ The term "facility" should be understood as defined in Element II. The 
folloZing definition was suggested by some Delegations: "Facilities and/or 
equipment designed or used for the production of any chemical which is primarily 
useful for chemical weapons purposes, or for filling chemical munitions". 
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II ANNEX: Agreed sub-el3mcnts to bF includad:

(a) elaboration of proc-.duras and operations 'co be accomplishcd

during the over-all period of.destruc+.ion:

(i) initial stag•i (from the time the Convention enters into force

for ^ach S;ate Party to th3 time of the start of actual

destruction)

-- iammediate cessation of production and closing down of

faciliti_s;

- subrn.ission of d•etailed plans for destruction of faciliti^s;

such-plan5 should includ::

+ location of facility(ies);

+ description of method(s) to be.employi:d for dastruction;

+ indication of facility.to be temporarily convertad for

destruction of stocks;

+ plans for destruction of such converted facility.

(ii) d^^otruction (from.thest3rt of actual destruction to

the and of the ov^r-all p:riod):

( to be s=-!e:n in. connection with th<: declarations requir^d from

Partio.s relating to the d.-:struction of faciliti::s ).

0'ch=r sub-e1=ment3 proposed by som.^^ Delcgations:

(a) spLcification of ':yp^:s and catelories of equipm^^nt that could be

reused in peaceful industry;

(b) prov+.zions for ensuring-adequata;balanc^i- during the destruction

staf,a, 5o as to avoid the acquisition of military advantage by

one State Party over another (p.ex., a?;.reed. rates of destruccion).

t
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C - QUESTIONS BEARING ON ELEMENT V THAT SHOULD BE DEALT WITH 
ELSEWHERE IN THE CONVENTION 

(a) issues pertaining to °Definitions": 

- definition of weapons and agents prohibited under the Convention 

and which should thus be destroyed (see Section A on "Destruction 

of Stocks" and note to agreed sub-element (a) of the Article and 

to proposed sub-element (a)); 

- definition of facilitieà and/or equipment for the production of 

chemical weapons, which should thus be destroyed (see Section B 

on "Destruction of Facilities" and nota to agreed sub-element (a) 

of the Article); 

- definition of the concept of destruction/dismantling, both with 

regard to stocks and with regard to facilities. 

(h) issues pertaining to "Declaration": 

- specification of all declarations to be required from States Parties 

relating to till process of destruction/dismantling, both of stocks 

and  facilities, including periodical declarations (suggestion: 

annual declarations during the destruction stage): 	• 

- specification of  th  c authority to which plans for destruction of. 

stocks and facilities should be submitted (suggestion: the 

Consultative Committee); 

(c) issues pertaining to "Verification": 

- adequate procedures for the verification of compliance with the 

obligations set forth in Element V. 

(d) issues pertaining to  th a prohibition of transfer of chemical weapons: 

- exc2ption to the obligation not to transfer chemical weapons, so 

as to permit the transfer of stocks for destruction purposes as 

set forth in the Article on stocks (se2 Section A, "Destruction of 

Stocks", sub-element (d) of the Article). 
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,:1 C^^i OF TC? 0^ ^ CONTACT GRCU= 01-il' C^:'11 îIûi:^?T 1X
( r7:^ÿ '1L i_l :J ^.O ^ S C1T 1 ' ' '-^ T pn--T ^ T z^̂r.n.Ir'ICI^TICI?)

LL^^e^',T L. - 1ZG^3' CVl.lilll 'T:ÿ -7^ OLLCT,Tr.T TG

1. 'Ur!lose af verificaticn; to Lrovide a.^--u--Y-ance of compliance t;ith.the

provisions of the Convention (CD 220) .

2. Scoi,e of verificution: approrriate and a^eed verif icutien measu:cec should be

3•

c pplied on tile basis of the :)rinciple of reci proc'_ ty to, inter alia:

(a) Memento 1-IV, concerning I)roliibition of develot.ment, proç?uctior.,

otil2r.,c.cltll.sition, ;toc,17iliilj:;, retenticn and transfer of chemical

;;ea;;ono;

(b) Elements 1 and V, concert:int; destruction or o ti1Gr(r].Oe disposal of

e:cistin,z stoc:a, of , chemical rrearons and their mec.ns of j)roduction;

over an aUreed _oeri od of time;

(c) 17,le.ment 7I conccrning super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile

mLlLtary purpQJecï

(d) ^ auirrr into facto, ir_oludinJ or.-sit,- verifiçation on. an a^ ^eed basic,

on questions related to a1leGed contravention of the terms of the

convent -ion.

Iieû^zs of ve_ification :

(a) Tec:.nical means of verification; Lle*le::t L': could indicate that u.-reed
.Ltechniques of verification Gp-Pro7ri^:t2 to the tast, rec^ull'ed are identified

u_ider each substantive head ( no-r contained in Elements II -II)

OV-e.nizationcl means of Veriïication: Element I:: coulc? )̂rovic?e for the

establishment of a Consultative Ccz=,ittee to act aÛa permanent bo6.:y for

the monitoring of the i-mipleLZentation of and comnliance with the terr,ls of

(b)

the Convention.

I
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REPORT OP TEE CO-OPDri''ATCR OF T^ C OI?TACT GROUP ON TL 111=2IZE J-1ITID
r'IITti.L CILUSES OF lf^ i Ul^LTE C^iICr1L rMP0ITS COIDTM-nI'ICiI

SECTION A: CONCEPTS AZD OPTIONS

PRZI1t!IBIZ

• Concepts

(i) Bringing about general and complete disarmament

(ii) C?T ban as a necessary disarmament step

(iii) Determination to exclude possibility of use; C[-T use repu?nant.to'the

conscience of man[.ind

(iv) Strengthening peaceful co-operation in scientific fields

(v) P,'! Convention undèrtal,inn on C'•T negotiations

(vi) Recognizing significance of 1925 irotocoi and I3':! Convention

(vii) Charter of the United Nations

(viii) C`I convention important for social and economic development

Options

= incluaion of prohibition of use in first preambular paragraph

- chemistry for the benefit of yanlcind

- principle of non-diminished security (at lower levels of araanénts)

I
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SECTIOU B; VARIOUS SP:CIPIC PROPOSAL 
PREA•ELE 

(i) Disarmament  

Reaffirmin:: their adherence to the objectives of genElral and complete 

disarmament, including the prohibition and elimination of all tyrea:ef .  
• weapons of mao.s destruction; 	 • 

(ii) CU 
. 	. 

Convinced that'the prohibition of the development,  production  and . 

stockpilinc; of chemical weapons and their destruction represent a necessary 

step towards .the achievement of General and complete disarmament under 

effective international control . ; 

(iii) Use 

Determined, for the sake of all mankind to exclude completelY the 

possibility of chemical agents being used as weapons; convinced that such 

use would be repugnant te the conscience of mankind and that no effort " 

should be spared:to minimize this risk; 

(iv) Peaceful co—operation  

Considering that peaceful co—operation among States should strengthen 

international co—operation in scientific fields, especially in that 
of chemistry; 

Alternative  Considering that the achievements in the field of chemistry should be 

used exclusively for the benefit of mankind 

(v) EU Convention  

In conformity with the undertaking contained in the Convention on the 

prohibition  of the Developm3nt, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological 

(Biological) and Toxin  Teapons and on Their Destruction, to continue 

negotiations in good faith with a view to reaching early agreement on 

effective measures for the prohibition of the development, production and 

stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction; 

(vi) 1925 Protocol  

•Recognizing the important significance of the Geneva Protocol for the 

Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Ge.,.ses and 

of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925 

and also of the Conirention on the Prohibition of the Development, 

Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biolorrical) and Toxin 

WeaPons and on Thei-c Destruction, in force since 26 March 1975, and caning 
 upon all States to comply strictly with the said agreements 
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( ,rii i) United 1.1

DesirinZ also to cor_tribute to,t.ze realization of the pur--)oses and

principles of the Charter of the United i:ations;

(viii) Social and Economic Deveiornnent

zecognizin,; the important contribution that the Convention can m^lte t1aroubh

its implementation to the social and economic development of States,

especially devoloping countries.

Option

Guided by the principle of non-dininished security oi any State or.,groun

of State_.

HMM?T VII - RELATIOI?SIIIt ': ZTH c,=-z TBW.iTIîS

^7o limitinG or detractinG from the obligaticnc assumed under 1925 Protocol

or any other international treaties.

Options

specific reference to obligations under Biological i•!eanons Convention

I
I
t
1
I
I
I
I
1
I

specific reference to obligations under Z-1 2,10D

- possibility of linlcing M-! convention to 1925 ^rotocol.

ELMIa"dT VII - RELATI01`TSF.IP WITH OTI- .̂^ TRF.:TIES

Draft Element

Nothing in this Convention should be ir_ter_r,reted as in any way limiting or

detractinG from the obligations assumed by States Parties to the Protocol for

the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisor_ous or Other Gases,

and of Bacteriological Methods of ?'asfare, signecl at Geneva on 17 June 1925,

or any other international treaty or any e:cistinG rules of international law

Coverning armed conflicts.

Reference to B?!

I;othin„ in this Convention should be interpreted as in any way limitinj c_

detracting from the obligations assumed by.3tates Parties to the Frotocol for

the Prohibition of the Use in War of Acphy.;iating, 'ciso-nou- or Other Gases,

and of Bacteriological Methods of '::rarfare, siCned at Gznevz on 17 June 1925,

or under the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and

Stockniling of BacterioloZi.cal (BioloGica1) and Toxin 'jee.po-zas and on Their

Destruction, onea.ed for signature on 10 _lprii 1972, or any ot?:er international

treat-y* or any e;;istin,^ rules of international law Governing ar+ed conflicts.

1
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- 	- Reference to EMMOD  

Nothing in this Convention should be interpreted as in any way limiting or 

detracting from the obligations assumed by States Parties to the  Protocol.  for  

the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or'Other Gases, 

- anO. of Bacteriological M.ethods of Uerfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925, 

or under the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production 

and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on 	. 

Their Destruction, opened for signature on 10 April 1972, and the Convention - 

on Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental 

Modification Techniques (EMUOD), or any other international treaty or  any 

 existing rules of international law governing armed conflicts. 

ELEMENT VIII - IITTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION 

Concepts 

(0 Avoidance of hampering international co-operation in peaceful and proteOtïVé . 

 cheMical activities; 

(ii) Undertaking to facilitate, promote and participate in exchange  of  materials 

and information 

(iii) Undertaking to allocate any savings as a result of CT convention. 

Options 

facilitate international co-operation in peaceful chemical activities 

- participate in fullest possible exchange (including co-operation on 

training and equipping with protective measures) 

- undertaking to assist other Parties on request. 

ELEMENT XIV - AMENDMENTS 

(0 Amendments prouosed by any Party; submitted to 'Depositary; circulated 

to other Parties; 

(ii) Entry into force of amendments for each Party accepting amendments upon 

acceptance by majority of Parties; thereafter for each remaining Party on 

date of acceptance by it. 

Options  

- Amendments considered at Review Çonference 

- Party after entry into force, failing expression of a different intention, 

considered as party to treaty as amended. 
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•MIT VIII - IFTEREATIOFAL CO-OPERATION 
. 	. 

Draft Element 	 — 

(1) This Convention should be impiemented in a manner designed to avoid hampering • 

the econamic. or technological develorment of • States  Parties to  the Convention  • 

or international co-operation in the field of peaceful and protective.  .chemical 

activities, including the international exchange of chemicals and .  ecuipment for 

production, processing or use of chgmical agents for peaceful and protective -  • 

purposes in accordance T:rith the provisions of the Convention. 

(2) , Each State Party  to  this Çonvention - should undertake to facilitate, rromote ; 

and participate in, the fullest  possible  exchange cf equipment, materials and 

scientific and technologicel information for the Use cf chemicals for reaceful 

and protective .purposes consonant. with the aims of this ConventiOn. 

(3) Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to allocate a substantial 

mart of possible savings in military expenditures  as a result of disarmabent 

measures agreed upon in this Convention to. economic and social•develonment,' 

particularly of the developing countries. 

Fullest possible exchange 	 • 

Each State Party to this Convention ohould undertake to facilitate, promote 

and have the. right to participate in, the .fullest rossible exchange of 

equipment, materials and scientific and technological information-for the • 

use of  chemicals for poaceful purposes consonant with the aims of this 

Convention. 'Where appropriate such .exchange should extend to co-operation 

on protective measures. 

Assistance to Parties 	 • 	 . 

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to provide or support assistance, 

in accordance with the United •Uaticns Charter, to any Party to the Convention 

which so. reclusts,  if the Security. Council decides that auch Party has been 

exposed to danger as a result of violation of the Convention. 

• ELEMEZT XV - REV= CONFERMICE 

Concerts 	 . 

(0 Review after five years if majority of Parties •agree 

(ii)  Pive  year intervals. 
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EL; i= i^^ - DTRATICIT AND =Ri%IALS

Concerts

(i) Unlimited duration;

(ii) Right of withdraVral; three months notice to Deposita:M,

extraordinary events jeopardizing sunre.me interests;

( i ii) Notification to Security Couincil.

ELIlIITìlT 12V - A1112iTQ1E@ITS

Draft Element

statement

(1) Any State Party to this Convention may pzronose- anenâments to the Convention.

The text of any proposed amendment shall be submitted to the Depositary, who

shall promptly circulate it to all States Parties.

(2) An amendment shall enter into force for all States Parties to this Convention

which have accepted it, upon the deposit with the Depositary of instruments

of acceptance by a majority of States Parties. Thereafter it shall enter

into force for any remaining States Party on the date of deposit of its

instrument of accentance.

t:;LIl'•!II`TT XV - RLVIi ;i CCiïPT'REENCE

Draft Element

(1) Five years after the entry into force of this Convention, or earlier if it is

recuested by a majority of Parties to the Convention by submittinC'a proposal

to this effect to the Depositary, a conference of States Parties to the

Convention should be held at Geneva, Switzerland, to review the cperation of

the Convention, with a view to assuring that the ?nurp6ses of the Convention

are beinE, realized. Such review should take into account any new scientific and

technological develo?iments relevant to the Ccnven;.ion.

(2) Further review conférences should be held at intervals of five years tüereafter,

and at other times if reçuested by a majority of the States Parties to this

Convention.

LLr;t-,iT XVI - DiTRATICPT AND `,.rITIEMRI?IALS

-Draf+ E1e*_-,ent

(1)

(2)

This Convention should be of unlimited duratior..

Each State Party to this Convention should in exercisinb its national soverei`nty

have the ri^ht to cri.thdrat•r from the Convention, if i t decides that extraordinary

events related to the subject matter of the Convention, have jeopardiz2d its

sunreme interests. It should gi ve notice of such withdratrl to the Der.osi tar•J

three nonth-- in advance. Such notice should include a statement of the

e_'.traordinary events i t regards as having jeopardized i ts supreme interests.

I
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(3) The De_r,ositary or its part should immediately inform the Security Counci 1

of the United Nations of the subr.ission of a notice of wit,7drawal frcn a

State Party to the Convention.

ELEI,'IEI`1T MI - SIG2TATUR.E, P.ril^II'ICATIOI?, ACCESSIO11

Draft Element

(1) This Convention should be.,cpen to all States for si„nature. Any State t;raic'n

does not sign the Convention before its entry into force in accordance with

paragraph 3 of this Element could accede to it at any time.

(2) This Convention should be cubject to ratification by si`;nator States.

Instruments of ratification or accession should be deaosited -vit'n the

(3)

(5)

Secretary-General of the United I?atior.s.

This Convention should enter into force upon the deposit of inctruments

of ratification by .... Governme^^ts, in accordance with paragraph 2 of this

Element.

For those States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deloosited

after the entry into force of this Convention, it should enter into force

on the date.of the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession.

The DepositarTf should promptly inform all signatory States and States Parties

of the date of each c.ignature, the date of deposit of each instrument of

ratification or accession and the date of the entry into force of this

Convention and of any amendments thereto, as well as of the receipt of other

notices.

(6) - This Convention should be registared by the Depesitary in accordance with

Article 102 of the Charter of the United INations.

(7) Annexes of the Convention should be considered an integral part of this

Convention.

Z= MIT XVII SIGiTATUIi^.^, RATIFICATIOr;, ACCESSIOIT

Concents

(i) Open to all States; accession at any time

(ii) Subject to ratification; deposited ^:*ith United ^:ations Secretary-General

(iii) Entry into force !:!ith specified number of ratifications

(iv) antry into force for late accession

(v) Denositary to notify all Parties of each iignatare, ratification or accession

(vi) Registered in iccorda^-ice with United i^;^ticns Charter

(vii) Annexes of convention integral.

Ontion9

twenty ratifications for enti-y i n tuo force

entry into force requires ratification by all permaner_t members of

Security Council.

1
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ELEUENT XVIII - DISTRIBUTION GP THE CONVMTION 

Texts, in all United Nations languages,. distributed by Depositary. 

Options . 

Twenty Ratifications  

This Convention should enter into force upon the deposit of instruments of 

ratification by 20 Governments, in accordance vith paragraph 2 of this 

Element. 

All Security Council members  

This Convention shall enter into force upon the denosit of instruments of o 
ratification by ... Governments, including the Governments of the States 

permanent members of the United Nations Security Council. 

ELEMENT XVIII - DISTRIBUTION OF Wâ...W CONVENTION 

Draft Element  

This Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and 

Spanish texts  are equally.authentic, should be deposited with the 

Secretarr4eneral of the United Nations, who should cend duly certified copies 

thereof to the GovernMents of States members of the United Nations and•its 

specialized agencies. 
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REPORT OF TEE CO—ORE INATOR OF TEE =TACT GRCUP ON ELEMErT X 

(7ATIONAL IMPLEEENTATIN MEASURES) 

1. Article on national measures  

Working hypothesis: 

Each State Party should take any measures it considers necessary in accordance 

with its constitutional processes to implement the Convention, and in Particular,to 

Prohibit and prevent any activity in violation of the Convention anywhere under its 

jurisdiction or control. 

Each State Party would .  also inform the Consultative Committee of what legislative 

and administrative measures it hed taken with respect to  the  implementation of the 

Convention. 

2. Possible article on national body  

Options: 

— Each  State Party would designate a central authority and point of 

contact having responsibility with regard to overseeing the 

implementation of the Convention and to co—ouerating with the 

Consultative Committee and the central authorities of other States 

Parties. 	Guidelines concerning the functions of this central • 

authority could be set out in Annex .... 

— Each State Party would identify its point of contact being responsible 

for the co—operation with the Consultative Committee. 
— No special reference to national body, since this question could be 

regarded  as  covered by the article on national measures. 
3. Possible Annex containinz p7uidelines concerning  the functions of the • national  body 

In case there will be agreement on the first option in para,graph 2 such an Annex 
could be necessary. 	The contents of this Lnnex should be further discussed. 	The 
following ideas with regard to possible guidelines are quoted from different Working 
paPers and serve only illustrative purposes: 

(a) The central authority to be designated by each State Party under Article .... 

should be organiSed and employed by each State Party in accordance with its own 
legislation. 
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(b) "national aspect";

- to oversee the implementation of the obligations concerning

- prohibition of development, production, other acquisition, stockpiling,

retention and transfer of çhemical weaporis;

- destruction of stocks of chemical weapons;

- destruction or dismantling of means of production of chemical

weapons;

- temporary conversion of means of production of chemical weapons

for the purpose of destroying stocks of such weaAons;

- super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile military purposes;

(This list would be specifiad in accordance with the final agreement

on the scope of prohibition.)

- to oversee the implementation of the above mentioned obligations the

central authority should be in a position

- to get the relevant information from the corresponding executive

organs, agencies and enterprises to investigate thé actnal state

of affairs concerning compliance with the Convention;

- to examine reports on development activities as well as the

productive and commercial activities of enterprises of the chemical

industry and related fields, 'includ:.ng productive commercial

documentations of the enterprises of industrial firms engaged in the

manufacture of chemical and other products which could be relat-zd

to the scope of the Convention;

- to visit enterprises producing supertoxic lethal chemicals, harmful

chemicals and precursors, which fall under the scope of the Convention;

- to visit enterprises being dismantled or already dismantled, or

converted to the production of the above mentioned chemicals for

permitted pur-,poses;

_to sample probes of waste ^~ases, wastewasta water and sol1,^•gases,

- to install in the above mentioned enterprises sensing d2vices and

make the necessary measurements;

- to get the financial means necessary for the implementation of its

functions;

- to submit to the go•rernmert concerred re-aorts on its activities

which would be publicized.

^
I
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(c) "international co-o^erative aspect":

- to provide the Consultative Committee with all data necessary to the

execution of the task of the Comnittee with respect to verification of

compliance with the Convention;

- to extend in case of international inspections all. assistance reauested

includ^.'n^;̂ technicâ,l assistance and the ^provision of data;

- to have access to a selection of inspection personnel both techr_ical and

non-technical;

- to be prepared to maintain documentation of the type reciuired to satisfy

international verification requirements;

- to co-operate in providing expertise to the Consultative Committee

- to co-operate with the central authorities of other States Parties and

with corresponding international organizations concerning issues

connected with the implementation of the Convention.

I
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REPORT OF J2e.-_,0  CO—ORDINATOR OF THE CONTACT GROLT ON ELEMENT XI 

(NATIONAL TECHNICAL MEANS OF VERIFICATION) 

1. Paragramh on the compatibility of the Use of NTM with international law 

Options: 

— Any use of national technical means of verification for the purpose of 

monitoring compliance by other States with the provisions of the Convention 

Must be consistent with generally recognized .  principles of international law. 

— Each State Party to the Convention may use national technical means of 

verification at its disposal for the purpose of monitoring commliance with 

the'provisions of the Convention in a manner consistent with generally 

recognized principles of international law. 

2. Paragramh on assistahce and the provision of information  

Omtions: 

— Verification pursuant to paragraph 1 of this article may be undertaken by 

any State Party using its own national technical means of verification, or 

with the full or martial assistance of any other State Party. 

— Any State Party which possesses national technical means of verification 

may, where necessary, place at the disposal of other Parties information 

which it has obtained through those means and which is important for the 

purposes of the Convention. 

— Any information so obtained should be confidential to the State Party 

which carried out monitoring, anless or until evidence was sufficient 

to suggest non—coMmliance by another State Party. In this case the 

Consultative Committee should be informed. 

— All States parties to the Convention should have access to information 

gathered by the use of national technical means of verification through 

the Consultative Committee, at which disposal States Parties mossessing 

such information would place it. 

3. Paragraph on non—interference with NTM 

Working hypothesis: 

Each State Party to the convention should undertake not to impede, including 

through the use of deliberate concealment measures or in any other manner, the 

national technical means of verification of other States Parties operating in 

accordance with paragraph 1. 
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(In the view of some delegations provision en non-interference with FM 

should depend on a raragraph on the provision of information a1on the lires of the 

fourth option in paragraph 2. The question of non-concealment should be further 

clarified.) 	 .-• ---- • --. 	---- - 

Alternative  • o Element XI on the:lines of. Article III, paragraph:5 of the 

Sea-bed,Treaty: 	- 

"Verification pursuant to this article may be undertaken by any State Party 

using its own means, or with the full or partial  assistance of any other State 

Party, or through approrriate international-proc:adures within the framework.of 

the United Nations and in accordance with ite-Charter 	- 

(Note: 	first part mayHbe regarded as covered„by theifirstioption in: - 

paragraph.2 of-this. paper; 

7, second part may be-regarded  as covered'by Eilement XIII). . 
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REPORT OF THE CO-ORDINATOR OF THE CONTACT GROUP ON ELEMENTS XII AND XIII
(CONSULTATION AND CO-OPERATION : CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE)

ELEMENT XII: Consultation and co-operation

I. It was generally aûreed that the Convention should include a provision

regarding normal consultations and co-operation according to the following

lines:

(a) Commitment by States parties to consult and co-operate.

(b) Consultations and co-operation may be undertaken:

directly between two or more parties;

through appropriate international procedures including the services

of appropriate international organizations and of the Consultative

Committee. (It was generally agreed to include a specific reference

to the Consultative Committee underscoring its special role).

(c) Substance of consultations and co-operation: any matter in relation

to the objectives of, or in the application of, the provisions of

the Convention.

For further consideration:

- Specific reference to the United Nations General Assembly and/or

Security Council.

II. Fact-finding procedures concerning alleged ambiguities in or violations of

the compliance with the Convention

(a) General formulation encouraging States parties to hold bilateral

contacts.

(b) Right for every State party (challenging or challenged) to request

the Consultative Committee to carry out a fact-finding procedure,

including its right to,request a specific activity to be carried out

by the Consultative Committee (e.g. on-site'inspections).

(c) Such request must be substantiated.

(d) Obligation to co-operate in the fact-finding procedure.

(e), Appropriate explanations must be provided in case of a refusal

to an on-site inspection.

(f) Obli.rration of the Consultative Committee to inform States parties

about the results of its procedures.

(b) General reference to the right'of every State to resort to the

mechanisms provided by the Charter of the United Nations.
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• For further conàideration: 

- Decision by the Consultative Committee on the merits of a request 

and on the appropriate activity to be carried out for a fact-finding - - 
procedure concerning alleged ambiguities in or violations of the _ 

compliance with the Convention. 

- Provision containing a strong commitment by States parties to 

co-operate with the Consultative Committee in its investigations. 

- Action the Consultative Committee might take after a refusal by 

a State,party to an on-site inspection: 

- request further information . 

- request a reconsideration.of the decision. 

- Provision of assistance to a State party in case of a breach Of 

the Convention: 

- subsumed in the general reference to the United Charter 

- or formulated in specific terms 

- Question of falsifying the actual state of affairs with regard 

to compliance with the Convention by other States parties. 

ELEMENT XIII: Consultative Committee  • 	 • 

A. ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONS - 	• 

1.. CHAPEAU 

It was agreed that there should be a general formulation : stating the : purposes 

	

of the Consultative Committee;: - i.e.: 	 • - 

- to carry out broader international consultation and co-operation 

- to ensure the availability of international data 

- to provide expert advice 

- to oversee the implementation of the Convention 

- to promote the verification of the continued compliance  with . 

the provisions of the Conventider 

2. TIMING FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT 	 • 

- Consultative Committee: shortly, e.g. 30 days, after entry into'force 

of the -Convention. 	• 	• 

- It was generally agreed that some preparatory work before the establishment 

of the Consultative Committeewould be needed. 

For further consideration: 	 • 	. 

Preparatory Committee 

• - temporary body 	 .
• 

- established after X number of signatures of the Convention  
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- open to every signatory. , , .

- functions: to carry out preparatory technical work,.make

recommendations to the Consultative Committee

3. COMPOSITION

- 1 representative by each State party

- advisers by each State party

For further consideration;

- President.-Options:

- Depositary (United Nations Secretary-General or his

personal representative)

- elected by the States parties

- rotative presidency

- collective presidency

- Right or obligation of every State party to become members of

the Consultative Committee

4. SUBORDINATE BODIES

It was generally agreed that the Consultative Committee would have:

- A technical secretariat_-

- A sub-organ or sub-organs of a reduced membership to operate on a

permanent basis

For further consideration:

- Membership of the sub-organ(s). It was suggested:

- equitable'géogrsphical distribution

- renewed every X years

- some permanent members

- Functions

SuaQested additions:

- Fact-finding panel: operational body composed of political representatives

with appropriate technical support of a reduced number of States 'parties

to ca'rry out, at the tequest of a State party; a facï=finding procedure

concerning alleged ambiguities in or violations of the compliance with

the" Convention

- Expert study groups: to be'created'on an ad hoc basis to elaborate

specific studies on matters of importance for the implemeritation of...the-

Convention

Verification teams: for carrying out systematic on-site inspections

under the aegis of the technical secretariat.

i
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5. MEETINGS

Extraordinary meetings.- Options:

- at the request of one State party

- at the request of an X number-of States parties

- at the request of the'sub-organ(s)

- at the request of the depositary

For further consideration:

- Regular meetings.- Options:

- every year

- at longer intervals, e.g. depending on the need to appoint

members of the secretariat or of the sub-organ(s)

b. RULES OF PROCEDURE

- On questions of substance: no voting. If the Committee is unable

to provide for a unanimous report it shall present the different

views involved.

For further consideration:

- On questions relative to the organization of its arork.

It^:was suggested-that the Committee should work where

possible by consensus but otherwise by a majority of

votes

- Decision on a. request by a Stâte party for a fact-finding

procedure concerning alleged ambiguities in or violation

of the compliance with the Convention

7. CO-OPERATION OF STATES PARTIES WITH THE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

For further consideration:

8. E::PENSES•- It was suggested: - borne by States parties

9. Specific provision stating the right of the Consultative Committee to

FEQUEST ASSISTANCE OR INFORMATION TO APPROPRIATE.INTERNgTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Note: The final placement of the sub-elements listed above in an article or
in an annex. will dépend on the decision to be taken with regard to the General
structure of the Convention.

I
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B. 	FUNCTIONS OF THE CONSULTATIVE COî:MITTEE 

Generally agreed functions: 

1. To carry out broader international consultation 

closely co-operate with the States partieS .fauthorities responsible 

for National Verification/ImplementationI' 

nrmvide the States parties with the neceSsery technical assistance. 

2. To receive, request and distribute data reievant;to thé provisions 

of the Convention which may be available by:States. parties. 

[authorities responsible for National Verification/Implementation] 

and to analyse such information. 

3 0  To elabOrate technical questions relevant to the'implementation of 

the Convention;  e..  drawing up and'revising lists of precursers, 

agreed technical procedures. 

4. To carry out and/or participate in systematic on-site inspections 

in Order to: 

- monitor destruction of CU stockpiles 

- monitor the single facility for small-scale-production of--- 

super-toxic lethal chemicalsIfer non-hOstile military pur.poses] 

Efàr permitted purposes]. 

Suggested additions: 

- monitor the inactive status of CU production and filling 

facilities 

- monitor deStruction/dismantling of CU production and 

filling  facilitiez  

- monitor production.  of certain commercial chemicals which 	• 

are agreed to pose a special risk 	 . 

- monitor the inactive status of CU stockpiles 	 • 

For  further consideration: 

- The'role of the Consultative  Committee in the systematic on-site 

inspections: 

- sole responsibility 

- shared responsibility, e.g. with the State party concerned-  - • 

- The,characteristics_ofithe systematic on-site inspections 

(perManent basis-pei.iddicity-random selection - agreed proeedures). 
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5. To receive a request of a State party for a fact-finding procedure 

•  in case of alleged ambiguities in or violations of the coMPliance 

with the Convention .  • • _ 

- To request further  information as appropriate 

- To carry out , and/Cr - participate in a challenge on-site inspection 

Suggested addition: 	 • 

• - te , carry out a challenge on-site inspection concerning - 

allegations of use of chemical weapons by or with the 

assistance of a State party 	 -- • - 	 - 

6. To present an annual/periodic report of all'its aCtivities Prepared, 

g ePPP9Pr#te.,_31Y : the seeretariator.lay thesub-organ(à.),,___ 	• 

• 
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. APPENDIX _ 	. . 	. 

It was generally agreed that it should be elaborated in an annex containing: 

I. 	Technical procedures for systematic and challenger on-site inspections  

- Rights and functions of the inspectors 

- Rights and functions of the host...State personnel 	. 

- General kinds of inspection procedures 	. 
- General kinds of.equipment to be utilized in the inspections and 

• who provides it. 

For further consideration: 

• - Sources of inspection personnel. 
. 	" 

II. General framework for the activities to.be carried out during  the 
inspections to be Performed, e.g. 

- for the regular monitoring of the destruction of CU stockpiles 

- for the regular monitoring of the single facility for small-scale 

production of super-toxic lethal chemicals 

- in the course of fact-finding procedures. 

Note: The elements listed above could be separated in two different annexes 
depending on the final decision to be taken with regard to the general structure 
of the Convention. 
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Page 5, paragraph 12, line 1

Insert the next before Chairnan's

Page 7

Delete paragraph 17. Paragraph 18 should be re-numborec' accordingly.
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the Ad Hoc Working Group would report to the Committee on the progress of ilts 	• 

. work before the conclusion .of the first part of the 1982 session, in vi d.of the. 

lee  convening of the second special session of the General Assembly devot d to 

disarmament. 

62. At its 157th plenary meeting on 23 February 1932, the Commi+ ee decided to 

nominate the representative of Pakistan as Chairman of the. Ad 7oc  Ijorking Group. 

63. As a result cf its deliberations, the Ad Hoc Working Gr up stibmitted a special 

report to the Committee (document CD/265), which contains -n account of the 

substantive  negotiations during the 1979, 1980 and 1981 sessions, as well as the 

first part of the 1982 session of the.Committee. T 	statement made by the 

Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the occasi of the submission of the 

report is contained -in document CD/290. At its 73rd plenary meeting on 

21 April 1982 the Committee adopted the speciP. report of the Ad Hoc Working Group, 

which is an integral part of the Special Rep•rt of the Committee on. Disarmament 

to the second special session of the Gene al Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

64. At the commencement of the second art of the 1982 session, the representative 

of Pakistan, who is Chairman of the l'orking Group, recalled in a statement before 

the plenary that the Group of 21 ' document CD/280 had inter alia  expressed the 

view "that further negotiations n the Ad Hoc Working Group on this item are 

unlikely to be fruitful so lo , g as the nuclear-weapon States do not exhibit a 

genuine political will to -ach a satisfactory agreement". The Group of 21 had 

"therefore, urged the nu. ear-weapon States concerned to review their policies 

and to present revise. positions on the subject to the second Special Session". 

He stated that "at + e special session there was no response at all to these 

concerns of the G oup of 21 from two of the nuclear-weapon States concerned, and 

that the work • this item had reached an impasse". 

65. Having . ken note of the above-mentioned assessment of the state of 

negotiatio s, it was generally understood that the Working Group would not hold 

any mee ngs during the second half of 1982. 	 . _ 
66. , e delegation disagreed with the assessment of the state of negotiations 

ex..essed in CD/280 and with the views expressed by the representative of Pakistan, 

Ike-i=11.2.... 
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D. Chemica1•Weamons  

67. The item on the agenda entitled "Chemical Weapons" was considered by  the 	' 

Committee, in accordance with its programme of work, during the periods  froc 

 22 to 26 March and from 9 to 13 August. 

68. The Committee had before it the following new documents submitted during its 

1982 session in connection with the item: 	 • 	 - 

(a)-  Document ao/244, dated 18 February 1982, submitted by the delegation'of the 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and.Northern Ireland, entitled "dorking Paper on 

Verification and the Monitoring of Compliance in a Chemical Weapons Convention". 

(h) Document CD/253, dated 25 February 1982, submitted hy the delegation of the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, entitled "Tass statement of 19 February 1982". 

(c) Document CD/258 and Corr.1, dated 9 March 1982, submitted hy the delegations 

of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland 

arid the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ., entitled mdorking Paper: Binary weapons 

and the problem of effective prohibition cf chemical weapons'''. 

(d) Document CD/263, dated 22 March 1982, submitted by Finland, entitled 

"dorking Paper on the Relation of Verification tO the Scope of a Ban on Chemical ' • 

Warfare Agents". 

(e) Document CD/264, dated 23 March 1982, submitted hy the delegation of the 

United States of America, entitled "The United States Programme to Deter Chemical 

Warfare". 

(f) Document ap/265, dated 24 March 1982, submitted hy the delegation of the 

Federal Republic of Germany, entitled "Uorking Paper on Principles and Rules for 

Verifying Compliance with a Chemical Weapons Convention". 

(g) Document CD/266, dated 24 March 1982, submitted hy the delegation of 

Yugoslavia, entitled Mdorking Paper: Binary weapons and the problem cf their 

definition and verification". 

	

• (h) Document CD/27C, dated 31 March 1982, submitted by the delegations of 	' 

Indonesia and the Netherlands, entitled "Destruction of about 45 tone 

of mustaxd agent at Batujajar,  West—Java, •  Indonesia". 

(i) Document CD/271, dated 1 April 1982, submitted by the delegations of the 

United States of AMerica l .the United Kingdom and Australia, entitled "Techni4a1 

evaluation of 'recover' techniques for CW verification". 
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(j) Document CD/277, dated 7 April 1982, submitted by the delegation of Sweden, 

entitled Marking Paper: The concept' fprecursor' and a suggestion for definition 

for the purpose of a Chemical Weapons Convention". 

(k) Document CD/279, dated 14 April 1982, submitted by the delegation of Sweden, 

entitled mdorking Paper: Suggestions for measures to enhance confidence between the 

Parties negotiating a comprehensive ban on chemical weapons". 

(1) Document CD/294, dated 21 July 1982, entitled "Basic provisions of a 

convention on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of 

chemical weapons and on their destruction — proposal of the USSR". 

.(m)  Document  CD/298, dated:26 July 1982, submitted by the delegation . of 

Yugoslavia, entitled mdorking Paper: Lome aspects of verification in a dhemical 

weapons convention". 

(n) Document CD/299, dated 29 July 1982, submitted by Finland, entitled . 

 "Systematic Identification of Chemical Warfare Agents Identification of Kon-

Phosphorus Warfare Agents". 

.(o) Document CD/301, dated 4 August 1982, submitted by the delegation of Belgium, 

entitled "Memorandum on monitoring of the prohibition of the use in combat of chemical 

- and bacteriological (biological) or toxin weapons". 

(p) Document CD/306, dated 10 August 1982, submitted by the delegation of the 

Netherlands, entitled "dorking paper concerning the verification of the presence of 

nerve agents, their deccmposition products or starting materials downstream of, 

chemical production plants". 

(q) Document alo/3c7, dated 10 August 1982, submitted by the delegation of the 

Netherlands, entitled "Working paper concerning the verification of the presence 

of nerve agents, their decomposition products or starting materials downstream of 

chemical production plants". 

(r) Document CD/308, dated 10 August 1982, submitted by the delegations of  the 

Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands, entitled "Preliminary questions 

concerning CD/294 submitted by the Soviet Union 'Basic Provisions of a Convention 

on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Chemical Weapons 

and on their Destruction". 	. 

(s) Document CD/311, dated 11 August 1982, submitted by Norway, entitled 

"Working paper on verification of a chemical weapons convention — sampling and 

analysis of chemical warfare,agents under winter conditions". 

(t) Document CD/313, dated 16 August 1982, submitted by the delegation of 

Canada', entitled "A proposed verification organization for a chemical weapons 

convention". 
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(u) Document CD/316, dated 19 August 1982, submitted by.the delegation of France,

entitled "Ulorking Paper: Monitoring of the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons".

(v) Document CD/324, dated 6 September 1;82, submitted by the delegat•ion of

Sweden, entitled "Working paper on toxicity criteria for 'Key CW precursors,".

(w) Document CD/325, dated 6 September 1982, submitted by the delegation of

Sweden, entitled 'R-Jorking paper on monitoring destruction of stockpiles of chemical

weapons and chemical warfare agents".

(x) Document CD/326, dated 6 So.ctcmter 1;82, submitted by the delegation of the

Federal Republic of Germany, entitled "Working Papera Proposals on 'Declaration',

'Verification' and the 'Consultati-re CoLnittee' ".

(y) Document ©/333, dated 14 Septem,er 1o82, entitled "Vie^^s of the Chairman

of the Ad Hoc 1Jorking Group, on Chemical 1-1ea.pons on possible compromise wordings of the

elements of a future convention".

69. In accordance with the Committee's decision.concernincr subsidiary bodies at its

156th plenar-J meeting on 18 _ebruaYy 1;°2, as contained in document CD/243, an Ad.Hoc

Working Group on Chemical 'rieapons i:•as er,tablisiled to elaborate a convention on the

complete and effective prohibition of.t':e development, production and stockpiling of

chemical weapons and on th-eir dectruction, taking into account all existing proposals

and future initiatives, with the view to. e*ne,blino the Committee to rchieve, agreement

at the earliest date. The Ccmi.^ittee _u;-.ize= decided that the Ad Hoc Working Group

would report to the Cormittee on the progrecs of it, before the conclusion of

the first part of.its 10,32 session, in view of the cor_vening of the second special

session of the General 1! 3sembl7 c,cvotp.d to di :aj=:;-.r:er. :.

70. At its 15 7 th plenar•f -e•^-'cir_g or 25 -Yebrunr'• 1c"82, the Co=ittee decided to

nominate the representa tiv-i of Po1 ar3 as the Chai=an of the ad Hoc Working Group .

71. At its 163rd plena.r:r meeting on 16 i'^rch 1;32, tha Co7,Mittee decided, in

response to a rec;uest of the Cha=rman of the ^ld Hoc ';forking Group, to invite the

Director-General of the 'Jorld Health C-,;ariz^. ica and the Director of the Regional

Office for Europe of the United Nations Ln:ri=o=^nt Programme, to nominate

representatives to attend certain meEtirC,; of the :-_d Hoc t-lorking Group on Chemical

Weapons, for the purpose of p_ovidLng techrical in_orL:ation, when it was deemed

necessary, in respect of establishing to::icitias of chemicals and the international

register of notentiall;r to::ic chemicals.

72. As a result of its deliceration3 during the _irst part of the 1082 session the

Ad Hoc Idorltiing Group submitted a snecial ..-sport to the Committee (document C'D/281/Rev.l)

which contains an =cc,)unti c:' i uJ ,onz_derâlion of the item during the 1980.and 1981
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sessions as well as the first part of the 1?82 session. The statenent made by the

Chairaan of the f,d Hoc T,dorkin;g Group on the occasion of the submission of the report

is contained in document CD/288. It its 173rd plenary meeting on 21 April 1982,

the Committee adopted, the special report of the Ad Hoc Working Group, which is an

integral part of the Special Report of the Co-.mittee on Disar:aament to the second

apecial session of the General Assembly devoted to.disarmament.. (0/292and Corr.1-3)

73. In accordance with the decision of'the Con:mittee at its 174th plënarÿ :^eetina on

23 xpril 1982, the Ad Hoc Wôrking Group resumed its work on 20 July 1982.During the

period 2-6 August, the Chairnan of the Ld -Hoc Working Group held consultations with

delegations on technical questions. i^ number of experts from delegations

participàted'in those consultàtioris.

74. Luring the 1982 session, the Ad .I?o,c Working Group held. 42 meetings ^etween

24 February and 15 September 1982 and the Chairman also cdnducted irifornal

consultations durina that period. As a result of its dèliberations, the Ad Hoc

Workine Group subr:iitted a report to the Committee, as contained in document CD/334.

75,,,; It. its 188th plenary meeting or 17 Septe:üser. 1982, the Com.^ittee adopted the

report of the Ad Hoc Working Group, which is an integral part of this report and

reads as follaws:

1
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;iI. INT; ODUCTIO2d

,'1. A review of the work of the Committee on Disarmament on the question of chemical
weapons during the first part, of its 1982 session is contained in'the special report
presented to the Second Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmament(document CD/292), which also covers the work of the Committee on
Digarmament on this subject since 19'19.

';II. ORGANIZATION OF WORK AND DOCUMENTATION

"2. In accordance with the decision taken by the Committee on Disarmament at its
174th plenary meeting held on 23 April 1982, the'Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical
Weapons resumed its work on 20 July 1982 under the Chairmanship of
Ambassador Bogumil Sujka of Poland. Mr. A. Bensmail, Senior Political Affairs
Officer, United Nations Centra for Disarmament, served as Secretary of the Ad Hoc
Working Group. •

"3. It should be recalled that the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons was
re-established for 1982 at the 156th plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament
held on 18 February 1982, with the following mandate:

I. . . In discharging its responsibility for the negotiation and elaboration as
a matter of high priority, of a multilateral convention on the complete and
effective prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical
weapons and on their destruction, the Committ^t on Disarmament decides to
ostablish, for the duration of its 1982 session, an ad hoc working group of the
Committee to laborate such a convent_on, taking into account all existing
proposals and future initiatives with aview to enabling the Committee to

achieve agreement at the earliest data. ...I.

"4. The Ad Hoc Working Group held 26 meetings from 20 July to 15 September 1982.
In addition, the Chairman held a numbtr of informal consultations with delegations.

"5. At the 177th pl%;;nary meeting of the Committce on Disarmament, the Chairman
reported on the progress of work of the Ad Hoc Working Group.

116. The r^presentatives of the following Statesnot niember3 of the Committee on
Disarmament participated in the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Ideapons :

Austria, Denmark, Finland, Gret:cj, Ireland, Norway, Spain and Switzerland.

I
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7. During the second part of its 1982 session the following official documents 
dealing with Chemical Weapons iere presented to the Committee  on  Disarmament: 

— Document CD/294, dated 21 July 1932, submitted by the delegation of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, entitled 'Basic provisions of a convention on the 
prohibition of the development, production and  stockpiling of chemical weapons and 
on their destruction' 

— Document CD/298, dated 26 July 1982, submitted by YUgoslavia, entitled 'Working 
paper on some aspects of verification in a chemical weapons convention' 

— Document CD/299, dated 29 July 1982,..submitted by Finland, entitled 'Letter 
dated 27 July 1982, addressed to the Cbairman of the Committee on Disarmament from 
the Chargé d'Affaires a.i. of the Permanent Mission of Finland, transmitting a 
document entitled "Systematic identification of chemical warfare, agents; identification 
of  non—phosphorus warfare agents"' 

— Document CD/301, dated 4 August 1982, submitted by Belgium, entitled 'Memorandum 
on monitoring of the prohibition of the use in combat of Chemical and bacteriological 
(biological) or toxin weapons' 

— Document CD/306,. dated 10 August 1982, submitted by the Netherlands, entitled 
'Working paper concerning the verification of•the presence of nerve agents., their 
decomposition products or starting materials downstream of chemical production 
plants' 

— Document CD/307, dated 10 August 1982, submitted by the Netherlands, entitled 
'Working paper concerning.the verification of the presence of nerve agents,  their 
decomposition products or starting materials downstream of chemical production 
plants' 

— Document CD/308, dated 10 August 1982, submitted by the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the Kingdom of the Netherlands, entitled 'Letter dated 9 August 1982 
from the Heads of the Delegations of the-Federal Republic of Germany and of the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands to the Chairman cf the Cpmmittee on Disarmament 
transmitting a document containing preliminary questions concerning 0D/294' 

-• Document CD/311, dated U .  August 1982, submitted by .Norway, entitled, "Jerking 
paper on verification of a chemical weapons convention - sampling and analysis of 
chemical warfare agents under winter conditions . ' 

— Document CD/313, dated 16 August 1962, submitted by Canada, entitled 'A proposed 
verification organization for a chemical weapons convention' 

— Document CD/316, dated 19 AugUst 1982, submitted by France, entitled 'Working 
paper on the monitoring of the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons' 

— Document CD/324, dated 6 Sertember 1982, submitted by Sweden, entitled Working 
paper on toxicity criteria for 'rkey CW precursors" 

— Document CD/325, dated 6 September 1982, submitted by Sweden, entitled Working 
paper cn monitoring destruction of stockniles cf chemical ,;:eapons and chemical 
warfare agents' 
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— Document  CD/52'5,  dated 5 September 1982, submitted by the Federal Republic 
of Germany, entitled 'Chemical Wearons — Wrrking  parer: Proposals on "Declaration', 
'Verification", and the HConsultative Committeee;' • 

•— Document  0D/333, dated 14 September 1982, submitted by Poland, entitled, 
'Views of the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Ucrking Group on Chemical Teapons on possible 
compromise wordings of the elements of a future convention' 

"8. During the second part of its 1982 session, the following working papers were 
circulated to the Working Group: 

— CD/CM•P.35 submitted by the Union of Soviet Socialist R•publics, entitled 
'Basic provisions of a convention on the prohibition of the development, rroduction 
and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction (also issued as CD/294) 

— CD/CW/dP.36 entitled 'Consultations with delegations, assisted by experts, by 
the Chairman of the Working Group on Chemical Weapons' 

CD/GW/WP.33/Corr.1 entitled 'Corrizendum to the Compilation of revised 
Elements and Comments thereto (CD/220), proposed new texts and alternative wordings 
as well as comments on new texts' 

— cp/cue.37 submitted by Yugoslavia, entitled 'Working paper on some aspects 
of verification in a chemical weapons convention' (also issued as CD/298) 

— CD/C•A.TP.38 submitted by Yugoslavia, entitled 'Suggested alternative 
definition of Chemical Weapons' 

— GD/C••TP.39 suhmitted by Belgium, entitled 'Memorandum on monitoring of the 
prohibition of the use in combat of chemical and bacteriological (biological) or 
toxin wearons' (also issued as CD/301) 

— CD/WA:TP.40 submitted by the Federal Republis of Germany and the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands, entitled "Letter dated 9 August from the Heads of the 
Delegations . of thc Federal Republic of Germany and of the  Kingdom of the Nethcrlands 
addressed to the Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament transmitting a document 
containing preliminary questions concerning CD/294" (also issued as CD/308) 

CD/CW/JP.41 and Corr.1 entitled 'Report of the Chairman to the Working Group 
on Chemical Weapons on the consultations held with experts on technical issues' 

— GD/CW•F.42 submitted by France, sntitled 'Working  pater on the  Monitoring of 
the destruction cf stocks of chemical wearons' (also issued as CD/316) 

— CD/Cd/W.P.43 entitled 'Draft Remort of the Ad Hoc Working Grour on Chemical 
Weapons to the Committee on Disarmament" 

— CD/GUMP.44 submitted by Poland, entitled 'Views of the Chairman of the 
Ad Hoc Working Group on possible compromise wordings of the elements of a future 
convention' (also issued es CD/333) 
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-9. The following Conference Room Papers were also submitted to the Working Group 
during the sedond part of ite 1982 session: 

- CD/CV/CRP:60 entitled 'Sub/nary by the Chairman of initial comments made With 
respect to the suggested wording for Annex IV: recommendations and guidelines 
concerning the functions and organization of the national verification system-
CD/CV/CRP.42)' 

- CD/CW/CRP.61 entitled 'Opening statement by the Chairman of the Working Group 
on Chemical Weapons on 20 July 1982' 

• 
- CD/CU/CRP.62 submitted by China, entitled "Suggested alternative wording 

for.Element II and Annex I' 	 • 

- CD/CWICRP.63 submitted by the Federal Republic of Germany, entitled  'List of 
questions addressed to the •delegation of the USSR on 22 July 1982 by the delegation 
of the Federal Republic of Germany with respect to document CD/294 (CD/CW/UP.35)-" 

- CD/CV/CRP.64 entitled "Timetable for the Chairman's consultations with • 
experts on technical issues as presented in document CD/CW/1P.36 on 23 July 1982, 
to be held 2-6 August.1992'  

- ap/cd/cRP.65 submitted by China, entitled 'Suggested alternative wording 
for Element IX, 2(a) and (d) 1 	 . 

CHAIRMAN'S CONSULTATIONS WITH DELEGATIONS ON I2CENICAL ISSUES 

. 110. Following the practice introduced in 1981 by the Chairman to hold consultations 
on certain technical questions relevant to the future Convention, the Chairman, 
during the second part of the 1982 session of the Group, convened consultations with 
delegations on issues recommended for further examination and in his previous  report 
contained in document CD/CW/VP.30 of 22 March 1992. These consultations were held 
from 2 to 6 August 1982 and dealt specifically with the following issues: 

(a) With regard to scope, possible standardized physical, chemical or 
biological methods enabling determination of the toxicity of "other harmful 
chemicals" and products formed in different kinds of production processes (including 
the binary technique) for  chemical warfare agents, particularly those . belonging to 
super-toxic lethal chemicals; 

(b) With regard to verification, possible technical methods to monitor 
destruction of chemical weapons, inter alia,  by means of specialized information 
gathering "black boxes", including the means for transmission and processing of such 
information. 

11. At its 6th meeting, held on 11 August 1982, the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working 
Group presented the report on his consultations as contained in 
document aVairAIP.41 and Corr.l. The Working Group devoted its 9th meeting to 
an in-depth discussion of this report. The Group took note cf this  report.  While 
the usefulness of these consultations was unanimously recognized, the need to 
structure them according to the requiremente of the future convention was emphasized, 
bearing in mind the close link between its technical and nolitical aspects. 
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It was felt that the consultations with delegations on technical issues should be
clearly relevant to the work of the Workino Group. It was agreed that in the future
the report should duly reflect the differing views.•exrressed in these consultations.
Some delegations emphasized that Chairman's consultations with dalejations on
technical issues can play a useful role only when they can contribute to the
clarification of tochnical issues for such -:rovisions of the future convention on
which agreement in nrinciAle has been achieved. Other deleôations held the view that
these consultations could also help to provide a concrete basis for the consideration
of key issues on which no agreement has yet been reached.

1712. It was agreed that the next Ghairman's.consultations on technical issues should focus
on the quastions listed below. It was further aJ-reed that durina the time devoted to
these consultations, between six and eight meetings should be devoted to each item,
t^,ao'meetznos to the presentation of other technical issues of direct relevance to
thework of the Working Group, aimed at facilitating the negotiating process, and
four meetings for discussion of the report on the consultations.

Topics .to be discussed:

A. On the basis of the a.rorkir.g hypothesis on the definition of chnmical weapons
(see Annex, pages 3-10) including the concepts of precursors and key orecursors,.it
is suggested that the following questions may be directed to the technical expertise

of delegations:

(a) what are the views on the "working hypo.thesis" on definition of these
concepts?

(b) to what extent - and by which method - would it be possible to compose lists
of key precursors?

B. ^:Iith respect to destruction of stoclTiles of chemical weapons, verification
procedures should

(i) verify the types and quantities of chemicals to be destroyed;

(ii) ensure that they have been destroyed.

In this connection technical experts of delegatinns may be asked to address the
following questions:

(a) what technical procedures could be.suggested in order to monitor
destruction of stockpiles of chemical weapons?

(b) what specific elements need to be included in declarations aiade by State
Parties, in.order to meet the reauirements mentioned above?

(c) do methods of destruction of stockpiles need to be snecified, ar.d in ^r'r^t
detail, in order to assure State Parties that stocks hav-:^ been destroyed and are not
capable of bei.-^,,- diverted again to use as chemical weapons?

I
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IV. SUBSTANTIVE CCPlSDE-tATIOIdS DURING T^:; SECG1-0 PART OF T= 1982 SESSIOtT

-'13. During the second part of its 1982 sessior_, the Group at the suggestion of the
Chairman, proceeded to another detailed examination of the Revised Elements and of
the Comments Thereto, contained in document CD/C,+IM.33 and Corr.l with a view to
elaborating the provisions of the future convention.

"14. As a result of the consideration of the Revised Elements and of the
Comments Thereto, and after extensive informal consultations in the Working Group,
the Working Group accepted the Chairman's suggestion to establish nine open-ended
contact groups in order to advance the process of elaboration of the convention.
These informal contact groups, which are listed below, dealt with the following
spheres of the convention:

1
I
I
1
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(a) Element I: scope of the chemical weapons convention;
(Co-ordinator: Mr. T. Melescanu, Romania)

(b) Element II: definitions-;
(Co-ordinator: Dr. J. Lundir., Sweden)

(c) Element IV: declarations;
(Co-ordinator: Mr. T. Altaf, Pakistan)

(d) Element Tl: destruction, diversion, dismantling and conversion;
(Co-ordinator: 'Mr. S. Düarte, Brazil)

(e) Element IX: general provisions on verification;
(Co-ordinator: NIr. G. Skinner, Canada)

(f) Preamble and Final Clauses of the future chemical weapons convention;
(Cô-ordinator: Mr. R. Steele, Australia)

(g) Element X: national implementation measures
(Co-ordinator: Dr. H. Thielicke, German Democratic Republic)

(h) Element XI: national technical means of verification
(Co-ordinator: Dr. H. Thielicke, German Democratic Republic)

(i) Elements XII and XIII: consultation and co-operation;
consultative committee.
(Co-ordinator: Miss N. idascimbene, Argentina)

15. The results of the work of these Contact Groups were reflected in the reports of
the Co-ordinators which were discussed in-depth in the 'rlorking Group and
subsequently revised by the co-ordinators. These reports are attached in-extenso
in the Annex. The method of work adopted by the Working Group in the second part
of its 1982 session, and in particular the,functioning of open-ended contact groups,
was recognised by all delegations as fully appropriate for the present stage.

Delegations paid tribute to the Chairman, Ambassador Sujks, for his imaginative
proposals in this regard.

I
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:i16. The Chairman, having taken into account: 

- the views . expressed by different delegatidns at the plenary meetings 
of the Committee devoted  to  Chemical Weapon's; 

- the extensive discussions during the meetings of the Working Group; 

- the equally extensive discussion in thé contact groups; 

- the thorough examination of and discussion on the repàrt of each of 
the contact groups; 

- and the consultations with numerous delegations, 

presented his views on possible compromise wordings of the elements of the future 
convention. These views are contained in document CD/333(CD/CW/WP.44). The 
Working Group appreciated the Chairman's contribution and recommended to take it 
into consideration along with the reports of the contact groups in its deliberations 
during 1983. 

“17. The Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons has agreed to recommend to the 
Committee on Disarmament that the Group should continue its work under the present 
Chairman between 17 and 28 January 1983, taking into account all existing proposals 
and future initiatives. During this period the Group. will continue the work 
carried out in 1982, including through meetings of the contact groups established 
in 1982, and through the Chairman's. consultations on technical issues envisaged in 
paragraph 75.12 above. Italso agree.d to recommend  that.  the consultations-on  technical 
issues should continue to the end of the first week of the Committee's 1983 session, 
and that the 1982 Chairman of the Working Group should prepare a report on the basis 
of his consultations. It was further agreed that the. work of the Working Group 
itself during the period 17-28 January should be reported as part of the 1983 report 
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"ANNEX 

'REPORT OF THE CO-ORDINATOR OF TE1 CONTACT 'JR= ON THE SCOPE CF THE 
CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION' 

Basic position: 

"1.. '7ext without'a Prohibition  of use: 

'Each State Party to.this Conv'ention undertakes, under no circumstances, to 

develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile, retain or transfer chemical . 

weapons, and to destroy or dispose for permitted purposes cf existing stocks 

of such weanons, and also to destroy or .dismantle facilities and eans of 

production of such weapons.' 

"2. Direct inclusion.of a prohibition of:the use of Chemital weapons in 

'Element I: 

'Each State Party to this Conventibn undertakes never in any circumstances 

to develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile, retain, transfer or use 

chemical weapons and to destroy or otherwise dispose of existing stocks of 

chemicalAweapons and  eans of production  of such weapons.? 

"II. Proposals for.opticnal alternstives concernina the reaffirmation of the  
tnon-use•y regime Provided for in the 1925 Geneva Protocol, and its  
reinforcement throueh one or more of the fol1owin ,7: 

(a) a preambular provision recalling the 1925 Geneva Protocol and reaffirming 

the prohibition of use; 

(h) a 'specific provision prohibiting use in situation not covered by the 

1925 Geneva Protocol; 

(,) a provision stating that CU convention should not be interpreted as 

in agy way limitin •  or detracting from the obligations assumed by any State 

under the Geneva Protocol cf 1925 (along the lines of existing Element VII); 

(d) a specific article in the body cf the future convention recoanizing 

that any use of chemical wcapons will constitute a violation of the chemical 

weanons - convention and.stipuIating that as -a consequence the provisions on 

• .verification included in GU convention will apply to such situatiOns as well 

(e) ,  a specific provision ohould be included in the section dealin-r with the 

icomplaints procedure 'of the future Convention. Such a prevision should 

' recognize that any use of chemical weapons by a State Party or with the 

assistance of a State Party would indicate a violation of one or more of 

the obligations assumed under the scene of the Convention. The competence 

of the Consultative Committee would consequently be extended to the allerzations 

of use. 

I. 
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• (f) provisions for the verification in CU Convention will include methods 

and mechanisms for the verification of the prohibition to use chemical 

weapons.  • 

(g) separate mechanism for investigating suspected use of chemical weapons 

and biological weapons in combat; 	 - • 

(h) includina the prohibition of use in the definitions of the chemical 

weapons convention; 

(i) in the interests of enhancing the effectiveness of the Convention, 

the States Parties shall agree in due fort  to prevent any actions aimed 

at deliberately falsifying the actual state of affairs with regard to 

compliance with the Convention by other States Parties. 

”III. Co-ordinator's proposals for 'a working hypothesis': 

"In  the  event that consensus is reached that Element I of the future convention 

may not include a reference to the prohibition  of use, this question could be handled 

as follows: 

In the preamble of the Convention, a paragraph will recall the 

1925.Geneva Protocol and reaffirm the prohibition to use chembial weapons; 

Element' VII will - âlso contain à referencato•the Geneva Protocol-stating 

that the Convention.should not.be.interprated in any way as limitine or 

affecting the obligations assumed by States on the basis of the 

1925 Protocol; 

In addition, a new article will be included in the Convention 

recognizine that any use of chemical weapons will ipso dure  constitute an 

evidence of a violation of the CW Convention and, accordingly, the provisions 

on verification included in CW Convention will apply to such situations 

as well. 

"Prohibition of the planning ,  organization and training in chemical  
warfare capability 

"In the last meeting.  of the Group, a short exchange of views on the possible 

inclusion of the prohibition cf the planning, organization and training into a 

CW convention tock place. It appeared that. the basic positions expressed cn this 

subject remain the same. It  ras  consequently agreed to postpone a discussion on 

this item till after further discussions on other problems like verification or 

non-use. 
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"1 .

"r^rCl?T CF ThI; CC-GRD^^?1^iGR OF, T^ CCI`T'1%CI GRCû? OIT DEr'TiTITIC?TS

The Contact Group has considered basic definitions for the pu--pose of the

convention of 'chemical weapons ; 'prec•arsors I and to:cicity criteria, and of

'permitted purposes'. Discussions have also been held on the possible meaning of

expressions concerning other aspect: of the convention as 1producticn capability/

capacity' and 'destruction'.

"2. In its work, the Contact Group has recognized that the possible outcome of its

deliberation could not be perceived as in any way binding for the delegations, who

took part, or for an^r other delegations. The basic positions of delegations still

are those reflected in CD/220 and 1:rP.33, both in the teléments' and in the cemmer.ts

to them, and also in CD/294.

"3. The co-ordinator feels, however, that he was supported by the Contact Group

in his endeavours to present rwcrkinE hypothesis-regarding the possible content

of the definitions mentioned, at the same time accounting for the main divergent

or optional views on the suggested content. The report, therefore, presents such

working hypothesis and comments on them, and, when necessary, preceded by an

introduction to the subject. The introduction contains points of view I•il.ich were

offered by delegations as e:;planaticns.for suggested parts of definitions.

,,4. Even if it is the hope that the working hypotheses mi,^ht serve delegations in

their work to narrow differences of views on definiticns, they shculd be considered

to be only basic approaches. Thus they are not intended to reflect all the

controversial issues which are discussed to be included in the scope, even if

occasionally some reference may be made to that.

115. Before starting the work on definitions, the Contact Group discussed the

^ purposé criterion^ . It t-ras agreed that this concept need not be défi.nsd fo'r the

purpcse.of the convention. Het-rever, tne fclLowin` tentative descripticn seemed

to be generally acceptable:

(1) It allows a State to determine what it is allowed to do and

what it must not do.

(2) It provides ag.zideline for one State to evaluate another State's

activities.

(3)" It provides, totéther with the c.uantity critericn, a starting. point

for elaboratir.g more specific criteria (e.`. to:cicity, lists). Such

criteria can serve as aEkide to selection and application of

specific verification measures.

I
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116 0 Wor:fi2.^g hyDQtht?sis ragardLn1r ? Of ;Zh: ;i1T?,11 -:eE.Dcns.

(a) The. definition should comprise only such ccncepts which are necessary

for the purpose of the convention.

(b) The definition should express the typical effects of chemical weapons,

i.e. that their effects are due to the utilization of the toxic properties

of chemicals to cause death or other harm.

Comments:

U1'eapons utilizing other properties of chemicals, e.g. radioactivity

or their content of energy, are not to be considered as chemical

weapons even if such chemicals happen to be more or less toxic.

It may be a question of preser.tatien where in t?ze definition this

idea should be expressed, wi:ether in an introductory part of the

(c)

definition or in the body of the defir.ition.

Suggestions have been made that reference has to be made to the use

in war, armed conflict cr ccmbe.t in this cornection.

The formnaation suggested about toxic properties cf chemicals could

imply a reference to to::ic effects of chemical weapcns to all living

organisms.

The term 'chemical weapons, should be ap_r,lied to each of three different

categories of items;

To;:ic chemicals ^•rh icn meet certain criteria, and t."L:eir precursors.

Munitions and devices erhich meet certain criteria. This category

includes binary and other rulti-compcnent munitions or devices.

(iii) Equipment specifically desir-ed for use directly in connection

with the employment of such munitions or devices.

Comments•

The above mentioned part of the definition th ±t chemical weapons utilize

the toxic properties of chemicals could as well appear in the body,

of the definition.

Another approach mijht be to define "chemical ':rarfar' agentt and apply

the criteris, refer~ed to under (a) to such chemical warfare a_er_ts.

I
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(d) The general undertakings in an Lrticle I of a future convention shall 

not apply to chemicals; which can be shown to be produced etc.  for certain 

permitted purposes in quantities atpropriate  for  such purposes. However, 

•such chemicals may have to be subject to certain clarification procedures 

concerning the provisions in article I, as may be expressed inarpropriate 

future articles on verification. 

• Comment: 	 • 	• 

The way to express this in the convention is not agreed upon y'e•. 

(e) The criteria for placing chemicals in toxidity categories as:super-tcxic 

lethal chemicals, other-lethal chemicals,.and other harmful .:hemicalS, cOuld 

be expressed as . follows: 

(i) A 'super-toxic lethal chemical is any toxic chemi il with . 

a median lethal dose which is less than or equal to 0.5 mg/kg 

(subcutaneous administration) or 2,000 mg-min/m3  (by inhalation), 

. 	when measured by the methods set forth in 

(ii) Any 'other lethal chemical l 'is any toxic chemical with a median 

lethal dose which is greater.than 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous 

administration) or 2,000 mgmin/m3  (by inhalation) and which is 

. less than or equal to 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous  administration)  or 

20,000 mg-min/m3  (by inhalation) when measured by the methods 

set forth in 	 • • 

(iii) Any 'other harmful chemical' is any toxic chemical with a 'median 

lethal dose which is greater than 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) 

or 20,000 mg-min/m3  (by inhalation) when measured by the methods 

set forth in 

Comments:.  

Preliminary agreed protocols for toxicity determinations by- subcutaneous 

administrations and by inhalation have been worked out during technical 

consultations. 

The category 'other harmful chemical' might be subdivided into caterlories, 

which referred to other toxic effects than lethal effects. This would 

presume agreements cn methods to measure such other 'harmful effects 

as sensory irritant effects, mentally• and physically incapamitating 

effects, skin lesion effects etc. 
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No attempts have been made as yet to evalt?ata the possible coverage

of a definition as eroressad in the r_resent i1orl.inE û;rpot.lesis with

regard to to:;ins and tear gases. Only the possibility that it may

cover herbicides was pcinted to in the last comment under (b) above.

7. Ulcrkinjg, hy_^,ct::esis regardi_»^ a basic definition of "perrii tted purposes ^.

(a) Permitted purposes would consist of two main elements

•(i) non-hostile purposes, and

(ii) military purposes not related to the use of chemical weapons.

(b) I?on-hostile purposes would include research, . inGastrial, agricultural,

medical or other peaceful purposes, law enforcement.purpôses, purposes

directly connected to protection against chemical weapons.

^ ^. '•:Jor±nF h;;rnothesis of a. basic definiticn of "pre.crssor".

(a) Introductory remarks

For the purpose of a chemical weapons convention there seems to be ü need

(a) to ensure a ban on production, etc. of any chemical used for production

of chemicals to which the term chemical weapon might be applied and (b) to

determine which of these chemicals, which may require particular attention

from the standpoint of verification.

The former chemicals may be identified in aEeneral way in the convention

as 'precursors' to fall under the provisions in article I, ;:rchibiting

development, production and stoclkpilirE chemical weapons, in order to

preclude the theoretical possibilitzj that the convention might be

interpreted as allowing production etc. of these precursors for chemical

weapons purpose.

In order to meet the requirement under (b) it would proba.bly be necessary

to identify the rarticular chemicals among the pr°cursors, which are

in some way critical for the nroduction of chemical weapons, e.g. by

determining the main type of compound formed, and iànich may not have

any peaceful use. These ?r4cursors might be 3injled out in the convention,

e.g. as 'key precursors '. Key precursor stockpiles may have to be

declared and destroyed, and these activities be subject to verification

measures, :..hich miC^ht also apply to their future non-production. These

measures lould not apply to nrecursors in general, because these T:rould

under the future ban only be produced etc. for aermitted purn^ses according

to the purpose criterion.
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(b) For the purpose of the convention a general and broad definition

of 'precursor' could contain the fellocrinE^:

(i) Precursors as mentioned in , are chemicals, *ahich,

when made to react chemically form chemicals as are mentioned

in (reference to the place where super-to:tic lethal, other

lethal, and other harm.ful chemicals first are mentioned in

the definition of chemical weapons).

Comment:

An alternative fcrmi:lation might be:

^ Precursor' meahs any chemical, which may be used as a reactant

in production of a super-tc:ic lethal chemical, other lethal

chemical, or other harmful_chemical.

(ii) It would be prohibited under the convention to develop, produce,

stockpile, otherwise ace,uire, retain or transfer precursors

as defined above other than for permitted purposes.

(c) A definition of ';key precursor' could ccntain the following:

(i) A key precursor would be the reactant(s) in one or in a

few consecutive chemical synthéses leading to the formation of

a super-toxic lethal, other lethal, or other har .̂.,,ful chemical,

which determines the class of chemical (e:cpressed in the

chemical structure) of t..e toxic cheia.ical ( s) formed i-rhen the

reaction(s) is takine place

- in a production facility producing super-tor.ic lethal,

other lethal or other harmful chemicals,

- in a chemical t•reapon i,r<^_rhead or other disseminating

device for chemical weapons, before the dissemination

of the intended final, to:cic product(s); or outside

the dissemination device during or after dissemination.

(ii) Key precursors would have to be destroyed i.e. transfcrmed into

chemicals without significar_ce themoelves for production of

toxic chemicals. Such destracticn as well as non-production

of key precursors should be subject to verification as set

out in

Comments:

A definition of '_ro:T _-recursors thus could contain the fcllowing

characteristico:

The key precursor would

- be a precursor in the final stages of the prociuction nrocess,



- be particularly important in determining the end product, 

- be of relatively little use for non-hostile purposes, 

- pose a serious risk from the standpoint of an effective ban 

and therefore require particular attention with respect to 

verification. 

A definition of key precursor may also serve State Parties to a 

convention as a guide for evaluation of future developments with 

respect to key precursors which have not previously been generally 

known or were discovered in the future. 

For the latter purpose, alleged key precursors, and for which data 

proving this were lacking, could be related to any of the three 

types of toxic chemicals by means of toxicity determinations on 

their end products .  formed in their reactions with other precursors. 

The existence of . the definition would also serve as a guideline 

when chemicals fallina under the general definition of precursors 

above may not need to be destroyed or could be diverted or produced 

for permitted purposes. 

Optional to having.an  explicit definition of key precursors, it 

might be possible io have only a list of key precursors. Such 

a list could be established and revised as necessary by the 

Consultative Committee on the basis of agreed criteria similar 

to those discussed above. This might make it possible to have a 

simple definition like e.g.: 

filey pre.g.ursor' means a precursor which has been identified by 

the Consultative Committee, on the basis of agreed criteria, as 

requiring particular attention from the point of view of 

destruction. 

A list of key precursors could also be made up in addition to a 

definition of key precursors. 

The question of lists of key precursors was not thoroughly 

discussed durine the consultations but seems to be favourable to 

most delegations.  Tor  was it discussed as to which extent they 

might be revised. 
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rO. A preli.minary discussion was reld c-rit?: res-pect to-possib3y needed

definitions, for the purpose of the convention, cf 'production facilityt,

''productien capacity' and of ' destractio*;' . The background material presented
as a basis for the discussions by the co-crdinator are presented below, anended
in accordance with the few points of 7iew there was time to obtain on these
matters durine the consultations.

(a) UPrôduction facilityi could mean the plant or part of plant,

where chemical weapons be produced.

(b) 'Production capacity' could mean the amount of chemical *.reapons that

might be produced durint a`iven period of time under agreed assumption,

and/or

the number of production facilities, which might prodace chemical weapons

and their combined out-out during one year under a6reed assumptions.

Comment:

Instead of their combined output, the output of each production

facility might be given.

(c) IDestruction' ► could mean one or more of the following activities to

eliminate chemical weapons and production facilities.

(i) With regard to chemical weapons

Chemicals:

Chanee of the chemical into degradation products, which may be uneconomical

to utilize for repeated production of the same chemical. The process should

be performed in a way that is not detrimental to the er_7ironment.

This might include utilization of the chemical directly in a(irreversible)

production process leading to other chemicals, which cculd not ecenomiczlly

be utilized for production of the same chemical or facilitate production of

such chemicals. Such a chante of the chemical may be referrsd to as diversion

or conversion instead of destruction, and would have to be declar--d and

perforraed according to z-^greed vrocednres, and be s"bject to particular

verification measures.

T`tmitions and Qevicess

M?1ce such munitions or devices unserviceable for chem.ical weapons pus^ioses,

preferably by crushing them into pieces.

1
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Specifically designed eQuipment: 

Make such'equipment unserviceable and removed frcm weapons systems etc. 

(ii) With regard to production faCilities 

- physically take apart or disintegrate the facility and remove all 

parts in - an unserviceable state.  froc the facility, leaving the site 

empty, 

- dismantle and•disperse for other purposes some or ali of the parts 

• of a production facility. Removed parts and the purposes of their 

utilization should be declared and verified. 
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APPENDIX 

"Reference material: 

"Document CD/112, 7 July 1980, p. 2- 5 i  eniitled  

'Letter dated 7 July 1980 addressed to the Chairman of the Committee on 

Disarmament'from the representatives of the USSR and the United States to 

the ComMittee on Disarmament.' 

"'Document .CD/220, 17 August 1981, entitled - 

!Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on ChemiCal WeepOns to the Committee.on 

• Disarmament.: 	 • 

- ' ,Document WP.33, 28 April 1982, p. 511, entitled  • -. 

'Compilation of reviSed•Elements and Comments thereto (CD/220), proposed new 

texts and alternative wordingà as well:ea comments on new texts.' 

' , Document CD/266, 24 March 1982 submitted by Yugoslavia, entitled  

!Working paper, BinarY wéapohs and the PrOblem of theirdefinition and 

verification.' 

"Document CD/294, 21 July 1982, submitted by the USSR, entitled  

! Basic provisions of a convention on the prohibition of the development, production 

and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction, Proposal of the 

USSR.' 	- 	• 	• 

"Document CD/CW/CRP.62, 26 july 1982, submitted by China, entitled  

'Suggested alternative wording for Element II and Annex I.' 

"Document CD/CW/WP.30, 22 March 1982, Annexes III and IV, entitled  

'Report of the Chairman to the Working Group on Chemical Weapons on the 

consultations held on issues relating to toxicity determinations.' • 

"Document CD/CW/WP.38, 28 July 1982, submitted by Yugoslavia, entitled  - • 

'Suggeated alternative definitions Of Chemical Weapons. 

'Document CD/CW/CRP.31, CD/CW/CTC/13, 19 March 1982, submitted by United States of  
America, entitled  . •--- 	- 
'Precursors.' 

"Document CD/CW/CTC/15, 26 July 1982, submitted by Sweden, entitled  
• 

'Chairman's Consultationson Toxicity . Criteria. !  
• -- 

,'Document CD/CW/CTC/1?., 5 August 1982, submitted. by Chinz,entitied  

:hnirmnn's Ccnsulations on Toxicity Criterin.' 

",r)cument CD/CW/GTC/2 1 , 9 l'iugust 1932, uimitted by USSR. entitled  

)roblems ass ,.)ciatud with the ,rchibiti,7.r. 	bin, ry wr,ocn and the 

yerification cf compliance with such pr•hibition.' 

A numOer of written suggestions from de1e7,ations, as well as many earlier 

contributions to the Working Group, have not been listed here. 
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"REPORT OF THE CO-ORDINATOR OF THE CONTACT GROUP ON ELEMENT IV (DECLARATIONS)

"1. POSSESSION OR NON-POSSESSION

Possession ornon-possepsion of 'Chemical rJeapons' (as defined in the relevant

element of CW Convention including all components) and.production.facilities in use

or inoperative whether on State's own property or abroad or belonging to other

State(s) on one's own property including thoee,whose owne.rship is not well defined.

Timings: Not later than 30 days after the Convention'.s_entry

into force or the State Party's adherence to it.

(A) }Chemical t4eaponsi Stocks

(a) Agents: Description by weight in metric tons including quantities

in.bulk and filled into munitions and

Alternative I Description by toxicity category:.
_.. . . ...._ . ... . . . .. . ... . ^ _. ....

- Supertoxic lethal nerve gases ( G-gases, V-gases);

- Supertoxic lethal blister gases ( H-gases);

- Other supertoxic lethal chemicals;

- Other lethal chemicals;

- Other harmful chemicals including incapacitants,

psychotropic chemicals, Convulsants and disabling

cheQicals; irritants including those meant for law

enforcement purposes.

Alternative II Description_by toxicity catag„ry (supertoxic lethal, other

lethal and other harmful) and by chemical names.

(b) Precursors:

Alternative I. Precursors including those of binary type and individual

chemicals in accordance with the categories mentioned in

(a)-Alternative I above. .

Alternative II Description by weight in metric tons filled and^unfilled -'

and by chemical names.

(c) Muniticns..and devices

Alternative I as described through toxicity categories quantities of agents

_ârid precur.sc:°s..

Alternative II (i) Types, weight and number of unfilled.

(ii) Types, weight'and number of filled.
lk
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(d) 'Equipment specifically designed for use in CW'

Alternative I As described through toxicity categories quantities of

agents and precursors.

Alternative II Types and number including of auxiliary filling equipment.

Location:

Alternative I No declarations.

Alternative II Exact description of location by precise geographic co-ordinates.

Timing: Not later than 30 days after the convention's ent•ry into

force or the State Party's adherence to it.

(B) Production Facilities:

(a) Type

Alternative I Declaration for purposes of destruction

(i) Agent production and key precursor production

facilities including types of products.

(ii) Filling facilities.

(iii) Key precursor production facilities.

Alternative II Declaration for purposes of destruction as well as
Confidence Building "ieasures

(i) Agent production and key precursor production

facilities including types of products.

(ii) Filling facilities.

(iii) Key precursor production facilities.

(iv) Munitions and devices production facilities which

are exclusively or partially designed or used for

this purpose.

(b) Capacity of Production Facilities

Alternative I Types, weight and/or qûantity in terms of time as-follows:

(i) Capacities for production of chemicals are

declared directly in units of chemicals weight.

(ii) Capacities for filling of munitions are declared

in units of chemical weights.

(iii) Capacities for production of filled munitions of

binary or multicomponent charges are declared in

units of chemicals' weight as applied to the chemicals

of a specific type which could be formed in combat use.

(iv) Capacities for production of unfilled munition of

binary or multicomponent charges are declared in units

of weight of the chemicals which could be formed after

filling the munitions.
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Alternative II 

Location: 

Alternative I  

Alternative II 

Alternative III  

Alternative IV  

Timings: 

Alternative I  

Location: 

Types, weight and/or quantity in terms of time. 

Exact geographical location of facilities will be declared 

in degreea, minUteS and seconds. - 	• ' 	---- 

Deplarations will also include description of following 

. types of facilities: 

(i) Existing facilities: Last date of operatien. :  

(ii) Converted; present use; last date used for - CW.' 

(iii) Dual purpose facilites: 

No declaration of dual purpose facilites. 	- - 

Dual purpose facilities which are specifically designed or 

used in part for production of any chenical which is 

primarily used for CW. 	 - - • 

Dual purpose facilities which are capable of conversion to 

prèper CW fadilitieS. 	 - 	 . 	_ 	. 

The number and location of all industrial facilities for 

the production of organophosphorous substances. 

(i) Possession of facilities 30 days after the Convention's 

- entry intbfbree or thé State.Party's adhereh -cé to it. . 	_ 
(ii) Capacity of facilities not later than 30 days after 

the Convention's entry into force or the State Party's 

• adherence to it. 

Not . later  .han  one year before destruction. 

Alternative II  • • All declarations regarding possession,. capacity and 

location of facilities .be -made not later than 30 days 

after the Conventions  entry into forez or the State. 

Party's adherence to it. . 	. 	• 
Stocks and production facilities belonging to other States  • 

(a) Total quantity [in units of weight] according to each 

type of cbemical [super-toxic lethal, other lethal and other 

harmful chemicals]; 

(h) Facilities for the production of chemical weapons cr 

any of their elements, controlled .by any . other State, croup  

of States, organization or private individual [indication of 

capacity of.such facilities]. 

Possible .need for declaration of findings of old stocks  

of chemicalweapons, which were not known to a Party itself, 

when the convention entered into force, and of plans for the 

destruction of such stocks. 
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n 2. 	PLANS FOR DESTRUCTION OF STOCKS 

Declarations regarding plans and time frames for destruction of stocks will 

cover 'Chemical Weapons às defined in the relevant element of the Convention. 

Description of destruction process will cover the following: 

(i) Type of operation. 

(ii) Time schedule including percentage quantities planned 

for destruction in specific time frames. 

(iii). • hat is being destroyed and at what location. 

(iv) Aimed at end production. 

Alternative I 	Not later than 30 days after the Convention's entry 

into force or the State . Party's adherence to it. 

Alternative II 	Within 90 days after the Conventions  entry into force 

or the State Party's adherence to it. 	 -- 

Alternative III  Within six months after the Convention's entry into 

force or the State Party's adherence to it. 

,r3. 	PLANS FOR ELIMINATION OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

Declarations regarding plans and time frames for elimination of production 

facilities will cover the folloWing: 

(i) Location of facilities. 

(ii) Plans for (a) dismantling; and (h) destruction. 

(iii) Time frames for completion of separate stages of elimination 

(if necessary) 

Description of destruction process will cover the following: 

(i) Type of operation. 	. . 

(ii) Time schedule. 

(iii) What is being destroyed and at what location. 

* (im) Aimed'at end product (if any including description of equipment 

elements for peaceful purposes). 

Timings: 

Alternative I 	Within 30 days after. the. Convention's entry into force 

or the State Party's adherence to it. 

Alternative II 	Within six mcnths after the Convention's entry into force 

or the State Party's adherence to it. 

Alternative III  Within seven years after the.Convention's entry into force 

or the State Party's adherence to it. 
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114. IMPLEMENTaTION OF THE PLANS FOR DESTRUCTION OF STOCKS

(i) Progress report of stocks destroyed during last year/period

including details of types, quantities and destruction methods.

(ii) Plans for destruction during next year/period including details

of types, quantities and destruction methods.

"5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PL:►NS FOR DISMANTLING/DESTRUCTION OF PRODUCTION
FACILITIES

(i) Progress r3port of facilities dismantled/destroyed during

^ last year/period including type and location and elimination

method.

(ii) Plans for dismantling/destruction of facilities during next year

period including location, type and elimination method.

Timings: Annual/Periodical.

"6. COMPLETION OF ELIMINATION ACTIVITIES

Declaration of completion of elimination activities of all ^Chemical Weapons,

and production facilities.

Timings: Not later than 10 years.

7. STOCKS OF SUPER-TOXIC LETHAL CHEMICALS FOR PERMITTED PURPOSES AND
THE FkCILITIES FOR PRODUCTION OF SUCH CHEMICALS

(a) Super-toxic lethal chemicals produced, diverted from stocks, acquired

or used:

Alternative I (i) For purposes directly connected with protection

against chemical weapons;

(ii) For industrial, agricultural, research, medical

or other peaceful purposes and for military

purposes not connected with the use of chemical

weapons.

,'..lternative II (i) For purposes directly donnected with protection

against chemical weapons.

(b) Location and capacity of the specialized facility for

the produçtion of super-toxic lethal chemical for

protective/permitted purposes.

Timings: Within 30 days (for stocks held at entry into force)

Annual/Periodic - (subsequently).

1
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'8. 	Alternative I 	Production and use of other lethal chemicals 

for permitted purposes. 

Alternative II 	Production and use of commercial chemicals which pose 

a special risk. 

Alternative III  Production of organophosphorOus Substances. 

Other lethal chemicals and precursors produced, acquired retained or used for 

permitted purposes including their quantities, total production, chemical names, 

uses and location and capacity of facilities where produced. 

Timings: 	• 	(i) Within 30 days . - (for stocks held) 

(ii) Annual/Pcriodic - (subsequently). 

TRANSFERS 

Alternative I 	-(i) Volume of transfers since 1 January 1946. 

(a) Quantities of chemicals transferred/super-toxic, 

lethal, other lethal and other harmful chemicals. 

(h) Quantities of transferred munitions and other 

means of combat use/weisht of the chemicals filled 

in those munitions; 

(c) Technological equipment for the production of 

chemical weapons and corresponding technical 

documentation/in units of weight of the chemicals 

which could have been produced as a result of 

such transfers. 

(ii) Declare type and quantity of super-toxic lethal 

chemicals transferred for permitted purposes and 

names of recipient State(s). 

Alternative II 	Declare type and quantity of super-toxic lethal chemicals 

transferred for protective purpose's and names of recipient 

State(s). 

Timings: 	For Alternative I (i) 

Not later than 30 days fter the Conventions  entry into 

force or the State Party's adherence to it. 

For Alternative I (ii) and Alternative II  

30 days in advance of transfer. 

119 .  
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DIVERSION OF STOCKS

Details of types, quantity and intended use.

Timings: Alternative I

Along with/as part of the declaration of plans-for

destruction of the stocks.

Alternative II

.;long with/as part of the declaration of implementation

of de"struction of stocks.

" 11. CONVERSION OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES TO DESTRUCTION FACILITIES

Details including location, type, capacity.

Timings: Alternative I

Along with/as part of plans for elimination of facilities.

Alternative II

At the time of declaration of plans for destruction of stocks.

" 12 . CESSATION OF ACTIVITIES RELATED TO POSSIBLE USE OF CHEt4ICAL WEAPONS

(a) Issue an open general order to the effect that planning, organization

and training intended to enable the utilization of toxic properties

of chemicals as weapon in combat should not take place;

(b) Ascertain that all organization charts, plans, manuals etc. containing

provisions intended to enable the utilization of toxic properties of

chemicals as weapon in combat, are withdrawn or revised;

(c) Declare the composition of equipment intendéd to protect against

chemical weapons.

Timings: Not later than 10 years.

OPTION: No such declaratiôn.

SUBMISSION-OF DECL«RATIONS

All declarations will be submitted to the Consultative Committee who will

inform all States Parties.

1
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REPORT OF THE CO-ORDINATOR OF THE CONTACT GROUP ON ELE?1EINT V
(DESTRUCTION, DIVERSION, DISMANTLING AND COW^TERSIOid)

"A - DESTRUCTION OF STOCKS:

I ARTICLE:-.:.,Agreed sub-elements-to be included

(a) general obligation to destroy all existing stocks of chemical

weapons;-

(b) possibility of diversion of stocks for peaceful purposes, subject

to conditions and circumstances set forth in the Annex;

(c) obligation to utilize sage methods of destruction that will avoid

harm.to the environment and to populations;•-*/

(d) provision on international co-operation to facilitate implementation

of the Convention,- including the possibility of transfer of

chemical weapons to another State Party for the purpose of destruction;

(e) indication of the over-all duration of the process of destruction,to

be counted from thetime the Convention enters into force for each

State Party (suggestion: 10 years):

- time of start of actual destruction (Zlternative3):

(i) not later than six months after the Convention enters

into force for each State Party;

(ii) not later than two years after the Convention•énters

into force for each State Party.

Other pub-elementy proposed by some Delegations:

(a) obligation to destroy preoursors that may be used for binary weapons;#/

(b) placement of all stocks-under ?nternational.supervision at the time

the Convention enters into forc,:i for each State Party;

(c) obligation to utilize methods of destruction that permit adequate

verification.

f
I

'/ Suggested addition: This includes all it-^-ms definedas 'chemical:weapons',
including all types of precursors". If.und:r the Element "D-_finitions",. all...
precursors fall within the definitibn`of ^;chemical weapons", this addition whuld.
render ûnnécassary the proposed sub-élement (a) f.,)r the :lrticla..

'3*/ This obligation could be stated in a separate Article applying to the
destruction of both stocks and faciliti-^s.

***/ This provision could be stated in an appropriate place so as to apply
both to the dastruction of stocks and of facilities..

1
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- II - ANNEX: Agreed sub-elements to be included: 

(a) conditions and circumstances for permitted diversion of stocks for 
* 

peaceful purposes (to be further elaborated);
/ 

 — 

(b) procedures and operations to be accomplished during the over-all 

period of destruction: 

- initial stage (from the time the Convention enters into force 

for each State Party to the time of start of actual destruction): 

- submission of plans for destruction of stocks; .  such plans 

. 	should include: 

+ quantities and types of agents to be destroyed; 

+ tima scheduled for the process of destruction; 

+ description,.in general terms, of method(s) to be employed 

for destruction; 

+ indication of place(s) of facility(ies) used for destruction. 

destruction stage (from the start of actual destruction to the 

. end of over-all period, of destruction): 	 - 

+ .(to be  seen in connection with the declarations required from 

Parties relating to destruction of stocks). 

Other sub-elements proposed by :ome Delegations: 

(a) provisions for ensuring adequate balance during destruction stage 

so as to avoid the acquisition of military advantage by one 

State Party over another (p.ex., agreed rates of destruction); 

. (b) provisions.  for ensuring.minimization of economic  damage. and for 

avoiding unnecessary or burdensome interference with peaceful 

chemical industry. 	 • 

. 	. 
*/ Suggested conditions and circumstances: (a) list of agents the diversion 

of whibh would be permitted; (b) international supervision of diversion; 
(c) diversion to be carried out in an irreversible manner, so as . to prevent the 
re-utilization of component agents as weapons. 
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113 - DESTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 	 , • 

"I - ARTICLE: Agreed suP-eiements to be inclUded: 	• 
. 	*/ 

(a) general obligation to destroy and dismantle facilities,- and not 
. 	. 

' to construct new ones; 

(h) 'obligation te close down such facilities at the time the Convention 

enters into force for each State Party, and to cease production of 

•chemical weapons at . that tima; 

(c)  provision  for temporary conversion of production facilities into 

facilities for the purpose  of destruction  of stocks; 

(d) obligation not to reconvert such converted facilities, and to destroy 

or dismantle them as'soon as they ara no longer needed for the 

purpose of destruction of stocks; 

(e) indication of over-:all maximum Chiratien of the process of destruction, 

to be counted from the time the Convention enters into force for each 

State Party (àuggestion: 10'Years) . ' • 

—time of start of actUal destruction 	 • 

(alternative suggésticins) ' 	- 

• • (i) Six.  months after-the Convention enters into force for 

I  each State Party; 

(ii) not later than'eight years•aftar the  Convention  enters 

• into  force for each State Party. 

Other sub-elements proposed by some Delegations: 

(a) provision  for thé possibility of building special facilities for 

''thé purpose of destruCtion of stocks; . ' 

(b)'  provision for the possibility'of re-utilization in peaceful industry 

of certain types and categories of equipment, according to ' 

specification to ba set forth in the Annex. 

(c) obligation to utilize methods of destruction that permit adequate 

verification. 

*/ The term'facility'• should be understood as defined in Element II. The 
folleing definition was suggested by some Delegations: ' Facilities and/or 
equipment designed or used for the production of any chemical which is primarily 
useful for chemical weapons purposes, or for filling chemical munitions'. 
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"II - ANNEX: Agreed sub-el3mcnts to be,included:

(a) elaboration of proc;dur_1s and operations to be accomplishod

during the over-all period of destruction:

(1) initial sta.-•^ (from the time the Convention •.p.nters into force

for each State Party to *th3 time of the start of actual

dastruction)

- immediate cessation of production and closing down of

facilities;

- sub,-nission. of. detail,.d plans for destruction of facilities;

such plans should inclu&!:

+ location of facility(i^s):

+ description of method(s) to be vemployoad for des•truction;

+ indication of facility to be t:mporarily çonvercad for

destruction of stocks;

+ plans for dastruction of such converted facility.

(ii) dtiztruction staq^ (framthe start of actual destruction to

the and of the ov^ir-all, p^:riod ):

(to ^be seen in connection with thL, declarati.ons requirM from

Parties relating to the d::struction of faciliti::s).

Cther sub-elryments proposed by some Del_nations:

(a) specification of '.ypes and catelorias of nquipm^2nt that could be

reused in peaccful industry;

(b) provisions for ansuriizg adc:quat;.balance during the destruction

stag3, so as to avoid the acquisition of milit.ary advantage by

one State Party ov;;-.r 2nother (p.ex., 3greed ratas:of destruc'cion).

I
I
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71 C - QUESTIONS BEARING ON ELEMENT V THAT SHOULD BE DEALT WITH 
ELSEWHERE IN THE CONVENTION 

(a) issues.  pertaining to  'finition:  

- definition of weapons and agents prohrdited under the Convention .  • 

and which should thus be destroyed (seà Sectien A on 'Destruction 

of Stocks and note to agreed sub-element (a) of the Article and 

to propoàdd sub-elament (a)); 

- definition of facilities and/or equipment for the production of 

chemical weapons, which should thus be destroyed (see Section B 

on 'Destruction of Facilities ,  and note to agreed sub-clement (a) 

of the Article); 

- definition of the concept of destruction/dismantling, both with 

regard to stocks and with regard to facilities. 

(b) issues pertaining to 'Declaration , : 

- specification of all declaretions to be required from States Parties 

relating to the process of destruction/dismantling, both•of stocks 

and facilities, including periodical declarations (suggestion: 

annual declarations during the destruction stage): 

- specification of the authority to whidh plans for destruction of 

stocks and facilities should be submitted (suggestion: the 

Consultative Committee); 

(c) issues pertaining to ,Verification': 

- adequrte procedures for the verification of compliance . with•the 

obligations set forth in Element V. 

(d) issues pertaining to the prohibition of transfer of chemical weapons: 

- exception to the obligation not to trnnsfer chemical weapons so 

as to permit the transfer of stocks for destruction purposes as 

set forth in the Article on stocks (see Section A, 'Destruction of 

Stocks 	sub-element (d) of the Article). 
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fTR'ClORT Or =1 CO-OPû,II1ATOR0i =5 CONTACT GROUP_ ON ïsIZ.ti ?T I1:
(MMIL PROVISIONS OZ? VII'cIFIC11TI0IT)

,+i=-TM1T IX - illGiiT CCITiLI? =12, -FOLLO'.TE?G PCIITTS °

ill. Pu=rose of verification: to provide assurance of compliancet*ith the

provisions of the Convention (CI) 220).

"2. Sc one of verification: appropriate and a,--eed verification measures should be

."3

applied on the basis of the principle of. reciprocity to, inter alia:

(a) ^lements I-IV, concernina prohibition of development, production,

other acquisition, ctoclpilir.û, retention and transfer of chemical

treanono;

(b) Elements I and V, concernine destruction or otheniise disposal of

e:tistinG stocks of chemical weapons and their means of production;

over an ag--eed period of ti.me;

(c) Element VI concern ing super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile

mil i tary -,arp o s e s;

(d) Lnauiry into facts, inoluding on-site verification on an aGreed basis,

on questions related to a1leGed contravention of the terms of the

convention.

I-Iean,, of v.erification:

(a.) Tect.nical. means of verification: E'le.mer.t L'C could indicate that a,;reed

techniques of verification appropriate to the tash r.eauired are identified

under each substantive head (nc^.* contained in Elements II-VI) ;

(b) Orra.nizationa1 means of Verif ication: Zl.eaent I:i could provide for the

establishment of a Consultative Cor..mittee to act as a permanent body for

the monitoring. of the implementation of and ccmpliance with the terms of

the. Convention.
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SLCTIO:' A. CCI?CEI^TS AZD OPTIONS
,,
FRF^1t1BLE

Concerts

(i) ErinGing- about General and comple-ée disarmement

(ii) Ctf ban as a 7ecessavy disarnament sten

(iii) Determination to exclude noccibility of use; C•1 use repa,,;na,zt to the

conscience of r,.Gr_L;ind

(iv) StrenCt.ieai;zG _)eacefuï co-operation in :;cientific fiel.as

(v) P," Convention undert,^'tine on CiI -ne;otiatio-nc

.(vi) RecoGnizir_g si;lificance of 1925 ï:ctocol and UT Convention

(vii) Charter of the United Nations

(viii) C`^l convention importa-nt for social and economic develo^^ment

Options

inclusion of prohibition of use in first pre2swular pa=atgraph

chemistry for the benefit of .nan,cind

Lrinciple of ncn-diminished security (ut lower lévelz of armanents)
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SECT= B: VARIOUS SP1CIFIC PROPOSAL 

tiPRWIBLE 

(i) Disarmament 

Reaffirming their adherence to the objectives of general and complete 

disarmament, including the prohibition and elimination of all  types  of - 

weapons of mass destructien; 

(ii) rd • 

Convinced that the prohibition of the development, production and 

stockpilinG of chemical weapons and their deslruction represent a necessary . 

step towards the achievement of General and complete disarmament under 

effective international control; 

(iii) Use 	 • 

Determined, for the sake of all mankind to exclude completely the 

possibility of chemical agents being used az weapons; convinced that euch 

use would be repugnant to the conscience of mankind and that no effort - 

should be spared to minimize thiz risk; 

(iv) Peaceful co-operation  

Ccnsidering that peaceful co-operation among States should strengthen 

international co-operation in scientific fields, especially in that 

of chemistry; 

Alternative  Considering that the achievements in the field of chemistry should be 

used exclusively for the benefit of mankind 

(v) BW Convention  

In conformity with the undertaking contained in the Convention on the 

Prohibition cf the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological 

(Biological) and Toxin Teapons and on Their Destruction, to continue 

negotiations in good faith with a view to reaching early agreement on 

effective measures for the prohibition of the development, production and 

stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction; 

(vi) 1925 Protocol 	 • 

Recognizing the important significance of the Geneva Protocol fdf  the 

Prohibition of the Use in Jar of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other  -ses and 

of Bacteriological Methods of Uarfare, siimed et.Geneva on 17 June 1925 

and also of the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, 

Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin 

Weapons and on Their Destruction, in force since 2,'D March 1975, and calling-

upon all States to comply strictly with the said arr.reements; 
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(vii) United Nations Charter  

Desiring also tc contribute to the realization of the purposes and 

. 	Principles of the Charter of  •the United Nations; 

• (viii) Social and Economic Develorment 

Recognizing the -important contribution that the Convention can make through 

its implementation to the social and economic development of States, 

especially developine countries. 

Option .  

Guided by the principle of non-diminished security cf any State or group 

of Stater. 

'ELEMEHT VII - RELATIONSHIP ',•11TH OLtie TREATIES 

No limiting or detracting from the obligations assumed under 1925 Protocol 

or any other international treaties. 

Ottions 

- specific reference to  obligations under Biological_Weapons Convention 

- specific reference to obligations under EUMOD. 

- possibility of linking CW convention to 1925 Protocol. 

"IILE.= VII - RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER TREATIES • 

Draft Element  

Nothing in this Convention should be interpreted as in any way limiting or 

detracting fromthe obligations assumed by States Parties to the Protocol for 

the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gazes, 

and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925, 

or any other international treaty or any existing rules of international law 

governing armed conflicts. 

Reference to BW  

Nothing in-this Convention should be interpreted as in any way limiting or 

detracting from the obligations assumed by States Parties to the Protocol for 

the  Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphrciatinz, Poisonous or Other Gases, 

and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, siGned at Geneva on 17 June 1925, 
r .  

under the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and 

StockpilinG of BacterioloGical (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their 

Destruction, opened for signature on 10 April 1972, or any other international 

treaty or any existin.7,-  rules of international law governing armed conflicts. 
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Reference to EMMOD 	 . 

Nothing in this Convention should be interpreted as in any way limiting or 

detracting from the obligations assumt:d by  States Parties to the Protocol for 

the Prohibition of the Use in War àf Asphyxiating,Poisonpueor0ther Gases, 

•-and of Baeteriological Methods of Uarfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925, 

or under the Convention on the • Prohibition of the Development Production 

and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) .  and Toxin Weapons and on 

Their Destruction, opened for signature. on 10 April 1972, and the Convention 

on Prohibition  of • Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental -  • 

Modification Techniques (EMMOD), or any other international treaty dr any 

existing ruleS of international law governing armed conflicts. • 

0ELEMEN• 	IMTERNATIONIL CO-OPERATION 

• Concepts 

(i) Avoidance of hampering international co-operation in peaceful and proteotive:L 

• •chemical activitiea; 

(ii) Undertaking to facilitate, promote and participate in exchange of materials 

and information 

(iii).Undertaking to allocate any savings as a result of CT  convention. 

Ontions  

- facilitate international co-operation in peaceful chemical activities 

- participate in fullest possible exchange (including co-operation on 

training and equipping with protective measures) 

- undetaking to assist other Parties on reauest. 

"MZIEUTT :UV 11111TDICITTS 

(i) Amendments proposed by any Party; submitted to Depositary; circulated • 

•to other Parties; , 	. 
(ii) Entry into force of amendments for each Party accepting amendments upcin 

acceptance by majority of Parties; thereafter for each remaining Party on 

date of acceptance by it. 

Ortions  

Amendments •considered at Review Conference 

- Party after entry intà force, failing expression of a different intention, 

considered as party' to treaty as amended. 	- 
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DLECMTT VIII - fi`^.:^TATIOITU CO-Or'T^U-11IOPT

Draft Element

(1) This Convention should be implemented in a manner designed to avoid hampering

the economic or-technological development of States Parties to the Convention

or international co-operation in the field of peaceful and protective chemical

activities, including the international exchanCe of chemicals and equipment for

production, processing or use of chemieal agents for peaceful and protective

purposes in accordance ^-rith the provisions of the Convention.

(2) Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to facilitate, promote

and participate in, the fullest possible evehange of equipment, mate ials and

scientific and technologieal information for the use of chemieals for n_eaceful

and-protective purposes consonant with the aims of this Convention.

( 3) Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to allocate a substantial

part of possible savings in military expenditures as a result of disarmament.

measures agreed upori in this Convention to economic and social development,

particularly of the developinZ countries.

Plzllest possible exchanae

Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to facilitate, p romote

and have the right tô'r=ticipate in, the fullest possible exchange of

equipment, materials and scientific and tec:zr_ological information for the

use of chemicals for peaceful pur-poses consonant with the aims of this

Convention. Where appropriate such exchange should extend to co-operation

on protective measures.

Assistance to Parties

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to provide or support aszistance,

in accordance with the United Nations Charter, to any Party to the Convention

which so requests, if the Security Council decides that such Party has been

exposed to danger as a,result of violation of the Convention.
;l
ELi TEî1T XTT - REViEL1 COT?PiPMTCE

Concepts

(i) Review after five years if majority of Parties agree

(ii) Pive year intervals.

t
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"EL-12-MIT ::VII - DU^A:TIOI-,, AND 7:FIMIDRAI:iAI3

Concepts

(i) Unlimited duration;

(ii) Right of wi.thdsavral; three :^onths notice to Deâositary; statement of

extraordinary events jeopardizing s•arrreme interests3

(iii) Notification to Security Cou:ncil.

'LMM',T ..ri, - 111=11-221ITS _
Draft Element

(15 Any State Party to this Convention may pzt>>>osa.. amendments to the Convention.

The text of any proposed amendment shall be submitted to the Depositary, who

shall promrtly circulate it to all States Parties.

(2) An amendner_t shall enter into force for all States Parties to this Convention

which have accepted it, upon the deposit with the Depôsitar^J of instruments

of acceptance by a majority of States Parties. Thereafter it shall enter

into force for any remaining States Party on the date of deposit of its

instrument of accer,tance.

it EI,ECOTT XV - F.EVIL':j CCrT'EREITCE

Draft Element

(1) Five years after the entry into force of this Cor_venticn, or earlier if it is

rec_uested by a majority of Parties to the Convention by submittin^g a proposal

to this effect to the Depositary, a conference of States Parties to the

Convention should be held at Geneva, Switzerland, to review the operation of

the Convention, with a view to assurirg that the pu=poses of the Convention

are 'oeing realized.' Such review should tatte into account any new soientific and

technological developments relevant to the Convention.

(2) Further review conferences should be held at intervals of five years thereafter,

and at other times if rec.uested by a majority of the States Parties to this

Convention.

11 EIM M. IT ^XMI - DUI3ATT_OP.T AND

Draft Element

(1) This Convention should be of unlimited duration.

(2) Each State 1^arty to this Convention should in exercising its national soverei6-r:ty

have the ri;ht to uithdraw from the Convention, if it decides that extraordinary

events related to the subject matter of the Convention, have jeopardized _ts

supreme intcrests. It should_ give notice of such '7i thdratrl to the Depositary

three monthe in advance. Such notice should include a statement of the

extraordinary events it regards as havind jeopardized its supreme interests.
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(3) The Depositary on its part should immediately inform the Security Council 

of the'United Nations of the submission of a notice of withdrawal from a 

State Party to the Convention. 

"EMMETT XVII - SIGNATURE, RATIFICATION, ACCESSION 	 _ 

Draft Element  

(1) This Convention should be open to all States for signature. Any State which 

does not sign the Convention before its entry into force in accordance with 

paragraph 3 of this Element could accede to it at any -tLmé. 

(2) This Convention should be zubject to ratification by signator States. 

Instrunents of ratification or accession should be de:pOSited with  the 

 Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

(3) This Convention should enter into force upon' the deposit of instruments 

of ratification by ... Governments, in accordance with paragramh 2' of thie - 

Element. ' 

(4) For those States whose instruments of ratification or accession are derosited 

after the entry into force of this Convention, it should enter into force 

on the date of the  deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession. 

(5) The Depositary should promptly inform all signatory'States and States Parties 

of the date of each siGnature, the date of deposit of each instrument of 

ratification or accession and the date of the entry into force of this 

Convention and of any amendments thereto, as well as of the receipt of other 

notices. 

(6) This Convention should be registered by the Depositary in accordance with 

Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations. 

(7) Annexes of  the Convention  should be considered an integral part of this 

Convention. 

ELZMTT XVII - SIGNATURE, RATIFICATION, ACCESSION 

Concerts  

(i) Open to all States; accession at any time 

(ii) Subject to ratification; deposited with United Nations  Secretary-General 

(iii) Entry into force ,:rith specified number of ratifications 

(iv) Entry into force for late accession 

(v) Depositary to notify all Parties of each signature, ratification or accession 

(vi) Registered in accordance with United ITations Charter 

(vii) Annexes of convention inte.,3ral. 

Ortions  

- .twenty ratifications for entry into force 

- entry into force recuires ratification by all permanent members of 

• Security Council. 
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' iû^dT lVIII - DIÛT^nI3LTIG^T C'*.' COIT^^TTICiT

Texts, in all United T•Tatio!:s languaEes, distributed by DepositarJ.

Ontions

Twer.t,y Ra,tificatio:::;

This Convention should enter into force upon the dnposit of instruments of

ratification by ,'_0 Goverrment!:, in accordance vith paragraph 2 of this

Elemen -U.

All Security Council members '

This Ccnventior shall enter into force upcn the deposit of instruments of

ratification by ... Government.s, including the Governments of the States

permanent members cf the United Nations Security Council.

'=MTT XVIII = DISTFRTBUTION, OF ` COPTViûTTIOZT

Draf t El emen t

This Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and

Spanish texts are equally authentic, should be deposited with the

Secretary-General of the United i'ations, who should send duly certified copias

thereof to the Governments of States members of the United Nations and Lts

specialized aGencies.
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"REPORT OF TEE CO-ORDINATOR OF TEE CONTACT GROUP ON ELEMENT X 

"(NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES) 

ul. Article on national measures  

Working hypothesis: 	 • 

Each State Party should take any measures it considers necsssary in accordance 

with its constitutional procesàes to implement the Convention, and in particular to 

prohibit and prevent any activity in violation of the Convention anywhere under its 

jurisdiction or control. 

Eaoh Stete Party would also inform the Consultative Committee of what legislative 

and administrative measures it had taken with respect to the implementation of thè 

Convention. 

"2. Possible article on national body 

Options: 

- Each State Party would designate a central authority and point of 

contact having respOnsibility with regard to overseeing the 

implementation of the Convention and -to co-operating with the 

• Consultative Committee' and the central aUthorities of other States 

Parties. Guidelines concerning the functions of this central 

authority could be set out in Annex 

- Each State Party would identify its point Of contact being resmonsible 

for the co—operation with the Consultative Committee. 

— No special reference to  national body, since this question could be 

regarded as covered by the article on national measures. 

Possible Annex containinz tTuidelines.concerninz the functions of the national body 

In case  there will .be agreement on the first option in paragraph 2 such an Annex 

could be necessary. 	The contents of this Annex should be further discussed. The 

following'ideas . With regard to possible guidelines are quoted from different Working 

papers and serve only illustrative purposes: 

(a) The Central authority to be designated by each State Party under Article .... 

should be organized and employed by each State Party in accordance with its own 

legislation. 
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(b) 'national aspect' ;

- to oversee the implementation of the obligations concerning

- prohibition of development, production, other acquisition, stockpiling,

retention and transfer of chemical :,reapons;

- destruction of stocks of chemical weapons;

- destruction or dismantling of means of production of chemical

weapons; ,

- temporary conversion of means of production of chemical weapons

for the na-rose of destroying stocks of such t•reapons;

- super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile military purposes;

(This list would be specified in accordance with the final agreement

on the scope of prohibition.)

- to oversee the implementation of the above mentioned obligations the

central authority should be in a position

- to get the relevant information from the corresponding executive

organs, agencies and enterprises to investigate the actual state

of affairs concerning compliance with the Convention;

- to examine reports on development activities as well as the

productive and commercial activities of enterprises of the chemical

industry and related fields, including productive commercial

documentations of the enterpxises of industrial firms engaged in the

manufacture of chemical and other products which could be related

to the score of the Convention;

- to visit enterprises producing supertoxic lethal chemicals, harmful

chemicals and precursors, which fall under the scope of the Convention;

- to visit enterprises being-dismantled or already dismantled, or

converted to the production of the above mentioned chemicals for

permitted purposes;

- to sample probes of wa.ste gases, waste water and soil;

- to install in the..above.mentioned enterprises sensing devices and

make the necessary measurements;

- to get the financial means necessary for the implementation of its

functions;

- to submit to the_government concerned reaorts on its activities

which would be publicized.
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(c) tinternational co-operative aspect 7 : 

- to provide the Consultative Committee with all data necessary to the 

execution of the task of the Committee with respect to verification of 

compliance with the Crmvention; 

- to extend-in case.of international inspections all a2sistanca requested _ _ 
• including technical assistance and the provision of data; 

- to have access to a selection of inspection personnel.both technical •and, 

non-technical; 

to be prepared to maintain documentation of the type required to satisfy 

international verification requirements;. • 

7 to co-operate in prOviding expertise to - the Consultative Committee; 

- to co-operate with the mntral.authorities of other States Parties and 

with corresponding international organizations concerning issues 

connected with the implementation of the Convention. 
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"MPORT C1F Tr CO-ORDI îLITOR OF ME COTIrTACT GROUP ON ELLT-TUIT XI

" (TTL^TIONt,L TFCHNICtiL î^MANS CF IIERIFICl`^TIOPT)

1. Par aph on the compatibility of the use of M-1 with international law

Options:

Any use of national technical means of verification for the purpose of

monitoring compliance by other States with the provisions of the Convention

must be consistent with ,^*,er_erally recoemized principles of international law.

- Each State Party to the Convention may use national technical means of

verification at its disposal fôr the purpose of monitoring compliance with

the provisions of the Convention in a manner consistent with generally

recognized principles of international law.

" 2. Para^_-ranh on assistance and the nrovis i on of information

Ontions:

- Verification pursuant to paragraph 1 of this article may be undertaken by

any State Party using its own national technical means of verification, or

with the full or partial assistance of any other State Party.

- Any State Party which possesses national technical means of verification

may, where necessary, place at the disposal of other Parties information

which it has obtained through those means and which is important for the

purposes of the Convention.

- Any information so obta.ined should be confidential to the State Party

which carried out monitoring, unless or until evidence was sufficient

to suggest non-compliance by another State Party. In this case the

Consultative Committee should be informed.

- All States narties to the Convention should have access to information

gathered by the use of national technical means of verification through

the Consultative Committee, at which disposal States Parties possessing

such information would place it.

113. Para,-raph on non-interference with 1=

?lorlsing hy^othesis:

Each State Party to the convention should undertake not to impede, including

through the use of deliberate concealment measures or in any other manner, the

national technical means of verification of other States Parties operatinC in

accordance with _ aragraph 1.
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(In the vieW of some delegations  provision on noninterference with NTM 

should depend on a'paragraph on the provision of information along the lines of the 

fourth option in Paragraph 2. The question of non—poncealtent should be fum-ther 

clarified.) 	 • 	 • 

Alternative to Element XI  on the lines of Article III,  paragraph 5 of the 
Sea—bed Treaty: 

'Verification pursuant .to this article may be undertaken by any State Party 

using its oWn means, or with the full or partial assistance of any other State 

Party, or through appropriate international procedures within the framework of 

the United Nations and in accordance with its Charter'. 

— first part may be regarded as covered by the first option in 

paragraph 2 of this pe.per; 	 • 

— second part may be regarded as, covered by Element X:TIT). 
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"REPORT OF THE CO-ORDINATOR OF THE CONTACT GROUP ON ELEMENTS XII AND XIII
(CONSULTATION AND CO-OPERATION : CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE)

°' ELEhiENT XII: Consultation and co-operation

It was generally agreed that the Convention should include a provision

regarding normal consultations and co-operation according to the following.

lines:

(a) Commitment by States- parties to consult and co-operate.

(b) Consultations and ao-operation maÿ be undertaken:

directly. between two or more parties;

through approp^^iata int:rnational procedures including the services

of apprôpriata international organizations and of the Consultative

Committee. M. was generally agreed to include a specific reference

to the Consultative Committee underscoring its special role).

(c) Substance of consultations and co-operation: any matter in relation

to the objectives of, or in the application of, the provisions of

the Convention.

For further consideration:

- Specific reference co he United Nations General Assembly and/or

Security Council.

"II. Fact-finding procedt:res concerning alleged ambiguities in or violations of

the compliance with the Convention

(a) General formulation encouraging States parties to hold bilateral

contacts.

(b) Right for every State party (challenging or challenged) to request

the Consultative Committee to carry out a fact-finding procedure,

including its right to request a specific activity to be carried out

by the Consultative Committee (e.g. on-site inspections).

(c) Such request must be substantiated.

(d) Obligation to co-oper?te in the fa.ct-findinG procedure.

(e) Appropriate explanations must be provided in case of a refusal

to an on-site ir.s..*+ection.

(f) Obli,mation of the Consultative Committee to inform States parties

about the results of its procedures.

(S) General reference to the right of every State.to resort to the

mechanisms provided by the Charter of the United Nations.
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For further consideration: 

- Decision by.the Consultative Committee on the merits of a request 

and on the appropriate activity to be carried out for a-fact-finding 

procedure concerning alleged ambiguities in or . violations of the 

compliance with the Convention. 

- Provision containing a strong commitment by States parties.  .te 
. . 	. 

co-operate with . the Consultative Committee in its investigations. 

- Action the Consultative Committee might take after a refUsal by 

a State party to an on-site inspection: 

- request further information 

- request a reconsideration of the decision. 

- Provision of assistance to a State party in case of a breach of 

the Convention: 

- subsumed in the general reference to the United Charter  

- or formulated in specific terms 	 • 

- Question of falsifying the actual state of affairs with regard • 

to coMpliance with the Convention by other States parties.. 

• "ELEMENT:XIII: Consultative Committee  

"A. ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONS 

"l. 	CHAPEAU 	 . . _ _ . _ 
It was agreed that there should be a general formulation stating the purposes-

of the Consultative Committee, i.e.: 

- to carry out broader international consultation and•co-operation 

- to ensure the availability of international data 

- to provide expert advice 

- to oversee the implementation of the Convention . 	. 	_ 	. .. 

 - 

to promote the verification of the continued compliance with 

the provisions of the Convention 	• 

92. • TIMING FOR' THE  ESTABLISHMENT 

- Consultative Committee: shortly, e.g. 30 days, after entry Into force 

of the Convention. 

- It was . generally agreed that some preparatory work before the establishment 

• of the Consultative Committee would be needed. - 

For further consideration: 

- . Preparatory Committee. . • 

- temporary body 	• 

- established after X number of signatures of the Convention 
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- open to every signatory 

- functions: to carry out preparatory- technical wOrik; make 

recommendations to the Consultative Committee 

1.. COMPOSITION 	" 

- 1 representative by each State party 

- advisers by each State party 

For further consideration: 
. 	. 

- President.-Options: 

- Depositary (United Nations Secretary-General or his 

personal representative) 

- elected by the States parties 

- rotative preSidenCy 

- collective presidency 

- Right or obligation of every State party to become members of 

the Consultative Committee. 
. 	. 	. 

4. SUBORDINATE BODIES 

geherally agreed that the Consultative Coffimittee woùld'have: 

- A technical secretariat 

- A sub-organ or sub:organsof a reduced membership to operate on a 

permanent basis 

For further consideration: 	 • 

—.Membership of the sub-organ(s) .. It was suggested: 	• 

- equitable geographical distribution 	' 	. 

. -...eeeemed every X years. 

- some permanent members: .  

- Functions 

Suegested  

- Fact-finding panel: operational body composed of political representatives 

with appropriate technical support of a reduced number of States parties 

to carry out, at the request of a State party,'à fact-finding procédure • 

.:eoncerning alleged ambiguities.in.or . violationeof the compliancé . with 

the Convention 

- Expert study groups .: to - be created on• an ad hoc basis to elaborate 

specific studies on matters of importance for the implementatiOn of the 

Convention 

- Verification teams: for carrying out systematie on-site  inspections 

under the aegis of the technical secretariat.- 
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n 8.

ii 9.

MEETINGS

- Extraordinary meetings.- Options:

- at the request of one State party ^

- at the request of an X number of States parties

- at the request of the sub-ôrgan(s)

- at the request of the depositary

For further consideration:'

- Regular meetings.- Options: .

- every year .

- at longer intervals,'e.g. depending on the need to appoint

members of the'secretariat or of the sub-organ(s)

RULES OF PROCEDURE

- On questions of substance: no voting. If the Committee is unable

to provide fora unanimous report it shall-present the different

views involved.

For further consideration:

- On questiôns'relative to the organization of its work..

It was suggested that the Committee should work where

possible by consensus but otherwise by a majority of

votes

- Decision on a request by a State party for a fact-finding

procedure concerning alleged ambiguities in or violation

of th--.t compliance with the Co::vention .

CO-OPERATION OF STATES PARTIES [•)ITH THE CONSULTATIVE-CONIIrlITTCE

For further consideration:

.PENSES•- It was suggested: - borne by States partiesEX

Specific provision stating the right of the Consultative Committee to

REQUEST ASSISTANCE OR INFORNiATIOA! TO APPROPRIATE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Note: The final placement of the sub-elements listed above in an article or

in an annex will depend'on the decision to be taken with regard to the general

structure of thé Convention.

1
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FUNCTIONS OF THE CONSULTATIVE COP34ITTEE

Generally agreed functions:

1. To carry out broader international consultation

closely co-operate with the States pârties [authorities responsible

for National Verification/I,^aplementation]

provide the States parties with the necessary technical assistance.

"2. To receive, request and distribute data relevant.to the provisions

of the Convention which may be available by.:Statzs parties

[authorities responsible for National Verification/Implementation]

and to arialysz'such information.

"3. To elaborate technical qtiestions relevant to the implementation of

the Convention, e.g. drawing up and revising lists of precursors,

âôrëéd technical procedures.

"4. Td cdrrrÿ out and/or participate in.systematic"on-site inspections

in order to:

- monitor destruction of Ct-J stockpiles

- monitor the single facility for smali-scale-production of:.:

super-tôxic lethal chemicals [for non-hostile military purposes]

[for permitted purposes].-

Sugcested additions:

- monitor the inactive status of CV production and filling

facilities

- monitor destruction/dismantling of CW production and

filling facilities

- monitor production of certain commercial chemicals which

are agreed to pose a special risk

- monitor the inactive status of CW stockpiles

For further consideration:

The role of the Consultative Cormnittee in the systematic on-site

inspections:

- sole responsibility

- shared responsibility, e.^. with the State party concerned

The characteristics*of.the systematic on-site inspections-.

(permanent basis-periodicity-randon selecticn - agreed procedures).
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. To receive a request of a State partY for a fact-finding procedure 

in  case of alleged ambiguities in or violations of the compliance 

with the Convention -- 	 - - 

- To request further information as appropriate 

- To carry out and/or participate in a challenge on-site inspection 

Suggested addition: 

- to carry out a challenge on-site inspection concerning 

allegations of use of chemical weapons by Or with the 

assistance of a State party 
1 6. 	To present an annual/periodic report of all its activities prepared, 

if appropriate,' ty the secrétariat or by the sub-orgàn(s). 
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APPENDIX

It was generally agreed that it shoûld be elaborated i n an annex containing:

Technical orocedures for systematic and challenge on-site inspections

- Rights and functions of the inspectors

- Rights and functions of the host-State personnel

- General kinds of inspection proceduros

- General kinds of eouipment to be utilized in the ihspëctions and

who provides it.

For further considQration':

- Sources of inspection pcrsonnel.

General framework for thG activities to be carried out durin;.^ the

inspections to-be performed, c:j?.

- for the regular nonitoring of the destruction of CI•1 stockpiles

- for the regular monitoring of the single facility for small-scale

production of super-toxic.lethal chemicals

- in the course of fact-finding procedures.,,

Note: The elements listed above couli be separated in ^c^o different annexes
depending on the final decision to be ta:cen with regard to the general structure
of the Convention.
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